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Grammaticalization of Turkic postverbal constructions

Sevgi Aşçagül
Mainz

In their 2002 World lexicon of grammaticalization, Bernd Heine and Tania Kuteva present lexical and grammatical units, labelled SOURCES, which have developed into grammaticalized or further grammaticalized items or TARGETS. These grammaticalization processes are illustrated by examples from several hundred languages.

Turkic languages display developments of these kinds in various grammatical categories. The present paper aims to illustrate some of these grammaticalization processes by demonstrating the way in which so-called postverbal constructions in Turkic have participated in the creation of new aspect-tense markers.

In the following, I shall first briefly describe some Turkic postverbal constructions and their evolution. I shall then proceed to a presentation of the SOURCES they go back to and the TARGETS they have resulted in.¹

Turkic postverbal constructions

Turkic languages display certain types of verbal constructions serving to express actional modifications and consisting of a verb and an immediately following auxiliary verb. The modifying element, the auxiliary verb and (normally) the preceding verb marker, may be referred to as a postverb.² Languages of the Indo-European type preposed elements that precede the primary stem of a verb and form a lexical unit with it, e.g., German sich hinsetzen ‘to sit down’ vs. sitzen ‘to sit’, where the prefix or preverb in the first form expresses a dynamic change, while the second verb denotes the resulting state. In many languages, actional modification can also be expressed by preceding verbs, e.g., the Swedish example quoted from Csató (2001), in which a postural verb denotes durativity:

(1) Han sitt-er och läs-er
‘He is reading.’ (Csató 2001: 182)

The postposed elements used in Turkic are functionally equivalent to the Indo-Euro-

¹ I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer whose valuable remarks I have included here. A previous version of this article is a paper given at the XVII International Congress of Linguists, Prague, July 24–29, 2003 (cf. Hajicová, E. & Kotešovcová, A. & Mirovský, J. (eds.) 2003, Proceedings of CIL 17, CD-ROM, Prague: Matfyzpress, MFF UK).
² Turkic languages also exhibit paratactic constructions in which both the lexical element and the auxiliary element carry the same suffixes (see Demir 1993 and Csató 2001: 176–177). These constructions will not be dealt with here.
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pean preverbal elements in that they express actional modification of the preceding element.3

The converbs involved belong to two different types: the B type ending in a labial stop, e.g., Turkish -(y)lp, and the A type ending in a vowel, e.g., Turkish - (y) A. Both types of constructions are formally identical with syntactically free combinations of a converb and a following verb, i.e., combinations of two lexical items. In postverbal constructions, however, only the first element is used as a lexical item. The auxiliary element has undergone desemanticization and is not expandable according to its original argument structure. Information on aspect, tense, mood, person and number is carried by the auxiliary element. The semantic relation between postverb and lexical verb can be symbolized as follows (the symbol ⇐ indicating the direction of the actional modification):

\[
\text{lexical verb} \Leftarrow B \text{ postverb} \\
\text{lexical verb} \Leftarrow A \text{ postverb}^4
\]

Examples from some Turkic languages are:

(2) Uzbek
\[
yäh-á \quad \text{yät-} \\
\text{write-CONV} \quad \text{lie AUX}
\]
\‘to be writing’
(lit.: ‘to lie writing’)

(3) Uzbek
\[
yäh-ip \quad \text{otür-} \\
\text{write-CONV} \quad \text{sit AUX}
\]
\‘to write for a while’
(lit.: ‘to sit writing’)

(4) Uzbek
\[
yäh-ip \quad \text{tur-} \\
\text{write-CONV} \quad \text{stand AUX}
\]
\‘to write regularly / continually’
(lit.: ‘to stand writing’)

(5) Khakas
\[
xal-ip \quad \text{odır-} \\
\text{remain-CONV} \quad \text{sit AUX}
\]
\‘to remain (for a long time)’
(lit.: ‘to sit remaining’)

(6) Dukhan5
\[
jiip \quad \text{ólür-} \\
\text{eat-CONV} \quad \text{sit AUX}
\]
\‘to be eating’ (lit.: ‘to sit eating’)

Postverbs operate on the actional content of the preceding lexical element. This has the effect that the modification structure typical of Turkic syntax, i.e., modification ‘from left to right’, is reversed. The constructions dealt with here have adopted the modification structure typical of the Turkic word, in which bound items attached to the right modify the preceding items (Johanson 1973: 104–105).

3 Turkic languages also have preposed verbs that have by grammaticalization processes developed into a kind of ‘preverbs’, which give the lexical verbs additional meanings; see some Turkish examples based on the verbs tut- ‘to take hold of / to hold’ and al- ‘to take’ in Csató (2003: 107–108).
4 Csató (2001: 176) gives a more general figure: ‘lexical V ⇐ post V’.
5 I owe examples (6) and (15) from Dukhan, a variety of Tuvin, to personal communication with Elisabetta Ragagnin, Mainz.
Postverbs can modify the actional content of the lexical verb by specifying its qualitative or quantitative properties, e.g., various modes of action, phase specification, direction, and subject and object version. The grammaticalized notion is usually derived from the original lexical meaning of the auxiliary verb. In the following examples, suddenness (7) and thoroughness (8) are expressed by the postverbs:

(7) Karachay  
\text{ayt-}ip \quad \text{qov-} 
\text{say-CONV} \quad \text{put.AUX} 
\text{‘to blurt out’} 
\text{(lit.: ‘to put saying’)}

(8) Uyghur  
\text{oqu-}p \quad \text{čiq-} 
\text{read-CONV} \quad \text{emerge.AUX} 
\text{‘to read from beginning to end’} 
\text{(lit.: ‘to emerge reading’)}

In the Karachay example (7), the focus is on how something is said, whereas čiq- ‘to emerge’ in the Uyghur example (8) excludes readings like ‘to read for a while’ or ‘to start reading’.

In the case of phase specification, one inherent phase of the actional phrase can be expressed by a postverb that focuses on the initial, the statal or the final phase of the lexical content:

(9) Tatar  
\text{yaz-}a \quad \text{tor-} 
\text{write-CONV} \quad \text{stand.AUX} 
\text{‘to be writing’} 
\text{(lit.: ‘to stand writing’)}

In example (9), tor- focuses on the statal phase of the actional phrase, excluding readings like ‘to start reading’, ‘to read through’, etc.

The overall inventory of Turkic postverbs is very comprehensive. Verbs occurring as the auxiliary element include the following types: postural verbs such as tur-/dur- ‘to stand, stand up, stand upright’, yat-/yat-/čat- ‘to lie down, lie’, oltur-/oltur-/odir- ‘to sit down, sit’; motion verbs such as kel-/kil-/gel- ‘to come’, ket-/git- ‘to go’, bar- ‘to go’, yori- ‘to move’ and other verbs, e.g., al- ‘to take’, ber-/bir-/ver- ‘to give’, id- ‘to send’, etc.

Postverbal constructions have developed from free syntactic combinations of a lexical verb in converbal form and a following lexical verb. In clauses based on converbs of the B type, the converb element is syntactically subordinated to the following verb (the matrix clause predicate), sharing the same first actant (subject) with it.\footnote{Turkic languages also have converb constructions in which both elements have different first actants; see Johanson (1995b).} Semantically, however, the converb element can have a value equal to that of the second element. Although the converb clause is embedded in the matrix clause, the relation between the two clauses can be characterized semantically as a kind of “‘and’-relation” (Johanson 1996: 96), similar to the semantic function of conjunctions such as ‘and’ in European languages,\footnote{For an overview of types of Turkic converb clauses, see Johanson (1995b).} e.g.:
In narrative texts, clauses based on converses of the B type have a propulsive ('plot-advancing') meaning rather than a modifying one. They used to be one of the most important means of connecting several events of narrative sequences to each other (Johanson 1998b: 64–65). In the history of Turkic, this converb, as we shall see below, has also been involved in the renewal of aspect-tense categories.

Converb clauses based on the converb ending in a vowel, here represented as A, are used much less frequently than those based on B. Converbs of the A type, too, have been involved in the creation of new aspect-tense markers. Originally, though, this converb appeared as the predicative core in a subordinated converb clause with a modifying function. This is the case in older stages of Turkic (Schulz 1978: 156–168), as well as in the modern Turkic languages. In the following examples, the converb clauses give circumstantial information on the event expressed by the matrix clause predicate. The converb often occurs reduplicated. Examples include the following:

(11) Old Anatolian Turkish (15th century, quoted from Mansuroğlu 1959: 175):

\begin{verbatim}
Aγla-š-u  aγla-š-u  ğumla  qayγa-lu.

cry-REC-CONV  cry-REC-CONV  all  SORROW-DER.WIth
\end{verbatim}

‘They are all sorrowful, crying continually.’

(12) Modern Uyghur

\begin{verbatim}
Yaz-a  yaz-a  qol-um  tal-di.

write-CONV  write-CONV  hand-POSS.1SG  become tired-PST.3SG
\end{verbatim}

‘My hand became tired because of writing continually.’

In some cases, the converb suffix is attached to two verbs with similar or opposite meanings forming a single lexical unit, as in the following examples:

(13) Turkmen (Baskakov et al. 1970: 376):

\begin{verbatim}
Olar  otur-a-tur-a
they  sit-CONV stand-CONV

öz  bar-malİ  yer-i-ne  bar-dılar.
self  go-OBL  place-POSS.3SG-DAT  go-PST.3SG
\end{verbatim}

‘They calmly arrived at the places they were supposed to go to.’

(lit.: ‘Sitting and standing, they arrived at the places they were supposed to go to.’)

\(^8\) This use has decreased in some modern Turkic languages, e.g. in Turkish, where its function has been taken over partly by the converb -(y)ArAk.

(14) Turkish

\[ Dîș-e \quad kalk-a \quad buraya \quad gel-dik. \]

fall-conv  stand up-conv  here  come-pst.1pl.

'After many struggles we reached this state.'
(lit.: 'Falling down and standing up [again and again] we arrived here. ')

The verb in A has an intraterminal value, which has had a particular effect on the further developments that it has been involved in (see below).

Although the two types of verb presented here have different functions, they have undergone similar changes in the field of verbal composition. Frequent collocation and extension of their use to more general contexts have led to desemantization of the verbs that were the predicator cores of the matrix clause. This has caused a stronger semantic fusion between the two verbs, which now occur as a single lexical unit, in which the second element describes the event expressed by the first one in a more accurate way. The syntactic fusion is so strong that nothing—except particles such as Turkish \( da \) / \( de \) 'and'—can be placed between the lexical element and the auxiliary.

The types of postverbs discussed here seem to have replaced the synthetic actional markers which were used in older varieties of Turkic and which have only survived in a few cases (see Johansson 1998b: 42). Originally analytical items may, at later stages, have been exposed to general tendencies such as increase of agglutination up to suffixification of the postverb. Note, for example, the case of the Khakas suffix -\( lîlî \), which has developed from \( B + îs- \) 'to send'. However, most items that are identifiable as postverbs have not yet reached the stage of suffixification. In Khakas, we even observe phonetic reduction, another step on the grammaticalization path: the \( B \)-converb suffix is reduced to \( \Theta \) after stems ending in consonants, e.g., \( pàs \, sà\!l\!- \) (< \( pàsîp \, sà\!l\!- \)) 'to write down' (Johansson 2002: 95–96). In Turkish dialects of the Eastern Black sea coast, examples such as \( a\!yîr- \) / \( a\!gîr- \) (< \( a\!lîp \, gîr- \)) 'to take away' occur.\(^9\)

Several stages of grammaticalization can be observed at the same time. Thus, in all attested Turkic varieties, past and present, combinations of converbs and immediately following lexical verbs can represent a non-grammaticalized stage—as in examples (10)–(14)—and at the same time display a grammaticalized meaning in the sense focused on here.

**SOURCE > TARGET developments in Turkic languages**

I shall now turn to the **Sources** and **Targets** presented in Heine & Kuteva (2002). The **Sources** to be illustrated are Lie, Sit and Stand. In the languages investigated by Heine & Kuteva, these Sources, among others, have ended in a **Target** labelled 'Continuous' with the meanings 'to be doing sth.' and 'to keep on doing sth.' This grammatical label is defined as a 'marker for an event that is in progress at reference time' (2002: 19). Because Turkic postverbs exactly fulfill this task, I shall concentrate on some cases covered by the label Continuous.

\(^9\) These examples were provided by Bernt Brendemoen, Oslo.

Turkic representatives of the SOURCES mentioned here are the following auxiliary verbs:

**Lie**  
yat-  ‘to lie down, lie’

**Sit:**  
ol(t)ur-  ‘to sit down, sit’

**STAND:**  
tur-  ‘to stand upright, stand still’

Postverbs based on these SOURCES can express continuity, durativity, etc., but also other notions such as iterativity and habituality.

The grammaticalization of Heine & Kuteva’s concept of CONTINUOUS in the Turkic material is based on the fact that the verbs yat-, ol(i)ur- and tur- are initiotransformative verbs possessing two inherent phases: an initial dynamic one and a following statal one. With initiotransformatives, the crucial limit of the action is the initial one: the transformation takes place with the transgression of this limit. With finittransformatives, however, the crucial limit of the action is the final one. An event expressed by verbs of this kind cannot take place until this final limit is attained. Nontransformatives do not imply a crucial initial or a final limit (see Johnson 2000).

Postverbs based on the verbs just mentioned focus on the statal phase of the lexical verb. The initial transformative phase has already been transgressed and is not envisaged. The constructions operate on the basic actional content of the lexical item and render different kinds of durative readings of the actional phrase. These postverbs thus have a nontransformativizing function, excluding limit-oriented readings. See the Uzbek examples (2)–(4) cited above, in which a reading ‘to start writing’ is not possible:

(2) Uzbek

\[
yâz-â  \quad \text{yat-} \quad \text{write-CONV} \quad \text{lie.AUX} \quad \text{‘to be writing’}
\]

(3) Uzbek

\[
yâz-ip \quad \text{yat-} \quad \text{write-CONV} \quad \text{sit.AUX} \quad \text{‘to write for a while’}
\]

(4) Uzbek

\[
yâz-ip \quad \text{tur} \quad \text{write-CONV} \quad \text{stand.AUX} \quad \text{‘to write regularly / continually’}
\]

Another type of Turkic postverb denoting durative and continuous meanings is based on the verbs of the type yorî- ‘move’, which has undergone similar grammaticalization processes.

(15) Dukhan

\[
o’’itta-p \quad \text{for-} \quad \text{graze-CONV} \quad \text{move.AUX} \quad \text{‘to be grazing’}
\]
Further grammaticalization into aspectotemporal markers

The Turkic postverbs mentioned so far have also taken part in the formation of new aspectual markers. Present tense forms of these constructions have been reinterpreted in more general contexts and finally become markers of aspect and tense.

Before I give some examples that illustrate these developments, some information on the terminology used will be appropriate. The aspectual markers in question express viewpoint categories in the sense of Johanson (2000). Viewpoint operators relate the events expressed to some orientation point. The relation is based on three types of aspectual terminality:

- intraterminality: viewing the event within its relevant limits (*intra terminos*)
- postterminality: viewing the event after the transgression of its relevant limit (*post terminum*)
- adterminality: viewing the event at the very attainment of its relevant limit (*ad terminum*)

The third type, adterminality, is a very important feature in, for example, Slavic languages (‘perfectivity’), but it does not occur in Turkic languages. Intraterminality and postterminality can be further characterized by higher and lower degrees of focality, i.e. more or less concentration on the situation obtaining at the orientation point.

Renewal of high-focal intraterminality

Heine & Kuteva’s lexicon also includes further grammaticalization of already grammatical(ized) items (2002: 4). Thus, the grammatical concept of CONTINUOUS can function as a basis for the creation of HABITUALS and PRESENTS (2002: 93–94). Here I shall comment on the latter case, including the ‘progressive’ property.

In Turkic, combinations based on -A tur- in the old present tense (‘aorist’) form -A turur have been used to create new categories of high-focal intraterminality (‘progressives’). See the following examples:

(17) Chaghatay (15th–16th centuries, quoted from Eckmann 1966: 175):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Şahar-da</th>
<th>bir</th>
<th>quł</th>
<th>sat-a dur lar</th>
<th>bu</th>
<th>dām.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOWN-LOC</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>slave</td>
<td>sell-INTRA.3PL</td>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>moment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘They are selling a slave in the town right now.’

(18) Old Anatolian Turkish (15th century, quoted from Mansuroğlu 1959: 175):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Murād Xan</th>
<th>gāl-i yoru r.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murad Khan</td>
<td>come-INTRA.3SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Murad Khan is coming.’

In some languages, combinations based on -B tur- have come to express high-focal intraterminality as well. In the following Tuvan example, the former present tense form turur occurs in the reduced form tur:
(19)  \( t \)
\( \text{Sü} \quad \text{xayn-ip tur.} \)
milk  boil-INTRA.3SG
'The milk is boiling.'

In the South Siberian Turkic languages, to which Tuvan belongs, the auxiliary verbs yat- and ol(t)ur- have also contributed to the renewal of high-focal intraterminality, as in the following example from Khakas:

(20)
\( kir-ip odür \)
enter-INTRA.3SG
'is entering'

As is well known, a renewal of focality in Turkish has been obtained by means of the verb yorî- ‘to move’, the combination \(-A\ yorîr\) developing into the marker \(-\text{l}yor\):  

(21)
\( \text{Ali} \quad \text{gel-iyor.} \)
Ali  come-INTRA.3SG
'Ali is coming.'

This form has undergone defocalization, so that today it expresses a general present tense; see example (22), which may have both high-focal and low-focal interpretations:

(22)
\( \text{Ali} \quad \text{sigara iç-iyor.} \)
Ali  smoke-INTRA.3SG
'Ali is smoking / smokes.'

Second renewal of high-focal intraterminality

In Kipchak languages such as Kazakh and Kirghiz, the high-focal items based on \(-A\ turur\) have developed into markers of lower focality and have thus prepared the ground for the creation of new elements expressing high-focal intraterminality.\(^\text{10}\) Again, it was a combination based on \(-A\ tur\), namely \(*-A\ tura\ tur(\text{ur})\), that filled this gap. Today this marker often occurs in a reduced shape, for example:

(23) Kazakh
\( \text{a1-a turadî} \)
take-INTRA.3SG
'is taking'

\(^{10}\) For a typological description of these processes, see Johanson (1999).
Renewal of high-focal postterminality

The combination -B tur- has also contributed to the creation of new high focal postterminal viewpoint markers ('resultatives' and 'perfects'). These markers can be observed in most Turkic languages, often in a considerably reduced shape, e.g.:

(24) Turkmen
   al-ipdir
   take-POST.3SG
   'has taken'

(25) Azerbaijani
   al-ip
   take-POST.3SG
   'has taken'

Second renewal of high-focal postterminality

Some Turkic languages display the result of a further development, by which the -B tur- complexes have been expanded by the same periphrasis as the already mentioned -A tur- complexes. Thus the pattern *-B tura tur(ur) functions today, mainly in Turkic languages of the Kipchak type, as a marker of high-focal postterminality, focusing on the postterminal state of the actional phrase ('being in the state of having done sth.'), e.g.:

(26) Karachay
   ket-ip turadi
   go-POST.3SG
   'has gone'

(27) Kumyk
   gel-ip turaman
   come-POST.1SG
   'I have arrived'

In the last example, again, reduction in the phonetic shape of the aspectual marker can be observed. Decrease of the fociality degree of aspectual markers is often correlated with formal erosion. In written texts, these aspectual markers may be difficult to distinguish from the postverbs they derive from, since they seem to be identical in form. For example, a B tur- complex may at first sight seem to be functionally ambiguous between aspectual and actional meaning (see Johanson 1995a). In spoken varieties, however, intonational features help to disambiguate the constructions.¹¹

Final remarks

The above survey is an attempt to give some basic insight into certain Turkic categories which may differ formally from their equivalents in other languages, while sharing much of their functional development with them. There is much more to say about Turkic postverb constructions, their distribution in the individual languages, their further grammaticalization paths, contact and areal phenomena, etc. Some of these issues will be dealt with in a forthcoming monograph.

¹¹ The distinctive role of intonation in a Turkish dialect has been dealt with by Demir (1993); cf. Karakoç (2004) for a description of the same phenomenon in Noghay.
Abbreviations

1PL  1st person plural  
2PL  2nd person plural
3PL  3rd person plural  
1SG  1st person singular
3SG  3rd person singular  
ACC  accusative
AUX  auxiliary  
CAUS causative
CONV  convert
DER  derivial suffix
DEM  demonstrative pronoun
INTRA  intraterminal
LOC  locative
OBL  obligation
PL  plural
POST  postterminal
PST  past
REC  reciprocal
SG  singular
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The letters of the Jewish merchant Abū l-Surūr Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl al-Qābisī in the context of medieval Arabic business correspondence
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Every type of discourse has its rules, so also how to write a letter. In the medieval Arabic world, the secretaries in the chanceries set the rules. After years of training, the secretaries were highly qualified specialists. They had manuals at their disposal, in which the refinements were discussed in detail. The best known of these manuals, the so-called 'inšā‘ works, is Šubḥ al-‘ašâ‘ fi šiṅā‘at al-‘inšâ‘ by al-Qalqashandī (dead 1418) which was the crowning achievement of the genre.¹

But what about those who were not professional scribes, e.g. businessmen who often personally handled a wide correspondence with their business partners? And what about members of the religious minorities? From previous investigations, it is obvious that the rules set down in the chanceries filtered down into other sectors of society. An example of this is the studies of Y. Rāghib on the archive of Banū ‘Abd al-Mu‘min dating from the 9th century.² However, the attention paid to the material has been mainly focussed on documents from the early periods of Islamic rule, as well as on material relating to the chanceries. Only rarely has the focus been on private and business letters which also figure in the collections. Yet there is no lack of material, as it was estimated in 1979 that the number of inventoried Arab papyri and papers only in the Erzherzog Rainer Collection in Vienna was said to amount to 13,968 papyri and about 12,000 papers.³ To this should be added the material from the Cairo Genizah, as well as probably also the archives of the Egyptian monasteries, although they have obviously not been explored for this type of material, not to speak of the Muslim archives.

In the present study, a comparative investigation is made between a small collection of eleven letters written between 1050 and 1057 by the Jewish merchant Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl al-Qābisī from Alexandria and letters by Muslim writers from Egypt published by Werner Diem. The purpose of the study is to discuss to what extent (if any) letters written by a Jewish merchant differed from letters from a similar, social and professional, Muslim milieu. The letters are discussed in the context of the autograph business and private letters dating from the 10th and 11th centuries, as published by Diem in Arabische Briefe auf Papyrus und Papier aus der Heidelberger Papyrus-Sammlung, Arabische Geschäftsbriefe des 10. bis 14. Jahrhunderts aus

¹ The genre is explored in Veselý, 1992. Al-Qalqashandī’s work is surveyed in Björkman, 1928.
³ Hopkins, 1984, xli. The total number of Arab documents in the Erzherzog Rainer Collection is far greater.

der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek in Wien, Arabische Privatbriefe des 9. bis 15. Jahrhunderts aus der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek in Wien, and Arabische Briefe des 7. bis 13. Jahrhunderts aus den Staatlichen Museen Berlin. Following suggestions by Joshua Blau, attention is also paid to the possible influence of the choice of script by the writer. The focus is on the formal structure of the letters as well as on their rhetoric. Thus, the commercial and economic vocabulary is excluded from the investigation. This is treated in detail in A Mediterranean society by S. D. Goitein, and in the discussions by Diem in the publications already mentioned. Both business and private letters have been chosen since private matters are often discussed in business letters, as well as business matters in private letters. As we shall see below, all of Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl’s letters, except one, are thus directed to members of his extended family. The reason for excluding later texts from the investigation is that the style and rhetoric of Fāṭimid letter writing changed in the early 12th century.

The letters studied here are taken from the edition published by Moshe Gil in 1997, as well as (for one of the letters) the edition by Şābiḥ ‘Aodeh. All the letters are, according to the editors, autograph letters, i.e. written by Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl himself. For practical reasons, the letters have been arranged in chronological order for the present study: I = Gil, 1997, no. 499 (from October 22, 1050), II = Gil, 1997, no. 500 (from October 22, 1050, = ‘Aodeh, 1992, no. 13, ‘Aodeh, 1998), III = Gil, 1997, no. 501 (from November 19, 1050), IV = Gil, 1997, no. 505 (perhaps from 1053), V = Gil, 1997, no. 395 (perhaps from 1054), VI = Gil, 1997, no. 502 (perhaps from 1056), VII = Gil, 1997, no. 503 (from June 5, 1056), VIII = Gil, 1997, no. 504 (from October 8, 1056), IX = Gil, 1997, no. 506 (perhaps from 1057), X = Gil, 1997, no. 507 (perhaps from 1057), and XI = Gil, 1997, no. 508 (not datable). No. V is peculiar as we here actually have two letters in one. They were written by Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl but were also signed by a business friend of his, Joseph b. ‘Ali Kohen Fāsī. It is, however, likely that only the first part (= V r. 1–21) is actually from Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl, while he acts as the secretary of his business friend in the second part (= V r. 22 to the end). The reason is that he is referred to in the third person in this part of the letter, although elsewhere (including the first part of the letter) he refers to himself in the first person. His father is furthermore referred to by his name Ismā‘īl b. Faraḥ, not as wālīdī, “my father”, as in the other letters. For this reason, only the first part of the letter V is taken into account, as we there, beyond doubt, hear the voice of Faraḥ b. Ismā‘īl. This is called V1.

4 = Diem, 1991, 1995a, 1996, 1997. Diem, 1995b is only rarely quoted, as the letters published there emanate from quite another professional milieu. The term “autograph” is qualified by the editor as meaning “autograph” of the actual writer of the letter. At times there is (according to the editor) reason to believe that the writer and the ultimate sender of the letter may be different persons, e.g. when the sender was illiterate and had to turn to a more or less professional scribe. The word “autograph” is used in the same sense here. When the letters in the comparative sample are given a date from the 10th and 11th centuries (= roughly early Fāṭimid times), this is not mentioned. When a letter is given an earlier or later date, on the other hand, this is mentioned.

5 Blau, 1999, 42.

Of the letters, nos. I, II, III, VI, VIII, IX and X are more or less complete, nos. VI and VII are in the middle of a scale of completeness/incompleteness, and nos. IV and XI are at its other end. A facsimile is available only for letter no. II. As for the transcription of the Arabic text, forms of Classical Arabic (CA) have been used whenever the text allows this. One reason is that Faraḥ b. Ismā’il uses what has been called “Standard Judaeo-Arabic Spelling” (SJAS) which was modelled upon the conventions of CA and which achieved predominance among the Arabic-speaking Jews by the end of the first millennium as the only acceptable orthography. To this should be added that he was probably, at least partly, familiar with CA through his training, as he at times himself wrote in Arabic script. Vulgarisms have, however, been transcribed when the text clearly points to them, although they are not discussed. In all, this is the principle adopted by the editor of the comparative sample. For practical reasons, the system of transliterating Arabic in there has also been adopted. The only exception is that the tā’ marbuta is rendered -a, not -ah. Whether or not to indicate the hamza is a special problem, as it is usually not indicated in Arabic in Hebrew script, not even in CA texts in Hebrew script. In the final analysis, it was decided to follow the principles in the comparative sample. There the editor treats all texts in one and the same way, irrespective of script. Whenever a phrase or an expression in the letters of Faraḥ b. Ismā’il is also found in the comparative sample, the vocalisation there has been adopted here. The main reason is that there are no indications whatsoever of vowels in the letters studied here.

There are, admittedly, problems in the method used here. First of all, letters written by one single person are discussed in the context of a sample of mostly anonymous letters with as many writers as letters. The letters in the comparative sample are furthermore generally shorter than the letters from Faraḥ b. Ismā’il. The only letters of comparable length are thus a group of big merchant letters from the 12th and the 13th centuries (= Diem, 1995a, nos. 41–48). We thus get a comprehensive picture of Faraḥ b. Ismā’il’s style and way of writing, while this is not so with the writers of the letters in the sample. Still, the two groups are nevertheless as close as one can expect, thus making a comparative study fruitful.

The parts of the letters are quoted as follows: r. = recto, v. = verso, rt = right, l = left, mrg = margin, a = above, b = below, u = upside down. I r. mrg, 6 is thus to be deciphered as letter l (= Gil, 1997, no. 501) recto right margin line 6, VI v. a. 3 as letter VI (= Gil, 1997, no. 502) verso above line 3. As for the letters in the comparative sample, they are referred to in the same way as the editor. Thus, Diem, 1996, 10r. 5, is to be deciphered as Diem, Arabische Privatbriefe des 9. bis 15. Jahrhunderts aus der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek in Wien, letter 10 recto, line 5.

8 The development of Judaeo-Arabic orthography is discussed in Blau, 1999, 241–243, where SJAS is called “a transliteration” of CA spelling. For the comparative sample, see the discussion in Diem, 1991, 5–6. For hamza, cf. Judah ha-Levi, 1977, where the editors added it although it is not found in the manuscripts. Specimens of CA in Hebrew script where it is not indicated in the script are provided by Judah ha-Levi’s autograph letters in Gottlein, 1955–1956. As for Diem, he actually at times indicates it even when the script does not allow it, e.g. Diem 1991, 43, 5 fā-nas’alu, although it is spelt fnsl.

1. The merchant Abū l-Surūr Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb al-Qābisī and his letters

Abū l-Surūr Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb al-Qābisī belonged to a family of merchants who hailed from Qābis (Gabès) in modern Tunisia but who moved to Egypt in the first half of the 11th century. Not only his father was a merchant but also his three (paternal) uncles. Once in Egypt, his father and at least two of his uncles settled in Alexandria, where they engaged in trade in the Mediterranean. The family was also associated with the great merchant-banker Nehoray b. Nissīm, who also hailed from the Maghreb. The father of Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb, Abū Ibrāhīm Ḥabīb b. Faraḥ, married a sister of Nehoray b. Nissīm, who was thus the maternal uncle of Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb. This probably explains the close relationship between Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb and Nehoray b. Nissīm. There were strong bonds between brother and sister in Genizah society, and these bonds were transferred to the sister’s son. Numerous persons were even known as “the sister’s son of NN”. It was also common for the latter to become an associate with his uncle. ⁹ As for Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb, it appears that he traded in copper, iron, knives, nails, wax, silk, saffron and pepper. He was still active in March 1085, as he is mentioned in a letter of that date.

It is here pertinent to say a few words about the education of the Jews of the period, including the education of those who, like Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb, took up a trade. The main aim of the kutṭāb or the kanīs, as the Jewish elementary school of the Genizah period was called, was, first of all, to prepare the boys to take an active part in the synagogue service by memorising the Pentateuch and the readings from the Prophets, as well as memorising the main prayers in the prayer book. Secular subjects were studied as well, among them calligraphy which also included the study of grammar and style. Arabic calligraphy and knowledge of CA were thus required for boys aspiring to be government officials, physicians and (religious) scholars, but also merchants. From the Genizah, we also know that the boys were trained in Arabic and Hebrew calligraphy by copying model letters. It has here been argued that the schoolboys used part of the business and private letters preserved there as models. The same holds true of the drafts of documents from the chanceries, viz. that they may have been deposited in the Genizah by Jews serving at the court in order to be used as model letters by the boys. The boys who were to take up trade as their profession left school after the kutṭāb. After that, they got their vocational training in a renowned firm as “servants”. In the case of Faraḥ ibn Ḥabīb, we know that his father gave him advice in his letters to him, and perhaps he also served with his maternal uncle Nehoray b. Nissīm as an apprentice. ¹⁰

⁹ For Nehoray b. Nissīm, see Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 1, 153–155 and passim (where his name is given as Nahray), and Gil, 1997, vol. 1, 704–721. His vast correspondence is available in Gil, 1997 (for details, see vol. 4, index). The bonds between brother and sister and between the maternal uncle and his sister’s son are treated in Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 3, 20–26. Three letters from Nehoray b. Nissīm to Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb are available in Gil, 1997, nos. 254–256 (assigned a date 1053 by the editor). Of these, the editor links no. 254 to Faraḥ b. Ḥabīb’s letter IV, although obviously there is no direct connection between them.

All the letters from Faraḥ b. Ismā'īl are in Arabic and are addressed to Jewish addresses. Letters I, III and X are addressed to his father, letters IV, V I, VII, IX, and XI to Nehoray b. Nissim, letter VIII to the merchant Yēhūdā b. Mūsā Ibn Sughmār (or Sīghmār), and letter II to the merchant Manasseh b. Dāwūd, the brother-in-law of a paternal uncle of Faraḥ b. Ismā'īl. Yēhūdā b. Mūsā Ibn Sughmār was another of the wealthy merchants who had come from the Maghreb to Egypt. This means that all the letters, except one, are directed to members of his extended family.¹¹

2. The formal structure of the letters

2.1. The scripts of the letters

Two of the letters are (in their present condition) wholly in Hebrew script, viz. letters IV and VII. Letters I, III, V I, VIII, IX, X and XI are in Hebrew script, except for the instructions for the fāyīḡ, the mail man which are in Arabic script. Letter II is wholly in Arabic script, except for two post scripts in Hebrew script, one with a message to the father of Faraḥ b. Ismā'īl (II v.brt, 1–3, v.al, 2–3), as well as a few lines in the address (II v.ul, 2–4). Letter VIII is peculiar, as it is wholly written in Hebrew script, except for the instructions to the fāyīḡ. However, to this added a few words in Arabic script in the running text, viz. mawlāya (VIII r. 22), 'ilayhi 'in sā'a llāhu, “to him, God willing” (VIII v. 2), 'in sā'a llāhu (VIII v. 4, 5, 7), wa'-īn, “and if” (VIII v. 6) just as the words al-kawhān (الكرهان) dār al-baraka (البركة) are added in Arabic script in the address. Similarly VI is wholly in Hebrew script except for the expression ḥayāhu llāhu, “may God keep him alive” and the instructions for the fāyīḡ.

The reasons for adding instructions for the fāyīḡ in Arabic script are, of course, natural if a Muslim fāyīḡ was used but also if a Karaite fāyīḡ was used. Unlike the Rabbanite Jews, the Karaites are known to have been comfortable with Arabic script.¹² The reason for the lines in Hebrew script in letter II is most likely that the father of Faraḥ b. Ismā'īl was not comfortable with Arabic script. However, the insertions of Arabic script in letters VI and VIII are strange. In VIII, we find the very same words written in Hebrew script in other places in the same letter. Perhaps the easiest explanation is simply that this is one of the inconsistencies which one frequently meets with in this kind of material. On the other hand, one may wonder why he ever wrote letter II in Arabic script. Similarly, its addressee writes his own name as Mēnashe b'īr Dāwūd al-Ṣayrafi, but in the address in II vurt, I the name is written in Arabic script as ʿAbū Sylīh ʿMNĪSH ʿN b ʿDAW ʿAL-SYRĪFĪ.¹³ In this letter he also trans-


¹² For the Karaites using Arabic script, see Blau, 1999, 42ff.

¹³ Gil, 1997, nos.761 and 818. For information on the other merchants, the indexes in Gil, 1997, should also be consulted.
literates the name of a certain Ḥayyīm b. Hilāl as حييم بن هلال. This may be compared with the style of other merchants who wrote Arabic words in Arabic script and Hebrew words in Hebrew script in one and the same letter.\textsuperscript{14}

This is also the place to mention that Faraḥ b. Ismāʿīl always uses Hebrew letters as numerals in the Hebrew-script letters. In the Arabic-script letter II, however, he writes figures in full, obviously conforming to a practice which is more often than not found in the comparative sample. This way of expressing figures is used there even in letters in which quite complicated accounts are discussed, as in Diem, 1995a, no. 64. In a few letters there, however, Greek letters are used as numerals, as in Diem, 1995a, nos. 2, 30, 31, and 36. Furthermore Faraḥ b. Ismāʿīl’s usage conforms to the usage in other Jewish documents from the Genizah, in which the writer switches between Hebrew and Arabic script within one and the same document.\textsuperscript{15} Likewise he usually abbreviates the words dīnār(an), dānānīr(ula) dīn’, dīn, and dīn; only rarely do they appear written in full. It is also possible to observe that the abbreviations used by Faraḥ b. Ismāʿīl are different from those found in the comparative sample.\textsuperscript{16}

2.2. The structure of the letters
The generic term for “letter” is kitāb (in the plural kutub).\textsuperscript{17} The formal structure of Arabic business and private letters of the period is as follows:

\textbf{Basmala}

\textbf{Introduction} (including introductory eulogies and, at times, the date of the letter)

\textbf{Exposition}

\textbf{Conclusion} (including concluding greetings and eulogies)

(\textbf{Hasbala})

Address with the name of the addressee and the sender and instructions for the \textit{fayγ}

2.2.1. Basmala
In an Arabic letter, the \textit{basmala} may be written on a separate line but there are also examples in which it is followed by the introduction on the same line.

In Faraḥ b. Ismāʿīl’s letters, there is a \textit{basmala} only in the Arabic-script letter II, where the usual Muslim formula is found. All the Hebrew-script letters lack any sort of \textit{basmala}. Of course it is impossible to know whether this lack is due to the present state of the letters or whether it is original. Yet a perusal of the Hebrew-script letters from Egypt published by Gil, as well as the Arabic-script letters from


\textsuperscript{16} For the abbreviations of these words, see Diem, 1997, 335–336.

\textsuperscript{17} The formal structure of Arabic letters is discussed in Jahn, 1937, 153–173, and Khan, 1993b, 63–66. See also the discussion in Grohmann, 1954, 108.
Jews to Jews edited by ‘Aodeh, seems to confirm the observation that Jews mainly used the Muslim formula when writing in Arabic script. It is thus only found in a handful of Hebrew-script letters and then at times is written in Arabic script, even when the rest of the letter is in Hebrew script. It thus appears that Jews somehow felt that using the Muslim formula was alien. But not only this. The Hebrew-script letters published by Gil more often than not actually lack any equivalent of the basmala. Once more, it is, of course, impossible to know to what extent this is due to the state of preservation of the letters. Yet the lack of any formula in most of the letters is so conspicuous that one wonders how widespread its use was at this time. In letters with such a formula, the Hebrew ‘al šınkā, “in Your name”, as well as the Aramaic bismāk rahāmānā, “In Your name, O Merciful”, are the most frequent in use. There is thus reason to believe that Faraḥ b. Ismā’il followed the customary usage among Jewish merchants of the age when he began his Arabic-script letter with the Muslim formula, while leaving out any formula in his Hebrew-script letters.

2.2.2. The introduction

The introductions to the letters conform basically to the introductions to the letters in the comparative sample. Most of the letters begin with standard formulas, viz. kitābī, “my letter” (II, VIII, X and XI) and waṣala kitāb, “the letter from ... has arrived”, + the relevant pronominal or genitive construction (III and V1). Two letters open with taqaddamat kutubī ‘ilā / li...‘iddatun, “my numerous letters have been sent beforehand” (I and VI), while two letters open quite freely, viz. ‘anā ‘as’alu mawlaya, “I ask my lord”, (VII), and qadi stāḥarītī llāhā ġallā ūnāyūhu wa-ḥamal-tu li-mā qibala mawlaya ..., “I have entreated God (may His praise be high!) and sent to my lord...”(IX).

After the opening formula, the regular eulogies on the addressee follow. They are introduced by the formula ‘atāla llāhu baql’a (“may God let NN live long”) + the relevant pronominal or genitive construction, an introductory formula belonging to the elements prescribed by al-Qalqashandi for the introduction of a letter. Except for the letters to the father, the formula is followed by wa-‘adāma (“... and may He prolong”) + a variety of the standard formulas. Thus in II wa-‘adāma ‘izzahu wa-ta’yīdahu wa-sa’ādahahu wa-salāmatahu wa-ḥīrāsatahu [not found in Diem] wa-ni’matahu, “... and may He prolong your strength, your support, your happiness, your well-being, His protection and His grace”, in IV wa-‘adāma ta’yīdaka wa-s [...]/ka wa-ni’mataka, in VI wa-‘adāma ta’yīdahu wa-sa’ādahahu wa-salāmataku (!) wa-ni’mataku (!) [...] [I], in VI and VIII wa-‘adāma ta’yīdahu wa-ni’mataku wa-kabata ‘a’dā’ahu (“... and may He humble your enemies”), in VII wa-‘adāma ‘izzahu wa-ta’yīdahu wa-sa’ādahahu wa-salāmataku, and in IX wa-‘adāma ta’yīdahu

---

18 Gil, 1997, nos. 102–846. ‘Aodeh, 1992, passim. It should be observed that not all the letters edited by ‘Aodeh are written by Jews to Jews.
19 Gil, 1997, nos. 102–104, 111, 178, 205, 324 and 661. In letter 397, only the word bism in Arabic script is found.
20 The rhetoric of the introductory eulogies is discussed in the comments on Diem, 1995a, 7r, 2–4, 26r, 2.
21 For the views of al-Qalqashandi, see Björkman, 1928, 118.
wa-sa’ādatahu. In three letters (II, IV and VIII) the place and date of the letters are introduced. The introduction to the exposition is achieved by ‘u’limu (“I inform”) + the relevant pronominal or accusative construction in I, II, IV and VIII (for this, see Diem, 1991, 10, 2, with comments). Once again the introduction to this part of the letter is achieved more freely in the letters to the father (III and X) but also in those to Nehoray b. Nissīm (VI, VII, VIII and IX).

An almost formulaic expression in all letters, except IV, IX and XI, is taqaddamata kitābī / taqaddamat kutubī...‘iddatun. It is tempting to understand the expression in the light of the observation by Goitein, viz. that the letters and the accounts accompanying them were often sent in a number of copies. The reason for this no doubt was to ensure that at least one copy reached the addressee.22 Be this as it may, the expression is found in the comparative sample as well, where it is discussed in the comments on Diem, 1991, 37v. 2.

The letters to the father, as well as letters II and VIII, merit a more detailed discussion. To begin with the letters to the father, we have in I [taqaddamat kutubī ‘ilayka yā wālīdī ‘átāla llāhu baqā’a’aka] wa-kāna laka wa-ma’aka [‘iddatun], “...and may He be for you and with you”, in III [waṣalā kitābuka yā wālīdī ‘átāla llāhu baqā’a’aka] mutahāmmīn bi-salāmatika fa-ṣakantu llāha ‘alā dālika, “...containing your well-being, and I thanked God for this”, and in X [kitābī yā wālīdī l-‘azīza ‘alayya ‘atāla llāhu baqā’a’aka] wa-kāna laka wa-ma’aka ‘özër wē-sōmek, “and may He be for you and with you ‘a helper and a supporter’”. It is as if these introductions convey a sense of intimacy. The final blessing in the introduction to X is, furthermore, of special interest, as he has woven a Hebrew phrase into it, ‘özër wē-sōmek. A perusal of the letters from his father which are published, reveals that his father uses the very same blessing in one letter to his son as in a letter to Joseph b. ‘Alī Kohen Fāsī, Farah b. Iṣmā‘īl’s business friend.23 To this may be added that he calls his father wālīdī l-‘azīzu ‘alayya, “my dear father”, in the addresses of these letters. Wālīdī is here the polite word for “father”, just as the epithet ‘azīzu is frequently used for family members in the comparative sample, and so it may be that it was a preferred epithet for more intimate addressees. In this way these words add to the intimacy of these letters. The introduction is quite different in letter VIII, i.e. the letter to the most distant addressee. After the customary introductory eulogies, and the place and date of the letter, a set of fixed phrases follows, most of them attested in the comparative sample: al-ḥālu salāmatun [cf. Diem, 1991, 11, 3; 1996, 2r. 4; 28r. 4] wa-l-hamdu li-llāhi rabbī l-‘alamin wa-ṣawqu mā ‘ilamūn ‘ilā gurrihi as-sa‘īdati wa-tawallu‘un l-mā yaridu min nabihi [for these two, see below] qarraba llāhu l-‘īghtimā‘a bihi ‘alā ‘afhali l-‘awwāli s-sārati bi-raḥmatihi [Diem, 1995a, 66r. 4–5 (14th century)], “I am well, praised be God, the Lord of the worlds! I desire your happy countenance and crave that which comes from you! May God, in His mercy, bring near my union with you in the most joyful circumstances!” Then the introduction continues with information on earlier letters to the addressee before the exposi-

22 This down-to-earth aspect of mercantile correspondence is discussed in Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 1, 161–162, 304, where a number of cases are cited.
23 = Gil, 1997, nos. 489 and 494.
tion is introduced by 'u'limu. Two elements are prominent in this introduction, viz. the hamdala and the sawqiyya. As for the hamdala, it is another element prescribed by al-Qalqashandi for the introduction. It is also found in IV, but this letter is so fragmentary that it is difficult to get a proper impression of its introduction. The sawqiyya, i.e. where the writer expresses his yearning for the addressee, is here expressed in two eulogies introduced by sawqun and tawallu'un respectively. Also letter II, i.e. the Arabic-script letter, has quite a prolix introduction. After the basmala, the introductory eulogies, and the place and date of the letter, there follows 'arrafahu llâhu barakatahu wa-‘as’adahu bi-mâ yalihi, “may God acquaint you with His blessing and make you happy in that which follows”. After this follows 'u'limu with information on earlier letters to the addressee. Then the exposition proper begins with sa’altuhu’an ..., “I asked you that ...”

The picture which emerges is that Farah b. Isma'il introduces his letters in different ways, depending on his relationship to the addressees. While the introductions to his father convey a sense of intimacy, the introductions to the letters to the other addressees convey an increasing distance, depending on his relation to the addressee.

2.2.3. Grammatical forms of address

The addressee of a medieval Arabic letter may be addressed in a number of ways. The grammatical forms used are the third person (= formal address), and the second person (= informal address), in either case in the singular, the dual or the plural, depending on the circumstances. Even more formal forms of address include hadra, ganâh, and maḍlis, each of them used in the sense of “Your Excellency”. In these cases, the gender of the word chosen may be used in addressing the addressee. The sender of the letter may for himself/herself use the first person singular or the first person plural (= the plural of modesty), but also the third person singular. To humble himself/herself, the sender may use formulas like al-mamlûk, al-ḥâdim (or in the feminine in a letter with a female sender), both of them signifying “the slave” and the like.

The way in which Farah b. Isma'il apostrophises the addressees obviously follows his relations with them. As we saw above, we find yâ wâlidî in I and III, and in X yâ wâlidî l-‘azîza ‘alayya. In these letters he also always uses informal address. He calls Nehoray b. Nissim sayyidî wa-mawldâya, “my master and my lord”, in the introductions to VI, and XI as well as in the address of IX. This is a way of apostrophising the addressee which became frequent later (for which see Diem, 1991, 20, 2, with comment). Elsewhere in these letters, however, he uses only mawlâya which is also the usage throughout VII. Letter VI is peculiar in this respect. In its introduction, li-mawlâma, “to our lord”, may be understood as the plural of modesty. In the rest of this letter, he calls the addressee mawlâya aš-šayj, as he does in the address.

---

24 The sawqiyya is discussed in Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 5, 230–231. Its frequency in the comparative sample is easily traced through the glossaries. It is worth noting that the eulogy introduced by tawallu’un is lacking there.

This may suggest an increased degree of deference towards Nehoray b. Nissîm in this letter. For the more distant addressees in II and VIII, we find mawlāya aš-šayḥ in the introductions. The addressee of II is furthermore apostrophised as li-ḥadratiḥi later on in the introduction, only mawlāya in the exposition but sayyidī wa-mawlāya in the address. As for the exposition of VIII, the addressee is there addressed as mawlāya but also as mawlāya aš-šayḥ, and so this letter is singled out in this respect as well.

Farah b. Ismā’īl may switch between formal and informal address, between using the third person singular and the second person singular, in one and the same letter. Formal address predominates in the introductory formulas which adds to the impression that they were more or less copied mechanically. Letters II and VIII are the letters with the most consistent use of formal address, but even in them there are lapses into informal address. In II it is as if he tried to use formal address when writing in Arabic-script, switching over to informal address in the lines in Hebrew script. Not even this is, however, consistently done: in II vrtriqg. 2, he all of a sudden uses second person singular for once, only to switch over again to the formal third person later on. Diem, 1997, no. 31, provides a suitable parallel for such an inconsistency. The reason is, of course, that he was a busy merchant, not a professional scribe, with little or no interest in such niceties. As for himself, he generally uses the first person singular. At least once, however, we find the plural of modesty in III v. 2–3 ‗arrafanā lālū hu wa-iyyāka barakatahu wa-gayma‘a baynanda wabaynaka, “may God acquaint us and you with his blessing ... and may He unite us”. The first person plural is found a number of times in VI in different positions, and possibly this may be interpreted as the plural of modesty as well, although there are also clear examples of the first person singular in this letter.26

2.2.4 The exposition
In private letters, as well as in petitions to amirs and to high officials, the exposition is a free-form composition. In the petitions, there is, however, a frequently recurring, fixed phrase, viz. the formula used to express specific requests. The phrase is introduced by sa‘ala (or one of its synonyms), the subject of which is the petitioner, usually followed by the formula al-‘in‘ām ‘alayhi wa-l-‘iḥsān ‘ilayhi, (“the bestowal of kindness upon him and the granting of benefaction to him”). At the end of the request in most petitions there is another formulaic phrase, the basic scheme of which consists of the protasis/apodosis construction ‘in ra‘ā l-‘amīr ‘an yaf‘ala kaqā wa-qāda fa‘ala / fa‘l-yaf‘alu, (“if you should resolve to do such-and-such a thing, do so”). The formula has a number of variants. Thus the adverbs may qualify the verb in the apodosis like fa‘ala mudaffaqan, (“do so with success”), fa‘ala mutafaddilan, (“do so with kindness”), and fa‘ala mu‘āban (“do so and be rewarded”). The apodosis may also be omitted altogether just as the protasis may be replaced by a direct request.27 Both the standard formula and the variants were used in private

26 The possible use of naf‘alu for the first person singular is beyond the scope of the present discussion, as are any other vulgarisms.
27 The formula is discussed in detail in Khan, 1990, 14–21, 1993a, 312–316, 1993b, 65f. This is, no doubt, also how the expression discussed in Blau, 1988, 415 (footnote 18), should be understood.
letters as well, so also by Faraḥ b. Ismā’īl. Thus in I r. 9–10 [tatafaddilu tubayyī’u ... ‘in sā’a llāhu] fa’alatā mutafaddilān, “[please sell ..., God willing] do so with kindness”, VI v. 3 fa’ala mun’iman ‘in sā’a llāhu, “do this kindly, God willing” (for which cf. Khan, 1993a, 316), and VI v. 6 fa’alatā mutafaddilān (for this, cf. Diem, 1991, 64r. 13).

Quite frequent in his letters is another formula, ’a’lamtuka / ’a’lamtu mawlāya dālika, “I have informed you/my lord of this” which is used to close a section in IV r. 12, v. 4, 7, VI r. 11, VII r. 13 and VIII r. 15. It is not found in the comparative sample of Fāṭimīd letters. In Ayyubid and later letters and documents, however, there is a closing formula of similar function, ‘anhā dālika, “he informed of this”, (Diem, 1991, 2r. 13, with comments and references). What may be relevant here is that ’u’limu ceased to introduce the exposition in the 12th century, being replaced by ’unhīlyunhī, “I/he inform(s)”, (depending on the subject) just as ‘anhā dālika was introduced as a closing formula. But, so far no examples have been found of the use of ’a’lamtuka dālika as a closing formula except here.

2.2.5. The conclusion

The conclusions of the letters are far less prolix than the introductions. Thus, we have in VIII (i.e. in the letter with the elaborate introduction) and to his father in X the Hebrew ... wē-sālōm, and in I only as-salāmu. There are, however, also more elaborate forms. He concludes III (to his father) with... ‘arrafanā llāhu wa-‘iyyāka barakatahu wa-ga’alaka fīhī min as-sālimīna wa-ghamā‘a baynanā wa-baynaka [Diem, 1996, 4, 9–10] and ’innahu ‘alā mā yašā‘u qadīran [Diem, 1991, 68, 14 (14th century), 1996, 16, 5 (14th century)], “may God acquaint us and you with His blessing and may He preserve your well-being and unite us, for He has the power over whatever He wants”. This, no doubt, adds to the intimacy of the letter which we noted above regarding the introduction. To Nehoray b. Nissīm, he uses a standard formula in VII taḥassṣa ‘atamma s-salāmī wa-lī-š-rayhī ‘abū ʾishāq as-salāmū, “Accept my most special greetings, and greetings to the master Abū ʾIshāq” (for the formula, see Diem, 1995a, 47v. 3 with comments (12th century), 1996, 4, 11, 20v. 4). In VI (also to Nehoray b. Nissīm), he obviously starts the final greetings with ḥaṣṭaṭhu bi-‘atamma s-salāmī wa-ma-taṣmallowu ‘ināyatulu s-salāmū, “I send you my most special greetings, and greetings [to] everyone whom your care encompasses”, only to add some new business items, ending with wa-s-salāmu. Finally, he concludes II with the ḥasbala, here in the form wa-ḥasbī qiyāṭ bi-illāhi, “Sufficient for me is my trust in God” which follows at the end of the concluding blessings. The addition of the ḥasbala is of interest. It was originally a quotation from the Qurʾān 3:167 and another element prescribed by al-Qalkashandi. It is found not only in Arabic letters, but Maghrebi Jewish merchants also used it. There are a number of varieties of the formula in Jewish letters, all of them found in the comparative sample, as is the form used by Faraḥ b. Ismā’īl. A perusal of the letters from Egypt published by Gil reveals that the ḥasbala is found in 29 letters. In 27 of them it is written in Hebrew script in Hebrew-script letters, in Arabic script in an Arabic-

---


script letter to which is added one occurrence in Arabic script in a Hebrew-script letter. In the Arabic-script letters from Jews to Jews edited by ‘Aodeh, the formula is found in Arabic script in five letters.29

The conclusion of II is, furthermore, embedded in a variety of greetings and postscripts which suggest haste and urgency. The concluding phrases proper are preceded by a number of short instructions to the addressee. Then follows ...ḥaṣṣtuhu bi-’atammi s-salāmī w-a-mawlāya ’abī zakariya w-alahu harasahu llāhu bi-’afdali s-salāmī (cf. the concluding greeting in VI and VII). After that, he asks for news about his father, followed by the hasbala quoted above. To this are then added postscripts.

2.2.6. The address

The address is, together with the instructions for the fayğ, among those parts of a letter which is most easily damaged. It is peculiar for Jewish letters in general that the address may be found both in Hebrew script and in Arabic script. This is also the case in nos. III and VI of Faraḥ b. Ismā’īl’s letters.

The basic scheme of the address is:

\[
\begin{align*}
(&\text{min}) + (\text{self title}) + \text{name of the sender} & \quad \text{Eulogies} \\
& \text{(Date)} & \quad (\text{li}) + (\text{honorific title}) + \text{name of the addressee} \\
\end{align*}
\]

This is the scheme found in I. But there is, of course, room for all kinds of variations and additions. Thus, in II, there is written between the name of the sender and the date: ‘amānata muwaḍṣalāt / mūṣalātan [or ‘amānatu muwaṣṣilihi / mūṣilihi] fīhi muhinnum wa-lā tarūḥhu ft-s-sundūqi, “a permanent trust [or entrusted to its deliverer], in it is important [matter], so do not cast it away into the box”, and in IV we find a postscript after the name of the sender.

The honorific titles and the eulogies are more or less a repetition of the introduction. His way of addressing his father in this section has been treated above in 2.2.2. To Nehoray b. Nissîm he calls himself šākiru tafaḍḍulihi, “he who is grateful for your kindness” in letters VI, VII and IX, but only šākiru in IV. These are expressions found in the comparative sample as well (= Diem, 1995a, 61v. 1 with comments, 12th century). In VI both expressions are used, with šākiru tafaḍḍulihi in Hebrew script and only šākiru in Arabic script. It may here be relevant to mention that, so far, the former expression is better attested in Jewish letters than in Muslim ma-

---
29 The same form of the hasbala is found in Diem, 1995a, 56, v9, and Gil, 1997, nos. 329, 616 and 788. The varieties in the comparative sample are easily traced through the glossaries. For the suggestion that mainly Maghribite Jews used the formula, see Götein, 1973, 235. For the views of al-Qalqashandi, see Björkman, 1928, 117.
30 The basic scheme is discussed in Jahn, 1937, 171–173, and examples from the Genizah are culled and discussed in Worman, 1907.
terial. A variant of the expression which perhaps should be seen as more submissive, is used in VIII, viz. šākiru ʼafḍālihi, “he who is grateful for your favours”.

2.2.7. The instructions for the ʼfayğ

There was a well-developed, princely mail-service in the Persian and the Byzantine empires. The Arabs took over the Persian princely mail-service, calling it al-barid. Parallel to this, there developed a commercial mail-service more or less organised along the lines of al-barid. The couriers were called ʼfayğ (in the plural ʻfuyûg), an Arabisation of the Persian payk. They were organised in agencies, and it appears that a paternal uncle of Faraḥ b. Ismā’īl’s, Ibrāhīm b. Farrāh Ibn al-Iskandarānī, was running such an agency.31

In Faraḥ b. Ismā’īl’s letters, the instructions for the ʼfayğ are always in Arabic script, as in I, II, III, V, VI, VIII, IX and X – the absence of such instructions in IV, VII and XI may just be due to the present state of the letters. The verbs ʼdafa’a and wasala are used here. Thus we have yudfa’ li, “to be delivered to” + the person in II and V, only yudfa’ + the place in I and VI, and in VIII yudfi’hā + the place (for a discussion of different constructions with this verb, see Diem, 1991, 32v. 2 with comment). With wasala we have in III yuwaṣṣiluṭ / yuṣṣiluṭ + the place, and in IX yuṣṣil li + the person.32 In X, only the place is mentioned without any verb. The instructions in II, finally, may indicate that this letter was transmitted as a favour by the deliverer Shammār, who is mentioned in the letter, and not by the ʼfayğ for payment. The expression ʼamānataṭ muwaṣṣalataṭ / muṣṣalataṭ [or ʼamānataṭ muwaṣṣi-liṭiṭ / muṣṣilīṭiṭ] is thus cited by Goitein as aimed at a friend acting as the deliverer. In the comparative sample, we also find a similar expression, ʼamānataṭ muwaḍḍataṭ, “an entrusted matter” (= Diem, 1996, 9v. address, with comments and further parallels). The form used here is not known from the comparative sample, and it seems to be rare in Jewish letters as well. Thus, in Gil, 1997, no. 644, both forms are used: ʼamānataṭ muwaḍḍataṭ muwaṣṣalataṭ / muṣṣalataṭ (Hebrew script), in Gil, 1997, no. 742...’amānataṭ ʼilayhi ṭiṭ tawṣilīṭiṭ li-muwaṣṣilīṭiṭ / muṣṣilīṭiṭ qirāṭ (, Arabic script), “...entrusted to him, at the delivery one qirāṭ (?) to the deliverer”, while the form found here is also used in Gil, 1997, no. 537 (Hebrew script).33

2.2.8. Expression of dates

One striking feature of Arabic letters is the lack of a date of writing. In many cases, no doubt, the reason is simply their fragmentary state. Yet dating is conspicuously

---


32 The constructions with the verb wasala in the comparative sample may be traced through the glossaries. In his comment on 1991, 48, 1, Diem opts for the fourth form of the verb as he does in the glossary in Diem, 1995a s.v., but in the glossary in Diem, 1996 s.v. the choice between the second and fourth forms is left open.

33 See Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 1, 304, for the point that friends acted as deliverers of letters instead of ʻfuyûg and for the phrase discussed here.
absent even in letters which are well preserved, and this both in private letters and in business letters. One reason put forward is that people did not find the date important enough. It is, however, worth observing that al-Qalqashandi specifically says that dates are necessary in letters to kings, while letters to ordinary people are to be remain undated. There are, though, a few cases in which dates are found in the comparative sample. In these cases, they are found in the introduction of letters.  

Dates are found in six of Faraḥ b. Ismāʾīl’s letters. In IV and VIII, the date of the letter is given in the introduction, in VII at the end, in I and III in the address, and in II both in the introduction and in the address. In III, we also find the date of the addressee’s previous letter at the beginning of the letter. The date is given slightly differently according to the script used. Thus, in Hebrew script: I (address) and II (address) li3 ḥalawna min marḥēswān, “3rd of Marḥēshan”, III (introduction) muwarrah 7 baqīna min marḥēswān, “dated 23rd of Marḥēshan”, III (address) liyawmayna ḥalawna min kislēw, “2nd of Kislew” (also at the end of the letter), IV (introduction) li11 baqīna min kislēw, “19th of Kislew”, VII (end) li10 baqīna min tammūz, “20th of Tammūz”, VIII (introduction) li14 baqīna min iišrī, “27th of Tishri”. Dates are given in Arabic script as follows: II (introduction) li-talāğin ḥalawna min ǧumādā l-āḥīrī, “the third of Jumāda II”, III (address), mustaḥallu rağābin, “first of Rajab”. Only two exceptions from this pattern of using Jewish months in Hebrew-script dates and Arabic months in Arabic-script dates are found, viz. IV v. 6 [...] awwal ramaḏānā, “first of Ramadan” and niṣfu šahri sawwālī, “15th of Shawwal”, in VIII r. 15. They are to be discussed below in 3.2.

The basic pattern is the one found in Arabic, though with certain modifications. In the dates in Hebrew script, Hebrew letters are used as numerals, just as the months are given according to the Jewish calendar. In the address of III, we also find that the date is reckoned after the days of the month, although otherwise constructed on the Arabic pattern, in which the dates are usually reckoned by the nights of the month. In the dates in Arabic script, on the other hand, the pattern of CA is followed with the dates according to the Muslim calendar. It is striking that only the day and the month of the letters are mentioned, not the years. The obvious difference between the way of expressing dates in Hebrew and in Arabic script may be compared with the contemporary accounts from the Jewish pious foundations written by the official scribe Yefet b. David b. Shekhanyā. In these accounts, the Arabic months predominate and this irrespective of the script, just as we also find there years given according to Muslim calendar.

---

34 Diem, 1991, 35, 3; 37r, 3; 1995a, 51r, 3; 1997, 66r, 2. The view of al-Qalqashandi is quoted in Björkman, 1928, 116. For a comment upon the lack of dates in letters, see also Jahn, 1937, 164f.
35 For the system in CA, see Wright, II, 248f. It is to be noted that Arabic numerals are used in the present investigation whenever Hebrew letters are used as numerals in the original.  
36 = Gil, 1976, nos. 3–4, 8–30. According to the material collected and studied there, the use of Muslim dates in these documents was widely spread during the Fāṭimid period, only to give way to a dominant use of Jewish dates after c. 1170 (Gil, 1976, 60–61, 522–524).
2.2.9. The eulogies

Eulogies form an essential part in the rhetoric of medieval Arabic, epistolary style. The writer had at his disposal a stock of polite expressions and sentences. Taken together, they formed a veritable handbook of good manners. This is not the place to analyse them in the context of the contents of the letters, however interesting such an analysis would be. For such a discussion, see Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 5, 229–241, where the Genizah correspondence is treated. No similar discussion of the Arabic correspondence is found, to the best of my knowledge.

37 Here I shall only relate them to the comparative sample. A number of the Arabic eulogies in the introductions and the conclusions of the letters have been discussed above. What is discussed here is the rest of the Arabic eulogies, as well as the Hebrew eulogies.

The Hebrew eulogies are mainly found in the introductions of the letters. X (introduction) wa-kāna laka wa-ma’aka ‘óżêr wē-sōmēk, and in the conclusions of VIII and X ... wē-sālôm have already been treated. To them should be added the “judaisation” of the Arabic eulogy allâhu yağ’alâka fi ḥayyîzi s-salâmâti, “may God preserve you in the state of well-being”, by adding wē-kol yiš[ř]e’tl, “and all of Israel”, in IV r. 4 and in IX r. 10. Once more it is of interest to observe that the very same judaisation of a eulogy is found in a couple of his father’s letters. To these examples should be added [aš-šayḥ] yimsâ rahâ[r]ūmî, “may he find mercy”, in III r. 28 and possibly referring to his paternal uncle, Abû Ya’qüb Joseph b. Faraḥ, mentioned earlier in this letter. Faraḥ b. Ismā’il also consistently uses Jewish blessings for the dead, viz. n[ūhō] ‘eden, “may he rest in Eden”, in IV, v.bu, 1, VI v.u, 2, VII r 2, v. 1, VIII v. ua, 1 and IX, v.u, 1, and n[āh] n[afšēh], “may he rest in peace”, in III v.bu, 1 (?), and X v.bu, 1.

The rest of the eulogies are in Arabic. The most frequent is the ever-recurring ‘in sā’a llâhu. The ḥamdala is interesting: in IV r. 2 and VIII r. 2, it is found in the common form, al-ḥamdî li-lâhî rabbî l-‘ālamîna, “praised be God, the Lord of the worlds!” but in VI v. 5 we meet with naḥmadu llâhâ wa-naškuruhu, “we praise God and thank Him” (for this form, see Diem, 1995a, 32r. 2–3), and in III v. 1 bi-ḥamdi llâhî wa-tafaqqadulîhi, “through God’s grace and His favour” (for which, cf. Diem, 1995b, 23, 2). The ḥasbala at the conclusion of II has been discussed above. A frequent eulogy is allâhu yağ’alâka fi ḥayyîzi s-salâmâti (with variants with different suffixes according to the context, in III r. 30, IV r. 3–4, VI r. 3–4, VII r. 3–4, VIII r. amrg, 1–2; Diem, 1996, 35r. 8–9). In al-ḥâliqu ḡalla wa-‘azza, “the Creator, He is high and strong” (VI r. 15) and in allâhu ḡalla wa-‘azza, “God, He is high and strong” (X r. 6), ḡalla wa-‘azza instead of ‘azza wa-ḡalla is peculiar, but it is also found in Diem, 1995b, 38, 5. In II v. 5 and VI r. 9, we have allâhu yaktub salâmata l-ḡamî ‘i, “may God decree the well-being of everything” (VII r. 5, 8 kataba llâhu s-salâmata), for which cf. Diem, 1995a, 43r. 10, and 1996, 27r. 9. Two eulogies with harasa are found, viz. ḥurasahumâ llâhu, “may God protect the two of them”, (II v. 1, 2; vurt, 2; cf. Diem, 1991, 18, 13) and ḡurasa llâhu ‘izzahu, “may God protect his strength”, (II vamrg, 2; cf. Diem, 1995a, 41v. a14, b4; from the 12th century). In VI r. 2 and X r. 4, the eulogy allâhu ḡallat qudratu hu, “God’s might is great” (Diem, 1995b, 23, 2).

1996, 35r. 8) is used, while there is no need to quote any parallels for 'ayyadahu llāhu, “may God help him” (IV r. 14). For allāhu yusāhil, “may God make it possible” (IV r. 14), Diem, 1995a, 54 rtmsg, 1, may be quoted, and for wa-llāhu yu’īn, “may God be of help” (VIII r. 23), Diem, 1996, 5v. 20. For allāhu yaq ’āli l-`aqibatā li-‘ayrin, “may God grant a good outcome” (IX v. 1), Diem, 1996, 27r. 19–20 (12th century) provides a parallel, and for ’ahlū ‘llāhu (VI r. 8) Diem, 1995a, 41r. b 8 (12th century). VIII r. rtmsg, 7–8 fa-`āyyidun allāhu ta’ālā, “for (God IS exalted!) is excellent”, should be compared with Diem, 1996, 6, 4, and VIII r. rtmsg, 8–r.amrg, 1 allāhu ta’ālā lā ‘addamānī hayāthu, “may God (He IS exalted!) not deprive me of your life”, with Diem, 1993, 18r. 9 (7th–8th century). For IV r. 13 wa-llāhu ‘alima l-hāla, “but God knows how it is”, Diem, 1995a, 1r. 3 provides a parallel. For II r. rtmg, 1–2 ‘āidun bi-llāhi, “I am seeking protection by God”, the dictionaries may be consulted, as also in the case of IX r. 1 allāhu ġalla šanāyahu, “may God’s praise be high”. Eulogies, finally, which lack parallels in Diem are II r. 3 `arrafahu llāhu barakatahu (III v. 2–3 ‘arrafanā llāhu wa-`iyyāka barakatahu), II r. 3 ‘as’adahu bi-mā ya’ili (but cf. Diem, 1993, 22, 4 (9th–10th century)), III v. 3 ġa’alaka fihi min as-sālimāna, VI r. rtmg, 11–12 allāhu yaqḍa bi-l-barakati, “may God decide upon the blessing”, VIII r. 2–3 tawallu’un li-mā yaridu min nahwihi, and IX r. 10 allāhu yaṣṣgulka ji ḥayrin, “may God divert you with good”. There are, however, a number of eulogies with baraka in the comparative sample, and so the absence of the eulogies here may be a coincidence. Baraka was also important in Genizah society as it was among the Muslims.\(^{30}\) As for oaths, all of them are conventional, viz. wa-llāhi and bi-llāhi, fa-llāhu, and allāha llāha.

A grammatical note may be added here. The introductory and concluding eulogies are more or less fixed formulas which are used in different combinations. In them the optative perfect is used which adds to the stereotyped impression of these parts of the letters. In the Arabic eulogies in the exposition, on the other hand, we find a number of eulogies with the imperfect interchanging with the use of the optative perfect. This is furthermore a linguistic trait which the letters studied here share with the letters in the comparative sample. This use of the imperfect, no doubt, mirrors the usage of living speech.\(^{40}\)

3. “Confessional” traits in the letters

Hebrew script and the occurrence of Hebrew elements are the outward marks which characterise Arabic texts written by Jews for Jews. It is thus of interest to investigate the extent to which Hebrew words and phrases are found in the letters as well as how far words and phrases characteristic of Islam have penetrated them. The first characteristic is here interpreted as judaisation while the existence of Islamic phrasingology is seen as a sign of islamisation.

\(^{30}\) For baraka, see EI2, s.v. and Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 5, 229. The eulogies with baraka in the comparative sample are easily traced through the glossaries.

\(^{40}\) This switch in this variety of the language is discussed in Hopkins, 1984, §§ 137c, 138c, citing examples culled from Arabic papyri.
3.1. Hebrew phraseology

The Hebrew elements, including the judaisation of Arabic eulogies, are, on the whole, restricted to the formal parts of the letters, and they have already been treated. Peculiar to Arabic texts written by Jews for Jews is otherwise the use of hybrid constructions with the Arabic definite article prefixed to an unchanged Hebrew word, e.g. at-torâ, “the Torah”, for words denoting Jewish religious terms.\(^{41}\) Three such constructions are found in the letters, viz. al-kohên which is frequently used concerning his trading partner Joseph b. ‘Alî Kohen and may perhaps almost be seen as a proper name. To this is added al-ḥazzân, “the synagogue cantor” in VI r.amrg. 11. In X v. 2 aš-sēš is found, a word used for fine linen cloth in the language of the period.\(^{42}\) A possible Hebraism may be hidden in …[bn] raḡili l-mā’idati, “the man of the table” (III r. 4, r.rtmg. 14–15): perhaps we here have an otherwise unknown word for “money-changer” coined after Hebrew šulhānî, “money-changer”. Finally we have already observed that Faraḥ b. Ismā’il normally uses Jewish months in Hebrew-script dates, while Arabic months are found in Arabic-script dates.

3.2. Islamic phraseology

The Arabic eulogies, including the ḥamdala and the ḥasbala, have already been treated. This is the place to mention other expressions which may be interpreted as Islamic phraseology. God is normally referred to by allâhu, twice allâhu ta’ālâ (VIII r.rtmg. 8, XI r. 10), once allâhu ḡalla wa ‘azzâ (X r. 6), and once al-ḥāliqu ḡalla wa ‘azzâ (VI r. 15). A quite common expression is *istaḥartu llâha, “I have entreated God to choose the best” (I r. 5, II r. 6, VIII r. 7, IX r. 1, X r. 4; cf. Diem, 1995a, 37r. 2 with comment) – *istiḥâra was common among the merchants.\(^{43}\) This is also the place to remind the reader of […] ‘awwal ramadānā (IV v. 6) as well as nisfu ṣahri ṣawwâli (VIII r. 15). The text is too fragmentary to allow of the interpretation of the context of the first expression, but the second refers to the reported speech discussed below.

There are two rather unclear expressions, viz. min ‘awwalı […] al-ḡum’ā […] naqbidu (IV v. 5) and al-ʾid, “festival”, (VIII r. 15, v. 8, and X v. 1). In the first case, the fragmentary text makes any interpretation difficult. The editor’s interpretation of al-ḡum’ā as “week” is, however, less likely, as we have […] al-ʾusbû’ for this in IV v. 3. A possibility here would be “Friday”, for which the current Hebrew (and Jewish) expression is *erev šabbât, “eve of the Sabbath”. In V2, r 41 he actually writes, obviously at the dictation of Joseph b. ‘Alî Kohen, [wa-katabtu hāda l-kitāba] yawma l-ḡum’ati *erev šabbât. As for al-ʾid, the difficulty lies in which festival is to be taken into account. In VIII r. 15, v. 8, it is possible to argue with the editor that it refers to Christmas: in VIII r. 15, it is found in a quotation of an utterance by some inhabitants from Qūṣ which was still a predominantly Christian town.


\(^{42}\) For a discussion of the use of this word in the period, see Gil, 1992, 239–241.

in this period, while VIII v. 8 obviously refers back to this quotation. However, another possibility would be that it may refer to the Jewish Hanukkah which is celebrated about the same time as Christmas, as we know that it was referred to as ‘idd as well at this period. Anyway we obviously do not hear the voice of Farah b. Isma‘il as, like nisfu šahri šawwāli, here it belongs to reported speech. In X v. 1 it is reported that the agents, al-wukalā‘u, have said that they do not want anything from the Jews wa-hawa ḥurūju l-‘iddi, “and this is the end of the festival”. The context may perhaps be understood as meaning that non-Jewish (?) agents are willing to postpone some transactions out of respect for the Jewish custom of celebrating the conclusion of a festival. In this case it would refer to a Jewish festival but in an utterance by non-Jews.

The presence of the Arabic eulogies implies, furthermore, a profuse use of the word allāhu, “God”, and this is peculiar in a Jewish context. Taking their departure from the Biblical injunction not to take the Lord’s name “in vain”, Jews have been extremely reticent of using not only the Tetragrammaton but also the very word “God”, whether in Hebrew or in other languages. Instead they have used (and many still do) different circumlocutions. Not so here. Judging from observations made by others, Farah b. Isma‘il conforms to the current usage, as found in the documents from the Genizah.

### 3.3. Names

The naming custom among the Jews basically followed the custom among Muslims of the same period. A man may thus be identified in a number of ways, at times found side by side in the very same document. First of all we have his personal name which for Jews may be in Hebrew (or Aramaic), like Nehoray, or in Arabic, like Farah, or both. In the last case, the meaning of the two names was supposed to be the same (and at times actually was), just as the sounds of the names at times were similar. Thus, we meet with Obadiah/‘Abdallāh, “Servant of God”, while ‘Alī became a popular Jewish name because it has the same consonants as the Biblical ‘Eli. The personal name was followed by the name of his father, as in Farah b. Isma‘il or Nehoray b. Nissim, To this was added his kunya, as in Abū l-Surūr Farah b. Isma‘il or Abū Yaḥyā Nehoray b. Nissim.

In the letters of Farah b. Isma‘il, it is of interest to discuss to what extent he used Hebrew or Arabic forms of the names of the Jews he mentions. For natural reasons, the names of Muslims and Christians mentioned in the letters are not taken into account. First of all, it should be kept in mind that yswf may be understood as both Arabic and Hebrew, and so it is not discussed here. In the addresses, Nehoray b. Nissim is referred to by his full name, Abū Yaḥyā Nehoray b. Nissim, in IV, VI and IX (Hebrew script) and in X (Arabic script), but only by Nehoray b. Nissim in VII (Hebrew script), and VI and IX (Arabic script). In the address of VIII, its addressee is called Abū Zikrī Yēḥūdā b. Mūsā n[ūhō] ‘[eden] b. Sugmār. The merchant Abū

---

45 This point is made in Goitein, 1967–1988, vol. 5, 335.
4. The letters of Faraḥ b. Ismāʿīl and medieval Arabic commercial correspondence

4.1. The formal structure of the letters

From the formal point of view, the letters follow the structure of contemporary epistolary Arabic writing with some minor modifications. What is of interest is that these modifications, except for the abbreviations of the words dinār(an), danānīr(u/a), follow the choice of script. The Hebrew-script letters thus lack an equivalent of the basmala, a trait which they seem to share with most Hebrew-script letters of the period. The use of the basmala in the Arabic-script letter II, on the other hand, was obviously also in conformity with the conventions among Jewish merchants of the age. Likewise the use of Jewish or Islamic names of the months follows the choice of script in the letters as does the use or non-use of numerals as well as a stylistic feature like the obvious attempt to use formal or informal address in II. It is also possible to argue that the use of the hashbala in this letter follows the choice of script. It is thus clear that this was a distinctive parameter for Faraḥ b. Ismāʿīl in several cases and that he obviously conformed to conventions among the Jewish merchants of the period in a number of them.

Another peculiarity which they share with other letters of Jewish provenience is that dates are found in several of the letters, while most of the letters in the comparative sample lack any date. Even allowing that the lack of dates in there may be explained by their mutilated state, the difference between the groups is conspicuous.

As for the Arabic eulogies, most of them are also found in the comparative sample. For this reason it is likely that it is a mere coincidence that a few of them have no parallels there. However, it is interesting that it is possible to discern a difference in the use of eulogies between the letters to the father, on the one hand, and the other letters, on the other.

47 For the identification of the name Shammār, see Gil, 1997, vol. 1, 264–265. Other places where he is mentioned may be traced through the indexes in Gil, 1997.
4.2. The confessional traits of the letters

The letters have a weak Jewish character, as is borne out by the discussion above. The elements peculiar to Judaism are more or less restricted to the formal parts of the letters, but even there elements peculiar to Islam are found. While the introductory eulogies there are more or less part and parcel of a standard phraseology, the occurrence of the hamdala in the introductions to IV and VIII is noteworthy. The elements peculiar to Judaism are, furthermore, almost completely absent in the exposition, viz. the free-form part of the letters. This, no doubt, mirrors the contents of the letters, whose basic focus is the delivery or non-delivery of goods, as well as financial transactions. This may be compared with a number of letters whose linguistic character has been studied by Joshua Blau and Simon Hopkins. Thus, a non-mercantile letter of the 12th century provides an example of a letter with a profuse use of Biblical quotations, while a number of business letters from the 10th century show early examples of avoiding the profanation of the name of God, just as they use Biblical phrases for God. At the same time, they have the same formal structure as the letters of Farāḥ b. Ismā‘īl.48 This suggests that there was room for individual variants just as it points to the personalities of the writers and the type of correspondence.

Taken together, it is possible to maintain that the letters of Farāḥ b. Ismā‘īl are part and parcel of the same epistolary style current among Muslim writers from a similar social and professional milieu about the same time in Egypt.
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The *Mahābhārata* as counterpoint to the *Pāli Canon*

Greg Bailey
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Since Indian Studies began in the West the relationship between Buddhism and Hinduism, especially in the first five centuries prior to the beginning of the Common Era, has been studied almost continually. The burden of most of these studies has been either textual, manifested above all in the search for parallels between Pāli literature and the *Upaniṣads* or the *Bhagavadgītā*, or doctrinal, in the attempt to match or contrast related ideas. Buddhism remains, however, a substantial presence on Indian soil until about the 7th century ACE. The present paper sets out a program of research that develops the hypothesis that the Mahābhārata (*Mbh*) and the Rāmāyaṇa were in part developed as brahmanical reactions to the early successes of Buddhism and that these reactions were all the more stronger because of the visibility of these successes. It suggests that focus should be placed on the growth of Buddhism between the middle of Āśoka’s reign and the beginning of the Gupta period in North India about 320ACE. Arbitrary dates no doubt, yet we have to begin somewhere and the inscriptive evidence suggests Āśoka did begin to pour money into the Buddhist *saṅgha* from about 250BCE and the archeological evidence is consistent with a feverish period of construction of *vihāras* and *stūpas* been 200BCE and 200ACE. Why is this important? Firstly, because it testifies to the rapid growth of Buddhism in a very visible way over a period of several centuries, and, secondly, because I speculate that this dramatic period of growth must have produced equally strong reactions.


2 See V. Dehejia, *Early Buddhist Rock Temples*, (Thames and Hudson, London, 1972), pp. 145, “There would seem to have been a sudden and rather rapid spread of Buddhism into western India, after which the faith entrenched itself in this area as is evident from the large number of rock-cut monasteries.” See also K. Morrison, “Buddhist Monastic Institutions and the State in Western Deccan,” *World Archeology*, 27 (1995), writing of the Sātavāhana period in present day Maharashtra between (200bc–200AD), p. 210 “the relationship between Buddhism and the Sātavāhana state was close... Outside its Gangetic homeland, the spread of Buddhism was associated with the extension of state power and state sponsorship... pre-S stupas do occur in the Deccan, but, during the S period, the number of Buddhist structures ... increased dramatically”. The details are somewhat filled in by H.P. Ray, *Monastery and Guild. Commerce and the Sātavāhana*, (Delhi, OUP, 1986), pp. 61–89. Cf. D. Mitra, *Buddhist Monuments*, (Calcutta, Sahitya Samsad, 1971), p. 198, “The land [Andhra Pradesh], however, witnessed a phenomenal growth in Buddhist religion, art and architecture in the centuries immediately preceding and following the Christian era.” All of these conclusions need to be tested empirically by comparison with some standard by which the growth or decline of Hindu movements can be measured. This could include, but not be restricted to, the spread and number of Hindu monuments and plastic art. I have not yet had time to study D.C. Ahir, *Buddhist Sites and Shrines in India. History, Art and Architecture*, (Shri Satguru Publications, Delhi, 2003), but it looks more popular than scholarly.
We may reasonably expect these reactions to have been most strongly noted amongst the social elites, of whom the brahmins stood in the first rank. In a sense it is they who had the most to lose and they possessed the means and long experience to combat any new ideology and its accompanying lifestyle, which they perceived as being threatening. Their own attempts to define a very distinctive view of culture and society become formalized in the Dharma literature which dates from the early centuries before the Common Era. The great bulk of this dharmashastric material also finds itself in the twelfth and thirteenth books of the Mahabharata where it is developed massively, especially the section dealing with dana, and designed to comment on much of the narrative that precedes it. In short the brahmins have created a tightly bounded view of culture and society placing themselves always in the centre and reflecting the role they had always seen for themselves as bearers of an aryas ethos. Whether this should be evaluated as an extreme form of ideological development, I strongly doubt. Above all it had to be inclusive of other groups in society as well as delineating clear divisions within this society and an absence of fluidity (and social mobility), but only in certain aspects of culture. It does also show a very strong desire to delineate carefully and to codify (always from previously known sources which convey a sense of traditionality) a highly self-interested view of one class's position in the world.

There is an element of paradox about this. In certain suttas of the Digha (1 suttas 9–13) and Majjhima (2 suttas 91–100) Nikayas, and two well known passages in the Sutta Nipata and the Dhammapada, the figure of the brahmin is presented as the corrupt living embodiment of a particular class and as the pale reflex of what in some period of the distant past was a wholly spiritual figure. These texts deliberately demonstrate a tension between the more spiritual aspirations of the Buddha (possibly representing the early Buddhist monks) and the Buddhists' perception of the material ostentation of the brahmins. Associated with this is an explicit attempt by the Buddha to deconstruct the epistemological foundation of the brahmin's claim to be possessors of sacred wisdom based on their exclusive knowledge of the Vedas. What then comes forth from the texts is an impression that the Buddha regarded the brahmins as his principal opponents and that in some measure he felt apprehensive about the material success they had achieved, as if this material success was an index of the religious status they had achieved in the eyes of society. Let us note that a principal expression of the brahmin's material wealth was their possession of

---

3 It need not be the lifestyle of the monks that was so threatening as the possibility that lay Hindus would also actively participate in the ritualistic giving to monks and the Order and that their acceptance of the brahmin's superior status would somehow be broken down.


5 His own index of success — psychological and social detachment, an alteration in the pattern of habitual behaviour, and ultimately the quenching of all desires — was quite at variance with the worldly brahmin role, but this variance, and acceptance by the body of monks, was insufficient to overcome the emerging class confidence accompanying brahmin success.
land, often in the countryside, where they effectively functioned as farmers. Apart from the lifestyle model he offered by virtue of his own celebrated life, this apprehension about the brahmins also led him to define an image of the brahmin in terms of clearly defined role models.

We cannot know if the brahmins themselves were aware of the body of early Buddhist literature, in whatever language it might have been composed, or even whether it really does reflect a contested relationship between prominent Buddhists and the brahmins around the time of the initial growth of Buddhism. Between the death of the Buddha (whenever that was) and the appearance of the Aśokan inscriptions (250BCE) we know almost nothing about the expansion of Buddhism and the relationship between brahmins and prominent monks. It is likely however that monks were being converted from whatever their pre-existing beliefs were, though on the basis of recent evidence from Ajanta and from the Suttanipāta this did not mean a wholesale rejection of certain aspects of the Hindu superstructure, instead it meant use of it. However, where we can have some degree of confidence in our data is in the conclusion that following the reign of Aśoka Buddhism, measured by the growth of monasteries and monks, expanded quite rapidly. As part of this expansion there was no requirement to be an extensive building programme, that was certainly conducted on a localized basis and probably funded by a combination of royal patronage and small scale donations often made by monks, nuns and lay-Buddhists/Hindus who came either from a peasant background or who lived by providing services in the rapidly growing cities. Extensive building took place between 200BCE until about 600ACE (vide Ajanta). For the purposes of this paper I am concerned only with the four hundred years between 200BCE and 200ACE as I estimate these were the crucial centuries during which the composers/revisers of the Mahābhārata would have been influenced by a perception of the dramatic changes occurring around them.

Part of the proposed research involves looking at patterns of patronage and exchange between kings, in particular, and the localized saṅgha, on the one hand, the brahmins on the other. It may also require analysis of the social background of non-elite donors to these two groups (as the Buddhist monumental art received major

---

8 Of course, we have no firm numbers and, in any case, such numbers would be useful only if they could be contrasted with more detailed figures for the entire population. E. Lamotte, Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien (Louvain, 1958), p. 600 quotes Huan Tsang as giving the following numbers of monasteries, and monks pertaining to particular sects at the beginning of the seventh century ACE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect</th>
<th>Monasteries</th>
<th>Monks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sthāvira</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>36,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāsāṅghika</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvāstivādin</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>23,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarhmatiya</td>
<td>1,351</td>
<td>66,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-specified</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>6,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closer analysis of these figures suggests that of the Sthāvira, 20,000 were in Ceylon and 10,000 in the Deccan.
patronage from the minor players), but for one obvious reason it is the role of the king as patron of distinct socio-religious groups that must be researched in greater detail. Both Sanskrit epics are narratives which explore the subject of kingship, but not so much from a kṣatriya perspective, as from the point of view of the brahmin who regards the king as the preserver of the normative social and cultural system which privileges brahmins materially and hierarchically. I am suggesting that the obvious material success of Buddhism between 200BCE and 200ACE may reflect a transformation in patronage patterns where certain prominent brahmin intellectuals became anxious and angry when they perceived – no doubt over several generations – themselves as no longer being the unique recipients of royal patronage. Patronage from lower socio-economic groups was necessary for the expansion of the various ascetic groups flourishing in the pre-Christian period, but it is the patronage of the king that is fundamental because of the powerful symbolic resonances associated with kingship in ancient India.

The title of the paper requires some explanation. It is not a question of just undertaking an intertextual study of the Mbh and the Pāli Canon. A study of that kind is a long way off and presupposes relatively accurate identification of literary parallels, quotes and deliberate counter statements based on passages drawn from either body of texts. Alone, some word parallels have been undertaken for the Bhagavadgītā. Rather, I begin with the proposition that the production of two very large bodies of literature must have been the result of considerable intellectual development, the process of several hundred years of collection, refinement and editing. This is simplistic, of course, and takes no consideration of the fact that the social and institutional conditions of the production of both sets of texts must have been substantially different. Nor do we know anything concrete about the audience reception pertaining to this body of literature. Despite the almost insurmountable differences represented by these questions and the still greater difficulties in merely exploring these difficulties, it remains that behind both bodies of texts there exists substantial socio-religious movements and all kinds of possibilities for influencing the way people thought and acted. It is with speculation about the former that I am most concerned and the possibility that the Mbh is in some sense a response to the success of the social movement and its material expressions that developed out of the expansion of Buddhism at least up until 200ACE. Thus it is the production of both sets of texts in their wider context that is the focus of the research project to be developed from the basic proposition I have advanced.

What also becomes important is the question of the visibility of financial and other material support, its spread and what the Buddhists made of it, taking these as clues as to how the brahmins responded. The kind of brahminism that was probably just a movement of elites in the pre-Buddhistic period is challenged with the emergence of Buddhism and the other šramānic groups, and the Mahābhārata, in most of its recensions, can be seen as a text of brahmanical revivalism. It is likely that brahmin groups were expanding numerically and were tightening up and codifying their differences from groups they considered to be beneath them in the emerging caste hierarchy. But if this is an example of revivalism, what is being revived? Some nuancing is necessary here, the argument being that the brahmins were redefining
the conditions under which culture would be defined. The didactic books of the \textit{Mbh}
show a high degree of brahmanical concentration, if not of obsession. The motivation (s) for this must be ascertained, if it can be. At this stage they must still be
searched for and this searching ideally should begin within the text itself.

Finally, it is significant that Buddhist literature does present its own perception of
brahmanical practices and takes pains to do so, but to what exact period this corre-
sponds we can never be certain. On the contrary, in the emerging Hindu literature of
the epics and the dharma literature we find no such explicit impression of Buddhist
practices. This in itself is highly significant given that by the beginning of the com-
mon era Buddhism had developed as a highly visible institution whose connections
to local areas were extremely well established and yet simultaneously known to be
part of a pan-Indian body. Its success was in considerable measure because of its ca-
cacity to integrate local deities and semi-divine figures such as \textit{yakṣas} and \textit{nāgas},
who were always part of the cultural framework within which popular Hinduism
had operated.

Explicit Descriptions of Buddhism in the \textit{Mbh}

To my knowledge there are very few descriptions of Buddhist practices, doctrines
or illustrations of monkish behaviour in the \textit{Mbh}. One exception, pointed out by
Bronkhorst and others, concerns a description of the first jhānic state in an elabora-
tion of a “fourfold Yoga of meditation” (\textit{dhyānayogam caturvīdham}) in 12, 188, 1–
22.\footnote{J. Bronkhorst, \textit{The Two Traditions of Meditation in Ancient India}. (Franz Steiner, Stuttgart, 1986), pp.
65–66 and p. 73, n.2.} Bronkhorst glosses the relevant verses of this passage in saying,

“This passage speaks of a “fourfold dhyānayoga” (V. 1), and of a “first Dhyāna” ... in which
\textit{vicāra, vitarka} and \textit{viveka} are present, as well as bliss (v. 21–22). Yogins performing this kind
of meditation reach nirvāṇa (vv. 2, 22). All this sounds like pure Buddhism ... and cannot be
due to coincidence.

But there are differences as well. It appears that the Four Dhyānas are really a foreign ele-
ment in the Yoga of the Epic, which could only be made to fit clumsily.”

Given this occurs in the \textit{Mokṣadharmaaparvan}, a text whose aim was to summarize
the known knowledge about everything to do with \textit{mokṣa} and therefore with medita-
tion, it may not be representative for the rest of the \textit{Mbh}. Asceticism is, of course,
alluded to with great frequency, but there are no indications given that these are
Buddhist ascetics. Nor can we identify passages where code language is used that
may be referring to Buddhists.

However, it is possible to identify passages such as 12, 290, 49 which contain ter-
minology that is recognizably Buddhist.

\begin{verbatim}
varṇānàh ca kṣayaṁ drśtvā ksayántah ca punah punah /
jarāṁṛtyuṁ tathā janma drśtvā duśkhāni caiva ha //
\end{verbatim}

“Once again, after repeatedly seeing the destruction of the classes and the end of destruction,
and having seen also death, old age and birth and troubles...”

These are reminiscent of some of the terms in the *paṭiccasamuppāḍa*, but the obvious weakness in using them is that these terms have also always been used in Hindu texts.\(^{10}\) Given this it will be the degree of concentration of usage in the *Mbh* that will be an important point for comparison.

The presentation of *duḥkha*, and even the extent of its presentation, in our respective texts is a fundamental area of comparison. In Buddhist doctrine the centrality of *dukkha* understood in a technical sense, because of its position as one of the three marks of existence, is very well known, but the word appears often in Sanskrit literature, from as early as the *Rgveda*. It is well known that its occurrence in the two epics is widespread, giving rise, for the *Mbh*, at least, of the development of a *śāntarasa* to explain the aesthetic/emotional response to that text as having *duḥkha* as its dominant ideology.

Why focus on this? Because if the *Mbh* (and/or the *Rāmāyaṇa*) is in some way a reaction to the success of Buddhism, we would expect to find this reaction to extend to doctrinal areas. That is, the initial reaction (however this might be charted) may have occurred as a consequence of the perception of the widespread material success of Buddhism, but to counter this success, a total response in the area of doctrine may have been offered. One way to meet the problem of *dukkha* would be to adapt it in such a way that it is seen as an integral part of whatever worldview the brahmins wish to advance. Yet we do not find the word used often in the *Upaniṣads*\(^{11}\) (where *śoka* is more common), but it is very common in the *Mbh* and especially in its didactic books. A problem here is that the dominance of *duḥkha* may have been a common element in South Asian intellectual culture in the centuries with which we are concerned and that this would guarantee its treatment in all of the main religions and their texts. In this sense the Buddhists are just giving it more emphasis than the Hindus, but it may be erroneous to look for borrowings and counter-reactions between both sets of texts.

*Duḥkha* in the twelfth and thirteenth books of the *Mbh* is treated in a way analogous with what we find in the Pāli Canon, but evidence of the sophisticated *paṭiccasamuppāda*, the schematic device which explains the transmission of *dukkha* and the means of its reception over several lives, is not found in the *Mbh* to my knowledge, and certainly not in the *Rām*. This may mean the theory was not known to those who composed the didactic books of the *Mbh*, an unlikely possibility given its centrality in Buddhist thought and its comparability as a concept to various Sāṅkhya cosmologies well known in the twelfth book. Alternatively, it may mean the acceptance of *duḥkha* and its causes was so well known by the time (?) when these portions of the *Mbh* were known, as not to require substantial elaboration. Thus it was sufficient simply for it to be presented in the texts as one unquestioned component of existence, though, as in Buddhist literature, it is made clear different

\(^{10}\) For the compound *jumamṛtu* see 6, 35, 8; 36, 20; 12, 9, 33; 80, 2; 92, 6; 98, 1c; 208, 2; 290, 26; 302, 10; 306, 30b, 52a, 55c, 76, 81, 104; 13, 16, 20; 135, 15, 131. For *jāramṛtu* see 183, 11; 212, 45; 280, 43; 290, 49; 307, 8.

groups have different perceptions of the weight to be placed on dukkha as a factor in the quality of lived existence.

Material Evidence for the Spread of Buddhism between 200BCE and 200ACE

One of the central parts of this proposed research program is a determination and evaluation of the material success associated with the spread of Buddhism between 200BCE and 200ACE. Evidence for the material success of Buddhism is everywhere in South Asia and such evidence can usually be reliably dated. I do not present this evidence below as I have not studied it in any detail, so that the impulse for developing my hypothesis is largely impressionistic at this stage. Thorough study of the archeological and epigraphical evidence will give precision to this impression and provide firm guidance as to whether the hypothesis should be developed or abandoned. The obvious value of Buddhist sites is that they can be dated, located on maps and analysed within the framework of broader settlement patterns, which include villages and cities that do not have any particular kind of specific religious function as the Buddhist structures clearly do, and communication routes. A full study will require placing all of the Buddhist sites within a particular chronological sequence – and some such as Ajanta, Sarnath and Nalanda were being worked on for about seven hundred years – and correlating these with geographical location and actual spatial size. This mode of ordering the data will enable us to isolate periods of relatively more or less rapid stages of construction and to ascertain if these stages of rapid constructional activity occurred across South Asia as a whole, or only in specific areas, such as in Western Maharashtra during the earlier and later periods of the Sātavāhana dynasty from 200BCE to 200ACE.

Writing in 1995 Morrison says, “Over 800 Buddhist rock-cut caves from the Western Deccan are known, ranging from isolated structures to large and elaborate complexes. The most common forms are viharas, or monasteries for monks, and chaityas, areas of worship.” This may be conflating caves found in the same area and this would therefore give a larger number of actual Buddhist sites, as opposed to individual monuments, than is really present as implied by these numbers. Numbers of sites are of importance in demonstrating visibility or at least awareness, especially so if it was known outside of the immediate area of construction that construction, including renovation of existing, and building of new, structures had been going on for several centuries or at least in living memory. Some idea of the number of structures located at a recently surveyed site at Satdhara, near Sanchi, was made available by R.C. Agrawal in 1995. He briefly describes a “great stūpa” almost as

12 K. Morrison, op. cit., p. 211. See also Ray, op. cit. pp. 61–89; cf. p. 61. In the vicinity of the modern city of Bombay there are at least 130 Buddhist caves at Kanheri, Kondivate, Marol, Magathana and Mandapeshwar. Of these, the largest monastic establishment was at Kanheri with 109 caves, though some of these are as late as the ninth and tenth centuries A.D.
large as the Sanchi stūpa, its building begun during the Mauryan period, then two other stūpas and to this he adds, “To the north of this stupa on a elevated plain, a cluster of stupas was encountered.” He also speaks of seventeen monasteries (one being 29.93 \( \times \) 16.97 metres) and some caityas, but gives no numbers for them. In addition, he notes a rock shelter overlooking the Halali river where two panels of paintings have been found, one containing inscriptions. This site has scarcely been explored, but I have used it as an example to show that the well-known and substantially excavated and renovated sites are not the only ones that exist. No doubt the picture will only become richer over the ensuing years as more excavations are undertaken.

It is not just the raw numbers but the extent and size of this monumental architecture which contributes to the visibility it had for others. And this is why it is important for the proposed program to correlate the relation between the Buddhists sites and population centres, which would have been populated with both lay Buddhists and Hindus, or more likely a hybrid of both. Many of the Buddhist sites are not located in areas of obvious visibility – Ajanta being an obvious example – but a correlation with trade routes has frequently been noted. It is no good just to assert the existence of these monuments, we must also be able to show that they were integrated within the local areas where they were located and guess, as this is all it can be, the extent to which they might have been accessible to the local area within that entire community and outside of it as well. Some extent of local participation in the patronage of these monuments can be ascertained by examining the donative inscriptions as has been done by Schopen and others before him. However, these are not instructive for determining patronage along varna lines although a sense of this may be gained from the occupational categories sometimes listed in the inscriptions.

**Royal and Other Support for Buddhism**

Initially, the provision of land and support for the building of monumental constructions like stūpas seems to have been the preserve of kings and the mercantile and military elite, though the evidence for this may be quite restrictive, being derived primarily from Aśokan and Kuśāna inscriptions. These may cover the period from 250 BCE until the beginning of the Christian era. After that, judging from the inscriptions, collected by Lüders and more recently analysed by Schopen, sources of material donations are extended to include non-elite groups as well as the political and economic elites. Literary sources, much more difficult to date, focus on the economic and political elites as the principal source of material support for the

---

15 *ibid.*, p. 408.

saṅgha. Evidence is abundant from the Vinaya and the Sutta Piṭaka that the Buddha was offered and accepted material support from kings and other non-political elites and that he visited so-called “brahmin villages” in order to attempt conversion and to gain support for any local monks.\textsuperscript{18} Fund raising tours were part and parcel of the expansion of Buddhism from the time of the Buddha himself and must have continued especially when Buddhist pilgrimage sites became well known and certain monasteries became famous.

At the same time we know how important patronage was to brahmins to whom kings gave land and the revenue from entire villages. Brahmin villages given by kings are mentioned frequently enough in the Pāli Canon (see PTS Dictionary, sv brahmadeyya) and often later in inscriptions collected in particular by Herman Kulke on the basis of Orissan evidence. Kulke noted that “The main function of these generous land donations to large groups of Brahmins was to provide the central power of the great regional kingdoms with a group of administrative and ideological specialists. Their way of life and their traditional ideology of contentedness and worldly abstinence … made them an ideal group of “extra-patrimonial” administrators counterbalancing local vested interests.”\textsuperscript{19} This conclusion is drawn from evidence taken from the 5th c ACE and beyond, but there is no reason to believe it was not a common practice earlier. It would have acted to constantly reaffirm the asymmetrical reciprocity, which ideally defined the relationship between the brahmin and the king and also confirmed the brahmin’s role as mediator to communities living beyond the metropolitan culture of the king.

It is arguable that Buddhist monks performed the same role and that this may have over the centuries created an underlying sense of tension between a series of roles which were being duplicated, though we have no explicit evidence of this tension.\textsuperscript{20} My impression, and this is all that it is, is that the inscriptive evidence suggests a far greater rate of giving to the saṅgha than to brahmin communities or to brahmins as individuals during the period of my concern. This does not mean resources were not being given to the brahmins, only that the Buddhist donors may have been more successful in publicizing their donations.

To argue this case in a realistic way it will be necessary to analyse further the inscriptions of kings who have been identified as explicitly giving financial support to both the Buddhists and the brahmins. Whilst the reaction of the brahmins may have been provoked by an overall assessment of the support being given to the various heterodox groups, it is more likely that they were antagonized by Hindu kings who were actively patronizing both sets of groups. In light of this qualification, a more positive lead could be to analyse the inscriptions and temple building activities of those kings—the Sātavāhanas and the Guptas—who retain explicit Hindu affiliations, yet have no reservations about offering support to the Buddhist saṅgha, support which is highly visible and represents the kind of ambiguity the brahmins could

\textsuperscript{18} See Bailey and Mabbett, \textit{op.cit.}, Chs. 2, 3 and 11.


\textsuperscript{20} See Bailey and Mabbett, \textit{op.cit.}, Chs. 7–10.
have done without. I suggest they would have responded more strongly against this kind of catholicity than towards those kings who supported Buddhism and nothing else. As Jim Fitzgerald has suggested to me elsewhere it is the disillusionment brahmans have with kings who do not accord them pre-eminence within culture/society that creates anger and this would be especially expressed towards those kings whose impartiality was evident, rather than those who were quite transparent in their support of Buddhism.

But this mirrors an ideological concern. Kingship is strongly developed ideologically in both Sanskrit epics. This ideology sets the king at the centre of a society whose hierarchy he was required to maintain. Empirically, of course, the situation must have been much more fluid. However, this ideology would not have penetrated below the elite circles of the brahmans and we know that many of the donors to the saṅgha were from the lower varṇas. How would the brahmans have responded to these groups? We have no way of knowing unless we develop some very creative decoding of the concept of varṇasaṅkara, which is such a fundamental doctrine in the Mbh and exists to preserve the privilege of the brahmans. What I am suggesting is that the response to the brahmans must have been different according to the support they perceived the saṅgha receiving from these groups. We cannot know this with any certainty, however, but with the doctrine of varṇasaṅkara and kingship—a brāhmanical rather than a kṣatriya—doctrine, we can gain a glimpse of the exclusivism the brahmans always sought to sustain for themselves. Religion and politics strongly overlap here and Biardeau is incisive in saying “La relation brāhmane-roi hindou était une sorte de « face-à-face » don’t l’empire bouddhique les privait doublement, par ses dimensions et sa non-appartenance à la société brahmanique.”

Case studies of the use the saṅgha made of its capacity to assimilate local Hindu deities with the “saving, protective” power of the Buddha have been made, most recently by Cohen. Admittedly outside of the period of which I am concerned, he shows the success of this assimilation from a study of Vākāṭaka inscriptions and an analysis of the configuration of images in Caves 2 and 16 at Ajanta. The essential process is that of “localization” of the saṅgha and the development of reciprocal relationships this entails. Cohen summarizes the theory behind this when he writes, “Localization is one moment in the domesticization of a saṅgha. A Buddha or a community of monks becomes localized by entering into a restricted exchange relationship with a divinity intimately associated with a place; the relationship can be read in part, through its expression within a monastery’s architectural plan. The re-

---

21 Biardeau’s correlation of this problem with the reign of Aśoka is provocative and strongly worthy of further exploration, if needing to be backed up with other evidence pertaining to North Indian kingship in the few centuries prior to the beginning of the Christian era. See M. Biardeau, Le Mahābhārata, (Éditions de Seuil, Paris, 2002, 2 Vols) Vol. 1., p. 137, “Comment tout cela [le Mahābhārata] s’est-il mis en place? Comment le projet de cet immense labyrinth a-t-il pris naissance? Sans nul doute, l’avenir du bouddhisme, avec le triomphe d’Aśoka, lui fournissait les éléments d’un désordre social théorique puisque les classes ordonnant la société n’avaient plus aucune signification et que seul le karmān individual déterminait la renaissance à venir, ou éventuellement l’accès à la délivrance.”

22 loc.cit.
relationship works in both directions: an indigenous deity such as a nāga, is pacified by the Buddha’s continuing presence; for the local community, the Buddha himself is bound with the identity and characteristics of the nāga as well. Buddhists do bring certain translocal, generalized values into a local economy of belief, but these values become coin only insofar as they are converted into a currency whose exchange is accepted in the locale.  

It is the success of this process that must have contributed to the rapid expansion of Buddhism throughout South Asia and, more pointedly, to the acquisition of abundant financial resources, the material effect of which can be seen all over the country. The Buddha’s mediating role and his function as a protector, especially manifested in the belief in his capacity to neutralize the destructive activity of fertility deities such as nāgas and yakṣas, was very attractive for political elites who wanted association with a pan-Indian movement whose local credentials had been long established. And it is likely this mediating role was taken up by generations of later monks, especially given the importance it plays in the Buddha’s own life. If Cohen’s analysis is correct, and I believe the evidence of the Pāli texts gives support to its applicability for an earlier period, then it is not too difficult to realize that the success of Buddhism after the reign of Aśoka must have been highly visible.

Conclusion

The silence of Sanskrit literature in regard to Buddhism from the early dharma literature is thundering. All the archeological evidence suggests all schools of Buddhism enjoyed a florissant between the 2nd century before and after the common era and that this effervescence was spread over most of South Asia, with the notable exception of present day Rājasthan and Gujarat. Because of its specialist function it may be of no surprise that references to Buddhism are virtually absent from the dharma literature. However, a text like the Mbh—which is extremely expansive in its outlook and breadth, and much more of a Dharmaśāstra than any of the dharma texts—might raise expectations that there could be some explicit notice of Buddhism within it. Especially in several of the didactic books and the Bhg there are deliberate attempts to debate the doctrines of several philosophical positions, Yoga and Sāṅkhya being the most obvious. Yet of Buddhism nothing until the Purāṇas.

Maybe this silence—and it is always dangerous to argue from silence—can be explained in the following way. Certain brahmin intellectuals were aware that the Buddha was offering a total world-view that was relatively consistent on the intellectual level and yet was able at the practical level to attract people who would simultaneously operate within the sphere of the emerging Hindu (and Buddhist) devotional cults. At the same time certain lineages of kings were pointedly putting money into the institutionalisation of Buddhism through its most visible devotional instrumentalities, cātīyas and stūpas, as well as land for vihāras. To counter this the

---


brahmins produced or took over a text that already existed in several forms, Sanskritic and vernacular, which had great attraction because it dealt with the central themes of Hindu culture: the role of the king, the social status of elites and the emerging religion of devotion, all within a framework of a vestigial Vedic culture. A total view of culture based on *dharma* – surely not coincidental with the Buddhist *dhamma* – was developed as the true alternative to what was communicated in a literary sense in the Pāli Canon and orally through the mouths of monks acting as parish priests and communicators of a metropolitan civilization to outlying areas.
Two pastoral Balochi love songs

Behrooz Barjasteh Delforooz
Uppsala

The outbreak of war in Afghanistan caused many people to move to neighbouring countries. As a result, in addition to Pashto and Dari speaking Afghans, many Baloch from the provinces of Nimruz and Helmand moved to Iranian Sistan and brought with them a rich oral literature which had been preserved there. Because of the spread of education and mass media in the second half of the twentieth century, most of this common traditional literature has been almost entirely forgotten in Iranian Sistan. So, this displacement of neighbours and relatives from Afghanistan brought about an opportunity for elderly Sistani Baloch to remember their old traditions and for youngsters to become familiar with them again. I had also the opportunity to visit some villages near the border between Iran and Afghanistan and record many epical, religious and love poems and many folktales from professional Baloch poets and singers from Afghanistan.

Here I present two love songs as examples with explanations. It is important to mention that these two songs do not have anything to do with Balochi high-class poetry such as epics and ballads in which Baloch from well-known ruling families play the main role. These are very simple and ordinary love songs which are prevalent among common pastoral nomad Baloch in their solitude. It is natural to see them as a mixture of several half-remembered older songs being sung over and over again with new additions and deletions here and there to create metre and rhyme and also to make them fit new situations. Also, though a kind of syllabic pattern, especially in the second poem, can be recognised, the lack of a fixed metre is expected in this kind of poetry. The varying number of syllables in each hemistich is compensated for by shortening or lengthening of vowels and intonation so that the approximate length of each hemistich is somewhat constant. From lines 5 to 26 there are alternate long and short hemistiches where the longer ones serve as a basic argument, a condition or a cause for the reaction or answer given by the lover in the following short hemistich.

The first song here called jinikkō was recorded in March 2001 in one of the villages in Iranian Sistan (Fīrūzābād) and the singer is a Baloch man about fifty-five years old from Afghani Sistan, from Xawga (NP Xābgāh) and from the Qal’eh-ye Fāth area (see maps).\(^1\) According to Elfenbein’s classification (1990: II: VII), the dialect of this poem (and also the second one) is Afghani Rakhshani.\(^2\) The poem

\(^1\) Pp. 50 and 51 below. Sincere thanks to Christian Rammer, Frankfurt, for drawing these maps.

\(^2\) Grammatical descriptions of this dialect are found in Buddruss 1988 and Nawata 1981. As the Pakistani Rakhshani dialect is rather closely related to this one, the more comprehensive work by Barker-Mengal may be used for additional information.
was recorded again in July 2003. There are only minor differences between the two versions, such as the replacement or omission of some words or morphemes in one of them as well as variation in the pronunciation of some words. Perhaps the singer’s loss of memory or the way of singing caused these divergences since he sang the poem once with a melody and the second time he recited it without melody. The latter one has been chosen and transcribed here, and the differences as well as some lexical and grammatical notes are mentioned as footnotes.

This is a typical love poem of the kind that was mentioned before, portraying, in accordance with my personal experiences from the same area and as found in some other songs, men’s thoughts in a pastoral society about the ideal physical features that their beloved must possess. The beauty of the beloved is described through the
eyes of the lover in terms of his understanding of his natural environment, the sun, the moon, the stars, the trees etc. Black eyes, red lips, white face and two curls (that may also be black) hanging from both sides of her face have a great effect on the lover and make him insane. The face of the beloved is compared to the full moon on the fourteenth night of its orbit around the earth. The full moon that shines in the darkness of the night exactly parallels the age of fourteen which is regarded as the ideal age for a girl to be married in such a society.

We can see the difficulties and limitations that a traditional and religious society imposes on lovers in order to prevent them from free love relationships. According to the prevailing social norms, it is not acceptable to meet each other in public places. As a result they have to see each other in secret and away from the eyes of family, rivals and strangers. The coyness and refusal of the beloved is not real, but it is rather a sign of her inclination towards the lover. This love and meeting must remain hidden otherwise it would meet severe reaction from public opinion and especially the girl’s family. In this context the faithfulness of the beloved is very important and at the same time doubted and questioned by the lover. Women are always considered unfaithful and the lover can but hope that this is untrue of his particular beloved.

The second poem, which I call Napas jân, was recorded in July 2003. The singer is the same as for the first poem. The poet complains of the unfaithfulness of his beloved in particular and women in general. He also indicates that life in this world is temporary and must be enjoyed as much as possible. This song was sung with melody and the repetition of some hemistiches has been shown wherever it occurred.

jinikkô

jinikkô patti jamâlâ, man ganôk-u saydâ
pa jamâl-u mâlikâ nadârîn sawr-u saywâ
dil mû tank-inî byâ gwandâkk
man tawî pkanan abar-u hâkk

---

3 In spite of the dangers involved, love relationships are in fact quite common among the Baloch, cf. Pehrsen 1966: 62ff.
4 < pâ + î = “for your”.
6 mâlikâ < mâhîmah (NP.) + luqâ (Ar.) = moon + face, visage = moon-faced, beautiful; < NP âma (it is an adjective that is also used as a female proper name).
7 < int. present 3sg. of copula verb, in the speech of this singer usually -î has been omitted from pronunciation, especially in poems.
8 Dual form of personal pronoun 1sg. + 2sg. “you and me” “the two of us”. For the use of dual pronoun forms in Balochi, see e.g. Baranzehi 2003: 85.
9 h is unstable in this dialect and usually dropped everywhere. However, increased knowledge of Persian has made the employment of h in loan words from Persian and Arabic more frequent. Conversely, unetymological h may be found in all positions of the word, including in the vowel-separating function, cf. Buddruss 1988: 44.
aga yak wâ\textsuperscript{10} dilay dardânâ, mniyân\textsuperscript{11} pkanay\textsuperscript{12} darmân
man mirin\textsuperscript{13} nadârin armân
kuštagan mnâ syâyên çamm, û sôrên lunî, spëtên dém
man guštun käyay\textsuperscript{14} kadên
ilayâ ša watî umrâ xayar maginday aw\textsuperscript{15} parîrâng
byâ ki hâz astun dîltang
misâl-i čârdâyay mâ\textsuperscript{16}, rök a\textsuperscript{17} wâ\textsuperscript{18} šap-i târînk
man kabâb-un zû byâ nazzînk
aga yê gušnægên luntânæ billay watî dêmâ
ta târî maguśay mnâ
nêm šapê\textsuperscript{19} käyay mnî zânay sarâ zêbâ
gwanjakk-am kašš ša jêbâ\textsuperscript{20}
gô názurkên lunî-dap-u dantânæ, gwanjakkânæ jâyay
šap tačk-in padâ byâyay
ta ki padà käyay xudâ zánt bayîn zindag
kušta tî dap-u handag
jinikkô man ganôk-un, pa çamm-u ar du zulpân
ta mnâ ma-kan parêşan
aga šê\textsuperscript{21} mulkâ brayîn, watî arsâ marêçay
mnî dilay rişagân söçay
har čî zindagi hârîn, pa sèr-u jâdû bdayîn\textsuperscript{22}
ta\textsuperscript{23} magray man padâ käyîn
brayîn kôta\textsuperscript{24} patta sawyât a-kârîn
šapî byâyay mniyâ harmân\textsuperscript{25} nadârin
maguśay döst mnî wapt-u wâb-in

\textsuperscript{10} < wâr (yak wâr “one time, suddenly”).
\textsuperscript{11} mniyân is a pl. form of the gen. mni of the 1sg. personal pronoun (cf. watiânâ in fn. 29). The reason for its taking a pl. suffix is that it is placed after its head noun, in predicative position.
\textsuperscript{12} Present subjunctive 2sg. Note that b- before a voiceless consonant changes to p- (regressive assimilation).
\textsuperscript{13} Present subjunctive 1sg, without the subjunctive element bi. For the use of various forms of conditional sentences and clauses containing subjunctive verbs see Barker-Mengal 1969: I: 227–233 and Buddruss 1988: 59–60.
\textsuperscript{15} In the other version ta is used instead of aw.
\textsuperscript{16} čârdâ-yay is the genitive form for čârdâ “fourteen”, and mâ is the oblique form for mâ “moon”.
\textsuperscript{17} The particle -a is used in this dialect as an aspirant marker of the imperative aspect with the past stem and as a marker of indicative mood with the present stem. For more information see Buddruss 1989: 62–65 and Nawata 1981: 14, 20–21.
\textsuperscript{18} Contracted form < wârt, pres. 3sg. of warag “to eat”.
\textsuperscript{19} In the second version šapêyâ
\textsuperscript{20} < NP jîb “pocket”, the Bal. equivalent word is kûdô.
\textsuperscript{21} šê < š(a) preposition “from” + č demonstrative adjective “this”.
\textsuperscript{22} Both hârîn ...... bdayî are subj. 1st person sg.
\textsuperscript{23} In the other version ta has been omitted.
\textsuperscript{24} Cf. fn. 36, kôta also means “room” in this dialect, cf. Buddruss 1988: 76.
\textsuperscript{25} harmân shows a secondary unetymological h, cf. fn. 9.
30 dil pá wáhá naylí 26 patta kábáb-in awlitén wáhá byáyay ta mníyá ša kassé matrus, man wáb-un tâná sin tí sëzda sâl, pur gôst-u zand-ay čárda marasay tanga ta gwanđ-ay
35 jór makan wátrá ta kâtil-i jân-ay ar či išâra man dayîn napâmay 27 dušman tí bâz-an, bôstây bi jâyê kassé mapâmî 28, byáyay ša râyê jinîkkô ta wâtiáñâ 29 gwarâ kan 30
40 tí dêm čô kâgadâ pâmmân darâ kan payat muntazîr-un tî čâmânâ bgîndîn xudadâpîz 31 man è mûlkâ nanîndîn dastâ wařî bday, man šidâ 32 rayîn rabb a-zântî mnî döst, man padâ byâyîn
45 pa yakk andâgê ta mnî dilá burtay zamâna xaráb-in mnâ kábáb kurtyâ šap ka šapá nêm-i šapâ, âtun gisay ta 33 yamân dîlay tâlân kanan, jâgar man-u ta guştun wâ napas jân, šapî man kâyîn
50 guştay man nalûtîn, dušman a-dayîn dušmânay maysad è abar dil tî a-kâššî 34 surxi bgîrîn spêdag-u yag manè waâštî guştay das majaînay, man trá bdayîn pant jâyê abarè magușay ki 35 pis mnî minâ jant

Oh girl!

Oh girl! I am insane and enraptured about your beauty
I have no quarrel or dispute (with anybody) about the beauty of the moon-faced one

---

26 < naylí negative form of present indicative kîlît, 3sg. Here -t has been omitted, cf. fn. 7.
27 falm: "to understand" < NP/At. falm "understanding".
28 Cf. fns. 26 and 27.
29 When singing, the singer separated the word in two parts with a pause between them: wâti ānâ. Here it means "the same clothes that you have; your clothes, yours; without formality". waâtiáñâ gwarâ kan "wear yours (your clothes)", without mentioning the object, i.e. clothes, anywhere. The morphemes are wât + i + ān + â, reflexive pronoun + genitive element + plural ending + object case, respectively. It is also possible that wâtārā (with hâr < Brahm. "necklace, low-hanging necklace") is intended here, thus meaning "Oh girl! Put on your necklace!"
30 2sg. inv. particle; in the second version pkan < bi + kan with assimilation. The same applies to kan in the next line.
31 In the second version xudâhâpîz, cf. fn. 9.
32 šidâ < šâ, cf. fn. 21 + iđâ adv. of place "here".
33 Contracted form of tanâ; here it must be read as ta like the next hemistich for the sake of rhyme, normally tâ.
35 In the other version ki has been omitted.
My heart is sad, come little girl
Let us speak openly to each other

5 If for once you remedy my heart-pain
I have no desire any more, even if I die thereafter
Your black eyes, red lips and white face have killed me
I said: Will you come at all?
I wish to God that you may not see the blessing of your life, oh fairy-faced!

10 Come because I am full of yearning
Like the full moon, your face shines in the dark night
I am burnt, come near (me) quickly
If you should allow these hungry lips on your face
(then) you should not ask me to leave before dawn

15 At midnight you come (and sit) on my lap
Pull chewing-gum too from (my) pocket
With your delicate lips and mouth and teeth, you chew the chewing-gum
It is a long night (and) maybe you will come back again
When you come back, God knows whether I will be alive

20 Your mouth and laughing have killed (me)
Oh girl! I am insane for your eyes and both two curls
Don’t make me distressed
If I go from this land, you should not shed your tears
You burn the roots of my heart

25 All that I have in my life, I will give (to put) a spell on you
You should not weep, I will come back
(If) I go to Quetta, 36 I will bring (some) gifts for you
If you come to me tonight, I have no other desire
You should not say “My lover is sleeping (now)”

30 My heart does not let me sleep because it is roasted for you
You may come to me in the early hours of the night
Do not fear anybody, I am sleeping alone
You are thirteen years old, and you are buxom and shapely
May you not turn fourteen and still remain small

35 Do not use make-up; you are the killer of (my) soul
Whatever sign I give, you do not understand
You have many enemies, (so) you should hide yourself somewhere
You should come from a (hidden) path so that nobody will know
Oh girl! Put on your own (clothes)

40 Reveal to me your face which is (delicate and white) as paper
I am only waiting to see your eyes
Farewell, I shall not stay in this land
Give me your hand, (for) I depart from this place
God knows, my beloved, whether I will come back

36 The capital of the Pakistani province of Balochistan.
With just a laugh, you ravished my heart
Times are bad, you burned me up
In the midst of the night, at midnight I came into the house
So that we could share the grief of our hearts, you and me, oh darling!
I said: "Oh dear soul! I will come tonight."

You said: "I do not want you to, and I will insult (you)"
Your intention to insult (me) reveals your willingness
I would like to buy red make-up, white powder and a heap\textsuperscript{37} of sweets
You said: "You should not touch (me); I will give you a piece of advice,
You should not say a word anywhere for my father will beat me"

\textit{napas jān}

\begin{quote}
\text{šāl-i kişmīrā gwarā kan byā pa halkay gardagā}
\text{man tāt ikšay ganōk-un raḥ pštā mni pardagā}
\text{jwānēn baxmal tī gwarā-y-in dāmuni-gī ḏawār (2)}
\text{xiyābānay sarā māōśt-u šawpirā makan tawār (2)}
\end{quote}

\textit{5 šawpir gurā mni nákōzāk-in ta dilā čizē madār\textsuperscript{38}}
\textit{maškā būr-ō mni padā byā man raṁ rōday sarā (2)}
\textit{rōday gazzān mučč tanak-k-in baż(z)ēn gazzē nē xudā}
\textit{dāpā billin bitti\textsuperscript{39} lūnṭān band ša bandā bī\textsuperscript{40} jītā}
\textit{jāyē nadistun napas jān bill-u braway bī gīsā (2)}

\begin{quote}
\text{wāda dātay man a-kāyin mabanday gisay darā}
\text{durrēn dap gō handagā bičukk ša lūnṭānā sarā}
\text{sīyāyēn pêtēk\textsuperscript{41} gō du zulpān ārōsī dawl burrīta (2)}
\text{byā pokan gʷaži gʷandak dunyā du rōčīyēn ſuta}
\text{burzāgē ništā xudā jān byay ša nāmētēn dilā (2)}
\end{quote}

\textit{10 dušmānay\textsuperscript{42} bāz-an wā brāsān nēst-in\textsuperscript{43} mni dōstay gunā}
\textit{bālād-ī rusta xudā jān misl-i bāğānī nala}
\textit{niwaqay draxtē napas jān āta bi bār-ō gula (2)}
\textit{tōba kurtun tōba dārīn ša jīnēn zāgay wapā (2)}
\textit{dast-u gārdin gō digarē sōtak-un durrēn xudā (2)}

\begin{quote}
\text{sitam distun man bi jānā kāśśītun ārd-ō balā (2)}
\text{ētubārē nē\textsuperscript{44} jīnēn zāgā mabayay bē wapā}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{37} The Balochi word \textit{man} corresponds to about six kilos.
\textsuperscript{38} The beloved says this part. This sort of song is composed as a dialogue, without mentioning the change of speaker.
\textsuperscript{39} < bi + ti “to” + “your”.
\textsuperscript{40} < bi, cf. fn. 7.
\textsuperscript{41} Usually pētōk "forehead, also the hairs which cover the forehead, i.e. forelock". Barker-Mengal 1969: II: 331 mentions the word pētīk "(women's) silver forehead ornament", but since its colour is black, this meaning cannot be intended here.
\textsuperscript{42} 3sg. pronominal suffix -ē cf. Nawata 1981: p. 13, varies somewhat. It is here pronounced -ay and in the next line -ē in bālād-ī.
\textsuperscript{43} < na + ast + in, for more details about the verb ast and its negative nēst and also the use of forms of the copulative verb after it, see Barker-Mengal 1969 : I : 52–54.
\textsuperscript{44} < nēst.
Dear beloved

Put on the Kashmiri shawl and come for a walk around the village
I am mad for love of you, may God help me!
You are wearing beautiful velvet cloth with the encircling strip around the skirt
Do not stay in the street and call for a driver
5
The driver is my cousin; do not be suspicious
Take up the water skin and follow me to the river bank
The tamarisks around the river are far apart, oh God there is not a thick tamarisk tree (to hide among its branches)
If I put my mouth on your lips, I will fall apart
I could not find a hiding-place my dear beloved, depart here and go home
10
You gave me (your) promise, so I will come, do not close the door
Oh you of the pearly mouth, laughingly, kiss me on (my) lips
Your black forelock together with two curls have been cut and formed like new brides
Come let’s play oh little one, the fleeting world⁴⁵ has passed away
God sits in a high place, may the beloved come because of my despairing heart⁴⁶
15
My beloved has many enemies, oh brothers, and it is not her fault
She has reached full stature, oh dear God, like a garden reed
My beloved is a fruitful tree which has begun to give fruit and blossom
I have repented; I repent on account of the faithlessness⁴⁷ of the women
She is in another’s arms, oh God, I have burnt up
20
I was oppressed and I endure every pain and calamity
There is no trust in women, do not be unfaithful

Abbreviations

Adj. Adjective  NP New Persian
Adv Adverb  Pfx Prefix
Ar. Arabic  Pl. Plural
Brah. Brahui  Postpos Postposition
Inv. Imperative  Pres. Present
Ind. Indicative  Sg. Singular
N. Noun  Subj. Subjunctive
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⁴⁵ Literally “the two-day world”
⁴⁶ Or “God is in a high place and can see everything, so He knows in what a hard situation I am placed and He is well aware of my hopeless heart”. We can also interpret it as “Oh dear God! The beloved has sits in a high place (and does not bother what happens to me), may she come.
⁴⁷ the Balochi word wapā means “faithfulness”, not “faithlessness”, but the intended meaning is the latter.

Glossary

är-, äwurt : to bring
ärös : adj. < ärös wedding, marriage,
ä(y)-, ä : to come
abar : word, news, speech, matter, talk, thing
~ kanag “to talk”
aga : if
akk : right, true, truth, salary, share
alk : village, small settlement, people
andag : laugh
ar : all, each, every
armän : pity, desire, yearning
ars : a tear (drop)
ast : exists, is
aw : vocative particle oh!
a(w)al : first

bäg : garden, orchard
bäläa : bodily height, stature
bär : 1) fruit 2) load, burden
bazz : much, very (much)
balá : calamity
band : knuckle-joint, joint
band- : to close, to tie, to bind
bar- , burt : to take away, to carry
baxmal : velvet
ba(y)-bít , bít : to be, to become
bazz : thick
bê : un- , not, without
bi : on, to, at, in, on the surface of
brás : brother
bur- , burt : to cut, to slice, to scatter
burzag : < burz top, up high, above

cárda : fourteen
camm : eye
cê : what?
cí : thing
cíz : a thing, thing

damun : also düm “skirt”
där- , dâš : have
dantân : tooth
dap : mouth
dar : 1) out, outside 2) door
~ kanag : to put out, to reveal to, to get out
dard : pain
darmän : medicine, remedy, cure
das/dast : hand
dawl : manner, method
dâ(y)- , dâ : to give
dêm : face
digar : other, another one
dîl : heart
dîltank : heavy-hearted, distressed, gloomy, lonesome, nostalgic
~ bayag “to be annoyed”
dôst : friend, lover (male and female)
draxt : tree
du : two
dunyâ : world
durr : pearl, pearly
dušmän : insult, hatred, execration, curse
e : this
eţubâr : confidence, trust, worth, reliability

ganök : mad, insane, crazy
~ bayag : to become mad/insane
gard- , gâșt : to walk around, to turn
gardin : neck
gazz : tamarisk (tree)
gind- , dist : see
girdî : all around, encircling < gird round,
around
gîs : house
göșt : meat; pur göșt , see pur
grēw-, grēt: to weep, to cry

gul/gō/gō: with
gul: flower, rose
gunā: sin
gurā: then, then afterwards
guš-, gušt: to say, to tell
gušnag: hungry
gwāl: play, game
gwanjakk: small, short, young, (little)
gwar: side, breast, udder
~ā kanag: to wear, to put on (clothes)

ɣam: grief, sadness, worry
ɣawyā: complain, uproar, quarrel

ḥabar: see əbar
ḥakk: see əkk
ḥal: see əlk
handag: see andag
har: see ar
harman: see arman

ída: here
ikš: < išk < “išq “love”
ilāvī: oh God, Lord
ill-, išt: to leave, let
išāra: sign, gesture, signal
~ dayag: to give signal

jā: place
jādā: magic, charm, spell
jān: soul, self, body, life, dear
jā(y)-, japt: to chew
jaqar: liver, essence (heart), beloved
jamāl: beauty
jan-, jat: to hit, to bit, to strike
jēb: pocket
jinēn: woman, wife
~ zāg: girl, (female)
jinikk: young woman, girl, daughter
jitā: separate, apart
jōr: well, healthy
~ kanag: to construct, to make up
jwān: good, nice, right

kāgad: paper, paper-thin
kāril: killer, murderer, slayer

ka: a colloquial connective particle
kabāb: roasted meat; (here: consumed, burning in the fire of love)
kan-, kurt: to do
kass: someone, a person
kašš-, kaššt: to pull, draw, to take out
ki: conj. that, as, who, which
kišmīr: 1) an Indian province (Kashmir)
~ 2) a kind of cloth
kōţa: Quetta, the capital of Pakistani province of Balochistan
kuš-, kušt: to kill

lōt-, lōtit: to want, ask for, invite
lunt: lip

mā(h): moon
mālikā: moon-faced, beautiful
māṣad: purpose, aim, goal
man1: pers. pron. 1sg. “1”
man2: maund, a weight
māsk: water skin
mir-, murt: to die
misāl/misl: like, as
mučē: collected, assembled, gathered
together, folded
mulk: land, country
mumtazīr: waiting, looking for, expecting

nākō: uncle; nākōzāg/k “cousin”
nāmēt: hopeless, disappointed, desperate < nā- without + əmēt “not hope”
nāzurk: delicate, fine, thin
nal: reed, reed pipe
napas: soul, breath, life
navār: tether manacle, band, strip
nazzīnk: near, nearby, nearly
nē < nēst: < na + ast (it) is not
nēm: half
nind-, nīst: to sit
nīwag: fruit

ōšt-, əštād: to stand, to stay, to wait

pām-, pāmit: < pāhm; NP/Ar. fahm “understanding”
pa: prep. with ə-case; for, with
padā: after(wards), later, back
payat: only, merely, sole(ly)
pant: advice, instruction
pardag: 1) purdah, seclusion (for women) 2) protection, safety 3) mercy
parēšan: depressed, (distressed), sad
parirang: fairy-faced, charming, like a fairy, beautiful: from parī fairy + rang sort, like, kind, colour (about women’s figure and shape)
pētēk: forelock, topknot = pētōk forehead
pēr: father
pur(r): full, filled, fully; pur gōšt-u zand plump, buxom, round,
rāh(h): road, way
rabb: God, The Lord
ras-, rasīt/rast: to arrive, to reach, (to be completed)
ra(wy)ī: šut: to go
rīsāq: root
rōč: day, also sun
rōd: river
rōk: lit, kindled, shining, light
~ waqīg: to shine, to flash
rud-, rust: to grow
sāl: year, age
sār-, sārit: to keep, preserve;
sar: head, on
sarā postpos. “on, above, upon, ahead, infront, before”
sawīyāt: travel gift, souvenir
sīr: < NP/Ar. sihr “magic, sorcery, black arts”
sēzdā: thirteen
sin: age
sīlam: oppression, cruelty, tyranny, injustice
sōč-, sōr: to burn
sōr/sōhr: red
spēdag: white powder, white lead
spēt: white
surxi: red make-up used on the face (by women)
syā[h]/siyā[h]: black
šāl: shawl, long coat
~ kīsmīr: a very nice shawl which is woven in Kashmir in India
ša: prep. from
šap: night
šapā by night, at night;
šapī to night
šap ka šapā in the darkness of the night
šawpir: driver; < Eng. chauffeur
šawr: advice, consultation, contest, decision, decide, consult
šaydā: enraptured
tā[t]hā: in, inside, amongst
tālān: spread out, spreading out, share
~ kanag: to open out, to spread out, to share
tānā: alone, only
tārī: early morning, morning-tide
tārīnk/tārīk: darkling, gloomy, dark, dim
tā: until, till
tā/taw: pers. pron. 2sg. “you”
tāčk: spread out, laid out, straightened, long
tanakk: thin, scattered
tangaltanīgā: up to now, still, yet
tank: narrow, annoyed; see diltank
tawār: shout, cry
tī: poss. pron. 2sg. “your”
tōba: regret, repentance
~ kanag/dārag: to regret, to repent
truss-, tursī: to fear, to be afraid of
umr: age, life, the duration of live
wā: Oh!, vocative particle (like aw)
wāb: sleep, dream
wāda: promise
wār(r): turn, chance, time, occasion,
wapā: faith, trust, reliance
wapr: lay down, slept < waspag “to sleep”
waššī: cookie, sweets < wašš sweet
wati: own, belonging to self; < wat self
xarāb: bad, spoiled, broken, wrecked
xayr: well, fair, good
~ gindag: to be blessed, to enjoy (the blessing of), to have happy ending
x(i)yābān: street
xudā: God
xudā[h]/āpir: farewell, God protect you
yakk: one, a; ~ wā “once”
yē: see ē
zāg : child (son); jīnēn zāg : see jīnēn
zān : knee, (lap)
zān-, zānt : to know
zamāna : time, era
zand : fat, thick, bulky

zēba : beautiful, elegant
zindaq : alive, living
zulp : sidelocks, sideburns, sideboards, curls
zū : fast, quick(ly); < zūr, NP zūd
zūr-, zurt : to take up/away, to lift
The Holy Fool in medieval Islam: The Qalandarîyât of Fakhr al-dîn ʿArâqî

Ashk P. Dahnî
Tehran

"I know of no poet in the Persian language who is as free, as daring and as lofty in the expression of love as ʿArâqî; this ardor, this passion, are shown clearly and to the highest degree in his ghazals." (Saʿîd Nafîṣî, Persian scholar)

The mystical poetry of Fakhr al-dîn Ibrâhîm ʿArâqî (d. 1289) has been considered to be unparalleled and he has been celebrated as the most eloquent spokesman of divine love in the history of Persian literature. His literary production is distinguished above all by the depth and audacity of its unbridled, esoteric speculations and the intensity and brilliant colour of its religious expression. As a disciple of Sadr al-dîn Qanawî, he was the first writer to introduce Muhyî al-dîn Ibn ʿArâbî’s mystical teachings into the Persian language. He composed Sufi love poetry in the tradition of Sanâ‘î and ʿAttâr, and also wrote a commentary on the Fûsîṣ al-hikam in elegant Persian prose. Owing to his creative talent and the synthesizing character of his spiritual vision, he made a fecund contribution to Islamic mysticism. My task in this short paper is to draw attention to a feature of ʿArâqî’s production which has so far been largely neglected by modern scholarship, namely the genre of qalandarîyât. The examination is based on a close reading of selected passages of his Dîwân (Collection of Lyrics), which are analysed by initially taking into consideration hagiographical accounts of his life. Before exploring the qalandarîyât poems, it is, however, necessary to look at the religious and historical background against which this genre emerged and developed. In this respect, my essay will initially examine the qalandar phenomenon, its spiritual doctrine and practice, in the context of medieval Islam, and then give attention to it as a distinct literary type.

2 The literary aspects of the genre have been treated by Helmut Ritter (1955:487–91) and J.T.P. De Bruijn (1992) with specific reference to ʿAttâr and Sanâ‘î.
3 A manuscript entitled Muqaddima (Introduction) provides most of what is known about ʿArâqî’s life. The author of the biography is anonymous, but the text is written down in the manner and style of ʿArâqî’s own period. ʿAbd al-Rahmân Jâmi (d.1492) based his information about ʿArâqî in ʿNajahât al-uns on this introduction. The Muqaddima is included in Mahmûd ʿIlmî Darwish’s edition of ʿArâqî’s Kulliyat (Complete Works). Cf. K 17–38.

1. The Qalandar: deranged vagabond and fool for God’s sake

While the qalandar was making his way into literature, the word was known as the designation of a group of mystics in the eastern lands of Islam who distinguished themselves from other Muslims by their unconventional way of life. Their origin has not yet been determined, but the existence of individual qalandars in Khurāsān in the early eleventh century is clearly attested. The word qalandar is first encountered in a rubā’ī (quatrain) of Bābā Tahir ‘Uryān (“the naked”) and in a short treatise entitled Qalandar-nāma ascribed to ‘Abdullāh Ansārī (d. 1088–9) of Herat.4 Abū Sa’īd Abī al-Khair (d. 1048) is also reported to have recited a few quatrains which affirmatively depict the qalandar as a homeless wanderer and fierce visionary.5 While the fact that the word passed into Arabic from Persian would suggest a Persian origin, Tāḥṣīn Yaẓīcī (1978:472) asserts that the alleged derivation from the Persian kalandar (“ugly and ungainly man”) is still no more than a hypothesis.

From the early eleventh century, the qalandars were known as mystics who had withdrawn from the world and practised poverty. Acting upon the Qur’ānic command, “Journey in the land!” (3:137), they led the life of obsessive vagrants; they were homeless and nameless and had no family. They regarded the outward journey as a symbol of the inner, spiritual journey. The qalandars rejected bookish knowledge and therefore never established a closely reasoned doctrinal scheme, their teachings having rather a common esoteric orientation. ‘Abd al-Rahmān Jāmī (1957:14–15) characterizes their religious attitude in his Nafahāt al-ins as consisting of inner contentment (ridā), tranquillity of the heart (jayyib al-qalb) and prevention of self-conceit (riyā’). Like the mainstream Islamic mystics, the qalandars comprehended the divine attributes (ṣifāt) as means of grasping God’s essence (dhāt) and reflected on His names by invocation (dhikr). They were in fact peculiar in their continuous invocations of God.

The qalandars focused themselves upon the fullness of reality, which is considered to be revealed in the entire creation through God’s names. Attracted by the beauty and grandeur of God’s manifestation, they yearned for spiritual realization through two essential divine aspects: beauty and majesty (jamāl wa jalāl). The Sufi master Shihāb al-dīn Abū Hafs ‘Umar Suhrawaiḥī (d. 1235) used the term qalandar in his ‘Awārif al-ma’ārif in a derogatory style, applying it to “people so possessed by the intoxication of ‘tranquility of the heart’ that they respect no custom or usage and reject the regular observances of society”.6 In the thirteenth century, the influ-

---

4 Bābā Tahir’s (1983:8) quatrain describes the qalandar as a homeless vagabond, who depends completely on divine Providence:

I am the debauchee whom they call qalandar.
I have no provision, no refuge or harbour.
During the day, I travel around your district.
At night, I go to bed with my head on your soil.


ential qalandar master Sayyid Jamâl al-din Sâwi (d. 1232) identified five principles of the qalandariya path, which collectively correspond to the term qalandar itself: contentment (qanâ'at), gentleness (liṭâfat), repentance (nîlâmât), godliness (dîyânât) and self-discipline (riyâsat). 7

The qalandars were known for their unconventional appearance. They used to shave the head, the beard, the moustache and even the eyebrows in order fully to reveal the physical beauty of the face. They dressed in unusual and strange garments, usually a mantle or a simple blanket over the body, and sometimes in the skins of lions and leopards, presumably to inspire fear among rustic people. Sometimes they even appeared naked, not as a sign of sexual promiscuity, but rather of deep spirituality: nudity being a symbol of primordial beauty. 8 Their way of dressing, while by no means uniform, was distinct enough to make them stand out in a crowd. In company, some of them also used to carry various implements, such as a drum or a standard. Their characteristics usually also included the perforation of ears for the insertion of iron rings as symbols of penitence. The qalandars subsisted on charity and owned nothing but a few personal belongings. Men and women gathered together openly among them, and the latter apparently did not veil themselves or live secluded. They stood outside the social structure and were not “tainted” by any legal obligations to a family or to a religious community. As such, they remained within society but were free from its constraints.

The principles of the qalandari doctrine most probably had their origin in the teachings of the malâmatiya (“the people of blame”), who appeared in Khurâsân in the ninth century. The doctrinal foundation of the malâmatiya has been attributed to Abû Sâlih Hamdûn Qassâr (d. 884), an artisan of Nîshâpûr. 9 His basic credo contained a strong element of self-reproach professing that all outward appearance of piety, including good deeds, is display. He and his disciples sacrificed their worldly reputation and concealed all virtuous acts of supererogatory worship so as to avoid the danger of self-pride and hypocrisy. In their struggle against the desire for social respect and the approval of men, they kept secret their spiritual states and instead made themselves objects of blame (malâmâ). 10 The malâmatis believed that public

---

7 Cf. Khatib-i Fârsî 1983:42.
8 Cf. Aflâkî 1983:412, and Feuillebois-Pierunek 2002:238. The characteristic of shaving the hair, the moustache and the beard may point to a Buddhist influence, probably from the Mahâyâna and Saîgha traditions. ‘Abd al-Husain Zarrinkub (1975:79) argues that the early qalandars were most likely Buddhist converts to Islam, inspired by their prior religious background, or alternatively that they maintained their beliefs and way of life under a Muslim disguise. As testified by the hagiographer Khatib-i Fârsî (1983:41) in his Sîrat-i Jamâl al-din Sâwi, the qalandars revered the Indian ascetics and held their religious rituals in high esteem. According to J. Spencer Tringham (1971:98), many practices taken from the Hindusages, such as yoga exercises, celibacy and vegetarianism, were adopted by some qalandars.
10 The designation malâmatiya derives from the Qur’ânic passage (5:54), which refers to the believers “who struggle in the path of God, not fearing the reproach of any reproacher”. This passage is usually interpreted as referring to the Prophet and his companions, whom the malâmatis claimed as the first of their number. The Prophet had himself been reproached with being a madman. Owing to their excessive emphasis on inner sincerity, the malâmatis did not themselves produce any corpus of ideas in written form. The main source for the study of their doctrine is the Risâlat al-malâmâtia by ‘Abd al-Rahmân Sulâmi.
blame directed against them would have a great effect in making their devotion sincere. Typical is the story told by Jāmī (1957:264) in his Nafahāt al-uns:

“One of them was hailed by a large crowd when he entered Hirāt. The crowd tried to accompany the great saint, but on the road he publicly started urinating in an unlawful way, so that all of them left him and no longer believed in his spiritual rank.”

The qalandars adopted the fundamental orientation of the malāmatī way and displayed utter contempt of social conventions, public appearances being a matter of indifference. But in contrast to the malāmatī emphasis on inward sobriety and obedience to the religious law, they intentionally transgressed the norms and values of society. Owing to their cynicism in social behaviour and their antinomian attitude to religious matters, there are important differences between these two manifestations of Islamic mysticism in their notions of religious practice: “The distinction between the malāmatī and qalandari is that the former hides his devotion and the latter externalizes and even exploits it, going out of his way to incur blame”. 11

The qalandars stood outside the social hierarchy and were completely detached from the mass of the population. They did not, however, seek solitude or thrive in seclusion but were constantly on the move, bringing with them disorder and disruption. Notorious for their coarse behaviour and blameworthy attitudes, the qalandars attempted to destroy all customs (i.e. takhrīb al-ʿādāt) by committing unseemly, even wicked acts, not as an exit from society but in order to conceal the sincerity of their actions from the public view. 12 By overturning conventions, they strove to expose the hypocrisy of the established order and to question its values. They not only showed no interest in the ordinances of religious law but were also indifferent to following obligatory religious rules.

For the qalandar, holy foolishness was an ingenious way of fighting spiritual pride rather than an attempt at moral instruction. Even a highly spiritual person, one

(d. 1021), himself a native of Nishāpur. Malāmatiya appears to have represented a sharp reaction to the effusive public demonstrations of religiosity associated with a group called karāmiya, which flourished in Persia until the Mongol conquests. The karāmiya, which received its name from Muhammad ibn Karrām (d. 869), was known for its excessive pietism and emphasis on ascetic self-mortification (taqashshuf) and complete trust (tawakkul) in God. Cf. Svirin 1993.

11 Trimmingham 1971:267. The qalandars gradually came to prevail over the malāmatiya tradition, since no prominent individuals are identified as malāmatis after the tenth century. During the same period, the Naqshbandiya order enjoyed great popularity in Transoxania and Khurasan. While the Naqshbandis did not claim spiritual descent from the malāmatiya, some elements of the latter were absorbed into their teachings, notably the practice of silent invocation, the avoidance of a distinctive garb and the prohibition of ceaseless wandering. The spiritual orientation of the malāmatiya also had an influence on Sufi masters such as Abū al-Qāsim Qushairī (d. 1074) and Ibn ʿArabī (d. 1240). Cf. Zarrinkub 1975:80.

12 The qalandars were criticised by Shihāb al-dīn Abū Hafs ʿUmar Suhrawardi, master of the Suhrawardiya order, for their libertinism and antinomian practices. Considering them as an institution exploited by charlatans, he explains that those who in his time took the dress of the qalandars in order to indulge in debaucheries are not to be confused with true qalandars. A subtle balance between the mundane and the spiritual was essential to the qalandar way of life, and when the morality of individuals with qalandari affiliation degenerated, the name itself became associated with immoral acts, such as fornication, homosexual conduct and kissing women and boys. The Sufi master ʿAbd al-Qādir Gilani (d. 1166), for instance, uses the name in condemnation in his al-Fuyūdāt al-rabbāniyya, which deals with principles of Islamic faith (ʿaqīda). Cf. Tringham 1971:268.
who has truly renounced vanity, pride and acquisitiveness, could still yield to the temptation of pride in his or her accomplishments. Yielding to this temptation is, of course, tantamount to cancelling out virtue and returning the would-be saint to common hypocrisy and sinfulness. The ultimate purpose of the qalandarī path was to reach a spiritual state in which no importance was attached to either praise or blame. The human being had constantly to struggle against both desire for divine reward and approval by man to preserve the perfect tranquillity of the heart. Aware of this psychological paradox, the qalandars invented a special way of behaving to prevent the development of self-pride. By committing blameworthy actions which discredited them in the eyes of the crowd, they were prevented from feeling proud about their accomplishments.

‘Arāqī’s life contains several episodes that fit the tradition of the qalandars. His first encounter with them occurred in Hamadān, when he was seventeen. The qalandars held one of their moving meetings at a neighbourhood gathering in the central part of town. They recited poetry and performed ritual dances in a spiritual concert (sama‘), inspiring people with their holy idiocy. With sweet melody, they chanted the following verses:

We have moved our bedrolls from the mosque to the ruin.
We have scribbled over the pages of asceticism and miracles.
We sit in the ranks of lovers in the Magi’s lane
and drank a cup from the hands of the debauchees of the ruin.
We will spread out in heaven like the flag of fortune,
if the heart beats the drum of decency after this.
We have passed much beyond self-denial and mystical stations,
since we have carried the cup of hardship from all such states!13

ما رخت ز مسجد بخاربات كشيديم
جار از كف رناد خرابات كشيديم
جون رايت دولت بسمارات كشيديم
کاس تعب از زهد و مقامات كشيديم

‘Arāqī was overwhelmed with inner joy at observing the ecstatic qalandarī congregation. As the story goes, “love’s flame caught at the haystack of his reason and consumed it”.14 He tore off his turban and was received by the qalandars, who welcomed him as one of themselves, shaving his hair and eyebrows. After this event, he passed his time as a homeless vagrant until he met Bahā’ al-dīn Zakariyā of Multān, the master of the Suhrawardiya order, who initiated him into the Sufi path. Inspired by the qalandarī outlook, ‘Arāqī continued to act upon its ethos during his whole life. The author of the Muqaddima relates several instances in which he subjected himself to public blame and censure so as to obtain the condemnation of the people rather than their veneration. When already a venerable master in Dukāt, he could,

13 K 21.
14 K 21.
for instance, he found joking and playing with teenagers, and he was known for his inclination toward companionship with beautiful young boys. On one occasion, a group of children were leading him around by a string, which he held in his teeth, making him run hither and yonder and otherwise gleefully tormenting him. Reliable information concerning ‘Arāqī’s life reveals that he considered social respect as one of the most dangerous pitfalls on the spiritual path. He habitually preferred socializing with drunkards and outcasts to the company of governors or viziers. He provided for poor people and protected outcasts from the sometimes brutal hands of the rulers.

‘Arāqī’s aspiration to free himself from the world and its passions whilst living in the world is illustrated in a famous episode, which took place in Egypt during his later life. The ruler of the Mameluke empire, Sultān al-Mansūr Saif al-din Kalaun (d. 1289), had him appointed as chief Sufi master (shaikh al-shuyūkh) of Cairo, and then ordered all the notables of the land to attend the court in honour of the occasion:

Next morning a thousand Sufis were present at the court, together with all the notables and religious scholars of Egypt. The sultan commanded that ‘Arāqī should be mounted on a horse and clothed in a robe and a hood of honour. ‘Arāqī was alone mounted that day and all the notables walked on foot at his stirrup. When ‘Arāqī saw all this, the thought suddenly entered his head that no other man of the age had ever been treated with such respect. He realized that he was in danger of being overcome by his own ego (nafs). He immediately ripped off his hood and turban and placed them on the ground before him. The crowd watched in stunned silence as he sat there, till, after a few minutes, he picked up the turban and hood and put them back on his head. The crowd began to titter. “How could such a man deserve such rank?” whispered someone. “He is a madman! He is foolish!” and all of them began to ridicule him. “Why did you do such a thing?” demanded the vizier. ‘Arāqī answered: “Hold your tongue. What do you know?” The news of this scandal was at once carried to the sultan. Next day he sent for ‘Arāqī and asked him for an explanation. “My carnal soul overcame me”, he replied. “If I had not acted in this way, I should never have escaped from the consequences of my self-pride”. This incident only increased the sultan’s faith in him.

The qalandars were madly in love with God and, like most pure lovers, foolish in the eyes of the sophisticated, urbane world. But, irrespective of the radical nature of their outrageous behaviour, they were not madmen allegedly venerated as holy men.

---

15 The author of the Musaddima relates the following story: “One day, ‘Arāqī passed through the shoemakers’ market when his attention was suddenly attracted by a young boy. He approached the boy and greeted him. He then asked the shoemaker: ‘Who is this boy?’ The man answered: ‘He is my son’. The Sufi master touched the boy’s lips and asked: ‘Isn’t it rude that such pleasant looks should be spoiled on dirty skin?’ The shoemaker answered: ‘We are poor people and this our work.’ ‘Arāqī asked again: ‘How much does the boy earn?’ ‘Four dirhams every day’, the father replied. ‘I will give him eight dirhams every day, so that he will not have to work after this’, ‘Arāqī said. Day after day, the Sufi master went to see the boy in his store, together with some disciples. They sat down and gazed at him, reading poetry and weeping. The sultan was soon informed about the master’s conduct and called upon him: ‘Do you bring the boy with you at night?’ ‘No’, ‘Arāqī replied. The sultan asked: ‘Are you any time alone with him?’ The master once again said: ‘No’. The sultan then praised ‘Arāqī and doubled his pension.” Cf. K 36–7.


17 Cf. K 27–32.

18 K 36.
nor saints masquerading as fools, only appearing to be mad. The *qalandars* were mystics, outwardly behaving in a careless manner according to the conventional standards of society, but inwardly they pursued a religious ideal, enlivened by the experience of God's beauty and majesty. By cultivating a highly personal, spiritual life epitomized by humility and poverty, they strove to show to the people the existential heart of Islam: to love God without a second thought. In contrast to another group of the period called the *'uqalā al-majānīn* (wise fools), who claimed to be rebels against God, the *qalandars* did not feign madness; instead, they were sincerely inspired and "enraptured" (*majdhibūb*) by God. Their joyful ecstasies were due not to speculative absorption but to spontaneous "attraction" made sincere by God. People regarded them compassionately as invested with the role of representatives of God in the everyday world. If harmless, they were considered to be excused and freed from religious duties. Islamic law acknowledges in fact the privileged position of the insane, and the mad man or woman is not subject to the Qur'ānic restrictions (*ḥudūd*). In view of the fact that madness for God was a recognised form of spirituality, the *qalandars* were standing not in opposition to the structuring of Islamic civilization but as an element which contributed to its unity and continuity.

In the context of ordinary life, the appearance of the *qalandars* was a part of the realia of the Middle Ages, when Sufism was pervasive in Islamic societies. The role of the *qalandars* for the milieu was the elements of love, humility and foolishness. Unlike ascetics and hermits, their proper element was a neighbourhood gathering, the market-place and, above all, the ruins (*kharābāt*) on the outskirts of town. The ruins were known from an early period as a disreputable location enclosing unlawful institutions, such as taverns, brothels and gambling-houses. In such surroundings, they were truly at home, amusing people with their conversation, music and dance. They sang, shouted, cried and prophesied. Some of them behaved in a more undignified way by abusing passers-by. As Ritter (1952:9) points out, the *qalandars* had a particular impact on the lowest strata of society, on outcasts such as beggars, drunkards and prostitutes. In the village community it was believed that they possessed mysterious powers and were in some way in contact with the supernatural. Their vagrancy and dislike for settled life was a sign of their closeness to God. What at first sight appeared to be mental illness (*junūn*) was interpreted as a sign of

---

19 Cf. Feuillebois-Pierunek 2002:224–7. According to Dols (1992:376), the term *'uqalā al-majānīn* gradually became synonymous with "holy fools", but in contrast to the later the wise fools did not invariably have the connotation of mystics. Abū al-Qāsim Ḥasan al-Nishāpūrī (d. 1016) outlines the theological context of wise foolishness in his Kitāb *'uqalā al-majānīn* and gives an account of over a hundred mad people, including the well-known Abū Wuhāb Buhālī. Like the *qalandars*, the *'āqīl al-majānīn* represented a phenomenon in ordinary life, as well as a literary figure.


21 Fārid al-dīn *ʿAttār* (1968:179–80) relates a story in his *Muntiq al-jair* about an Arab merchant who visited a ruin in Persia. He was accompanied into a tavern by a group of *qalandars*, who made him drunk and then led him to lose all his possessions by gambling. The *qalandars* ridiculed him and then threw him out of the tavern. When the Arab returned to his native soil, he did not recall anything about the incident, except the pleasant voices of the *qalandars* chanting: "Come in! Come in!" At this moment, he had experienced true love and, in the words of *ʿAttār*, he had become divinely "annihilated" (*fanāʿ*), both in the literal and the figurative sense.

profound wisdom (hikmat); these two contradictory characteristics were assumed to coexist in the qalandar and became a hallmark of his sanctity.\textsuperscript{22} By claiming that the world was dehierarchized and challenging the boundaries of ordinary social conduct, their behaviour evoked veneration as well as fear.

The qalandars did not initially form a strictly organized movement or party but rather represented a religious orientation embodied in a broad spectrum of eclectic beliefs and practices. Their activities were confined to the eastern lands of Islam and to individuals, unattached to any recognized Sufi master (shaikh) or initiatory line (silsila). The historian Taqī al-dīn Ahmad al-Maqrīzī (d. 1442) records that about 1213 qalandars in Damascus first made their appearance as a large movement, equivalent to other Sufi orders.\textsuperscript{23} The new transformation was introduced by the Persian mystic Sayyid Jamāl al-dīn Sāwī, who can be considered as the most prominent reviver of the qalandarī way. Sāwī systematized the general principles of the order, now called the qalandariyya, and adopted a few innovative practices, such as the initiation formula (consisting of a four-times-repeated takbir).\textsuperscript{24} Under his direction, the order spread westward and penetrated into Anatolia, Egypt and parts of the Maghrib. Shams al-dīn Aflākī (1983:596) mentions the existence of a qalandar hospice (a so-called langar, "anchor") in Konya during the time of Jalāl al-dīn Rūmī (d. 1273). He gives an account of the friendly relations between Rūmī and the qalandar master Abū Bakr Jauqlaṣī Niksārī and also tells about qalandars participating in the samā' performances of Shams al-dīn Tabrīzī.\textsuperscript{25} While the qalandars were condemned for their strong, antinomian trend by "orthodox" theologians and mystics (such as Shihāb al-dīn Abū Hafs 'Umar Suhrawardī and 'Abd al-Qādir Gīlānī), the fact that they were tolerated indicates a high level of acceptance in the most influential circles of medieval Islamic society.

2. The Qalandariyyāt of 'Arāqī's Dīwān
The impact of the qalandar way of life on medieval Persian poetry can hardly be overestimated; it is traversed through and through by its paradoxes. The qalandars contributed to it a model of behaviour and, more importantly, a set of assumptions about man, the world and God. As de Bruijn (1992) has demonstrated convincingly in the case of Sanā'ī, far from all Persian poets adopted the qalandarī lifestyle, even though their poetry was to some extent absorbed in its ethos. As far as literary genre

\textsuperscript{22} Cf. Zarinkub 1975:78–80. In his prose work Lama'at (Divine Flashes), 'Arāqī gives a mystical meaning to the Arabic legend of Lalā' and Majnūn to illustrate the nature of divine love. The central theme is Majnūn's passionate but chaste love for Lalā'. In 'Arāqī's version, Majnūn is depicted as a supreme lover, who is absorbed in his love for Lalā', the symbol of the transcendental Beloved. She drives him mad by denying his love, and he starts to witness her beauty everywhere, in all created forms. In the end, she appears to him but he refuses to look at her. At this point, Majnūn has attained the station of the perfect mystic and understands that Lalā' is no more than a mirror which distracts him from beholding his Beloved (his true Lalā'). Cf. K 391–2 and 410.

\textsuperscript{23} Cf. Tringham 1971:267.

\textsuperscript{24} Cf. Khaṭīb-ī Fārsī 1983:41–2. Sāwī established continuous voyaging (siyāḩa) as obligatory and introduced the custom to wear a type of sack-cloth (jālaq), from which the designation of the qalandars as the jālaqiyya derives. The four takbīrs are as a rule recited in the Islamic funeral prayer. This practice is given a symbolic meaning in the qalandar doctrine, signifying the initiatic birth of the individual mystic.

\textsuperscript{25} Aflākī 1983:631.
is concerned, the qalandariyāt became the designation of a category of poems characterized by the use of provocative motifs connected with antinomian mysticism. The poets invented a cluster of motifs which celebrates intoxication and debauchery, and idolizes spiritual and physical vagrancy above common wisdom. The name qalandariyāt was not selected by the poets themselves in order to distinguish it as a distinct section but was coined by contemporary philologists to be used as a designation for a literary genre. The poets classified their poems exclusively according to prosodic forms.

In medieval, mystical poetry, the qalandar is depicted as a prototype of characters, as a model of the perfect man. His holiness is always made clear from the context and the deliberate transparency of his behaviour notwithstanding the fact that the imagery of Persian poetry contains a great deal of ambiguity. The first poet who used the qalandar as a central motif in a cluster of related themes was Abū al-Majd Majdīd Sanāʾī (d. 1131) of Ghazna. On the evidence of Sanāʾī’s biography, de Bruijn claims that his qalandariyāt should be considered as an essential element of homiletic discourse, closely associated with the poet’s function as a private preacher. de Bruijn further asserts that the various notions of piety envisaged in the genre demonstrate that qalandariyāt encompasses a much wider range of religious concepts that can be included under the name “Sufism”. While it can be disputed to what extent the religious practice of the Islamic preachers was necessarily incompatible with the ethical teachings of Sufism, de Bruijn (1983:247) substantiates his claim that Sanāʾī’s qalandariyāt belongs to “the tradition of Islamic piety shared by the community as a whole”.

After Sanāʾī, the major themes related to the genre became part of the general stock of imagery for Persian poets, and the word qalandar was always used with a positive connotation. Jalāl al-dīn Rūmī, for instance, sets up the qalandars as the very embodiment of virtue and piety. He portrays their mystical station as beyond annihilation (fanā) in God, which some mystics consider as the highest station on the spiritual path. The qalandar is not even in the category of created beings as a lover, but he is a mirror of the transcendental Beloved. According to Annmarie Schimmel (1993:19–20), Rūmī’s use of the term qalandar as a symbol of the veritable Beloved is in harmony with Shams al-dīn Tabrīzī’s vagabond character and his spiritual status as “the pole of all the Beloved” (quṭb-i hama maʾshūqān). In one famous poem, Rūmī sings:

The Phoenix, alchemy and qalandarī station are descriptions of the qalandar, but he is indifferent to these words. They say I am a qalandar and this does not seem likely. Since the qalandar is uncreated …
His path is above godliness. He is neither a servant nor a prophet!26

وصف قلندرست و قلمدر از بی‌زمایگی گویی قلندر می‌ماند و این دلیلی نیست
بوز عشق یا نیاگیدن واقع و نه در بی‌پرست


‘Arāqi’s poetry reflects a broad, spiritual vision and a highly stimulated emotionality. He is particularly famous for his ability to express the most profound, mystical teachings in an elegant but emotive style. His language is distinguished by its rhythmic musicality and vivacity, being devoid of vulgarity and intricate, learned allusions. ‘Arāqi’s Diwān consists predominantly of conventional, mystical love poems, which reveals the essential affinities of his work with that of Sanā‘ī, ‘Attār and Rūmī. A fairly small quantity of ‘Arāqi’s verses display the characteristics of qalandarīyāt very clearly. They are short lyric poems, yet they possess a depth of feeling and a certain sense of the transcendent. The subject matter is often associated with the imagery of love and intoxication. The fact that the qalandarīyāt poems are, as a rule, easy to identify indicates that the genre had acquired a rather fixed set of symbols in the middle of the thirteenth century.

As far as the form is concerned, the bulk of ‘Arāqi’s qalandarīyāt poems are ghazals, i.e. lyrical poems of generally 7–9 lines. The rhyming scheme of the ghazal is based on monorhyme with internal rhyme in the opening line, bound together by a single metre and sometimes a radif, a word repeated at the end of each line. A few qaṣīdas (longer lyrical poems), muqattā‘at and tarij’bands (stanzaic poems) also clearly contain elements belonging to the genre. The small number of qaṣīdas is not surprising, given that its dominant theme, the panegyric qaṣīda, was characteristic of the culture of the courts. In the case of ‘Arāqi, all his qaṣīdas expound mystical themes, including his eulogies (na‘ts) of the Prophet.

‘Arāqi is probably the most outspoken poet of the antinomian ghazal. His qalandarīyāt poetry is marked by a unique blend of antinomian, thematic features and a rich symbolic imagery. The dominant motif is the kharābāt (ruins) on the outskirts of town frequented by beggars, rascals and debauchees. The ruins house the wine taverns and the gambling houses, and it was here, outside the city walls beyond the civilized world, that the illicit wine commerce took place in medieval Persia. In ‘Arāqi’s poetry, wine-drinking and gambling are mentioned among the entertainments offered in the kharābāt. From an early period onwards, the kharābāt was also used as synonymous with a brothel. In Sufi literature, the kharābāt acquired a symbolic meaning above the literal meaning, referring to an environment where the true mystic is at home: the location of man’s annihilation (fanā) in God. In a short treatise on mystical vocabulary, called the Iṣṭilāḥat, ‘Arāqi defines the mystical meaning of kharābāt as symbolizing the lover’s total surrender (taslim) to the Beloved. The debauchees of the kharābāt are described as supreme lovers who have cut off the dominance and inspection of discursive reason (qal‘i tasarruf fī wa tadbīrāt-ī ‘aql) from mystical understanding. He also provides a clarification of the

---

27 The Diwān consists of about 5800 lines of which approximately 250 contain explicit elements of the qalandarīyāt genre. The term kharābāt itself occurs in 20 poems in Mahmūd ‘Ilmi Darwish’s edition. The majority of ‘Arāqi’s qalandarīyāt poems are kharābāt poems, i.e. poems in which the term kharābāt plays a major part as far as subject is concerned.


29 K 426. ‘Izz al-dīn Kāshānī (d. 1356) explains in his al-Hidāya wa al-miṣfāh al-kāfaya the mystical meaning of kharābāt as “divine unity; the station of annihilation of God’s attributes and actions (ṣifāt wa af‘āl)”. The inhabitants of the kharābāt are described as “careless lovers and spiritual wayfarers” who perceive all
mystical meaning of other terms, such as wine, tavern and intoxication, which are connected with the ruins. By preserving the concreteness of the ordinary context, the kharābāt is both a symbol of sensuous affection and mystical love, of worldly disrepute and spiritual realization:

In the lane of the ruins, what do you have need of?
Drunkeness and sobriety alike are all the same prayer.
There, no one accepts the coin of righteousness and self-denial.
The good currency of that street is what you need.
None but the drunkard knows the secrets of the ruins.
How could the sober unveil the mysteries of that district?
Once I witnessed the drunkenness of the debauchees of the ruins,
I realized that other work than theirs is purely allegory.
Do you seek entrance to the shrine of love?
Come, sit in the tavern, for the trip to Ka‘ba is long.
Beware, do not traverse the path toward defeat,
since there are many ups and downs on the path of love.
A heartbreaking cry suddenly arose from the taverns.
I know not what is reasonable in the whispering of love.
What is the mystery behind the locks of the beautiful ones?
Since Mahmūd is in constant raptures at beholding Ayāz’ locks.
The light from the faces of the beauties, which sparkled with your goodness,
has set the souls of all fervent lovers in flames.
They refused me entrance at first at the tavern.
So I went to the monastery and found an unlocked door.
But then I heard a voice from within the tavern crying, “‘Araqi!
Open the door for yourself, for the tavern’s gate is open!”

creation as subsisting in God’s attributes and actions; therefore they do not ascribe “any attributes to themselves or others” (Kāshānī 1993:625). ‘Araqi refers to the ruins in one quatrain as the kharābāt-i fund (the ruins of divine annihilation), a term which Najīm al-dīn Dā‘ī Ra‘ī (d. 1221) was the first to speak of in its mystical sense. Cf. K 377.

30 K 100–1.

Some of ʿArāqī’s *qalandarīyāt* poems are marked by the presence of a narrative or sometimes no more than an anecdotal trait, which is typical of the *ghazal*. In these *ghazals*, the first line sets the mood of the poem, which is roughly followed through in all the lines. The anecdote usually centres on the poet’s visit to the *kharābāt* the previous night (*dūsh*), which, according to ʿArāqī, symbolizes the alchemical aspect of God’s grandeur (*kibrīyāt*). The poet is afflicted by love and leaves the civilized world to experience the everyday life of the ruins in the company of the debauchees. In the following poem, the poet describes how he was received in the ruins:

Yesterday I made a visit to the tavern  
with a prayer bead in my hand and a rug on my shoulders.  
The elder welcomed me at the gate of the ruin saying:  
“No one here will buy deception, so don’t persuade anyone to buy!  
Give me your rosary and receive the wine cup.  
Give me your mantle and put on the blanket.  
Why were you in the cloister in vain?  
Come, sit in the tavern and drink some wine!  
If you call to mind the beauty of the Saki,  
you will forget both your soul, heart and religion.  
If you witness the image of his face in the wine,  
you will be ruined and lifeless without wine …”

As de Brujin correctly points out in the case of Ṣanāʿī, the sensuality and coarseness of the *qalandarīyāt* genre is not in contradiction to its mystical and symbolic intention. While de Brujin avoids clarifying the mystical meaning of Ṣanāʿī’s poetry in relation to the genre, he does have a preference for a figurative interpretation of his antinomian verses. Focusing on the homiletic character of the poet’s discourse, de Brujin (1992:85) suggests that the ambiguous, even shocking nature of the poet’s antinomian imagery principally “served to enhance their effect on the public to whom these poetical sermons were addressed”. The evidence of ʿArāqī’s biography illustrates that his *qalandarīyāt* poetry did not originate in the context of delivering public sermons but rather in the context of his encounters in daily life. Some early poems, which date back to his formative years, are direct reflections of antinomian practice, but the largest part was intended as mystical songs recited during ritual

---

31 K 427.  
32 Cf. K 141 and 149.  
33 K 162–3.
dance sessions performed in the Sufi establishments (khānqāhs) of Multān and Duṣṭā. In contrast to mainstream literary life, which mainly centred on the courts, the qalandarīyāt poetry seems in fact to have had its origin in the popular song tradition. In the kharābāt milieu, the songs were chanted publicly and were subsequently integrated into mystical literature by way of the qalandar poets. In the end, the qalandarīyāt were almost completely absorbed by Sufi poetry and its mystical ethos.

Even if Ārāqi was attracted to the taverns with their wine, conversation and music and ridiculed the Sufi institutions with their submission to an exacting master, he was not a mystic simply as a matter of course. Being a disciple and eventually a distinguished master on the Sufi path with strong Suhravardī associations, his poetry is a highly idiosyncratic expression of Sufi doctrines and ideas. While his antinomian verses about wine, wrongdoing and pleasure reflect a deep-rooted qalandar affinity, these statements were never intended as proclamations of plain libertinism.34 Ārāqi does not adopt the qalandarīyāt in a strictly symbolic sense but preserves a subtle harmony between the possibilities of transcendental and profane allusions. The tendency to regard the religious and the profane as essentially different and separable was for him almost non-existent, since the allegorical ultimately is considered as a ladder to the Divine. While his religious practice remained within the framework of the revealed law, his biography indicates that some of his antinomian poems are expressions of real experiences.35

Ārāqi’s qalandarīyāt are, as far as the form is concerned, intrinsically connected with wine imagery. The poet celebrates intoxication and adopts wine (mar, shārāb), which in the Qur‘ān (76:21) is described as the pure drink of paradise, as a symbol for spiritual drunkenness. As Ārāqi explains in the Ǧālūhāt, wine represents the last station on the mystical path, and as a symbol of love’s supremacy over intellect, it is the state of spiritually perfected people (ahl-i kāmāl).36 Since the inner wisdom of wine-drinking is superior to the devout prayers (mūnājāt) of ascetic piety, the fools (diwānāgān) in the tavern are superior in wisdom to the intellectual scholars (ahl-i khirād).37 In the tavern, which sometimes seems to refer to a real tavern and sometimes is used as a symbol for the mystical congregation, there is true conversation in contrast to the self-centred speech (ṭāmāt) of respectful pseudo-Sufis.38

---

34 This is evident from Ārāqi’s own treatise on Sufi vocabulary, called Ǧālūhāt, in which he gives an explanation of the mystical meaning of some characteristic antinomian motifs.

35 Ārāqi explores the various dimensions of the revealed law (sharī‘at) in his Lam̲ā‘at. Rejecting the possibility of actualizing mysticism outside the boundaries of the revealed law, he instructs the mystic to keep away from all morally illicit behaviour: “The lover who experiences God through God and sees the entire world as God must reject all blameworthiness through God, in God, and for God, with his argument sustained by God. In that which is prohibited by the revealed law (shar‘an harām), he will not perceive God’s Beauty, and will therefore avoid it. In fact, by his very nature he will not feel the slightest desire for it” (K 411). On this account, Ārāqi’s antinomian statements should probably be regarded as bold expressions of the fundamental marāmīt attitude according to which the appearance of immorality guards the individual against the sin of pride.

36 K 429.

37 Cf. K 98.

38 Cf. 91. In the Ǧālūhāt, Ārāqi defines the tavern as a “location of worship” (qadam-i munajāt) and wine intoxication (mashīr) as absorption of God’s most beautiful names. Cf. K 434.
'Arāqī’s poetry, the liberal, but socially corrupted debauchee (rīnd) is closely associated with wine imagery. He is a notorious drinker who is stuck on wine (may-parast) and represents the paragon of virtue. Like the qalandar, he has broken with all past repentance and habitually brings the crowd’s blame upon himself.39 ‘Arāqī uses the word malāmat in the ordinary sense of “blame”. In one poem, he tells the blamer not to blame him, since he is unaware (bikhbar) of conventional customs and manners.40

The qalandariyāt are also mingled with references to an imaginary mixture of non-Islamic cults (so-called kufriyāt), a usage which is attested already in the poetry of Abū Mansūr Muhammad Daqīqī (d. c. 970/980). In ‘Arāqī’s poems, the Magi elder (pir-i mughān) is portrayed as the proprietor of the Magian domain (da‘ir-i mughān), the centre of the wine commerce. He is referred to as the chief of the wine-sellers (bāda furūshān) and the debauchees (kharābāyān).41 By identifying the Magi with the tavern and wine-drinking, ‘Arāqī turns the Magian cult into an alternative mode of piety. It is very likely that, in adopting this set of symbols to express their spiritual intoxication, he and other Sufi poets of medieval Persia were informed that intoxication was a part of the ancient, Zoroastrian, religious ritual. The word mugh derives from the Middle Persian magū/mog, which was the designation for Zoroastrian priests in Sassanian Persia. The Magis were primarily famous for religious learning and legal responsibilities. As directors of fire temples, they were in charge of divine ceremonies, founded fires and sealed contracts for fires and testaments.42

‘Arāqī also refers to encounters with Magian youths (mughbachcha) and Christian ephesians (tarsabachcha), who are occasionally the objects of his philandering. Contemplating the divine Beloved in the face of a beautiful Magian youth, who is commonly described as the servant boy in the tavern, the poet cannot any longer recall his own religious faith and becomes the boy’s devotee (murid).43 Similarly, the Christian ephbe is portrayed in ‘Arāqī’s poetry as charming and joyful. His innocent face and alluring locks enchant the poet, who is drawn to his beauty and loveliness. The youth ensnares the faithful Muslim with his Christian girdle (zunnar) and demonstrates thus the miraculous powers of Christ. Imagining the Magian cult as an alternative mode of piety centred on the unrestrained atmosphere prevailing at the kharabāt, ‘Arāqī defies the respectable piety of common believers. He ridicules the sterile pietism of the mosque and the cloister (sauma’ā) and condemns the ascetic (zāhid) for his dutiful habits, selfishness and sinful hypocrisy (riyā’). In his view,

39 Cf. 109 and 295. From various expressions, such as rīnd-i qallāsh (rascal debauchee), qalandar-i qallāsh (rascal qalandar) and rīnd-i qalandarkish (debauchee of qalandar faith), it is evident that the terms rīnd, qalandar and qallāsh are used as parallel terms and more or less refer to the same figure. Cf. 109, 132, 153, 160, 186 and 283.
40 Cf. K 98.
42 The Zoroastrian background of non-Islamic themes in medieval Persian poetry has been examined by Ehsan Yarshater (1960) with specific reference to wine imagery.
renouncing the world is equivalent to unbelief (kufr), and honest drinkers are super-
ior to dishonest abstainers.\(^{44}\)

In ‘Arāqi’s view, the ascetics, as well as the common man, are unfamiliar with
the mysteries of intoxication and conversation. The kharābāt is thus only open to a
few initiates, those with warm, luminous hearts (zinda dilān), who have freed them-

\(^{45}\) To free oneself from all reputation is evidently the main attribute of the qalandar, who is commonly described as a disreputable reveller who prefers intoxication to sobriety.\(^{46}\) In its mystical meaning, the
word qalandar symbolizes the lover who is detached from the crowd and strives for
God’s beauty and majesty. His outer appearance is worthy of blame (malāmat) but
his inner state is happy (salāmat), and he is content with the tranquillity of the heart
(tayyīb al-qalb).\(^{47}\) A frequent expression in ‘Arāqi’s poetry is the word qalandarwār
(“like a qalandar”), which refers to a certain conduct or bodily posture related to
wine drinking and ritual dance.\(^{48}\) In the following poems, which provide an im-
pression of some symbols belonging to the qalandariyāt genre, the poet exhorts the
spiritual initiate to break off his past repentances (tauba shikastan) and to follow the
way of the qalandar:

O disciple! Enter the qalandar’s way if you are my friend.
Since the way of asceticism and austerity is long and tedious.
O disciple! Take the Magian’s wine if you are my friend
and purify us from all sternness and austerity.
Bring the cup of Magian’s wine for me to drink.
I have liberated myself from all deceitful repentance.
If there is no pure wine, then bring me the dusk of sorrow.
Because the eye of the heart finds light in dark pain . . .
Pour the wine for me, since I have abandoned all routine.
In asceticism, I found nothing virtuous; only pose and self-delusion.
For a moment, the wine made me forget time’s sorrow.
The wine alone makes us do away with time’s sorrow.
When I am drunk from the cup; what is the difference of Church and Ka’ba?
When I have abandoned myself; what is the difference between union and separation?
Do not break your oath, since I have broken my repentance again.
Speak to my broken heart. Say: “How are you?” and “Where are you?”
I knocked at the door of the ruins. A voice invited me from within saying:
“O ‘Arāqi! Cross the threshold, since you are our friend.”\(^{49}\)

\(^{44}\) Cf. K 91, 92, 98, 132, 160, 171, 186, 208 and 270. In the qalandariyāt genre, terms derived from
religious vocabulary, such as namāz (obligatory ritual prayer) and tasbīḥ (rosary), acquire a negative
meaning.

\(^{45}\) Cf. 102, 141 and 187.

\(^{46}\) Cf. 152. It is documented that qalandars consumed wine and the use of hashish was evidently wide-


\(^{48}\) Cf. K 46, 93 and 130.

\(^{49}\) K 239–40.
که دراز و دور نیدم ره زهد و پارسایی
که مانند پیش ما را رسر و زهد و پارسایی
که دگر نماد ما را رسر و توبی ریابی
که ز درد تیره بابد دل و دیده روشتنایی
ز صلاح چون ندیدم جز لاف و خودنایی
که نیافته جز بیمی کس ز غم زمان رهایی
چو بترك خود بکنتم چه وصل چه جدایی
بمن شکستن دول گو چوگونه یا کجایی
که درای ان عرائی که تو خود حرفیانی

The debauchee of the tavern does not go well with the cloister.
O Saki, give him the pain of the Magian wine!
Enter the qalandar’s path in the company of drinkers!
Show the gambler the way to the gambling house!
May you subdue every idol you worshipped like penitence.
May you surrender your soul like a drop in gratitude.
Flee your home, like Phoenix, into the wilderness.
Fly from yourself and transcend your own abode,
Rise above existence and abandon all self-worship.
Do away with the good and bad of time in drunkenness...

ساقی بد مغفر را درد می میت
در صومعه نمک حرد شریوخانه
ردم فلدری رادر پرم درد نوشان
بنا مقاموی را بارا قمارخانه
تا شکستن چو نبته خبر که می پرستید
پراز وزن و خویشتن هوا نمی میت
باره زند زمستین نیک و بند زمانه

‘Arāqī’s qalandarīyāt poetry is also characterized by frequent allusions to the practice of contemplating divine beauty in the faces of handsome boys (so-called shāhid-bāzī). In Persian poetry, the term shāhid (witness) is used for the beautiful beloved as a “witness” of divine beauty. On account of the Prophetic tradition of “I saw the Lord in the most beautiful form”, the beautiful youth early on became an ideal of human beauty in Islamic literature. The first Persian poet who gave a mystical meaning to the shāhid symbolism was Ahmad Ghazalī (d. 1122), who deeply influenced ‘Arāqī’s understanding of the human and divine dimensions of love.51

50 K 212.
51 ‘Arāqī writes in the prologue to the Lama’āt: ”Our intent is to concisely explain the mystical levels of love in the tradition of [Ahmad Ghazalī’s] Sawānīh [fāl-i-‘ishq]”. Cf. K 383.
rious for the practice of gazing upon the divine presence in the faces of youths. In the words of Edward Browne (1920:132), he is “a typical qalandar, heedless of his reputation, and seeing in every beautiful face or object a reflection, as in a mirror, of the Eternal Beauty”.

In the Iṣṭilāḥat, ‘Arāqī defines the term shāhid as synonymous with the manifestation (tajallī) of divine beauty. According to him, the mystic participates in the very act of divine love through the process of visionary experience (shuhūd). Once the mystic is completely absorbed in love, he or she is capable of contemplating beauty in the human beloved as a divine manifestation. In ‘Arāqī’s poetry, the beautiful youth is a symbol of primordial beauty and perfection. The youth reveals the inner, hidden meaning of the veil of forms (parda-yi surat) to the mystic. The poet glorifies his beautiful looks, his pure eyes and sweet lips, which incite the loving soul to mystical nostalgia and rapture (gham u haʿrānī). In the following famous muqatta‘ poem, ‘Arāqī celebrates the beautiful youth as a “witness” of eternal beauty:

O debauchee of the qalandar faith! Drink the wine and forget one and all! Imagine that you have all you do not, because the poor heart is in rapture.
How could the heart cure its own afflictions in ecstasy?
Enter the ruins and sit down in front of the sweet, beautiful youth.
For how long will you think of unbelief and belief? Look at his sweet lips!
Witness the truth of Islam and the Christian faith in his face and his locks.
I said: “I have searched and rescued myself from the snares of misfortune.
I have tied my heart in the beautiful youth, drunk on his remembrance.
Whilst suffering the loss of my heart, how could I care for repentance?…”

The practice of shāhid-bāzī was condemned on moral grounds by a number of Muslim writers, such as Ibn ‘Arabī and Shihāb al-dīn Abū Hafs ‘Umar Suhrawardī. While some argued that gazing at handsome boys is identical to paederasty, which is prohibited in the Qur’ān, ‘Arāqī considers the subject from a metaphysical perspective. He contemplates the entire creation as one great mirror, or a large number of mirrors, reflecting God’s beauty and beneficence. With regard to the divine attributes, he interprets God as the Shaper of Beauty (al-musawwir) who moulds

52 K 430.
53 Cf. K 81, 213, 294. As ‘Arāqī explains in the Iṣṭilāḥat, the face and locks of the beloved symbolize the revealed beauty and hidden identity of God’s manifestation in the world. Cf. 427.
54 K 295.

everything in the most perfect form. In the Luma’āt, ‘Arāqī takes up the Prophetic tradition, “God is beautiful and loves beauty”, which has been popular with the mystics throughout the centuries, to illustrate that “beauty by its very nature is made to be loved”. Love and beauty are interdependent, since beauty reveals itself to kindle love in man’s inner heart. According to ‘Arāqī, the secret of God’s creation is that the manifestation of divine beauty is made up of different levels, which culminate in man, the microcosmos of the divine attributes. As he claims, God loves ultimately Himself through the loving mystic:

All that exists is the mirror of His Beauty; so everything is beautiful. He loves beauty, or to be precise, He loves Himself. Any lover you see loves, in fact, only himself. To see but his own face in the mirror of the beloved, he must come to self-amorousness. The Prophet said, “The believer is the mirror of the believer and God is the believer”.56

3. Conclusions

In this study, we have examined the qalandar phenomenon, its spiritual doctrine and practice, in the context of medieval Islam with specific reference to ‘Arāqī’s lyrical poetry. As a social phenomenon, the origin of the qalandar is as yet undetermined, but the concept made its entrance into Persian literature in the early eleventh century as a paragon of spiritual virtue. In contrast to mainstream Islamic mysticism, the qalandars never established a closely reasoned, doctrinal scheme, but their teachings were centred on a common, esoteric orientation emphasizing inner contentment, tranquillity of the heart and the prevention of self-conceit. Notorious for their coarse behaviour, the qalandars attempted to destroy all customs by committing wicked acts, not as an exit from society, but in order to conceal the sincerity of their actions from the public view. By overturning conventions, they strove to expose the hypocrisy of the established order and to question its values. For the qalandar, holy foolishness was not primarily an attempt at moral instruction but an ingenious way of fighting spiritual pride.

On the evidence of his biography and religious teachings, there can be no doubt about the importance of the qalandarī doctrine for ‘Arāqī himself. Reliable information concerning his life reveals that he considered social respect as one of the most dangerous pitfalls on the spiritual path. The quintessence of his notion of piety is man’s absolute nothingness before God and ultimate “annihilation” (fanā) in the divine attributes. ‘Arāqī’s criticism of conventional piety and excuse for scandalous behaviour constitute the central tenet of antinomian qalandarī mysticism: outwardly he behaved in a foolish manner according to the conventional standards of society, but inwardly he pursued a religious ideal, inspired by experience of God’s beauty and majesty. As far as literary expression is concerned, he is probably the most outspoken poet of the qalandariyyāt genre and his poetry is penetrated through and through by its paradoxes. Marked by a unique blend of antinomian, thematic features and a rich, symbolic imagery, his poems preserve a subtle harmony between

55 K 391.
56 K 392.
the possibilities of transcendental and profane allusions. In this respect, he became a perfect model for Persian literature, influencing Shams al-dīn Hāfiz and Sa’dī Shīrāzī, undisputed masters of the ghazal, and inspiring many other writers of the following centuries, from Shāh Ni’matullāh Wāli to Dārā Shikūh.
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Was Maacah King Rehoboam’s wife?

Tal Davidovich
Uppsala

In the Old Testament, 2 Chronicles 11:18–22, king Rehoboam’s women and children are mentioned.

This passage is unique because it is the only place in which the chronicler has described the harem of a king in detail.¹ In this description, the type of relationship between king Rehoboam and one of his women, Maacah, is left unclear, a fact that makes her status and position in the king’s harem uncertain.

The few scholars who have written about the last part of 2 Chronicles 11 about Rehoboam’s family have focused mainly on the identity of the different characters mentioned in the passage and their genealogies. They have taken it for granted that Maacah was the wife of Rehoboam as much as Mahlath was.² By doing so they have ignored some details which are important for the understanding of the text and for the determination of the relationship between Maacah and Rehoboam.

Three main factors in the passage may help us to understand this relationship:

1) The way the chronicler has used רבתּ (ֻק) Qal.
2) The mention of the פִילָגְשִׁים (pilagšēm)³
3) The use of נַשָּׁה (ns‘) Qal.

In the following, these three factors will be examined, in order to clarify whether there is a doubt or not concerning Maacah’s status as Rehoboam’s wife.⁴

[Text in Hebrew]

¹ Note that the huge harem of king Solomon (1 Kings 11:1–3) is not mentioned at all in 1 & 2 Chronicles.
³ pilagšēm is the plural form of pilegesh. פִילָגּוֹשׁ. For further discussion, see BDB p. 811.
⁴ The meaning “to take as wife” does not exist in the OT. Even though it is problematic to use a modern word in order to describe ancient conditions, in this article the word “wife” is used. The purpose in using “wife” is to distinguish between different statuses of women in relation to their men. For further definitions of the different statuses, see Davidovich, T. The pilegesh in the Old Testament (to be published).

Verses 18–23 in 2 Chronicles 11 constitute an additional note to the chapter. This is the only place in the OT where the harem of Rehoboam is presented. In this text, there is a description of Rehoboam’s family. Two of his women and seven of his children are mentioned by name.

From 2 Chronicles 11:18–22, one learns several details: Rehoboam took Mahlath⁵ as his wife, and she bore him children. Then he took Maacah, who bore him children as well. Rehoboam loved Maacah more than all his other women, including wives and pilagšim. And last but not least, Rehoboam made Abijah, his son by Maacah, leader of his other children.

This looks at first like a clear and simple text, but when going into details, a different picture emerges.

1. The way the chronicler has used הָלֵך (lkḥ) Qal.
In v.18, it is written: הָלֵךְ וַהֲלַכָּה אֶלָּא יִמְמוֹת וַתַּלְכֹּה אֶלָּא יִמְמוֹת
    In v.20a: קָחְתָּה הָלֵכָּה אֶלָּא מָעֲשֵׂה בָּהּ אָבָאשֵׂעָי
In v.18, it is stated that Rehoboam took Mahlath,⁸ daughter of Jerimoth and Abihail, as his wife κενοκτόνος. As will be shown in the following, the text leaves no doubt concerning the type of relationship between Mahlath and Rehoboam: he took her as his wife.

Assuming a chiasticus between the two verses (18 and 20) and, further, that the preposition קְהָרוּ can mean also similarity between two different events that follow each other not only in time (“after”) or place (“behind”); in that case Ma’acha, like Mahlat, was taken by Rehoboam as his wife. But since, in all the 14 cases in which קֹהָרוּ appears in the OT, it does not even once appear in the meaning of “in the same way” or “the same as”, it is not likely that here קֹהָرواֹ will have an extra meaning. One can say, anyhow, for certain that Rehoboam “took” Maacah after he “took” Mahlath, which means that Maacah was not his first woman.

Furthermore, it seems that scholars who have referred to Maacah as the wife of Rehoboam have drawn the premature conclusion that the meaning of הָלֵך Qal in 2 Chronicles 11:20 and its meaning in 2 Chronicles 11:18 are the same. However, there is an unclarity concerning the nature of the act described by הָלֵך Qal.

Verbs with the root הָלֵך appear approximately 970 times in the OT. Mostly, about 940 times, in Qal. This root occurs also in Niphal 10 times,⁹ in Pual 15 times¹⁰ and twice in Hitpael.¹¹ In Qal the verb has different meanings depending on its context.

⁶ Translation: Rehoboam took as his wife Mahalath, daughter of Jerimoth.
⁷ Translation: After her, he took Maacah, daughter of Absalom.
⁸ Even though there are some hints that Abihail was one of Rehoboam’s wives, it is no doubt that Mahlath was a relative of Rehoboam, probably his cousin. For further discussion, see Japhet (1993) p. 670, where she explains why Abihail could not be one of Rehoboam’s wives, but rather Mahlath’s mother. For a contrary opinion, see Johnstone (1997) pp. 37–38.
⁹ In the meaning of “to be taken away”, “to be brought”.
¹⁰ In a similar meaning to that of these roots in Niphal.
¹¹ In both cases in a meaning connected with fire.
The most common meaning of this verb in Qal, more than 90 per cent, is “to take” in different variations, depending on its context and the words that are connected with it.

יָקָר Qal appears about one hundred times in passages that deal with women and in which women are not the subject of action.¹² In these passages, יָקָר Qal appears in the following constructions:

1. With the preposition ב without further supplement. Describing a man who takes a woman, יָקָר Qal can mean “to take as one’s woman”. See, for example, Gen. 24:48, 34:9, Deut. 7:3, Ezek. 44:22 and Neh. 10:3. With the preposition ב and with a woman as an object, but without מ, the meaning depends on the context, as in יָקָר קָרָה מַרְדּוֹקֶל וּלְכָּה “Mordechai took her as his daughter, adopted her” (Esther 2:7).¹³

2. יָקָר Qal in combination with מ but without the preposition ב (לְכָּה מַרְדּוֹקֶל).

In this case, there are two possibilities:

a) The meaning is merely “to take”.

There are three passages that belong to this group:
Gen. 12:19 הִתְנַה מֹשֶׁה אֶשֶּׁר הָיָה תִּירָא “here is your wife, take (her) and go”;
Gen. 12:5 יָקָר אֶבְרָעִם אֲשֶׁר אִשָּׁה לְךָ לָא בָּרָא הוא וְאֵת מֶלֶךְ אֲשֶׁר מָרָא מִלֶּךְ רְבִיצָה “Abram took his wife Sarai and his brother’s son Lot, and all the possessions that they had gathered”;
Gen. 19:15 יָקָר הָלֵא אֶשֶּׁר הָיָה, “Get up, take your wife”.

b) The meaning is “to take as one’s woman” (including “wife”).

There are about 10 passages that belong to this group:
Gen.25:11 יָקָר אֶבְרָעִים וַיְהַלֵּךְ אֹתָהּ יִשְׂרָאֵל “and Abraham took a woman whose name was Keturah”;
Deut 23:1 לֹא יִקָּר אֶשֶּׁר אָשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁρ אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר A man shall not take his father’s wife as his woman”;
Deut. 24:1 יָקָר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר A man enters into marriage with a woman”;
Judg. 21:22 יָקָר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר אֲשֶׁר A man enters into marriage with a woman”;
See also Deut. 20:7; 22:13, Lev. 21:14, 2 Sam.12:10 and Ezra 2:61. To this group can be added 1 Kings 4:15, in which מ is preceded by the preposition ב without any change in meaning: יָקָר לָא אֵת בָּשֶׁל מַרְדּוֹקֶל, “Ahimaaz, in Naphtali. He had taken Basemath, Solomon’s daughter, as his woman/wife”.¹⁵

¹² Passages in which women are the subject of action will not be examined here, since it is clear that יָקָר Qal in these cases cannot mean “to take someone as wife” or “to take as a woman”. Only in one incident in which a woman is the subject of action does יָקָר Qal mean “to take a wife to someone”. See the story of Hagar, Gen. 21:21.
¹³ For further discussion, see below, section 5.
¹⁴ Whenever the meaning “to take” is mentioned in this article, it means “cause to come with one, carry with one, conduct, convey, remove”. For examples and explanations, see Take 3 in The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English (1968, 5th ed.), p. 1318.
¹⁵ This combination often appears with the preposition ב. See construction 3.
One can learn from these texts that the meaning of the combination דָּוָה לְאָשֶׁת or לְאָשֶׁת לֶאָבָה without the preposition ל can be either “to take as a woman/wife” or “to take” in a general sense. Since these cases are so few, the textual evidence is not sufficient to enable a definite conclusion to be drawn.

3. With the preposition ל and אשת, as in the phrase יִדֶה לְאָשֶׁת.
This construction is used in several variations: Thou art my wife (Gen. 19:14, “and his wife you took to yourself as a wife” (2 Sam. 12:9). And also first אשת and then ל as in Gen. 24:4 וַיִּקְרָא אֶל לְאָשֶׁת לָּהָה “and you took a wife for my son”; see also Deut. 21:11, 25:5–11, 1 Sam. 25:40 and 1 Chr. 7:15. Or not directly one after the other, yet אשת אשתו הרות לָהָה לְאָשֶׁת, “and you took the wife of Uria the Hittite to be your wife” (2 Sam. 12:10); see also Gen. 4:19, 21:21, 25:20, 28:2,5, Ex. 6:25 and Judg. 14:2. In all such constructions, the meaning of יִדֶה לְאָשֶׁת Qal is “to take as a wife”.

4. לְאָשֶׁת Qal with neither אשת nor the name of a woman nor the preposition ל.
This construction appears in approximately 20 per cent of the cases in contexts dealing with women. In these passages, its main meaning is “to take (a woman)” as in Judg. 14:8 וַיְיַעַקобы נְאָשָׁת לְאָשֶׁת “After a while he returned to take her”; and in הָיָה אָשֶׁת אֲנָשָׁת אֵלִי וַיֹּסֵב עַל הָעֵצָה, “and he took her and she came to him and he lay with her” (2 Sam. 11:4). It appears in this meaning most of the times. Only once can the meaning of the verb with none of the supplements mentioned above be “to take as a woman”. But also in this passage it is uncertain that the meaning is such and not “to take”: and 1 Chr. 2:21: וַיְלַעְדָה אֶלָּהוּ שָׁנָה שְׁכֹה לְאָבָה וַיַּעַד אֵלֶּה אָשֶׁת, “and he took her (as his woman?) when he was sixty years old and she bore him Segub”.

5. In nine passages, one can find לְאָשֶׁת Qal in combination with a woman’s name. In these texts, the meaning can be:
   a) “to take” (in general):
      Gen. 20:2 וַיִּקְרָא אֶל לְאָשֶׁת, “and he took Sarah”; Gen. 24:51 וַיִּקְרָא אֶל רְבֶּקָה וַיַּעַבְדָה אָבָה, “here is Rebekah, take her and go”; Gen. 24:61 וַיִּקְרָא אֶל רְבֶּקָה וַיַּעַבְדָה אָבָה, “and the servant took Rebekah”; Gen. 34:26 וַיִּקְרָא אֶל רְבֶּקָה וַיַּעַבְדָה אָבָה, “and they took Dinah from the house of Shechem”.
   b) ‘to take as someone’s woman’ (excluding “wife”):
      1 Sam. 25:43 וַיַּעַבְדָה אָבָה דָּוִד וַיִּקְרָא אֶל לְאָשֶׁת, “David took as his woman Ahinoam of Jezreel”; Hos. 1:3 וַיַּעַבְדָה אָבָה דָּוִד וַיִּקְרָא אֶל לְאָשֶׁת, “and he took Gomer the daughter of Devalim as his woman”;

16 See also Gen. 12:5,19, 19:15, 1 Sam. 25:43 and Ezek. 23:25.
17 In one of these passages, 1 Kings 7:18, וַיִּקְרָא אֶל לְאָשֶׁת וַיַּעַבְדָה אָבָה, “Solomon also made a house for Pharaoh’s daughter, whom he had taken as his wife”, the meaning is probably “to take as a wife”. In this passage, לְאָשֶׁת Qal appears in a subordinate clause, while the name of the woman appears in the main clause, unlike the other passages, in which לְאָשֶׁת Qal and a woman’s name come in the same clause. Therefore it is a unique example, with a unique construction and a unique meaning.
18 If in the text there is no other reason for the act, as there is in Esther 2:7.
19 This is a special case, since God instructs Hosea to take not an ordinary woman but rather a “whoredom woman”. See Hosca 1:2.

“...and his son Jehohanan took the daughter of Meshulam son of Berechiah as his woman”. And 2 Chr. 11:20.

It thus seems that in the OT the use of הָלַךְ Qal with a woman as an object does not necessarily mean “to take as a wife”. In 2 Chr. 11:18, הָלַךְ Qal is a part of the phrase נָעַשׂ אֶת הָלַךְ Qal and therefore its meaning is most probably “to take as a wife”. But in 2 Chr. 11:20, when הָלַךְ Qal appears, the object in the sentence is not נשאה but instead a name of a woman. Therefore the meaning of this verb in this text is probably not “to take as a wife”. Concerning the fact that there is a sentence beginning with והָלַךְ “and after her”, it may be that הָלַךְ Qal has a similar meaning to the meaning of this verb in v.18, but in no other place in the OT does הָלַךְ Qal mean “in the same way” or “the same as”. Furthermore, there are other texts in the OT in which this verb appears, followed by the name of a woman but not נשאה itself. In all these texts, the meaning is “to take as one’s woman”, and not “as one’s wife”. One can assume the same meaning here.

2. The mention of the pilagšim.

It is written that king Rehoboam loved Maacah, the daughter of Absalom, more than all his women (his wives and pilagšim). If Maacah’s position as his wife was not obscure, the chronicler might have mentioned only the wives. Therefore, the mentioning of the pilagšim in this context may be an indication that Maacah belonged to this group of women.

Furthermore, it is written that he had twenty-eight sons and sixty daughters. It is possible that the text does not distinguish between the children of wives and those of pilagšim and the Chronicler has intentionally made the difference between the children of wives and the children of pilagšim indistinct. Since this text does not belong to the body of the story but is rather an additional note, it was probably meant to explain why the son of Maacah had been chosen by his father to rule even though he was not the first-born.

20 Trans. And Rehoboam loved Maacah daughter of Absalom more than all his wives and pilagšim. He took 18 wives and 60 pilagšim; and became the father of 28 sons and 60 daughters.
22 This is quite unique in relation to other texts of the Old Testament in which there is a clear separation between the sons born to wives and those born to pilagšim, cf. Gen. 22:20–24, Gen.25:6, Judg. 8:31, 1 Chronicles 3:9. But see 2 Samuel 5:13.

3. The use of יָשָׁה Qal

The use of יָשָׁה Qal in relation to wives and pilagšim instead of לְּךָ Qal, may also have had a literary reason. It may simply be that the writer wished to vary his language in describing the big harem of one of the kings of Judah and since one could use this verb parallel to לְּךָ Qal, in its basic meaning “to take”, 24 the Chronicler preferred to use them both.

Verbs with the root יָשָׁה appear approximately 650 times in the OT, and mostly (about 590 times) in Qal. This root appears also in Niphal 26 times, 25 in Piel 10 times, 26 in Hitpael 10 times 27 and twice in Hiphil. 28 When it appears in Qal, the verb has different meanings, depending on its context. The most common meaning is “to lift”, “to transfer”, “to move about”. About 12 per cent (70 out of 590) of the appearances in Qal are in the meaning “to suffer”, about 5 per cent (about 32 times) in the meaning of “to forgive” and about 2 per cent (about 12 times) in the meaning “to take”. With יָשָׁה לְּךָ (25 times), יָשָׁה Qal means “to prefer”. With יָשָׁה כֹּלֵב (18 times), יָשָׁה Qal means “to count”.

יָשָׁה Qal appears in passages in the OT that deal with relationships between men and women, in which women are not the subject of action, in the following constructions:

1. יָשָׁה Qal in combination with לְּךָ (לְּךָ pl.), 29 without the preposition ל. 30
   In only two passages in the OT this construction is found, in our text: 2 Chr. 11:21 and in:
   Gen. 31:17, יָשָׁה לְּךָ וּלְּךָ אֶת בֵּית אָבֶּבֶּב וּלְּךָ אֶת בְּנוֹת אֵחָר אֶת בָּאָרָר.
   “So Jacob arose, and set his children and his wives on the camels”.
   Since this construction appears in only two passages in the OT, one cannot come to any conclusion regarding the meaning of this construction in the OT. Nevertheless, one can learn from Gen. 31:17 that the meaning of the construction יָשָׁה Qal in combination with לְּךָ without the preposition ל was not necessarily “to take as one’s woman”, but rather “to take”, “to move about”.

2. יָשָׁה Qal in combination with either נֶשֶׁת or נֶשֶׁת and with the preposition ל.
   There are seven passages that include this construction. In three of them, the construction is with נֶשֶׁת and in four the construction is with נֶשֶׁת.

24 E.g., SoS 5:7 and 1 Chr. 21:24. It could mean also “to carry”, “to lift”: Gen 44:1, 45:27, 46:5, De. 1:9, Num. 25:14, 27:7, 37:5, etc.
25 Four times in the meaning “be given”, “be moved about”, and the majority in the meaning “to rise”.
26 In the meaning “rise”, “lift up”.
27 In the same meaning as the majority of the verbs in Niphal.
28 In the meaning “to transfer”.
29 One should note that יָשָׁה Qal does not appear even once with נָשָׁה in the singular.
30 יָשָׁה Qal appears with none of these supplements in some passages in the OT but not in the same context. This construction appears in passages that deal with relationships between men and women but not in the description of the act which begins this relations For example Num. 30:16 אִשָּׁה אֵלָה אֶת נֶשֶׁת אֶת בָּאָר. “But if he nullifies them, then he shall bear her guilt”. Though its context is about men and their women, the text deals with the vows that the woman had made, and they are the object of יָשָׁה Qal. Therefore this text does not belong to the group of texts that concern us.
31 Note that נֶשֶׁת in combination with יָשָׁה Qal appears only in the plural.
With נושה, Ezra 9:12: "for they have taken some of their daughters as for themselves and for their sons".

Ezra 9:12: "Therefore do not give your daughters to their sons, neither take their daughters for your sons...".

Neh. 13:25: "you shall not give your daughters to their sons, or take their daughters for your sons or for yourselves". From the passages above, one can learn that when נושה Qal occurs in combination with the preposition ב and נושה, its meaning is "to take as someone’s woman".

With רעשית, Judges 21:23: "The Benjaminites did so; they took wives for each of them".

Ruth 1:4: ירשה, "and they took Moabite wives".

2 Chr. 13:21: הרשה, "but Abijah grew strong. He took fourteen wives".

2 Chr. 24:3: ירשה, "Jehoiada got two wives for him". When נושה Qal occurs in combination with the preposition ב and נושה, it means "to take as someone’s wife".

From the above, it can be concluded that נושה Qal appears in only nine passages in the OT that deal with relationships between men and women, in which women are not the subject of action. While with נושה and the preposition ב, נושה Qal has the meaning "to take as someone’s woman", with נושה and the preposition ב, it means "to take as someone’s wife". But with נושה without the preposition ב, the meaning is, most probably, "to take" (in general).

One can find in passages in the OT that belong to a rather late period the verb נושה also with the meaning of "take as a wife". However, it is not necessary that the verb in 2 Chr. 11:20 shall have this later meaning. If it has such a meaning, the understanding of the type of relationship between Rehoboam and his pilagšīm will be as follows: Rehoboam married both his wives and his pilagšīm. Since they are mentioned not as one but rather as two separate groups, it is possible that one group (that of the wives) had more rights, and higher or at least different status than the other (the pilagšīm). If נושה Qal does not have in this passage the meaning that was added to it in late OT texts but rather retained its basic meaning, one could understand the passage as meaning that Rehoboam took to himself eighteen women as wives and sixty as pilagšīm. The understanding of the meaning of נושה Qal in passages that relate to women in the OT makes it clear that it is wrong to determine that the meaning in 2 Chr. 11:20 is "to marry".

Rehoboam had a large harem. It is reasonable to assume that this description of the chronicler is used as a reference to the power of the Kingdom of Judah during Rehoboam’s reign. By describing so many women and children, the chronicler meant to describe the Kingdom of Judah during the first period after the disunion between Israel and Judah as powerful and successful and to indicate that God was

33 As other scholars stated, e.g. BDB p. 671 and Japhet (1993) p. 672.
still with David’s offspring. Nevertheless, the purpose of the passage in question was not only to show Rehoboam’s wonderful family, as other scholars have argued, as a symbol of success.\textsuperscript{35} Rather, it supplied an explanation of the fact that Abijah became a king of Judah (2 Chr. 12:16, 13:1–3), even though he was neither the son of a first wife nor the first son born to Rehoboam.\textsuperscript{36}

Conclusions
In this article, three arguments on the status of Maacah according to 2 Chr. 11:18–22 have been examined: the meaning of בָּלָם Qal, the reference to the pilagšīm, and the meaning of נָּחָל Qal. From this examination, the following conclusions have been drawn:

בָּלָם Qal, as it appears in this passage, does not (necessarily) mean “to take as a wife” but rather “to take a woman”.

The reference to a second group of women in the text, the group of the pilagšīm, may be an indication that Maacah belonged to this group and not to the group of the wives.

נָּחָל Qal could mean in late OT Hebrew “to take as a wife” but nothing in 2 Chr. 11:20 indicates that it has this meaning here, but rather that this verb can also mean, like בָּלָם Qal, “to take”.

Owing to the above, the situation might have been even more complicated: Abijah was not only not the first-born (entitled to the crown), but he was not the son of a beloved wife. Abijah could in fact have been the son of a beloved pilageš.

The assumption that Maacah was a pilageš becomes even more interesting, considering 2 Chr. 15:10–16. From this text, one learns that Maacah was a מַשה.\textsuperscript{37} If so, then even as pilageš, she could have been the woman with the highest rank in the kingdom!
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Language attitudes and language maintenance among Iranian immigrants in Sweden¹

Carina Jahani
Uppsala

Introduction
After the Islamic Revolution in Iran, which took place in 1979, and especially during the war between Iran and Iraq (1980–1988), many Iranians sought refuge outside Iran. Some of these refugees came to Sweden, either as UN quota refugees or by seeking asylum directly in Sweden, mainly between the years 1984 and 1989.² On 31 December 2002, there were, according to statistics from the Swedish Migration Board, 52,721 Iranians in Sweden. In this figure, all Iranians who have immigrated to Sweden are included, even though they may later have acquired Swedish citizenship. However, children born in Sweden to Iranian parents are not counted. The total number of Iranians, including children born in Sweden, may be as high as 70,000 or even higher.

From an ethnic and religious perspective, Iran is a very heterogeneous country. Within its borders, there are Persians, Kurds, Baloch, Gilaks, Mazandaranis, Bakhtris and other groups who speak Iranian languages. A majority of these are Shia Muslims, but most of the Kurds and Baloch profess Sunni Islam. There are also speakers of Turkic languages, e.g., Azerbajani, Turkmens and Qashqai, the majority of whom, apart from the Sunni Turkmens, are Shiites. Most of the speakers of Arabic, a Semitic language, are Shiites and live in the south-western corner of the country. Among the religious minorities, all very small, the Persian-speaking Jews, Zoroastrians, Bahais and Mandehans, and the two Christian groups, Armenians, speakers of an Indo-European language, and Assyrians, speakers of a Semitic language, can be mentioned. There are also great differences in socio-economic structure and the degree of urbanisation among the different ethnic groups in Iran, and until recently pastoral nomadism was prevalent in mountainous areas in different parts of the country.

Many Iranians belonging to linguistic minorities, especially educated people and those living in close contact with Persian speakers, have also mastered Persian. In

¹ An article in Swedish based on the same investigation was published in Boström Andersson (1999: 219–227) and an article particularly concentrating on language attitudes and language maintenance among the Baloch in Sweden is to be found in Jahani (2000: 33–58). A re-analysis of the data concerning language loyalty (Table 5) and ethnic identification (Table 6) according to stricter criteria has been carried out in this article.

² Prior to 1984, a small number of Iranian students as well as some refugees, mainly from religious and ethnic minorities, were already in Sweden, and after 1989 the immigration of Iranians has mainly been by marriage or family reuniting. There is also a certain emigration back to Iran or to other countries, e.g., to the USA.
fact, there are indications of a considerable language switch from the minority language to Persian, particularly among the well-educated youth of Shia Muslim minorities in urban areas. The language policy prevalent during the Pahlavi monarchy was that of strict conformity. There was to be one nation with one language, namely Persian. Under such circumstances there was, of course, no provision made by the Government for mother tongue education or even cultural activities or publication in minority languages, except in the case of the Christian minorities, who had their own private schools, where also the minority language was taught.

The official policy towards the large Muslim ethnic minorities, e.g., the Azerbaijanis, the Kurds, the Arabs, the Baloch and the Turkmens, during the Pahlavi monarchy is well described by Mojab and Hassanpour. This policy was, of course, founded on the fear of political separatism.

The Pahlavi monarchy (1925–1979) combined extreme violence with extensive propaganda in order to build the nation-state of Iran—one nation, one language, and one centralized, secular state [...]. Turkish and Arab domination over Iran in the remote past was declared the main historical obstacle to the continuity of the glorious Persian empire. This racist ideology denied the national, linguistic and cultural diversity of Iran. Turkish, Kurdish and other languages were branded ‘local dialects’ of Persian. The culture (for example dance, costume, music and food) of non-Persian peoples was also labelled a ‘local’ [...] or ‘tribal’ [...] variety of the ‘Iranian’—that is, Persian—culture. (Mojab and Hassanpour 1996: 231–232).

According to the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, chapter 1, article 15, in addition to the official language, Persian, “[t]he use of regional and national (qauuni) languages in the press and mass media [...] as well as for teaching in schools the literatures written in them, is permitted” (Algar 1980: 34). This means that it is in principle permitted to publish books and newspapers in any minority language. At present, there is very little such publication taking place in Iran, except in the largest minority languages, e.g., Azerbaijani and Kurdish, and in the languages spoken by Christian minorities. When it comes to teaching literature in the minority languages in the schools, no provision is being made for such a subject in most of the minority languages. Exceptions, again, are the languages spoken by the Christian minorities.

Thus, educated members of the different minority groups in Iran are all able to use Persian as a spoken and written language, and those belonging to the Christian minorities, particularly the Armenians, are also normally familiar with not only the spoken, but also the written form of the minority language. Persons belonging to minority groups whose language is used in writing mainly in other countries do not get acquainted with the written form of the language in the educational system but may learn it on their own. Some groups can find reading material published in Iran, whereas others have to seek it across the border, e.g., in the case of the Baloch, in Pakistan. The scripts (Cyrillic and Latin) used in, e.g., the Republics of Azerbaijan

3 Comprehensive sociolinguistic studies of language maintenance and language shift among different ethno-linguistic groups in Iran are highly desired.
4 E.g., Balochi, Azerbaijani, Turkmen and Kurdish.
and Turkmenistan, of course, create an obstacle to readers in Iran. Some minority languages, such as Luri, Bakhtiari and Qashqai, are not used at all as written languages.

Ethnic, linguistic, socio-economic and religious differences found in Iran are also reflected among the Iranians in Sweden. Some groups, e.g., the Armenians, are overrepresented among the immigrants, whereas others, e.g., the less urbanized Qashqais and Baloch, are underrepresented. Within the different groups, different attitudes towards the minority language and the Persian state-language prevail. As for the country of Iran, it is by some seen as their fatherland, by some as a country where they are already living in exile, and by others as an illegitimate occupying power. The Iranians in Sweden also have a variety of educational backgrounds, varying from almost illiterate (mainly women from rural areas) to highly educated.

Some theoretical and methodological aspects concerning the study of language maintenance and language attitudes

Language maintenance can be described as a situation where a whole community, or members of it, keep the language(s) they have always used (Hoffmann 1991: 185) and language shift as a community’s (or part of a community’s) transition to a new language, which normally involves a stage of bilingualism in the old and the new language (Romaine 1995: 39–40).

One of the situations where the question of language maintenance or language shift becomes an issue is when speakers of a particular language migrate to an area within the country (internal migration) or to a foreign country where another language is spoken and “where their language doesn’t serve them any longer” (Hoffmann 1991: 189), i.e. is not used in society. In such a situation the speakers may adopt a strategy of diglossic bilingualism, retaining the first language in the home domain, and possibly also to some extent in the friendship domain, and acquiring the second language for use in public domains such as work and/or education, shopping, contacts with authorities etc. The other strategy possible is that of language shift, which means that the immigrants will as soon as possible replace the first language by the new language in all domains, including home and friendship. In most cases there will be a period of bilingualism also in the process of language shift.

5 I.e. they constitute a larger percentage of the Iranian immigrants in Sweden than of the total population in Iran.

6 E.g., by most Persians, Gilaks, Mazandaranis and by many of the Azerbaijani.

7 Particularly by the Armenians. Many Armenians were at the beginning of the 17th century (during the reign of Shah ʿAbbās I) moved by force from their original habitat in Transcaucasia to Esfahan, at the time the capital of Iran.

8 This is true of, e.g., many Baloch and Kurds. Nationalist Azerbaijanis also sometimes use such a description in their political discourse.

9 Here diglossia is used not only of high and low varieties of the same language, as it is used, e.g., about Arabic, but for any situation where different languages or varieties are dominant in different domains. Cf. also Nercissians (2001: 60–61). For a discussion on whether there exists a diglossic situation in Persian, see Jeremić (1984) and Perry (2003).

10 There are exceptions, e.g., when only one speaker of a particular language moves to a new environment where no other speakers of that language are to be found.

When the Iranians meet with the Swedish language, they face the task of learning it and of acquiring some formal status in the new society, e.g., a new education and/or employment. They also have to make certain decisions about language use, particularly in relation to their children. To what extent should the children be encouraged, or forced, to retain their mother tongue in Sweden? Should they participate in mother tongue education at school and, if so, should they study Persian or the minority language? Should they be sent to language classes privately arranged by, e.g., cultural associations? What language should be spoken at home? Should the children be encouraged to read books in the mother tongue? Much of what can be described as attitudes towards the different languages (Swedish, Persian and, in the case of people from a minority group, also the minority language) and the degree of maintenance of Persian and/or the minority language among the second-generation immigrants depends on how these and other language-related questions are answered.

Fasold (1984: 147–152) outlines different methods of investigating language use and attitudes towards the different languages that a certain person knows or desires to learn. First of all, he discusses the difference between a mentalist and a behaviourist view of language attitudes. The mentalist view sees attitude “as a state of readiness; an intervening variable between a stimulus affecting a person and that person’s response”, whereas the behaviourist view regards attitude as “to be found simply in the responses people make to social situations” (ibid.: 147). If the behaviourist view is adopted, the best method of investigation is participant observation, i.e. spending sufficient time with the persons whose language attitudes one wants to evaluate, noting and drawing conclusions from their language behaviour (performance) as one goes along.

If the mentalist view is followed, one also generally needs some sort of direct or indirect self-evaluation of language attitudes. Direct methods may consist of either questionnaires or interviews. Indirect methods would be different types of investigations where the person participating in the investigation is not aware that language attitudes are being studied.

Edwards (1994: 97) defines attitude as “a disposition to react favourably or unfavourably to a class of objects”. He further notes that “there often exists inconsistency between assessed attitudes and actions presumably related to them”, thus adhering to the mentalist view. The question whether it is important for the participant to know Swedish well may be answered positively without necessarily indicating a favourable attitude towards the Swedish language. The person answering may sim-

---

11 Although not for the Persian speakers, but for the minority groups, as described above, there already existed a diglossic bilingual situation in Iran, and superimposed on this, a new diglossic bilingual situation was added for all Iranians in Sweden.
12 In Sweden a number of “mother tongues”, among others, Persian, Armenian and Kurdish (both Sorani and Kurmanji) are taught in the state schools once a week. The quality of this “mother tongue education” varies considerably, mainly depending on the particular teacher. See also Boyd (1993), for a description and analysis of the Swedish mother tongue education system.
13 See, e.g., Fasold (1984: 149–150, 152–158), where one indirect method known as the matched-guise technique is described and examples of its use in actual language-attitude investigations are given.
ply be aware of the fact that, if he lives in Sweden, he has to know Swedish well in order to be able to work and function in society.

Nercissians (2001: 60) recognises the “overt or covert” nature of norms and values that affect language choice, and notes that such values may under certain conditions be enforced either “from above”, i.e. by the dominant culture of the society, or “from below”, i.e. by pressure within the community. In Iran, there was during the monarchy, and still is, a strong enforcement of positive attitudes to Persian from above, but there is also among many of the minority groups pressure from within the community to retain and value the minority language, particularly among, e.g., the Armenians and the Kurds.

In view of the fact that language attitudes may be both overt and covert, it stands beyond doubt that they cannot solely be judged from behaviour. Actual behaviour may often differ from desired behaviour. Not only in Iran, but also in Sweden, it has at times been forbidden to speak a certain minority language at school, even though the pupils belonging to the ethnic minority may have wanted to speak their mother tongue. The same applies to government offices and other public places. It is therefore necessary to investigate attitudes specifically in order to find out to what extent actual behaviour coincides with, or differs from, desired behaviour.

Some indirect methods of investigating language attitudes are only relevant in situations in which there are totally bilingual individuals who can participate, since the idea of these investigations is that the same person talks or reads a text in two different languages and the listeners should not be able to distinguish which of the languages is the speaker’s native language. Such methods can hardly be used, at least for the adult Iranians who live in Sweden, since it would be quite obvious during the investigation that they are not native speakers of Swedish. It is also in most cases possible for persons with Persian as their first language to discern that the Persian spoken by, e.g., Armenians, Azerbaijani, Kurds or Baloch is not their first language.

In order to investigate language maintenance and daily use, the observation technique is, of course, the safest way to get totally reliable data. On the other hand, it would be very time-consuming to observe a large number of individuals during a prolonged period of time in order to ascertain their speech, reading and writing habits, their command of different languages etc. It is not very practical either in a society like Sweden, where most individuals spend at least a substantial part of the day at work or in educational institutions, places where the researcher cannot readily accompany them.

The method used in this investigation is thus that of a questionnaire. Some of the advantages of this method are that it allows for a large number of participants, it gives data that are easy to analyse quantitatively, and it can be carried out during a relatively limited period of time. It also allows the participants to express their own opinions anonymously, something which cannot be done in interviews. Among the disadvantages one may mention that self-evaluation gives room for a considerable degree of subjectivity, e.g., when it comes to language proficiency. The participants may also try to answer so that they conform to what they suppose the researcher regards as “correct linguistic behaviour” or what they themselves feel is “good language use” or “correct attitudes”.

In the analysis, however, I will also draw on my own observations of linguistic behaviour and language attitudes among a number of individuals and families from the different groups included in the investigation who have been personal friends of our family for more than 20 years. This will give a more adequate picture than that emerging only from answers to the questionnaire. It should also be pointed out that this investigation is of a preliminary character, and that further studies will be necessary before a complete picture of language attitudes and language maintenance among Iranian immigrants in Sweden emerges.\textsuperscript{14}

The questionnaires\textsuperscript{15}

The present investigation is based on direct self-evaluation in the form of a questionnaire. The questionnaire was constructed in Swedish, since this is the language which all the participants were able to read. There were two target groups; one was adults between 20 and 50 years of age, and the other teenagers.\textsuperscript{16} There were several reasons why adults above the age of 50 were excluded from the investigation, e.g., the fact that there are relatively few persons in this category in Sweden and that the language attitudes of the older generation have less influence on their grandchildren than those of their parents. Many elderly Iranians are also unable to read Swedish.

The investigation, which was carried out in the autumn of 1998, was directed to five different ethnic groups among the Iranian immigrants, namely Persians, Armenians, Baloch, Kurds and Azerbaijanis. The groups were chosen to represent different religions and socio-economic patterns, as well as different linguistic backgrounds from Iran.

The Persians

Their language is not a minority language in Iran. They are Shia Muslims, and the immigrants have a background of a mainly urban lifestyle and good education from Iran. They constitute about 50\% of the population in Iran\textsuperscript{17} and probably about the same percentage among the immigrants, living in most parts of Sweden but with a concentration in major cities.

\textsuperscript{14} A research colleague in Uppsala, Shidrokh Namei, recently presented a study, not yet published, of language maintenance among Persian-speaking immigrants in Sweden, carried out by herself, with a somewhat different focus than the present study. One of the interesting observations she made was that mothers seem to be more prepared than fathers to speak Swedish to their children. Also this investigation was based on questionnaires. Another study of a similar character is presented in Sohrabi (1997).

\textsuperscript{15} Special thanks to Leena Huss, Centre for Multiethnic Research, Uppsala University, for useful suggestions and sample questionnaires used for investigating language maintenance and language attitudes among the Sami in Sweden. Many thanks also to Helena Bani Shoraka, who helped with the distribution of the questionnaires among Azerbaijanis.

\textsuperscript{16} The actual age limits of this group were 12–20 years.

\textsuperscript{17} According to the Britannica Book of the Year (1987: 670), the Persians were 45\% of the total population in 1980. The figure given for 1995 is 51\% (Britannica Book of the Year 2000: 624).
The Armenians
They have a written minority language taught in schools in Iran. They are Christians with a mainly urban lifestyle and good education from Iran, where they are known as skilful artisans. The Armenians are a very small minority and probably made up less than 0.5% of the total population at the time of the revolution.\(^{18}\) They are over-represented among the immigrants, mainly concentrated in the Uppsala–Stockholm area.

The Baloch
Their is a non-written minority language in Iran.\(^{19}\) They are Sunni Muslims, with a mainly rural lifestyle and tribal social structure. Among the first-generation immigrants, the men are usually well-educated, but the women almost uneducated. The Baloch constitute about 2% of the population in Iran.\(^{20}\) They are underrepresented among the immigrants, nowadays mainly concentrated in the Stockholm area.

The Kurds
Kurdish is a minority language used in writing on a limited scale in Iran. The Kurds are Sunni Muslims, with both a rural and an urban lifestyle, and the tribal social structure still plays a certain role in their society. Among the first-generation immigrants, the men are usually well-educated whereas the education level of the women varies. They amount to about 7–8% of the population in Iran,\(^{21}\) but there is no detailed information about their number in Sweden.

The Azerbaijanis
Their is a minority language used in writing on a limited scale in Iran. They are Shia Muslims, and among the immigrants a background of urban lifestyle and good education predominates. Probably as many as 20% or more of the population in Iran are Azerbaijanis.\(^{22}\) There is no detailed information about their number in Sweden, but possibly approximately the same percentage as in Iran.

The best way to distribute the questionnaires proved to be through personal contacts. Owing to my special interest in the Balochi language, I have become acquainted with many of the Baloch living in Sweden and I was therefore able to send the questionnaires directly to their home addresses. The same applies to the Armen-

---

\(^{18}\) According to the *Britannica Book of the Year* (1987: 670), the non-Muslim religious minorities in Iran amounted to 2% in 1980. In the *Britannica Book of the Year* (2000: 624), the figures are split up according to religion, and 0.3% is given as the figure for Christians (Armenians and Assyrians). For a concise and informative description of the Armenian community in Iran, see Nercissians (2001: 61–62).

\(^{19}\) Not written in Iran, in Pakistan developed as a written language from about 1950.


\(^{21}\) Ibid.

\(^{22}\) In the *Britannica Book of the Year* (1987: 670), the figure 16% is given (for 1980). This may be an underestimation, since the figure given for 1995 is 24% (*Britannica Book of the Year* 2000: 624). See also Nercissians (2001: 62–63).

ians, many of whom I also know, being married to an Armenian from Iran. Among the Persians, it was also easy to find interested participants both through personal contacts and with the help of a number of mother tongue education teachers in Uppsala and a few other places, who distributed the questionnaires in their classes. Among the Azerbajianis and Kurds, the questionnaires were distributed by cultural associations and mother tongue education teachers, but very few questionnaires were returned. The reasons for this may be that the questionnaires were actually never handed out or that the persons were not motivated enough to fill them in. Language is, as already discussed, a politically sensitive subject, and there may even have been a certain fear of expressing attitudes towards Persian and the minority language, even though the questionnaire was totally anonymous.

Table 1. Number of returned questionnaires (number of distributed questionnaires in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Persians</th>
<th>Armenians</th>
<th>Baloch</th>
<th>Azerbajianis</th>
<th>Kurds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12–20</td>
<td>80 (348)</td>
<td>25 (160)</td>
<td>28 (96)</td>
<td>9 (230)</td>
<td>4 (152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20+</td>
<td>71 (317)</td>
<td>51 (170)</td>
<td>48 (101)</td>
<td>33 (200)</td>
<td>23 (162)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three groups that will be studied below are the Persians, the Armenians and the Baloch, since the number of returned questionnaires from the other two groups, especially in the age-group 12–20, is far too limited to allow any conclusions at all to be drawn. There is, furthermore, an advantage of concentrating on these three groups in that I have many personal friends among them, a fact that has allowed me to compare the answers to the questionnaires with my own observations of their language use and their attitudes towards different languages expressed in private conversations. These observations have been made over several years, both before and, even more, after the actual investigation, when I feel that I, consciously or unconsciously, have paid more attention to language use and language attitudes among my Iranian friends.

Results of the investigation

The first issue investigated is how the participants evaluate their knowledge of the different languages studied (the minority language, Persian, Swedish). Language proficiency has been graded between 0 and 4, where 0 stands for “no knowledge of the language”, 1 for “very limited knowledge”, 2 for “quite good knowledge”, 3 for “good knowledge”, and 4 for “very good knowledge”. Again, it must be stressed that the investigation is based on self-evaluation, but due to the extensive contacts with speakers of the different languages investigated, I have been able to judge the data against my own observations.

It is clear from Table 2 that there are considerable gender differences between the Baloch when it comes to proficiency in Persian and also when it comes to reading and writing the minority language. This depends on the gender differences in the educational background from Iran. It is, however, noteworthy that the gap between the genders for proficiency in Swedish is smaller. Here the Baloch women must be
commended, who, according to my own observations have often worked very hard to learn Swedish and to get official employment outside the home.

It is also noteworthy that the Armenians, particularly the women, do not feel very confident about speaking, reading and writing Persian, even though most of them are well educated. The Armenians in Iran often live in particular quarters and usually have most of their social contacts with other Armenians, and therefore women who are at home, i.e. housewives, speak Persian only to a limited extent, e.g., when shopping. They also read and write the minority language just as well, or better, than Persian.

An interesting observation to be made from Table 2 is that gender differences among the Armenians and the Baloch are smaller for proficiency in Swedish than for proficiency in Persian.

Table 2. Language proficiency, adults (on a scale of 0–4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Own minority language</th>
<th>Own minority language</th>
<th>Own minority language</th>
<th>Own minority language</th>
<th>Own minority language</th>
<th>Own minority language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is very interesting to note how the teenagers have been affected by the "language choices" that the parents and, to a certain extent, also they themselves have made. Most teenagers who participated in the investigation came to Sweden before the age of 10, and some were even born in Sweden. Table 3 shows that the Armenians have chosen not to pass on Persian to their children, but, on the other hand, they have been eager for them to learn good spoken and written Armenian. This is confirmed by my own observations.  

It has not been as easy for the Baloch to give their children a good knowledge of their mother tongue. There were some attempts to introduce Balochi in the mother tongue education in the town of Borås, where most Baloch refugees settled in the mid-1980s. This experiment was soon abandoned, however, owing to the lack both of a standard written language for Balochi and also of teaching experience. Most Baloch later moved to the Stockholm area, where the children were dispersed in different schools, something which also made it more difficult to arrange Balochi

---

23 An exception is a very limited number of Armenians who worship in a Persian-speaking Pentecostal Church. The children of these Armenians usually, in addition to Swedish and Armenian, have some, at least passive, knowledge of spoken Persian. The reason why some ability to understand (0.8) and speak (0.4) Persian among the Armenian teenagers is reported is probably the fact that a number of the Armenian participants in the investigation belong to the above-mentioned Christian fellowship.

classes. Nowadays the Baloch children normally take part in the Persian classes, a language they do not know from home and do not use in their social network.

All the teenagers show good knowledge of Swedish, which is natural considering the fact that most of those who were between 12 and 20 years old in 1998 came to Sweden before the age of 10 and thus have got all or most of their education in the Swedish school system. There are no observable gender differences among the teenagers. After establishing this fact, the data from male and female participants have been treated together. All these results agree with my own observations. It would, however, be interesting to make a contrastive study of Swedish language proficiency among teenagers who live in residence areas heavily populated by immigrants and those living in a more Swedish environment.

Table 3. Language proficiency, teenagers (on a scale of 0–4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Own minority language</th>
<th>Swedish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Performance (speak and write) ought to get a lower figure than comprehension (understand, read). Probably the teenagers feel that they can express what they want, possibly resorting to Swedish loanwords when they do not know a particular word in Armenian, but that they sometimes find it difficult to understand when people use words that they have not mastered. The same applies to written Armenian and Persian, where the participants probably find some of the texts they are asked to read in the mother tongue classes difficult to understand. They may not have met these challenges in writing, mainly because they do not often write Armenian/Persian.

One of the most interesting parts of the study was to investigate what languages are spoken in the family. In order to find this out, I posed three different questions:

1. What language do the parents speak to their children?
2. What language do the children speak to their parents?
3. What language do the children speak to siblings or, if there are no siblings, to other children belonging to the same language group?

The participants were asked to mark only one of the following alternatives:

- [ ] Always the minority language
- [ ] Always Persian
- [ ] Always Swedish
- [ ] Mostly the minority language, sometimes Persian, but never Swedish
- [ ] Mostly the minority language, sometimes Swedish, but never Persian
- [ ] Mostly the minority language, sometimes Persian or Swedish
- [ ] Mostly Persian, sometimes the minority language, but never Swedish
- [ ] Mostly Persian, sometimes Swedish, but never the minority language
- [ ] Mostly Swedish, sometimes the minority language or Swedish
- [ ] Mostly Swedish, sometimes the minority language, but never Persian
- [ ] Mostly Swedish, sometimes Persian, but never the minority language
- [ ] Mostly Swedish, sometimes Persian or the minority language
The answers were then classified in three categories, according to which language was seen as the dominant one for each alternative (marked in italics above). In Table 4, the reader can see that among the Armenians and the Persians the totally dominant language between parents and children (in both directions) is the mother tongue. It is, however, interesting to note that as many as 20% of the Baloch children prefer to talk Swedish to their parents.

Armenian is the language that appears to be the best retained of the three among the second-generation immigrants, and only 13% state that they mostly talk Swedish to their brothers and sisters. However, my own experience from participant observation is that the children talk Armenian among themselves, e.g., to please their parents or when they do not want people around them to understand, but that they frequently switch over to Swedish, e.g., to discuss issues related to school or other “Swedish” sectors of their life. For the Persian teenagers, 36% state that they speak mainly Swedish to brothers and sisters, and for the Baloch this figure is as high as 73%. These figures mainly conform to my own observations, even if, just as in the case of the Armenian teenagers, it is very common to hear Persian teenagers talking Swedish with siblings or friends of the same age.²⁴

There are, of course, reasonable explanations for these figures. The Armenians have always regarded their language as a very important component in their ethnic identification, and they were also used to making provisions for retaining their language in a minority situation already in Iran. When they came to Sweden, the Armenian cultural associations quickly started to arrange classes in Armenian on a voluntary basis. The Persians do not have the same experience of being a linguistic minority and were therefore not as well prepared for this situation as the Armenians, even though their language has a written standard and a long literary tradition. There were also many teachers among the Persian immigrants who were used to teaching Persian in schools in Iran.

The situation was totally different for the Baloch. Their language lacks a written standard, and there was no experience of teaching Balochi to fall back on. Thus, quite soon, Balochi was abandoned in favour of Persian as the “mother tongue” at school. This created a situation where the Baloch children were introduced to three languages, Balochi (spoken at home), Persian (as a written language in the mother tongue education) and Swedish. This seems to have made it difficult for the Baloch children to master any one of the two minority languages and has made Swedish the totally dominant language among the second-generation Baloch immigrants.²⁵

Except in the case of the Armenians, a process of language shift among the second-generation immigrants interviewed in this investigation seems to be under way, strongly among the Baloch but also to a considerable extent among the Persians.

²⁴ It may, indeed, be difficult to evaluate whether one speaks mostly Swedish or mostly Persian/Armenian/ Balochi to different interlocutors. It would be valuable with extensive participant observation to confirm the reported results in Table 4.

²⁵ It may, however, be noted that many of the Baloch teenagers in Sweden have now reached the age of marriage, and it is quite common for them to marry a Baloch from Iran, something which causes a strengthening of the Balochi language in the second generation.
Table 4. Family language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baloch</th>
<th>Armenians</th>
<th>Persians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minority language</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>6^a</td>
<td>7^b</td>
<td>2^c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baloch</th>
<th>Armenians</th>
<th>Persians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minority language</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9^d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baloch</th>
<th>Armenians</th>
<th>Persians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minority language</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>13^d</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Two of these three cases are mixed marriages. In the third family, one of the parents moved to Sweden as a teenager.
^b All in mixed (Armenian–Swedish) marriages.
^c All in mixed (Persian–Swedish) marriages.
^d Mainly in mixed marriages.

However, in Table 5, it can be observed that the loyalty towards the mother tongue still seems to be strong in theory, especially among the Baloch, who in fact are the ones who use this language the least in practice.

Sohrabi (1997), who has made a study of language maintenance among 20 Iranian children of different ethnic background from Iran living in Uppsala, Sweden, has obtained similar results of linguistic interaction between parents–children and siblings between each other. His findings suggest that Persian/Armenian/Kurdish predominate between parents–children both in cases where the children have come to Sweden not later than at the age of six (his group one) and also when the children were 10+ at the time of the immigration (his group two). When it comes to language use between siblings, however, Sohrabi (ibid.: 65) notes “certain aspects of the ongoing process of language shift from parent–child interactions to brothers/sisters. Children were reported to use a mixture of Persian and Swedish or mostly Swedish with their siblings.”

Loyalty towards the language was judged from the answers to three specific questions. If the same language, and only that one, was indicated for two questions, I

---

26 Similar patterns have been found also among other immigrant groups in Sweden. Cf. e.g. Kostoulas-Makrakis (1995: 125), who in a study of 322 Greek-background students in Sweden aged 13–16, all attending mother tongue instruction, finds that “more Greek than Swedish is used in parent–children interactions whereas both languages (with a slight dominance of Greek) are used with brothers and/or sisters.

27 Some participants ticked two languages for one or more of these three questions. A person who indicated, e.g., Armenian as the mother tongue and the language that was the most important to know well, and Swedish as the most important language to pass on to the children was seen as having strong loyalty.
considered this to indicate loyalty towards that very language, otherwise language loyalty was classified as unidentified (see Table 5). The three questions were:

1. What language do you consider to be your mother tongue?
2. What language is the most important for you to know well?
3. What language do you first and foremost desire to pass on to your children?

Table 5. Language loyalty (in percentages).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adults</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minority language</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidentified</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Answers from teenagers in mixed marriages have been excluded since they diverge from the average. All teenagers in mixed marriages have indicated loyalty towards Swedish.

*b In the previous studies, the figure of 7% for loyalty towards Persian was presented for Armenian adults. Reviewing this figure, it appears to be incorrect. The figure for Persian should have been lower also according to the method used to determine language loyalty in the previous articles. See Jahani (2000: 55).

Language loyalty is often closely linked to ethnic identification. Smith (1986: 14) sees ethnic identity as related "mainly to a sense of community based on history and culture, rather than to any collectivity or to the concept of ideology." This ethnic identity generally includes components such as a distinctive name for the ethnic group, or ethnie, as Smith prefers to call a specific ethnic community, as well as common myths of descent, a shared history and association with a specific territory. Language and religion are normally two of the most important factors in the distinctive shared culture of an ethnie, where also other cultural traits such as folklore, dress, food, music, arts etc. belong. Ethnic identification is normally relevant only in relation to other ethnies which are seen as different from the own-group and with which there is a certain interaction. Ethnic identification is thus a relation between "us" and "the others" (see also Eriksen 1993).

One of the questions which particularly the second-generation immigrants face is whether to cling to their ethnic identity from Iran, to adopt a new, Swedish, identity or to acquire a double ethnic identification. The history-related components in Smith’s parameters, i.e. a common myth of descent, a shared history and association with a specific territory will strengthen the “old” ethnic identification, while the cultural part (language, dress, food, music, arts etc.) will probably mainly strengthen the Swedish identity.29

towards Armenian. On the other hand, if, e.g., Balochi was given as the mother tongue, but Swedish and Balochi as the most important to know well and to pass on to the children, language loyalty was classified as "unidentified". There were no instructions in the questionnaire that two alternatives could be marked, but most participants took the liberty to do so. On the other hand, there were no clear instructions that only one alternative could be marked.


29 Religion is of minor importance in ethnic identification in a secular society, like Sweden. The fact that
In Table 6, the reader can see that a large majority of all Baloch and Armenians identify themselves as Baloch and Armenian respectively. Many Iranians have nowadays obtained Swedish citizenship, but this does not seem to have any bearing on their ethnic identification, and already in Iran the Baloch and Armenians were used to having a citizenship different from their ethnic identity.

Among the Persians the issue of ethnic identification is a bit more complicated. Many of the participants could not see any difference between being a “Persian” and being an “Iranian”, something which they commented on specifically, e.g., by writing notes like “Persian = Iranian!!!” in the margin. The Persians usually do not regard themselves as belonging to one of several ethnic groups in Iran and therefore do not feel the need for a separate ethnic identity other than Iranian. The term fārs ‘Persian’ is mostly used about the Persians by persons belonging to minority groups, and it is only lately that Persians who are aware of the ethnic diversity in Iran have started using this term about themselves.

It is also very interesting to observe that the pattern of ethnic identification is very similar among the teenagers and the adults, and that even though most of the teenagers were very small when they came to Sweden, they still do not primarily identify themselves as Swedish. Ethnic identification has been evaluated by six questions. The same answer to four or more of these questions was seen as indicating a specific ethnic identification; otherwise the identification was classified as unidentified (see Table 6). The six questions were as follows:

1. How do you primarily identify yourself?
2. How would you introduce yourself
   a) to an Iranian?
   b) to non-Iranians?
3. What identification would you prefer your child to choose?
4. Among what ethnic groups do you have your closest friends?
5. Among what ethnic group would you like to marry or would you like your children to marry?

Table 6. Ethnic identification (in percentages).a

|          | Adults |       |  | Adults |       |  |
|----------|--------|-------| |         |-------|---|
| Minority | 79     | 88    | 9    | 75     | 90    | 35   |
| Iranian  | 8      | 4     | 76   | 7      | 0     | 51   |
| Swedish  | 0      | 0     | 0    | 0      | 0     | 3    |
| Unidentified | 13 | 8 | 15 | 18 | 10 | 11 |

Table 6 Notes:
a. Answers from teenagers in mixed marriages have been excluded, since they diverge from the average. All teenagers in mixed marriages identify themselves as Swedes.

A large number of the Iranians in Sweden are not practising Muslims also makes it easier to acquire a double, or a Swedish ethnic identity. There is also a possibility of choosing a “general immigrant” identity. A new term, “blatte”, has recently been coined in the Swedish language to denote this identity, and this term is commonly used as an identity marker among young second-generation immigrants.

Several participants marked two identities throughout, e.g., Baloch and Swedish, Persian and Swedish, Persian and Iranian. Also such answers are classified as unidentified in Table 6.
In one of the questions in the questionnaire the participants were asked whether they regarded knowledge of spoken and/or written Persian/Armenian/Balochi as a prerequisite for being able to identify themselves as Persians/Armenians/Baloch. The answers show that many of the participants in this investigation are ready to compromise when it comes to language knowledge in accordance with the realities they face in their daily life. It may, however, be noted that, among the teenagers, the Baloch more than the others regard knowledge of the spoken form of the mother tongue as a prerequisite for ethnic identification, whereas, when it comes to language use this group exhibits the highest figures for language shift (see Table 4). The number of adults and teenagers who regard knowledge of the language as a prerequisite for ethnic identification can be seen in Table 7.

Table 7. Knowledge of language as a prerequisite for ethnic identification (in percentages).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adults</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of spoken language necessary</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of written language necessary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions and final considerations

The most interesting issue to analyse in the data presented above is probably that of language maintenance versus language shift among the second-generation immigrants. Here there are considerable differences between the three groups investigated. Two factors seem to be particularly crucial in this context, namely language loyalty, i.e. a desire to retain the language, and appropriate means for retaining the language in the new social context.

Considerable differences can be observed between the three groups when it comes to these two factors. The Baloch appear to have a strong desire to retain Balochi but do not have the appropriate means to fulfil this goal in a literate society like Sweden, where education is of crucial importance for anyone who wants to get an employment with any kind of status. The first thing that a person is asked to show in order to get such an employment is that he or she has had a formal education. Both parents also normally work outside the home in Sweden, which means that most children spend several hours a day in day-care from the age of two or even earlier. Under such circumstances, a non-written language like Balochi spoken by a small minority is hardly going to survive beyond the first-generation immigrants.31 Persian does not seem to be an alternative “language of the country of origin” to retain and pass on to the second generation, owing to the lack of emotional affection

31 The same linguistic integration has taken place among the Baloch who have migrated to East Africa, particularly Kenya and Tanzania, where they have acquired education and in many cases reached high positions in society (see, e.g., Lodhi 2000). However, such linguistic integration has not yet taken place among the Baloch in Turkmenistan, where they mainly live in rural areas and keep their traditional lifestyle (see, e.g., Moshkalo 2000). See also Farrell (2000: 20), who sees the lack of education as one of the main reasons for language retention among the Baloch in Pakistan.
towards this language. One factor that may allow Balochi to survive somewhat longer is the marriage pattern\textsuperscript{32} of the Baloch, which is quite well retained also in Sweden. The Baloch prefer to marry close kinsmen, particularly cousins, and for this reason many Baloch also in Sweden seek brides or grooms for their children among relatives in Iran.

Among the Armenians, both the desire and the means to retain the language appear to be at hand. The Armenians in Iran have retained their language and distinct ethno-religious identity for about 400 years, even though they are a very small group.\textsuperscript{33} They are thus used to a minority situation, where they have had to develop means, such as schools, cultural associations, sports clubs, etc., to retain their language even in a modern society. One of the social restrictions which has strengthened the language and identity retention is the fact that Armenians are expected to marry within their own group or at least within the Christian community, which in Iran also includes the Assyrians. In Sweden, there are more “marriageable” ethnic groups, and, even though most Armenians prefer their children to marry other Armenians,\textsuperscript{34} any person with a non-Muslim background is acceptable in most cases. It is very uncommon for young Armenians in Sweden to marry Armenians from Iran. Thus, the Armenians are a relatively small group in Sweden, and their religion is no longer seen as different from that of the majority.\textsuperscript{35} This factor, in combination with the indication that language loyalty seems to decrease for Armenian and increase for Swedish among the teenagers in comparison with the adults, makes it likely that the Armenians in Sweden will gradually be linguistically integrated into the Swedish speaking majority.

As for the Persians, they are a much larger group in Sweden than both the Armenians and the Baloch. That is, of course, a factor that facilitates language retention. However, even though the means for retaining Persian are available in Sweden, e.g., mother tongue instruction, cultural associations, Persian literature in the libraries, etc., the language loyalty seems rather weak, particularly among the teenagers, but also among the adults. Retaining Persian and passing it on to coming generations appears not to be a crucial issue to many speakers of Persian. In Iran, the position of the Persian language has never been questioned and no struggle was needed to retain it. It is, furthermore, in no way an endangered language and has a long and well-established written tradition.\textsuperscript{36} In such a context, it may be felt by some Persian

\textsuperscript{32} Marriage patterns have not been studied in detail in this investigation. Comments here build on observations during more than 20 years. A comprehensive study of marriage patterns among second-generation Iranians in Sweden is highly desired. Note, however, Darvishpour (2003) who touches upon the subject in a Ph.D. thesis Sociology in which he describes and analyses the high divorce rate among Iranians in Sweden.

\textsuperscript{33} Cf. Nercissians (2001: 66–68) who reports very high figures for language use in the family and with friends among Armenians in Tehran. The motivation to use Armenian and to pass it on to future generations is likewise high.

\textsuperscript{34} This is one of the reasons why many Armenians nowadays emigrate from Sweden to the USA, particularly to Los Angeles, where there is a large concentration of Armenians and a much greater chance of finding an Armenian marriage partner than in Sweden. Arranged marriages no longer take place among the Armenians.

\textsuperscript{35} The fact that most Swedes no longer actively profess Christianity is not taken into account by most Armenians.

\textsuperscript{36} The same is true of Armenian, but not of Balochi.
speakers in Sweden that, even if their children will not learn the language, it will still survive and be strong in Iran. Note, however, that the Persian speakers express a strong desire to identify themselves as Persians/Iranians, but retaining the language is, on the whole, not as important to them as it is to the Baloch and the Armenians.37

The marriage patterns among the Persians are quite diverse. Some marry other Iranians from Sweden, some marry Swedes or persons of other nationalities and some marry persons from Iran. Many Persians in Sweden are quite secularised and do not mind their children marrying a non-Muslim. In view of the rather weak language loyalty and the fact that marriages between Persians and Swedes are not uncommon, a possible scenario is that the number of persons who have a knowledge of Persian will decrease in each future generation until this group is linguistically assimilated, unless, of course, a new wave of Iranian immigrants would arrive in Sweden.

Thus, the investigation indicates that the Iranians are already a linguistically well integrated minority group in Swedish society and will probably be even more so in each new generation. However, in families where the teenagers have a better command of Swedish than the parents, certain conflicts may arise. The Iranians are used to a patriarchal family structure from Iran, where the children are expected to submit to the will of their parents, especially their fathers. When the children find themselves ahead of their parents in society, e.g., by understanding and being able to use the Swedish language better, they may also question their authority, something that can be very painful. At the same time, it may be noted that there has been a lot of pressure on the Iranian families in Sweden also from the fact that the women gain financial independence in Sweden, and many of them take this opportunity to liberate themselves from submission to their husbands (see Darvishpour 2003).

Gender differences among the Armenian and Baloch adults are, as noted above, smaller when it comes to proficiency in Swedish than it is for Persian. This indicates that there is less difference between the genders when it comes to integration in Swedish society than in Iranian (i.e. Persian-speaking) society, both among the rural Baloch and the urban Armenians. The somewhat lower figures of Swedish proficiency for the women must also be seen in the light of the fact that some Baloch and Persian women who participated in the investigation had recently come to Sweden after marrying men already living in Sweden. The opposite phenomenon, i.e. girls who go back to Iran to marry and then bring their husbands, is still not very common but may increase in frequency, especially among the more traditional Baloch, when the girls in Sweden reach the age of marriage.

37 Cf. reports on the Persian speaking community in the USA. Ansari (in Modarresi 2001: 101) states that “most Iranian parents are bilingual; some even speak other languages such as French and German; but their children speak only English. According to the survey, the majority of children of Iranian couples and almost all children of mixed parenthood are unable to speak Farsi.” Modarresi (ibid.: 112) reports that, although most Persian speaking families in the USA are eager to expose their children to Iranian (= Persian, see above) culture and the Persian language, “even in large urban centers where there are sizeable Iranian populations, the preservation of the Iranian cultural and linguistic heritage in the second generation seems to be difficult, because of the strong sociocultural pressures and the conditions of urban life.”

One important question that arises from the results is how particularly the young Baloch growing up in Sweden will handle the situation with a relatively strong loyalty to Balochi and an ethnic identification which goes hand in hand with this loyalty, while at the same time they more and more speak Swedish among themselves. The fact that the second-generation Baloch immigrants generally express a desire to retain their ethnic identity with the cultural norms that belong to it but have very limited means at their disposal to retain their language may cause a certain degree of alienation, i.e. they may neither feel completely at home in Swedish society nor in their Baloch nuclear family. There is hardly the same danger for the Armenian youth growing up in Sweden, since they have adequate means available to acquire a good proficiency in the Armenian language, one of the important factors in their identification as Armenians.

In the questionnaire, the participants were asked whether they found knowledge of the mother tongue important for learning new languages and also for the individual’s self-confidence. Most participants regard the mother tongue as particularly important for self-confidence. Likewise, a majority of the participants express the view that it is advantageous to a child to learn more than one language from childhood. Thus, they seem to be of the opinion that good knowledge both of their mother tongue and of Swedish will enable them to choose the best from two worlds.
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Research objectives

As a text-forming phenomenon, cohesion has been at the focus of attention for an increasing number of linguists over the past three decades. Since the last decade, however, this has taken a new turn and the study of cohesion has come to be looked on more as a means than an end in itself. Text linguists have begun to emphasize that studying cohesion in a given text would enable us to say many worthwhile things about text and textuality in general. Michael Hoey, for example, has undertaken some extensive analyses of cohesion in English texts and has come to the conclusion that it is lexical cohesion in particular which is responsible for realizing the cohesive text-forming function (1991:10). The study of lexical cohesion in text, he claims, would enable us to identify ‘bonded’ sentences, as well as to distinguish between ‘central’ and ‘marginal’ sentences in a given text. He asserts that the identification of these three types of sentences through the analysis of lexical cohesion would also enable us, among other things, to “create summaries of the content of the passage” which are both ‘readable’ and ‘representative’ (p. 100).

It has to be pointed out in this respect, however, that, while Hoey demonstrates in his studies how the ‘central’ sentences in a given text can be combined on their own to produce an acceptable summary of that text, he does not do so either by excluding all ‘marginal’ sentences or by combining all ‘bonded’ sentences. Concerning marginal sentences, for example, he rather selects a few fragments from his analysed sample text and, after omitting one or more marginal sentences which occur in between them, concludes that the omission of such sentence(s) “has not disrupted the argument” of the text excerpt (p. 106). Similarly, when it comes to bonded sentences in general, he produces summaries of text fragments rather than of longer sample texts. He discusses some sample summaries, which consist of “all the sentences that are bonded with any one sentence,” (p. 143, my italics). In fact, Hoey himself plainly questions the adequacy of text summaries worked out by combining all and only bonded sentences when he says that, “perhaps surprisingly, it is not the case that tracing bonded pairs through the text produces a reliably good summary” (p. 142). Thus, only in the case of ‘central’ sentences does Hoey actually demonstrate the significance of cohesive, lexical bonds for the production of summaries of the whole analysed text, rather than of a short fragment from that text, although this is one of the major claims he seems to be making, as well as one of the most direct means of capitalizing on the findings of the cohesive analysis of lexis in text.

Since the study of text in general, and that of cohesion in particular, has not yet
received due attention in modern Arabic linguistics, it is both worthwhile and imperative to pay special attention to this. Arabic is a language genetically distant from English and its text norms and rhetoric are known to be widely divergent from those of English. It would thus seem useful both on theoretical and applied grounds to see how Hoey’s analytical model would fare in the ‘exotic’ terrain of Arabic texts. Moreover, it would be especially interesting to find out how well the results of lexical, cohesive analysis arrived at by applying this model are able to yield adequate text summaries. In general, therefore, the present paper aims at investigating lexical cohesion in Arabic texts by using a modified version of Hoey’s analytical model for this purpose, thus partly serving as a replication study whose aim is to test the applicability of a certain analytical method to Arabic texts.¹ More specifically, however, this study aims at investigating two claims concerning the production of ‘readable’ and ‘representative’ abridgements of varying sizes for the entire, analysed sample text in Arabic. Such abridgements, it is claimed here, can be produced for Arabic texts by:

(a) the deletion of all marginal sentences and placing together all and only the remaining bonded sentences in a given text (Claim One) and/or
(b) the combination of only the central sentences in that text (Claim Two).²

Introduction and background

Since the seventies, the analysis of text has been increasingly establishing itself as a major preoccupation in linguistics, translation studies and language teaching. In all these fields, the study of cohesion as a basic text-forming linguistic phenomenon has occupied a central position. Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) consider cohesion as one of the seven standards of textuality and define it as “the ways in which the components of the surface text, i.e. the actual words we hear or see, are mutually connected within a sequence” (p. 3). Halliday and Hasan, in their book Cohesion in English (1976), the first book exclusively dedicated to the study of cohesion, state that cohesion refers to the “relations of meaning that exist within the text, and that define it as a text” (p. 4). They also add that cohesion in the surface structure of text is partly expressed through the grammar and partly through the vocabulary, and therefore distinguish between grammatical cohesion and lexical cohesion. Grammatical cohesion, to Halliday and Hasan, is linguistically realized in text by conjunctions, reference, substitution and ellipsis. Lexical cohesion, on the other hand, is realized by the use of lexical items, which are bound together by semantic relations such as synonymy, antonymy, etc. or by words, which are simply repeated in one or more sentences of a given text.

Commenting on Halliday’s and Hasan’s treatment of cohesion and cohesive de-

¹ Hoey’s method has been slightly adapted for the purposes of this paper. His analytical step of drawing a textual net, for example, has been ignored as being neither necessary nor indispensable. See Hoey (pp. 92–93) on his rationale for the ‘creation of a net of bonds’. Moreover, a new type of text abridgement has been proposed and tested in the present study.

² Hoey has already been able to validate this claim as far as English texts are concerned.
VICES, HOEY RIGHTLY OBSERVES THAT THE ABOVE-MENTIONED TYPES OF COHESIVE DEVICES, EXCEPT THOSE OF CONJUNCTION, ARE NO MORE THAN DIFFERENT MEANS OF REPETITION OR REITERATION OF LEXICAL ITEMS. MOREOVER, ON THE BASIS OF THE STATISTICS OF THE SAMPLE TEXTS ANALYSED BY HALLIDAY AND HASAN THEMSELVES AND REPORTED AT THE END OF THEIR ABOVE-MENTIONED BOOK, LEXICAL COHESIVE DEVICES SEEM TO BE BY FAR THE MOST FREQUENT SINGLE TYPE OF COHESION. IF CONJUNCTIONS ARE DISREGARDED ON THE GROUND THAT THEY ARE STRUCTURAL, COHESIVE DEVICES AND THUS DIFFERENT IN NATURE FROM THE REST, AND IF WE TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THAT ONLY LEXICAL COHESIVE DEVICES NORMALLY ENTER INTO MULTIPLE COHESIVE RELATIONS, IT BECOMES EVEN MORE EVIDENT THAT IT IS LEXICAL COHESION WHICH PLAYS THE DOMINANT ROLE IN CREATING COHESION IN TEXT (HOEY, P. 10). ACCORDINGLY, LEXICAL, COHESIVE DEVICES SEEM TO DESERVE AND REQUIRE OUR UTMOST ATTENTION WHEN STUDYING COHESION IN TEXT. IN HIS OUTSTANDING BOOK PATTERNS OF LEXIS IN TEXT (1991), MICHAEL HOEY HAS DONE JUST THAT. HE HAS FOCUSED ON THE ROLE THAT LEXICAL COHESION PLAYS IN CREATING AND ORGANIZING TEXT. HE HAS ANALYSED BOTH SHORT AND LONG ENGLISH TEXTS IN AN ATTEMPT TO SHOW THAT THE STUDY OF VARIOUS TYPES OF LEXICAL REPETITION AMONG THE SENTENCES OF A GIVEN TEXT ENABLES US TO ARRIVE AT USEFUL AND INTERESTING CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THAT TEXT, AS WELL AS ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION OF TEXTS IN GENERAL. THUS, HOEY REITERATES, THE STUDY OF COHESION AND COHESIVE FEATURES IN TEXT IS TO BE REGARDED AS A MEANS OF ARRIVING AT WORTHWHILE FINDINGS ABOUT TEXT AND TEXTUALITY (P. 51). AS WAS MENTIONED ABOVE, THIS PIONEERING WORK OF HOEY WILL BE HEAVILY DRAWN UPON IN THE PRESENT STUDY, AS IT IS ONE OF THE MOST WELL DEVELOPED APPROACHES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF LEXICAL COHESION IN TEXT.

OUTLINE OF HOEY’S ANALYTICAL APPROACH

IT MUST BE NOTED AT THE START OF THIS SECTION THAT ONLY A VERY BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE APPROACH THAT HOEY USES TO ANALYSE SOME SAMPLE ENGLISH TEXTS IS OUTLINED HERE. MOREOVER, I TAKE IT THAT THE READER IS ALREADY FAMILIAR WITH THE BASIC NOTIONS OF TEXT AND COHESION, AS FOUND IN STANDARD BOOKS ON TEXT LINGUISTICS, ESPECIALLY THOSE OF HALLIDAY & HASAN AND BEAUGRANDE & DRESSLER. HOWEVER, THE READER WHO IS KEEN TO FOLLOW HOEY’S ARGUMENTS AND TO FULLY EXAMINE THE DETAILS OF HIS APPROACH, AS WELL AS PROBABLY TO TRY THEM OUT ON SOME SAMPLE TEXTS IN HIS OR HER OWN LANGUAGE, CAN BE REFERRED TO THE FIRST FEW CHAPTERS IN HOEY’S PATTERNS OF LEXIS IN TEXT (1991).

MOST COHESIVE REPETITION IS ACHIEVED, ACCORDING TO HOEY, BY DIFFERENT SORTS OF LEXICAL REPETITION. WITHIN LEXICAL REPETITION, HE DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN SIMPLE, LEXICAL REPETITION AND COMPLEX, LEXICAL REPETITION. THE FORMER OCCURS “WHEN A LEXICAL ITEM THAT HAS ALREADY OCCURRED IN A TEXT IS REPEATED WITH NO GREATER ALTERATION THAN IS ENTIRELY EXPLICABLE IN TERMS OF A CLOSED GRAMMATICAL PARADIGM” (P. 53). A COHESIVE RELATION OF SIMPLE, LEXICAL REPETITION IS FOUND, FOR EXAMPLE, BETWEEN THE TWO OCCURRENCES OF THE WORD BOOK WHEN USED IN TWO DIFFERENT SENTENCES OR BETWEEN THE SINGULAR FORM OF THE WORD BOOK IN ONE SENTENCE AND ITS PLURAL FORM BOOKS IN ANOTHER. IN HOEY’S ANALYTICAL METHOD, ONLY OPEN-SET, LEXICAL ITEMS CAN OCCUR AS MEMBERS OF THIS TYPE OF COHESIVE LEXICAL RELATION. IN THE LATTER TYPE OF LEXICAL REPETITION, I.E., COMPLEX REPETITION, THE COHESIVE LEXICAL ITEMS ARE NOT “FORMALLY IDENTICAL” AS IN THE SIMPLE REPETITION DEFINED ABOVE, BUT THEY EITHER SHARE A LEXICAL MORPHEME (AS IN PLAY AND
playing) or belong to two different parts of speech (as in the word alternative when used as a noun and the same word when used as an adjective).

In addition to simple and complex repetition, Hoey includes two other types of lexical repetition. These are simple paraphrase and complex paraphrase. We speak of simple paraphrase whenever “a lexical item may substitute for another in context without loss or gain in specificity and with no discernible change in meaning” (p. 62). Synonyms would thus qualify well as instances of simple paraphrase. Complex paraphrase is, however, not so easy to define. This is why Hoey says that ‘it will be recognized very conservatively’ and dubs it a ‘can of lexical worms’. In general, complex paraphrase occurs when “two lexical items are definable such that one of the items includes the other, although they share no lexical morphemes” (p. 64). This broad definition would include, for example, antonyms like happy/sad as well as word pairs like writer/author. The fuzziness of criteria used for the identification and definition of complex paraphrase prompts us to be generally wary of using it. Finally, Hoey’s analytical method also counts as repetition any two items, which are interpreted as having the same reference even though they are unrelated as lexical items, for example, in the co-reference between the word Baghdad, and the word-group the capital of Iraq or in the hyponymic repetition between flowers and roses.

Having defined the different types of cohesive repetition in text, Hoey proceeds to demonstrate the validity and feasibility of his analytical method by analysing the first forty sentences from a certain, non-narrative textbook. The first step in the analysis is to identify lexical repetition links in the analysed text. Each cohesive, lexical item is supposed to enter into a repetition relationship with all its previous occurrences, not just with the one directly preceding it; thus creating a net of links. It is to be noted also that this assumes that repetition is primarily anaphoric in nature. Other than these lexical, cohesive links, which form the overwhelming majority, grammatical cohesive links like substitution and ellipsis are also included. Besides, it should be remembered that when two items in a sentence repeat an earlier item in another sentence, only one link is recorded. In such cases, priority of link recording is given to the lexical link over the grammatical one.

Once the initial identification of cohesive links is over, Hoey moves on to analyse the results. He begins this by working out a diagram of the actual lexical items involved in cohesive linkage, and then drawing a matrix representing links as figures rather than as items. The aim in both cases is to find out the number of connections that each sentence has with its preceding and following sentences. This reveals that “there is considerable variation in the number of repetitions a sentence may have with others” (p. 91). In order to function as cohesive and text forming, a lexical item needs to be repeated more than twice, since lower numbers of repetitions can be too common to be indicative or interpretative. Thus, while each single instance of lexical repetition forms a cohesive link, Hoey considers only three or more of such links in two sentences to form a bond between those sentences. In taking this procedural decision, he goes along with many other text linguists like Philips (pp. 162–163), among others. So, a minimum of three lexical links is taken as a prerequisite for establishing a cohesive bond between any pair of sentences. It should be noted, however, that a bond is not to be understood in terms of an absolute number of links,
since some texts tend to have higher, cohesive, lexical density than others. Legal and scientific texts in English, for example, are characterized by such a high cohesive density (Hoey, p. 92). The cut-off point, therefore, is relative and only to be defined in relation to the average density of linkage found in a given text. It is always to be remembered in this respect, however, that above-average repetition is more revealing, since it is this, which mostly creates cohesive bondage between the sentences of a given text.

After establishing which sentences are bonded in a given text, viz. sentences linked by above-average numbers of repetition links, Hoey proceeds to work out a table of sentence co-ordinates. In such a table, each sentence in the text is assigned a two-figure co-ordinate; the first shows the number of previous sentences to which it is bonded while the second indicates the number of subsequent sentences to which it is bonded (p. 104). A number of useful observations can be made on the basis of such a table. Sentences, which are shown to have no bonds at all with other sentences, can be said to be marginal in the sense that they neither refer to, nor are they referred to by, other sentences. Thus, they do not seem to contribute much to the main theme of the text. In order to demonstrate the marginality of such sentences, one can study the effect of their omission on the coherence of the remaining text. After trying this out on some text fragments which contain marginal sentences, Hoey comes to the conclusion that the argument of the original text has maintained in the shorter version and that no disruption has occurred in the coherence of the passage either (p. 106). He then goes on to state that the identification of marginal sentences, and their subsequent omission from the original text, would allow us to make abridgements which are equally coherent and without loss of any significant information. On the other hand, the table of co-ordinates mentioned above would show that a number of sentences could be said to be central in a given text. Central sentences would be those, which show levels of bonding unusually higher than the rest. The identification of central sentences in a given text, Hoey emphasizes, would enable us to produce another abridged version of the text, one that consists exclusively of those central sentences. Such a condensed text, after simply removing some local, non-lexical, cohesive links, would also preserve the continuity and intelligibility of the original text. It is interesting to note that an abridgement like this may reduce a text to only 15% of its original size while still producing a viable and representative sub-text (p. 118).

Analysis of Arabic data

So as to be able to make the results of investigating the Arabic text comparable to those of the English text(s) studied by Hoey (1991), a non-narrative, Arabic text has likewise been selected for analysis. The data represent the first 22 sentences of an article entitled " نحو تربية إسلامية صالحة لزماتان" written by Mohammed Fadhil al-Jamali. As has already been mentioned in the section on Hoey’s model above, the

---

1 This step would include, for example, removing sentence connectors and supplying the reference of definite articles in particular. See Hoey, pp. 100–102.

2 See the Appendix for a copy of the Arabic text, as well as for the facts about its publication.

Orantalia Suecana LIII (2004)
analytical approach begins with the identification of all the lexical repetition links in a given text. Since all repetition for the purposes of recording cohesive links is assumed to be anaphoric, each word in every sentence (except the first) is checked against every other word in all the preceding sentences. Any instances of simple or complex repetition, as well as of simple or complex paraphrase, are to be recorded first. Later, instances of substitution, as well as of deixis and ellipsis, are recorded, if any, since these may also 'stand in for' lexical items. It is to be noted, however, that intra-sentential repetition links have been discounted here and only inter-sentential repetition links have been considered as cohesively significant. It should also be pointed out that the orthographic definition of the sentence has been adopted as a working definition and that the sentence boundaries, as they originally appeared in the analysed Arabic text, have, consequently, been maintained. Accordingly, a sentence is defined here as any stretch of text, which is terminated by a full stop, a question mark or an exclamation mark.

In order to illustrate the analytical approach described above, let us begin by trying it out on the sentences quoted below. These are the first five sentences in the analysed Arabic text.

1. استقبل العالم الإسلامي القرن الخامس عشر الهجري وهو مثال بما خلقه عهود التخلف والاستعمار من مشاكل سياسية، الاقتصادية، الاجتماعية، والأخلاقية، والعقائدية.
2. وفي الوقت نفسه نشاهد نشوب عامة تشمل كل أجزاء العالم الإسلامي تقريباً. تراقبها عزيمة أكيدة للقهوة واللحاق بركب الحضارة العمرانية وتحقيق المستقبل الأفضل على أسس اسلامية قوية وبروح متحفزة حركية.
3. ان تحقيق ذلك يتوقف على اختيارنا التربوية.
4. كيف المفكر الإسلامي في مواجهة هذا الواقع الجديد متسامئاً في حيرة وتمايل ما هو الهدف؟
5. في أي اتجاه نسير؟

I begin the analysis by considering which words in Sentence 2 above have any kind of cohesive linkage with the words of Sentence 1. The reference of the phrase "القرن الخامس عشر الهجري" at the start of Sentence 2, we find, cannot be understood without going back to the phrase "القرن الخامس عشر الهجري" in Sentence 1. Both word-groups have the same reference and constitute, therefore, an instance of the cohesive link of co-reference (co-ref). We then proceed further to examine Sentence 2, word by word, and check each word against all the words of Sentence 1. The other two words in Sentence 2, which enter into cohesive relations, are "العالم" and "المفكر الإسلامي". Both words are exact repetitions of the same words in Sentence 1 and would thus represent two cohesive links of the simple lexical repetition (sr) type. Finally, we find that the noun "المستقبل" in

---

5 See section “Outline of Hoey’s analytical approach” for the definitions of these terms.
6 I am aware that the delimitation of sentence boundaries in Arabic texts can be a bone of contention since punctuation marks are sometimes not consistently used to mark sentence boundaries and since a ‘major’ sentence can comprise many ‘minor’ sentences within its own orthographic boundaries. See Williams (1984) on sentence boundaries in Arabic and Al-Khafaji (2001) on the use of punctuation marks in Arabic texts.
Sentence 2 is a partial repetition of the verb استقبل in Sentence 1. This constitutes a
case of complex lexical repetition (cr), as it was defined in the section on Hoey’s
model above. After examining all the words of Sentence 2 in this way, we move to
Sentence 3 and do the same by checking each of its words against all the words of
both Sentences 1 and 2 this time. We notice that the second word تحقيق in Sentence 3
has the cohesive relation of simple lexical repetition with the same word in Sen-
tence 2. Besides, the reference of the deictic word ذلك in Sentence 2 can only be understood by go-
ing back to the noun phrase المستقبل الأفضل على أساس إسلامي in Sentence 2. It can hence
be said that the word ذلك has the cohesive relation of deixis (d) with the noun phrase
it stands for. Moving to Sentence 4, we find ourselves tempted to think that the first
word يقف has the cohesive relationship of simple lexical repetition with يقف in
Sentence 3, owing to the fact that they share the same triliteral root /w-q-f/. Their
relatively different meanings in the text, however, should make us somewhat hesi-
tant to do so. This is why a question mark appears next to this cohesive link in
Table 1 below. It should be pointed out that such debatable links would not be
counted as part of the lexical cohesive links in the analysed text. The adjective
إسلامي in Sentence 4 has a simple lexical relation (sr) with the same word in both
Sentences 1 and 2. Moreover, the phrase هذا الموتوف الجديد in this sentence refers back
to the whole text chunk represented by Sentences 1, 2, and 3. This explains why this
cohesive link of deixis (d) appears under each of the three above-mentioned sen-
tences. When we come to Sentence 5, we notice that none of its words seem to enter
into any cohesive relation with any other word in the four preceding sentences. And
so our search for cohesive links from sentence to sentence proceeds, examining
each word in every sentence and checking it against all the words in the preceding
sentences until we come to the last word in the terminal sentence of the analysed
text.

Once the analysis is complete, a repetition matrix is constructed in the form of a
table that shows all the cohesive links and the lexical items, which represent them in
the sentences of the given text. A sample, illustrative matrix for the above five sen-
tences of the analysed text is reproduced as the table below.

Such a table can be used to trace the lexical connections of any sentence with
other sentences in a text, whether adjacent or close or further away in that text.
Horizontal columns show a given sentence’s connections with those sentences,
which come earlier in the text, whereas vertical columns show its connections with
later sentences. Thus, for example, the horizontal column of Sentence 2 shows that
it has four links with Sentence 1. The vertical column of Sentence 2, on the other
hand, shows that it has two links with Sentence 3, two with Sentence 4, and none
with Sentence 5.

A cursory look at Table 1, as well as at its full version, which can be worked out
along the same lines for all the 22 sentences of the analysed text, would reveal the
unpredictable nature of cohesive linkage among the sentences. Sentence 4, for ex-

---

7 According to the co-text, the word يقف has the meaning of ‘to stand’ but يقف means ‘to depend on’.
8 Reproducing the whole table of the matrix for the twenty-two sentences is typographically difficult here,
    since it would cover more than one page.
Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
<td>sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الإسلام - العالم</td>
<td>الإسلام - الأساليب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المستقل - المستقل</td>
<td>القرآن الفهري</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الوقت نفسه</td>
<td>ref</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
<td>sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الإمام - الإسلام</td>
<td>الإمام - الإسلام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جملة 1 - هذا الموقع الجديد</td>
<td>جملة 2 - هذا الموقع الجديد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 5</th>
<th>Column 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
<td>sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الإمام - الإسلام</td>
<td>الإمام - الإسلام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جملة 3 - هذا الموقع الجديد</td>
<td>جملة 4 - هذا الموقع الجديد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example, has no cohesive links whatsoever with its adjacent Sentence 5. Yet it has three links with the distant Sentence 9 and two other links with an even further one like Sentence 16 and one link with sentence 22, from which it is separated by 17 sentences. These cohesive links of certain words of Sentences 9, 16, and 22 with the words of Sentence 4 are shown in brackets under each of the sentences quoted below:

(4) يقف المفكر الإسلامي في محاسبة هذا الموقع الجديد متساءلاً في حيرة وتأمل ما هو الهدف؟
(9) وهذا مما يزيد في بلبلة الفكر التربوي الإسلامي ويفقد مشاكله.
(d) جملة 4 - هذا المفكر - الفكر
(16) فيه ما هو صالح لزماننا وفيه ما هو بال وسفصيم باعتراض الباحثين والمفكرين في البلد الذي اقترنت منه النظم المستوردة.
(22) فتربيته المدرسية في الغالب تفصل بين العلم والعمل وبين الفكر واليد.

The cohesive analysis conducted so far also reveals that some sentences seem to be only slightly connected to the rest of the text. Sentence 5, for example, is only connected by one link each to two other sentences in the text, viz. Sentences 6 and 8. Conversely, Sentence 10 shows multiple connections with many other sentences in the text. It has, for example, six cohesive links with Sentence 13, as illustrated below:

6 See section “Outline of Hoey’s analytical approach” for the definitions of simple paraphrase (sp) and complex paraphrase (cp) as two of the varieties of cohesive lexical repetition.
Despite its usefulness as a staging post, a table like the full version from which the sample Table 1 is derived would be too complex and cumbersome for a more detailed study of lexical cohesion in text. What is more helpful, and more economical as well is a matrix, which represents inter-sentential links in figures rather than in words. Thus, and on the basis of the results of the analysis reported in Table 1 above, as well as on its full version, which would include a similar analysis for all the sentences in the analysed text, Table 2 can be drawn as below:

**Table 2.**

|   | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 1 |   |   | 0 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 2 |   |   | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| 3 |   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 4 |   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 5 |   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 6 |   |   | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| 7 |   |   | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| 8 |   |   | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| 9 |   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 10|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 11|   |   | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| 12|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 13|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 14|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 15|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 16|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 17|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 18|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 19|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 20|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 21|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 22|   |   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

As can be easily seen from Table 2 above, the discrepancy in the number of links among the sentences in a given text can vary considerably. Sentence 2, for example, has a total of 20 links: four with Sentence 1 and 16 with different, subsequent sentences. On the other hand, Sentence 7 has a total of two links only with all the other sentences in the text: one with Sentence 4 and the other with Sentence 8. Moreover, a cursory look at the table shows that the number of links a sentence can have does not seem to be related to the position it occupies in the text, but rather to the amount it contributes to the theme(s) handled by the text. Thus, Sentences 3 and 5, though both occur somewhat towards the beginning of the text, have ten links for the former, but only two for the latter. The equivalent figures for Sentences 12 and 13, which are adjacent to each other and both located towards the middle of the text, are 38 and four respectively.

The total number of cells in Table 2 above is 231 and out of this total we can see that 114 cells (about 50%) show zero cohesive connection. Furthermore, of the remaining cells, 69 show one-repetition links only and 33 indicate two-repetition links. If we take the level of two links as our cut-off point, this would mean that over three-quarters of sentence pairs (about 80%, i.e. 183 out of 231) do not have significant cohesive connection by lexical repetition. If, however, we decide to use three links as the minimum number of cohesive repetitions as a prerequisite for forming a cohesive bond between any two sentences, we are left with only about 10% of sentence pairs in the text with significant connection via repetitions. This is because about 90% of the sentence pairs lie under the three-link, threshold, cut-off point. Because my primary concern is with the discovery and study of the above-average level of linkage in any text, as well as because I want to make my results comparable with those of Hoey, I shall adopt the three-link criterion as my cut-off point for the Arabic text under investigation. We are thus left with only 12 bonded sentences, which, among themselves, form 15 bonded sentence-pairs.

Another useful way of analysing the information provided by Table 2 above is to work out a table of sentence co-ordinates. In this table, each sentence in the ana-

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>(−, 1)</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>(0, 0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1, 0)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>(1, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(1, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>(2, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>(3, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>(3, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(1, 0)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>(3, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the minimum number of links recommended by many text linguists involved in the study of cohesion, for the reasons mentioned in section “Outline of Hoey’s analytical approach” above.
Results of data analysis

Bonded vs. unbonded sentences

A quick look at Table 3 above is again enough to show the wide discrepancy between the sentences of the analysed text in terms of the number of the cohesive bonds that they share with other sentences. Of the 22 sentences of the analysed text, six have three or more bonds with other sentences, while ten sentences have no bonds at all with any of the other sentences in the text. As has already been mentioned in the section on Hoey’s model above, the ten unbonded sentences are to be considered marginal in the sense that their propositions are not lexically based on what has been said before, nor do they provide lexical reference to any subsequent sentences in that text. They are deemed marginal, therefore, in that their direct contribution to the main theme of the text is negligible. On the other hand, bonded sentences, viz. those which share at least one cohesive bond with one or more other sentences in the analysed text, are claimed to carry more propositional weight and are therefore more conducive to the thematic progression in a given text.

In order to test Claim 1, as stated in (a) in the introductory section above, concerning the omissibility of marginal sentences and the indispensability of bonded ones, we need to find out how coherently and representatively the analysed text would read after removing all marginal sentences and placing together all and only bonded sentences. In other words, we need to see how dispensable marginal sentences are and how much their omission would go by unnoticed. The sentences which are shown to have no bonds with other sentences in Table 3, viz. the sentences with bonding co-ordinates (0,0) in Table 3 above, are Sentences 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 18, 19, 21 and 22. After the omission of these sentences, the remaining sub-text would exclusively consist of the 12 bonded sentences, which are reproduced below:

1. استقبل العالم الإسلامي القرن الخامس عشر الهجري وهو متصل بما خلفه عهود التخلف والاستعمار من مشاكل سياسية
   واقتصادية وإخلاصية وعقادية.

2. وفي الوقت نفسه نشأه نقطة عامة تشمل كل إجزاء العالم الإسلامي تقرها عزيمة أمة للنهوض واللحاق
   بركب الحضارة المصرية لتحقيق المستقبل الأفضل على أسس إسلامية قوية وبروح معززة حركية.

4. يقف المفكر الإسلامي في مواجهة هذا الموقع الجديد متسائلا في حيرة وتأمل ما هو الهدف؟

9. وهذا مما يزيد في بيئة الفكر النزوي الإسلامي ويعتبر مشابه.

10. ففي العالم الإسلامي اليوم من يرى أن التربية الإسلامية بصيتها التقليدية وكما وردتاه بمحترها وأساليبها هي ما
    يجب أن يعم.

ودلاً ما صالف لزماننا وفته ما هو بال وصف يتعارض بالاختلاف والانقسام في البلد الذي اقتبس منه التفسر المستورد. فما يتبقي من الخارج قد لا يلائم احتيالنا وظروفنا وما يأخذ عليه التفسير المكتسب هو عدم عناية عامة كافية بالتكون الفكري والأخلاق كننا.

(20) النتيجة هي أن الأنظمة المعمول بها في العديد من الأفكار الإسلامية قد تخرج طالباً اتراكيلين لم يهبا للخوض في معركة الحياة.

Combined together, the above 12 bonded sentences read smoothly despite the gaps in their serial numbers. Moreover, the abridged text is a good representation of the theme(s) dealt with in the original text and nothing significant seems to have been lost as a result of eliminating all the marginal sentences. It has to be pointed out also that the new text represents only about 50% of the original. It is no mere coincidence, I believe, that Hoey has also found that “it is not unusual for over fifty percent to be marginal” when conducting his own studies on lexical cohesion in English texts (p. 113). Bonded sentences, which are separated from each other, by two or more marginal sentences seem worthy of special attention. As an example of this, let us consider the bonded pair of Sentences 4 and 9, reproduced below for easy reference:

(4) كيف يقف الفكر الإسلامي في مواجهة هذا الموقف الجديد متساناً في جريدة وتأمل ما هو الهدف؟

(9) وهذا مما يزيد في بلادة الفكر النزوي الإسلامي ويعد مشاكلاً.

Read together, these two sentences sound strikingly well connected and coherent. In fact, one hardly notices that there is a big gap of four intervening sentences between them in the original text.

It can thus be quite safely said from the discussion and examples above that the deletion of marginal sentences, leaving behind only bonded sentences, does not seem to have led to any disruption in the flow of argument in the remaining text. It can also be concluded in general that a ‘readable’ and ‘representative’ summary, which is only about 50% of the length of the original, seems possible by omitting all the marginal sentences and placing together all and only the bonded sentences in a

given text. This means that Hoey’s reservation on text abridgements made by combining all and only bonded sentences (see p. 1 above) is either inapplicable to Arabic texts or is in need of further evidence and validation from the analysis of more English texts. However, it should be emphasized here that such an adequate text abridgement has only been made possible by the kind of lexical cohesion analysis described above. Claim 1 in the introductory section above can consequently be said to have been validated by the results of lexical cohesive analysis of the analysed Arabic text.

Central vs. non-central sentences

Another way of analysing the results of lexical cohesive analysis is to pay special attention to those bonded sentences, which show an unusually high level of bonding. Such sentences, as has already been pointed out in the section on Hoey’s model above, are considered central in the sense that they manifest above-average bonding and therefore represent the more significant sentences in a given text in terms of their multiple cohesive relations with other sentences. Thus, if we take only the bonded sentences reproduced in the previous subsection above and group them according to the number of bonds they have (as reported in Table 3), we shall have them arranged as in Table 4 below:

Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Bonds</th>
<th>Number of Sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 (sentences 1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 (sentences 17, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 (sentences 14, 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 (sentences 13, 15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just as the minimum number of links necessary for forming a cohesive bond may vary from one text to another, there is no absolute number of bonds, which must be present in order to qualify a sentence as central. The only guideline is that, as was just explained above, a central sentence must be marked by an unusually large number of bonds in relation to other bonded sentences in a given text. Table 4 above, which shows the level of bonding among bonded sentences, indicates that the number of three bonds can be conveniently adopted here as a cut-off point for centrality in the analysed text, since there are five sentences with only one bond each and none with two. Thus three bonds can be considered a suitable threshold for marking central sentences, and the six sentences, which are shown in Table 4 with a minimum of three bonds, are therefore deemed ‘central’ in the case of the analysed text. Another possibility is to consider the two sentences with the highest level of bonding, i.e. sentences 13 and 15, as the two central sentences par excellence. But let us begin by considering the first alternative above and see if a text summary consisting just of central sentences with a minimum of three bonds represents a viable abridgement which is both ‘readable’ and ‘representative’, as proposed in Claim 2 in the introductory section above.
Placed together, the six central sentences referred to above produce the following abridgement:\textsuperscript{11}

Since coherence is mostly a subjective matter, the reader is invited to read the above text summary and see for him- or herself how ‘readable’, or ‘coherent,’ it is. For my part, I find it reasonably coherent. It may also be interesting to note here that the absence of Sentences 18 and 19 from the above summary does not seem to produce any adverse effect either on the cohesion or the coherence of the abridged text.

Concerning the other, probably more important question of how ‘representative’ of the original text the above abridgement is, it may first be necessary to analyse both the original and the abridged texts into their main propositional components. An overall look at the original Arabic text (see the Appendix) would reveal that the first few sentences, Sentences 1 through 7, serve as a text-opening which introduces the temporal and locational settings and depicts the prevalent situation characterized by political, economic, social and ideological problems, as well as by an overall awakening. Likewise, Sentences 8 and 9 are introductory in providing necessary background information concerning the simultaneous presence of two competing rulers, especially in the field of education in Islamic countries. The real beginning of the text argument and counter-argument starts with Sentence 10 in fact. Sentences 10, 11, and 12 together form a text chunk whose function is to argue for the Islamic view of education whereas Sentence 13 represents the counter-argument, which criticizes this view. Furthermore, Sentence 14 depicts the status quo by saying that formal education in Islamic countries ranges between applying Islamic and non-Islamic views of education, adding that borrowing from the West is, however, more characteristic of most educational systems. Finally, Sentences 15 through 22 represent a personal critique by the writer of Western educational systems.\textsuperscript{12} This critique, however, mostly highlights the negative aspects of these systems as applied

\textsuperscript{11} The removal of local, non-lexical cohesive links (see footnote 3) is not usually necessary when the combined sentences are immediately adjacent to each other in the original, unabridged text; like those, which appear in this summary. This is because sentence connectors, for example, would not cause disruption to the flow of the argument in such a case. Moreover, the reference of definite articles would be easy to establish in most such cases as well. This is why no adjustments have been introduced into these sentences, except for retrieving the referent of the definite article in Sentence 14 and deleting the initial /waw/ in Sentence 13.

\textsuperscript{12} It may be worth noting here that the writer, Mohammed Fadhil al-Jamali, was himself a university professor with a Ph.D. in education from the U.S.A.
in Islamic countries. The thematic structure of the text can thus be divided up into five components: 

(a) a long introduction represented by Sentences 1 through 9 which set the time and place and depict the prevailing situation; 
(b) an argument for traditional Islamic education, Sentences 10 through 12; 
(c) a counter-argument in support of non-Islamic views of education, Sentence 13; 
(d) the educational status quo in Islamic countries, Sentences 14 and 15; and finally 
(e) a criticism of the Western system of education in Sentences 16 through 22.

A similar, overall analysis of the above, six-sentence, text summary reveals that it represents a faithful abridgement of the original text. It opens with Sentence 13, which criticizes the traditional Islamic view of education. It is interesting to note, however, that, even in this sentence, the non-committal, introductory phrase "هناك من يقول" clearly shows that the writer does not sympathize with this point of view. The summary also contains Sentences 14 and 15 from the original text. These sentences, as was said above, provide an important description of the status quo in Islamic countries concerning the prevailing educational system. Finally, Sentences 16, 17 and 20 offer the writer's own point of view, which, while recognizing some positive aspects in the Western educational system, focuses on what is negative in it. This negative evaluation of the application of the Western system of education by Islamic countries represents, though indirectly, an argument in favour of Islamic education, as expressed in Sentences 10 through 12 of the original text. Thus, although the summary text has deleted the long introductory phase of the original text represented by Sentences 1 through 9 and 10 through 12, as well as deleting 21 and 22 at the very end, this has not adversely affected either the argument or the counter-argument; which both form the core of the text's thematic content. Neither has it deleted any crucial details or irreplaceable sentences, which may lead to gaps in the flow of the overall text plan. It can thus be concluded that none of the basic components of the thematic structure of the original text has been dropped from the text summary. Consequently, the abridgement, which consists of the six central sentences, can be said to be both 'readable' and 'representative'. It is worth noting that the above abridgement of the analysed text constitutes only a little more than 25% of the size of the original text. In conclusion, Claim 2 in the introductory section above can thus be said to have been verified as far as the analysed Arabic text is concerned.

Table 4 above also shows that while the other central sentences in the analysed text have three bonds each, Sentences 13 and 15 have five bonds each. These two sentences would, as mentioned before, qualify for the status of being the central sentences *par excellence* in this particular text. The sub-text, which these two sentences together form would read as follows:

(13) هناك من يقول: أن التربية التقليدية بأسلاليها البالية وبحجواها المتحجر لا تصلح لرماننا فهو يرى اقتباس النظام النروبي من الشرق الشمالي أو الغرب الليبرالي يعمجها ويجريها. (15) معظم الدول الإسلامية اقتبسن نظامهم النروبي من الغرب و فيما أقتبسه الصالح والصار.

While the above highly concentrated abridgement is clearly less satisfactory than the previous one from the point of view of its 'representativeness' of the different

lines of argument of the original text, it nevertheless seems to capture the essence of the text’s basic theme. Both abridgements open with the same sentence: Sentence 13. This sentence, as was explained earlier, presents the counter-argument, which criticizes Islamic education. In the first abridgement, however, the five sentences which follow Sentence 13 basically perform two functions: (a) depicting the educational status quo in Islamic countries, which is mostly characterized by the adoption of the Western system of education, and (b) asserting the text writer’s point of view that this system has both positive and negative aspects, though more of the latter highlighted. A quick look at Sentence 15 in the above, two-sentence abridgement shows that this sentence actually represents a very condensed summary of both functions (a) and (b) above, with probably only the focusing on the negative aspects missing. One can argue, therefore, that the abridgement produced just by combining the two most central sentences represents a viable, though slightly less representative, alternative summary of the original text. It should be noted that this abridgement represents less than 10% of the original length of the text. This again would give credit to the second research hypothesis stated in the introductory section above concerning the exceptional significance that central sentences have for the formation of text abridgements in Arabic. Moreover, Hoey’s analytical approach to the discovery of such ‘central’ sentences seems once more to be applicable to Arabic texts.

**Topic-opening vs. topic-closing sentences**

What is of additional interest in the figures of Table 3 above is the directionality of bonding as reflected by the values of the first and second figures in the co-ordinates of bonded sentences. A bonded sentence, which has a high second figure in its coordinate, but a low first figure, is a sentence, which is much referred to by subsequent sentences. Such a sentence would accordingly act as a *topic-opener* for all the subsequent sentences it is bonded with. Sentence 13 in the analysed text can serve as a good example of this with its co-ordinate of (1, 4). It sets the topic for the whole text and can in fact be considered as the topic sentence in the text. Sentences prior to it seem mostly to furnish an introduction, whereas Sentence 13 opens the real debate on the topic of discussion. This sentence is expected therefore, according to the above rationale, to open a ‘new’ theme or a sub-argument, in the overall information macro-structure of the text. A bird’s-eye view of the full text in the Appendix is enough to show that in fact this is exactly the case. Up to Sentence 13, the text exclusively discusses the Islamic view of education; hence sentences 10, 11, and 12 are fully dedicated to presenting the point of view of the proponents of this view. Sentence 13, however, shifts the text focus to the other extreme, viz. the view of the opponents of Islamic education, and hence marks the threshold of a new line of thought. Sentence 13 can be considered as a *topic-opener*. Together with the four

---

13 What is somewhat unexpected, though, is the rather late occurrence of this sentence in the Arabic text, since topic sentences tend, at least in English, to occur earlier in texts. However, more Arabic texts need to be analysed before a generalization can be made about the typical position of ‘topic sentences’.

subsequent sentences, it forms a text chunk, which represents an information package focusing on evaluating the Western view of education.

On the other hand, sentences which appear in Table 3 with a high first figure in their co-ordinates, but a low second figure, can be said to have the function of closing down a sub-theme of discussion in the text. Sentence 20, which has the co-ordinate of \( (3,0) \), is a good example of this. It has three preceding sentences to which it is bonded, but it is not itself bonded to any subsequent sentences. Thus, it serves as the terminal point in a series of sentences, which form a text chunk of four bonded sentences. The series of Sentences 11–14–15–20 deals with the Western view of education; how it is adopted by most Islamic countries, and the result that this leads to as far as the quality of the students, which this educational system produces, is concerned. Sentence 20 thus draws the curtain down, as it were, by concluding this discussion. Sentences 21 and 22 in the original text (see the Appendix) do not in fact offer any new point of view in the argument; they serve only as an additional, afterthought comment. The use of the word-group النتيجة هي (the result is; consequently), at the beginning of Sentence 20, is itself another indicator of the concluding role it plays, since such a phrase is usually used to refer to the end ‘result’ or ‘consequence’ of what has already been mentioned before in the preceding text. It can thus be said that sentences with a high first figure in their co-ordinates and a low second figure typically serve as topic-closing sentences in text. It can also be generally concluded in this respect that the result of lexical cohesive analysis, as conducted in the present study, can also help to identify both topic-opening sentences and topic-closing sentences in Arabic texts. This conclusion is supportive of Hoey’s findings concerning the same phenomenon in English texts (p. 119).

Concluding remarks

(1) The present paper has demonstrated that the technique used by the British linguist Michael Hoey for the study and analysis of lexical cohesion in English texts is basically applicable to Arabic texts. A modified version of the above has been used for analysing and studying cohesion in a sample text in Arabic.

(2) The above-mentioned lexical cohesive analysis has yielded a number of worthwhile findings: some already reported by Hoey for English texts, some not. The analysis has been able, for example, to distinguish between ‘bonded’ and ‘unbonded’, or ‘marginal’, sentences. Moreover, it has been able to distinguish between ‘central’ and ‘non-central’ sentences, as well as between ‘topic-opening’ and ‘topic-closing’ sentences. It has also produced alternative text abridgements. Such findings can certainly have implications for many language-related activities, such as reading comprehension, translation and interpretation and précis-writing, as well as for the field of language teaching and learning in general.

(3) The present study has also shown that discovering the above-mentioned, different, cohesive roles, which sentences play, can yield a better understanding of the structure, texture and lexical patterns in text.

(4) The above-mentioned classification of sentence cohesive roles in text has been

utilized in the paper, as has just been said above, for the production of some ‘readable’ and ‘representative’ abridgements of the sample text. Such alternative text abridgements, it has been found, can reduce a text to between 50% and 10% of its original size, while leaving behind a viable text summary.

(5) Further studies are required to investigate lexical cohesion in text. Texts of various types and genres need to be analysed in Arabic, as well as in other languages, so as to shed more light on different lexical patterns and the role that lexis plays in text cohesion.

(6) The conclusions drawn from analysing the sample data used in the present study are not conclusive; larger corpora must be analysed first. It is hoped, nevertheless, that the above ‘tentative’ conclusions will raise some meaningful, academic questions, as well as prove useful in stimulating further research in the field of Arabic text linguistics.

Appendix14

1. استقبل العالم الإسلامي القرن الخامس عشر الهجري وهو منقل بما خلفه عهد الخلاف والاستعمار من مشاكل سياسية واقتصادية واحتلالية.

2. وفي الوقت نفسه نشأ بصفة عامة تشمل كل أجزاء العالم الإسلامي تقريبا تراقب عربية أكيدة للنهوض واللحاق بركب الحضارة العصرية وتحقيق المستقبل الأفضل على أساس إسلامية قوية وروح متحفزة حركية.

3. إن تحقيق ذلك يتوقف على اختيارنا التربوي.

4. نقف المفكر الإسلامي في مواجهة هذا الموقف الجديد متسللين في حيرة وتأمل ما هو الهدف؟

5. وفي أي نهج نسير؟

6. شرقا أم غربا أم على الصراف المستقيم؟

7. ما هي الوسيلة لبلوغ الهدف؟

8. من الطبيعي أن تكون الأوجه على هذه الأسئلة مختلفة من بلد إسلامي إلى آخر إذ هناك أراء ونظرات متضاربة تسيطر على هذا البلد الإسلامي أو ذلك، فمن تسليك بأهداف الشريعة الإسلامية وتعاليمها إلى العالمية إلى الاتحاد.

9. وهذا بما يزيد في بلدية الفكر التربوي الإسلامي ويعد مشاكله.

10. في العالم الإسلامي اليوم من برى أن التربية الإسلامية بيضعتها التقليدية وكما ورثناها بمحتواها وأساليبها هي ما بحث أن يعم.

11. وأن النظم الحديثة قد لا تضمن لنا تخريج علماء نقا" [sic] أو مواطنين شرفاء، أنها تخرج أناسا بمثولن شهادات تعطي]

14 This is a copy of the analysed text. It comprises the first twenty-two sentences of an article entitled “Nahwa tarbiya ’islamyya šaliha lizamānina”. The article was written by Muhammad Fadhil Al-Jamali and published in 1980 in the Tunisian journal Al-Fikr, 26 (4).
(12) وقد تكون وبالا على مستقبل الأمة والوطن.
(13) وهناك من يقول: أن التربية التقاليدية بأساليبها البالية وبسياستها المنجزة لا تصلح لزماننا فهو يرى اقتباس النظم الترزيبية من الشرق الشعوبي أو العرب العربي بمجوعها وبحراً.
(14) والتعميم الرسمي في العديد من البلدان الإسلامية يتأثر بين النظرتين وفي العالم تطعت عليه النظرية الثانية نظرية الاقتباس من العرب.
(15) فمعظم الدول الإسلامية اقتبست نظمها الترزيبية من العرب فيما اقتبست الصالح والضرار.
(16) ففي ما هو صالح لزماننا وفيه ما هو بال وسقي بمختلف اليد وحجري المكروه في البلد الذي اقتبست منه النظم المستودرة.
(17) فما يقتبس من الخارج قد لا ينتمي اعتباجنا وظروفنا وما يؤخذ عليه النظام التقليدي هو عدم عناية عامة كافية بالتكوينات النفسية والاجتماعية للتنمية.
(18) كما أنه في التطبيق عندما قد يعمل على "القولية" الطالب وبحريت حريته وأفكره كما أنه قد يرهق الطالب بتعدد المواد النظرية الجافة المطلوبة حفظها بعواطف لخراج الامتحان وثياب الشهادة.
(19) كما أن التربية كما تمارس عناها لا توفر العملية الكافية بالإتصل بالحياة الواقع.
(20) النتيجة هي أن الأنظمة المعمول بها في العديد من البلدان الإسلامية قد تخرج طلاباً الكلاهيين لم يهويوا بالنحو في معركة الحياة.
(21) أنهم عالة على الدولة ينتظران من الدولة أن تفعفهم وتترك معانيهم بأقل ما يمكن من الجهود والتعب من قبلهم.
(22) فازبيتهم المدرسية في الغالب تصل بين العلم والعمل وبين الفكر واليد.
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Confining the guest labourers to the realm of the subaltern in modern literature from the Gulf

Gail Ramsay
Uppsala

Background and theory

In this article, I shall study some initial steps in modern short-story and novelistic writing in the United Arab Emirates (the UAE) and the Sultanate of Oman (Oman). This literature is taking form in a post- and neocolonial society which is rapidly moving from a traditional Bedouin society to a modernized, urbanized and industrialized society in a globalized world. I shall set out to explore how the ideas of national unity and identity, generated by the pressure and demands of rapid societal changes and processes of globalization, fix the expatriate, guest labourers in these countries in the realm of the subaltern in the texts. These stereotypically illustrated characters, as well their culture or, more precisely, the notion of their “non-culture”, are the main topic of this article.

The UAE and Oman have covered a vast range of socio-economic changes and evolved from being void of the trappings of modern society to being saturated with the high-tech gadgets of the industrialized world, during a short time-span. The UAE emerged as a federation of six emirates in 1971 and seven emirates in 1972 and Oman is usually said to have been held back from modernization until July

---

1 Some Arabs of the region reject the term Persian Gulf and prefer Arab or Arabian Gulf. I have therefore chosen to simply speak of the Gulf in this article.


In this article I draw on the definition of modernity given by Bruce Lawrence as connoting the “emergence of a new index of human life shaped, above all, by increasing bureaucratization and rationalization as well as technical capacities and global exchange unthinkable in the premodern era” (Lawrence, Defenders of God: The Fundamentalist Revolt Against the Modern Age, London, I.B. Tauris, 1989, p. 27).

3 This was the date when the then 30-year-old Qaboos ibn Said overthrew his father, Said ibn Taimur, whose conservatism and isolationism had seriously hampered the country’s development in all major areas: economic, educational, infrastructural, political, technological, etc. As Carol J. Riphenburg writes: “Sa‘id ibn Taimur was an unusual personality, an arch-reactionary of great personal charm. He was opposed to any sort of change and attempted to isolate Oman from the modern world. . . . He opposed education, which he saw as a threat to his power” (Riphenburg, Oman: Political Development in a Changing World, Westport, Connecticut; London, Praeger, 1998, p. 45).
23rd, 1970. In Hisham Sharabi's view they fit into the mould of neopatriarchies, superficially modernized, at the same time being ruled by traditional norms.

The oil economy has necessitated a strong link between international commerce and capital and resulted in arocketing increase of consumerism. All of this has led to a dependence on consuming Western products and close commercial trade relations with the West and the global economic community. In order to fill the gap between the required number of labourers and the existing individuals equipped to meet the needs of the expanding societies of the Gulf, vast numbers of expatriates have been invited to work in the Gulf states. This situation has brought about a skewed character of the demographic profile. Expatriate workers make up more than 50 per cent of the total population in the UAE (Anthony Cordesman proposes over 80 per cent) and more than 25 per cent of the population of Oman. Both countries are vying with time to situate themselves on the map of the modern world as modern nation states and the foreign labourers are caught in the contradictory situation of being necessary as working hands and at the same time unwanted as national citizens. In fact, the Kuwaiti sociologist, Muhammad Rumaihi, expresses anxiety about the myth that the Gulf countries have inexhaustible wealth and that development can be imported wholesale in the form of equipment, contractors, technical experts and workers.

Yusuf ash-Sharunî has elaborated on this situation by comparing the early Omani novel ash-Shirā' al-kabīr (The Great Sail) by 'Abd Allāh at-Tārī, which he finished shortly before his death in 1973 and which was published posthumously in 1981, and Sa'ūd al-Muṣaffar's novel Rimāl wa-jalīd (Sand and Ice), 1988. These two novels, ash-Sharunî proposes, reflect an important difference between the European colonisation under the Portuguese, 1507-1650, and the post-/neocolonial situation in which society has been flooded with Asian expatriates. The Portuguese never penetrated the Omani hinterland but clung to the long coastline and dominated seafaring and trade. Consequently, they did not dig their roots deep into the soil of the Gulf region spiritually, culturally or geographically and the marks of their presence on the exterior margins of the land were easily removed and left few, lasting, cultural impressions. The foreign labourers of the present, however, are intricately woven into Gulf society. They are employed as servants, cooks, drivers, secretaries, accountants and blue-collar workers and serve as nannies, nurses and wives, thus making up the indispensable base of society. "Therefore, this party is more dangerous than the Eu-

---

"Over 80% of the total work force ... is foreign, and 45% of it is Asian", according to Anthony H. Cordesman in Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, and the UAE: Challenges of Security, Westview Press, 1997, pp. 137 and 335.

ropean party, which never blended into the basic Omani fundamant", concludes ash-Shärūnī. Here, the theoretical basis for our understanding of the experience of the collective reader- and authorship is voiced through Benedict Anderson’s concept of "imagined communities". This experience reinforces the idea of the solidarity of the Gulf communities in which is embedded and positioned the stereotypical character of the expatriate worker in the texts.

According to the Emirati sociologist and literary scholar, Muḥammad ‘Abd Allāh al-Muṭawwa‘ (henceforth al-Muṭawwa‘), it is possible to speak of a literary reaction to the overwhelming influx of a vast number of foreigners, mostly from eastern Asia but also from Europe and the USA, to the Gulf countries. As ash-Shärūnī succinctly remarks: "This Asian element is that which distinguishes Omani literature—perhaps Gulf literature generally".11

Al-Muṭawwa‘, who studied the situation of Gulf society being overwhelmed by guest workers from all over the world through the lens of contemporary UAE literature, found that the high percentage of foreign, guest labourers has influenced the emerging literature.12 He concluded that several texts reflected bitterness and sometimes even opposition towards the foreign workers, whether from eastern Asia or western Europe, who were pouring into the country. The reason for these negative sentiments was that the indigenous culture and identity of the nation were being threatened by the influx of expressions of foreign culture, it was thought.13 In some cases, it was a question of focusing the searchlight on the plight of this large group, whose welfare lies in the hands of the Gulf employer. At other times, the opposite dilemma surfaced between the lines; the Gulf nationals felt themselves strangers in their own countries. The large community of guest labourers is erasing the Gulf features of their society, they fear. Al-Muṭawwa‘ exemplifies this by a dialogue between Salmān and his colleague ‘Abd Allāh in the short story Ṣarkhā (The Cry) by his compatriot, Nāṣir Jibrān. Here the burning question is where the "school of Arabization is located". The protagonist, ‘Abd Allāh, bitterly concludes that "Arabization has vanished".14

“Nationalism”, writes Alain Touraine, “has for 150 years been associated with the gulf that exists between the formation or defence of the nation and the workings of modern society.”

Touraine’s point is that the national idea, rather than constituting a meeting-place for dialogue and negotiation, tends to impose a unitary image. He describes the scenario as “a disoriented world that has been torn apart and divided into two universes”, between which there is no communication in a common social field. This reasoning is particularly relevant to the UAE, while Oman has historically had a more relaxed attitude to the existence of non-Arab communities.

In this article, Homi K. Bhabha’s contribution to my understanding of stereotypical fixation in colonial discourse and Touraine’s analysis of the state of affairs in a society bewildered by modernization, globalization and nationalizing, as divided into “two universes” between which there is no communication, are central to my analysis of the expatriate workers and their emergence as the subaltern in the texts.

My notion of the expatriate subaltern is clarified by Mary Louise Pratt, who, in her research on Anders Sparrman’s and William Paterson’s accounts of their travels in southern Africa (1772–76), found that “Khoikhoi” servants were referred to simply as “Hottentots” and that all were interchangeable. She found that none was distinguished from another by a name or any other feature. Their subaltern status was taken for granted.

I am aware that, in speaking about the Gulf, today, it is not a question of colonial discourse in the traditional sense of the word, designating a situation in which one power seeks to justify its forceful domination of peoples and regions outside its national domain. Nonetheless, there exists a parallel to what Touraine refers to as “de-modernization” and which I have discussed above; two conflicting “cultures” working within one nation. The conflict entails living and acting in the culture of a global economy which calls for modernity, at the same time nurturing the quest for a national identity which produces an obsession with cultural purity, leading to “de-modernization”. The area of conflict between modernization and its subsequent globalization, and that of “demodernization” with cultural purity in view, is the realm of the foreign workers.

Bhabha’s perspective on colonial discourse with its inherent conflict between

---

15 Alain Touraine, Can We Live Together?, Stanford, California, Stanford University Press, 2000, p. 209.
16 Touraine, p. 59.
17 As Carol J. Riphenburg has pointed out: “Oman’s population is heterogeneous, comprising an ethnic and religious mix attributable largely to a history of maritime trade, tribal migrations, and contacts with the outside world” (Riphenburg, Oman: Political Development in a Changing World. 1998, p. 8).
dominator (colonialist/neocolonialist) and dominated (stereotyped colonized/neocolonized) sheds further light on this "contact zone", to use Pratt's expression, in which nationals enjoying the benefits of neopatriarchal society and the expatriate subaltern are subjected to the mechanisms of "demodernizing". The "... major discursive strategy" of "colonial discourse", explains Bhabha, was incessantly to let the identity of the colonial subject "vacillate between what is always in place, already known, and something that must be anxiously repeated ...". To sum up, in the context of the "unitary image", as outlined by Touraine, one applies Bhaba's theory of the ambivalence of the identity of the stereotype in colonial discourse. Rather than the stereotypically projected Oriental or African of colonial literature in western discourse, it is a question of "stereotypization" triggered by the existence of vast numbers of foreign workers in the region, which surfaces in Gulf literature from the UAE and Oman.

In the UAE, writers such as Muḥammad Al Murr, ʿAlī Abū ar-Riş, ʿAbd al-Ḥamīd Aḥmad and Nāṣir az-Zāhari give voice to the marginalized and/or victimized Indian and Pakistani expatriates residing in the affluent society of these writers. Ra'fat as-Suwayrī has treated the question of foreign workers and literature in the UAE. He found that the foreign workers epitomized the concept of the subaltern or, in other words, an ethnocentric view of the Other, in the short stories of ʿAbd al-Ḥamīd Aḥmad. As-Suwayrī found that some of his short stories institutionalized the character of the foreign worker as either dangerous and antagonistic or a subdued and poor outsider in a society bewildered by rapid changes and vast needs to meet these changes efficiently. "The foreign workers are isolated in a framework of hostile glances from the residential groups. They are the ones on whom criminality and corruption and deviation and division are fixed. As a consequence, a hostile feeling has been created against these workers whose human reality has been blotted out". concluded as-Suwayrī.

The guest labourers and the texts

In Muhammad Al Murr’s short story Pepsi, the stray camel, Pepsi, befriends a black foreign worker, Farḥān Saʿīd. Farḥān, once the strongest among the men on an oil rig, becomes lame owing to an injury. He resorts to spending most of his time outside ʿAbūd’s grocery shop drinking alcoholic Cleopatra perfume. This tragic figure

---

21 "... ‘Contact zone’ is an attempt to invoke the spatial and temporal copresence of subjects previously separated by geographic and historical disjunctures, and whose trajectories now intersect" (Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturalization, 1992, p. 7).
22 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 1994, p. 66.
23 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 1994, p. 66.

eventually comes to lead a poor but happy life as an outsider, in the midst of the wealthy Gulf society with his companion Pepsi, who likewise becomes lame after being hit by the young, reckless driver of an American car.

Such persons as Farhān Sa'id are often marginalized in Muhammad Al Murr’s stories and seldom hold prominent roles, as in Pepsi. In Muta‘ al-layl (Pleasures of the Night), the protagonist stops his car at a café and sounds his horn, on which an Indian boy approaches the car and asks him what he wants to order. In Wāqīfa wuhiya tabtasisu (Just Standing There Smiling), the protagonist, Ṣaqr, enters the elegant office complex of his wealthy comrade from days of long ago, Āhmād ‘Ābd Allāh. The white-collar staff at his company are Indians, Pakistanis and Arabs from other Arab countries. In the headquarters of the company, “which occupied three floors of the building, he [Ṣaqr] saw Indian accountants, Pakistani engineers and Arab secretaries.” When Jamila in the story ar-Riḥla al-muntazara (The Long-Awaited Trip) has her first baby, a girl, she informs her mother-in-law that she is going to name the girl Ḥānān. “When her mother-in-law hears of this innocent, maternal wish she explodes with anger. ... ‘Hanān is an absurd name which has been brought in with all these other strange new names’”, she remarks. What may be referred to the author’s sense of humour, is the fact that the name that the mother-in-law chooses for her granddaughter is today a more unusual and strange name—‘Adhīja: “She will be called Adhīja after my late grand-mother”’. Buthayna in Ziyāra (The Visit) goes to the hospital with her mother to visit her friend Ḥāmīn, who has been operated on for appendicitis. Her mother curses the servants and her Pakistani driver who is three weeks overdue from his vacation. “On the way to the hospital Buthayna’s mother abused all servants and drivers; her personal Pakistani driver was three weeks late in returning from annual leave, the dates of which she had specified to him quite clearly”.

In Khawf (Fear), at a coffee shop, Sultaṇ embarks on a discussion with his companions saying: “There’s been an increase in frightful crimes.” Ḥāmīd, one of his companions around the table, thinks about his wife, alone at home in the flat, while Sultaṇ rattleth on: “Crime is on the up. Murder. Theft. Robbery. Forgery.” To top it off, ‘Ābd Allāh joins in the conversation asking: “Have you heard of the naked black robber who greases his body all over before raiding the houses he wants to rob?” ... Ḥāmīd had visions of a naked black giant coated with grease ...”.

It is unnecessary to comment extensively on the examples given above. The vacillation between that which is known and evokes contempt (the odd, lazy, in-

ferior, dangerous, unwanted, etc.) and that which must be kept in place (the required), to allude once again to Bhabha, is the manacle holding the foreign-worker stereotypes in their place of “demodernization”, where “cultural purity” is called for.32 As Touraine would put it, they are unable to act as subjects; Touraine’s definition of subjectivization stipulates “… the individual’s right to live an individual life, to be different from others, and above all to be truly self-consistent …”33 The black worker Farḥān Saʿīd, once strong (required), now lame, injured and idle (inferior, unwanted) is happy and content to drink Cleopatra perfume in the company of his likewise lame (useless, unwanted) camel. Other black guest workers may express their frustration in the manner of the criminal (dangerous, unwanted) discussed around the coffee table. As far as Ṣaqr’s friend, Aḥmad ‘Abd Allāh, is concerned, he would not be able to run his enterprise without his Indian and Pakistani white-collar staff (inferior, required). The Pakistani driver of Buthayna’s mother-in-law is lazy or stupid or both (inferior, required). He may even be insincere. And the foreigners in ar-Rihla al-muntazara have strange names. In other words, they are odd.

As a final example of the ambivalent position of the expatriate stereotype in Muḥammad Al Murr’s stories, let us consider Taḥt al-mirwāḥa (Under the Fan).34 The sentiments towards the Pakistani worker, Yāsīn, pull in opposite directions. Yāsīn wishes to get married and to this end asks if he can borrow 15 thousand dirhams from the company in which he works and which is owned and run by two brothers, Khalfān and Aḥmad, who, we assume, are UAE nationals. While Khalfān scorces and belittles the Pakistani for even thinking such a stupid thought, Ahmad agrees to guarantee the loan for him, thus persuading his brother to let him have the money. When their driver is dispatched to Yāsīn to summon him to the managerial office to be told about this new turn of events, he finds that the Pakistani has hanged himself from the fan on the ceiling of his room. This figure exposes the opposites battling against each other around the character of the foreign worker. The one brother, Khalfān, projects suspicion and contempt, and the other, Ahmad, takes a pragmatic stance and expresses sympathy and pity for a fellow man. To both, he is perceived as “the foreign worker”. About this story, al-Muṭawwā’ concluded that the contrasting views on the foreigners and their lifestyle in the Gulf are epitomized in each brother respectively, the one taking a humane stance of pity, while the other sets the foreigner on the level of the beasts.35 The expatriate worker is set in the mode of the subaltern, reduced to an inventory in the cultural sphere of “demodernization”, whichever perspective we choose.

In the short story Dam‘at Marwān (Marwān’s Teardrop), by the Omani author Muḥammad al-Yahiyāṭ, the situation is portrayed from the opposite angle. The story’s protagonist, Muḥammad, an Omani national and a writer with a modest income, has been evicted from his home because an Indian man has the means to pay twice as much for the same residence. His son, Marwān, with tears in his eyes, asks

32 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 1994, p. 66.
33 Touraine, Can We Live Together?, 2000, p. 65.

his father to bring him to their home unaware that his father “owns no home in his own country”.

In *Damlat Marwân* an Indian is able to pay double the sum of the Arab protagonist. Historically, Indians have settled in Oman at least since the sixteenth century. Owing to the success of Hindu merchants, they have sometimes encountered hostility in the region. In other words, the story contains a critical comment on the well-off, financial situation which the Hindu community has enjoyed traditionally in the past. This situation has not been entirely eroded even by the new laws giving preference to Omani nationals that have been implemented since Sultan Qaboos’ coming to power in 1970. In fact, although Sultan Qaboos is at present implementing a program of “Omanization”, which is reflected in Oman’s 1996–2000 Five-Year Plan, indications point to Oman having a large number of foreigners performing unskilled labour. The rate of Omanization is also low for skilled manual workers and skilled office workers and white-collar jobs are over-staffed.

Whether the individual belongs to the indigenous, Omani Hindu community or is an expatriate expert, the fact remains that his income is higher than that of the Arab, who consequently must give up his home on a market where the prize goes to the highest bidder. The author suffers at the tears of his son and his pleas to take him to their home; he feels humiliated because his income is lower than that of the Indian man. On the one hand, then, a central problem is that of the new demands to make a career and gain a high income and status, all of which are familiar to the western reader, which have been imposed by the oil era and modern, urban ways of life. On the other hand, it is a reflection of an Arab or Bedouin question of dignity and shame, of humiliation in the face of a successful Indian, maybe even an expatriate.

In some short stories from the UAE, the diction is coloured by distorted spelling, grammatical mistakes and mispronunciations, all of which form a literary technique which has become institutionalized, as representing the large group of expatriates and themes related to their affairs. One particular sign which denotes an immigrant worker is his or her pronunciation of Arabic. This is true for texts by Al Murr as well as by other authors. In the waiting-room of a hospital, in *ad-Dubb al-müşiqî* (The Musical Bear), a little boy appears, lost and without his parents. He cries at the top of his voice, nobody being able to quiet him. A Filipino nurse tries to calm him down and speaks to him in broken Arabic: “habibî, habibî—where are your parents?” she says, using a Latin ħ, instead of saying habîhî, habîhî with the Semitic ħ which is foreign to her. This marker makes it unnecessary for the writer to point out explicitly that the speaker is not a Gulf national.

In Nâşir az-Ẓâhîrî’s short story *Ittiḥâd, Kalîj, Bayân*, included in his short-story collection *Inâ-mâ tufânû an-nakhîl* (When the Date-Palm is buried), already the title speaks about a foreign element in the national Gulf-setting. “Ittiḥâd” and

---

“Kalîj” are the faulty pronunciations of the titles of the daily papers al-Itîhâd and al-Khalij. The protagonist, ‘Abd ar-Raḥîm, is a newspaper vendor from Kerala, India, who rides his bicycle among the large, shiny cars as they stop for red lights, in order to sell daily papers and magazines. His call to the drivers constitutes the names of the three main dailies. ‘Abd ar-Raḥîm feels forlorn and lonely in this foreign and “cold city”, as he writes home to his wife, telling her that he would rather be with her and his two daughters. The tragedy and irony of the story are that he never makes it home—he is run over by a car at a stop light.

When ‘Alî Abû ar-Rîsh wrote his novel, Nâfîdhat al-junûn (Window of Madness) in 1994, his pessimistic view of humanity and life generally, and the ways of the metropolis especially, included the situation of Indian foreigners trying to make their livings in the Gulf. When an Indian man approaches the protagonist, Sa‘îd, the Indian expresses his concerns and anxiety in broken Arabic: “Mâmâ fî mâr, anâ yirîd tikît, yirîh bilâd”, meaning something like “Mother is dead, I want a ticket to go to my country”. At this, the protagonist is moved but does not feel inclined to help him. “The poor man wants a tikît, but what will he do with this tikît ... hundreds of thousands die every day in this world, using their tickets, going away and never returning ...”.41

Distorted Arabic, as an instrument by which to convey subalternity has been treated by Badr ‘Abd al-Malîk, who exemplifies this by the story ‘Abhâr (Ferryman) by the Emirati woman author Maryam Jun’a Faraj. In this story, a non-Arabic girl, Narjis, who is the wife of the ferryman, tells him that he is ugly. To underline this fact, she tells him at “qîrd shabîh”, by which she means to say: “You resemble an ape”. The correct way of expressing this would be “shabîh qîrd”, as observed by ‘Abd al-Malîk.42

In all of these works from the UAE, the expatriates’ inability to speak correct Arabic constitutes a hallmark of their inferiority and difference.

Concluding remarks

It is at present possible to speak of the existence a modern literature, anchored in and impressed by its societal context, in the UAE and Oman. There is no doubt that the immense changes that have taken place in UAE society since the oil boom of the 1970s have during the last three decades left impressions on the literature. Adjusting to the global, urbanized life of the metropolis and a society inundated with new technology has occasioned a rapid transformation, which has violently overturned the pre-oil, societal arrangements of life. To meet the demands of this situation the working hands of expatriate labourers are called for.

The influx of foreign experts and workers from eastern Asia, the West and other Arab states has given the developing literature of the region unique characteristics.

42 ‘Abd al-Malîk, p. 136. It is in the version of the story which appears in Kullu-nâ, kullu-nâ, kullu-nâ nabiîbûr al-bahr, 1992, p. 144, that we find this wording. In the original version, included in Maryam Jun’a Faraj’s short-story collection, Fayûz, 1988, pp. 13–17, the wording is “qîrd, shâib”, meaning “ape, grey-haired”, p. 15.

We found that the expatriates in the texts studied here were located to the “contact zone”, where they were depicted stereotypically and held in place as the subaltern in an “imagined Gulf community”.

In terms of Touraine’s reasoning, the foreign workers are unable to construct themselves as subjects; they are reduced to an inventory and firmly locked in the cultural sphere of “demodernization”. This emphasizes the fact that the foreign guest-workers are necessary as working hands; essential to the running of the daily affairs and services of Gulf societies and their individual citizens. At the same time, they constitute a threat to what is thought to be indigenous Gulf culture. This makes them unwanted as Gulf nationals. It was this point of social and cultural ambivalence which we noted in the stories discussed above.

In Al Murr’s stories from the UAE, the expatriate emerged in the shape of a stereotypical character, whose existence was at all times limited to the sphere of subalternity. In whatever direction this character turned, he was kept in position, ambivalently wavering between being unwanted and inferior, on the one hand, and required, on the other.

In al-Yahiyāt’s short story, the Indian character had the upper hand economically. He was able to purchase the home of the Omani national. This fact did not change his status in the “contact zone”. On the contrary, he emerged as unwanted, lacking in culture and an impostor. This positioned him in the realm of the subaltern, as a threat to Arab culture and dignity.

The texts confirm Spivak’s proposal that “The subaltern cannot speak”.43

---

“Forget Baghdad!”: The clash of literary narratives among Iraqi-Jews in Israel

Reuven Snir
Haifa

1. Introduction

In the wake of the modernization and Westernization of the Middle East and North Africa in the second half of the nineteenth century, the barriers between Jewish communities and the society around them began gradually to fall. Jews, particularly in Egypt and Iraq, began to interact in the political, social and economic life of their countries, as well as in intellectual life, culture, literature and art. In Iraq from a desire to integrate themselves into the surrounding society as Arabs of Jewish origin, Jewish educational institutions emphasized instruction in the Arabic language and its heritage. Arabic was not just a “decisive fact of life”, rather, there was also a motivation to demonstrate excellence in it and in the Arab culture which “has penetrated to our blood”. It is no wonder then that, more than once, the fluent Arabic style of the Jews was deemed superior to the average among their non-Jewish counterparts. From the Syrian educator ‘Ali al-Ṭanṭāwī (1909–1999), we learn that the excellence of the Jewish students in Arabic provoked one school administration to “guarantee the good of the homeland, and behave towards the Jews as they deserve”. Thus, it was decided to integrate instruction in literature with instruction in the Muslim religion, but even this did not prevent the Jews’ excelling in the new curriculum. It was not at all a desire to abandon Judaism, but a consequence of the deep belief that there was no contradiction between the Jews’ adherence to their religion and being citizens, with equal rights and responsibilities, in the Iraqi home-

---

land. Their cultural vision was inspired by the eloquent dictum “Religion is for God, the Fatherland is for everyone”, and the reality in which they lived and worked was one of close symbiotic contact with the wider, Arab, Muslim culture. For most of them, their Arab identity was uppermost—they were “Arab Jews” or “Arabs of the Jewish faith”. On 18 July 1921, one month before his coronation as the King of Iraq, the Amir Faysal (1883–1933) declared before the Jewish community leaders that “in the terminology of patriotism, there is nothing called Jews, Muslims, and Christians. There is simply one thing called Iraq [...]. I am asking all the Iraqi children of my homeland to be nothing but Iraqis, because we all belong to one origin and one tree, the tree of our ancestor Sham, and all of us are related to the Semitic root, and in that there is no distinction between Muslim, Christian, and Jew”. Jewish writing in literary Arabic (fuṣḥā) began in the first decade of the twentieth century, predominantly in journalism which developed as a result of the liberalization in the Ottoman Empire after the revolution of July 1908, and as a result of secularisation and modern education in the local community. Arabic belles-lettres among the Jews flourished from the beginning of the 1920s.

As an organic and vital part of Iraqi society, the Jews were numbered in the front rank of the intelligentsia. Pioneers of modernization and Westernisation, they even participated in the National Arab Movement, all in the belief that the Jewish community in Iraq would endure “to the days of the Messiah”. Little did they foresee...

---

6 Semah, “Mir Baṣrî”, pp. 88–89.
at the time that political developments in Palestine would abruptly foreshorten Messianic hopes for that community. After King Faysal’s death in 1933 and following the escalation of the national conflict in Palestine, the Jewish community had to walk a fine line. The distinctions made by early Arab nationalists between Jewish religion and political Zionism began to blur, especially after 1936, with the infiltration of Nazi propaganda and when Iraqi support for the Palestinians coalesced with pan-Arab foreign policy. As Iraqi foreign policy publicly adopted the Palestinian Arab, the definition of Arabism became ever more narrow and excluded Jews. Because in Palestine religious and political identification were blurred and no matter how vociferously their loyalty as Iraqi Arabs and denials of Zionist partisanship were expressed, the Jews became targets of anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism. The Farhid in Baghdad in June 1941, when more than one hundred and fifty Jews were killed and Jewish property was looted, led to an obfuscation of the Jews’ role in Iraqi society by implying doubts about their loyalty. These events caused a shift in their thinking and pushed Jews, especially the young men, whether as a committed way of struggle or as a kind of escapism, into joining liberal opposition groups, particularly the Zionist movement and the Communist underground. While the former struggled for the establishment of an independent state for the Jews, the latter struggled against the corrupt, dictatorial regime and for equal rights for all minorities in Iraq. It goes without saying that the Communist underground also struggled against Zionism; several of its Jewish members even founded in 1946 the magazine al-Usha (The League), the organ of the “League for the Struggle against Zionism”.

With the outbreak of the World War, this underground strengthened, and Jews joined it “out of feelings of Iraqi patriotism” and the belief that Communism was the only force capable of withstanding Nazism. “From a small, childish, one-dimensional framework”, this underground grew in strength into “a tidal wave”. According to details based on Iraqi criminal files, the number of Jews who joined the Communist Party in the 1940s was 245; with the exception of a few, they were from Baghdad and the great majority joined the party in 1946. Not a few were at the time still students and among them there were also females.

Following the war in Palestine and the establishment of the State of Israel, many Jewish Iraqi poets, writers, journalists and intellectuals emigrated to the Jewish state, while a much smaller number decided to seek their future in the West. Only

---

12 Semah’s letter in Maariv, 26 January 1989.
15 On the Jewish-Iraqi emigration to Israel, its causes and motives, see Mudhi, The Origin and Development, pp. 58–91.
16 One of them is Naim Kattan (Na‘im Qāṭṭān) (b. 1928), who left Baghdad for Paris and then for Canada. Kattan published an autobiographical novel on his life in Iraq, Adieu Babylone (Montréal: Julliard, 1975), which was also published in English and Arabic translations: Farewell, Babylon (trad. by S. Fischman),
a few chose to stay in Iraq. The present article presents the development of the political Zionist/Communist rivalry among the Jews in Iraq in the 1940s into the Zionist/Communist Arabic literary debate in Israel in the 1950s and then into the Zionist/Post-Zionist Hebrew literary debate in the 1960s-1980s.

2. Zionist/Communist Arabic Literary Debate

The Jewish intellectuals who ended up in the 1950s in Israel faced very harsh material conditions and difficulties in adapting to a new society. They underwent an "experience of shock and uprooting", and in these conditions "it became difficult to think about literature." Among the Iraqi Jewish emigrants who continued writing in Arabic, it was soon possible to discern two groups parallel to the dominant trends among the Palestinian minority: those who preferred to be active under the Establishment\(^\text{18}\) aegis and those who joined the Communist Party.

Several literary organs were at the disposal of the writers who were close to the Establishment, such as the newspaper \textit{al-Yawm} (established 1948, closed in 1968),\(^\text{19}\) the weekly \textit{Haqīqat al-Amr} (first issue on 24 March 1937 and closed in 1959)\(^\text{20}\) and the monthly \textit{al-Mujāma‘} (established 1954 and closed in 1959).\(^\text{21}\) The last-mentioned was founded by the Palestinian poet Mishîl Ḥaddād (1919–1997), who in 1955 initiated, under the inspiration of the Establishment, the "Association of Arabic Language Poets", whose elected head was the Jewish poet and jurist Salîm Sha’shū‘a (born 1926).\(^\text{22}\) The Association published a collection of selected

---

17 According to Sasson Somekh (b. 1933), in \textit{Iton} 77, January-February 1988, p. 32.

18 I use "Establishment" advisedly. In as much as political establishment is based not on merit but on power, so cultural and literary establishment refers not just to literary and cultural elements within the community but to the power relations that structure it. It is that hegemonic group in a society's culture that has succeeded in establishing its interpretative authority over all other cultural groups, that is, a minority group of individuals within society, such as major critics and scholars, editors of literary periodicals, publishers, major educators, etc., who from the sociocultural point of view are acknowledged as superior in some sense and who influence or control most segments of culture. Although the people-in-the-culture share in the process of defining the sociocultural distinctions, it is the above cultural, literary and critical élite which has the decisive role in that process (cf. Reuven Snir, "Synchronic and Diachronic Dynamics in Modern Arabic Literature," in S. Ballas and R. Snir, \textit{Studies in Canonical and Popular Arabic Literature}, Toronto: York Press, 1998, p. 93). In Israel, the cultural and literary Establishment closely parallels the hegemonic Zionist structure of the state itself, in that the canonical centre which "dictates" the prevailing features of Israel culture is predominantly Ashkenazi and Western-oriented.


poems by seventeen poets, among them four Jews.23 The Histadrut (The General Workers’ Organization) played at the time an important role in the encouragement of the Establishment’s activities within the Palestinian minority during these years, especially with regard to the cultivation of “positive” literature by means of prizes and literary competitions, as well as through the “Arab Book Fund” acting under the aegis of the Histadrut.24 While the Arabic literature of the emigrant Jews dealt with the yearning for peace and “Jewish-Arab brotherhood”,25 it did not include any criticism of government policy towards the Palestinian minority; rather it was steeped in Zionist pride and permeated with Israeli patriotism. Similarly, it avoided dealing with controversial problems, such as the way in which Arab Jews were absorbed into Israel. Instead of that, it dealt with traditional themes, such as male and female relations, as well as universal questions of existence.

One of the prominent figures among the writers close to the Establishment at the time was the above Salim Sha‘shū’a, whose volume of poetry Fi ‘Ālan al-Nūr (In the World of Light, 1959) represents them well. The book’s title reflects the character of the poems, which praise the exodus from the dark Iraqi exile to the light of redemption in Israel while underscoring the dichotomy between the wretchedness of the past and the joyous life of the present. The author makes in his poems no criticism, not even allusive, of the Establishment, or any protest at social, economic or political conditions. The reverse is true. Notwithstanding the difficult problems of absorption of the new immigrants, and the severe problems of the Palestinian minority, the poet gives an idyllic picture of a paradise on earth in the Israel of the 1950s. This gave the book’s critics their pretext for a scathing treatment.26 Its national patriotism is clearly expressed in the dedication of the volume to the then President of the State, Yitzhak Ben Zvi (1884–1963), whose picture figures alongside the dedication, above the following lines of verse:

From the pearls of my poetry, your exalted glory, I made these verses,
And interwove them with stories of the heritage of fathers and sons.
Now I present them to you today as a hymn to your honour,
Behold the bounty of my feeling, transformed to poetry by love.

Conforming to the custom of the medieval Arab court poets, who glorified and praised their patrons, and like one who felt the rush of history’s wings above his head, Sha‘shū’a composed the following rhetorical introduction to his volume:

My brother the Reader! In this land in which hands labour, brains strive and thoughts grow weary. In this land, in which ideas are distinguished like rays of the sun and thoughts

24 See, for example, Fi Mahrajān al-Adab [In the Festival of Literature], Tel Aviv: Maṭba‘at Davar, 1959, which was published by the Fund and contained works which earned prizes in the literary competitions of the Histadrut in 1958. Eliyahu Agasi’s introduction to the book illustrates the efforts to produce “positive” literature.
25 It should be noted that, while in Iraq Arab cultural and national identity encompassed Jews, side by side with Muslims and Christians, in Israel since the 1950s the Jewish identity has become in itself a cultural and national identity. Thus, the natural, Iraqi hybrid Jewish-Arab identity turned, because of the political conflict, into the sharp dichotomy of Jewish versus Arab.
26 See, for example, al-Jadid, July 1958, pp. 23–24.
sparkle like moons, the tree of Knowledge blooms, Wisdom spreads her pleasant scents and spirituality bursts forth, East meets West and the Idea crystallizes in Form. The West discovers and the East invents a new and astounding world. The dawn rises, the sun shines and its rays break forth in a world of light. In this new world, in which gardens are overgrown and orchards bloom, where ten years ago was arid desert, Man stands today and revives his fellow Man. Man who sows, Man who builds, Man who thinks, this Man before whom Nature is no obstacle to the realization of his desires. Here you will find us working and creating in Israel, where the Pen creates, the paintbrush is productive and the scalpel [of the sculptor] makes wonders! I stood and harkened, my eyes full of this beauty, the plains, the hills and the valleys. The beauty of the good earth! The beauty of hands which create! The beauty of brains which invent! I sense this beauty at every moment and in every place I look and in which I take pleasure. It is no wonder, then, that here, willingly or unwillingly, I have sought my inspiration for my poems—these very poems which I have written in the world of light, while I walk in the columns of that Arab-Jewish brotherhood which strives for peace and love between our two peoples under Hebrew and Arab skies. Perhaps you will find something pleasing among these poems placed before you to endear to you that noble brotherhood which spreads across Israel. I hopefully await the day when you and I shall triumph over the thorns which may perhaps stand in the path of our brotherhood and pursuit of peace, so that we may live together in a world of light.27

Phrases on the meeting of East and West, the flowering of the desert, the blossoming of the new state, Jewish-Arab brotherhood and the yearning for peace, all the while absolutely ignoring the severe problems of the new Israeli society. Sha‘shū‘a is satisfied with a vague reference to the thorns which “may perhaps (sic!) stand in the path of our brotherhood and pursuit of peace”. This was generally the emphasis in the literary writing of the Iraqi authors that were close to the Establishment, with great praise for the accomplishments of the State “whose flowering land is flowing with milk and honey”.28 Not a scrap of criticism of the authorities was seen in their writing.

The leftist Jewish writers worked within the framework of the Communist Party, whose Palestinian intellectuals had not abandoned Israel following 1948. The Establishment ban on Communist writers, Jews and Palestinians, inspired the above “Association of Arabic Language Poets” to refuse to collaborate with them.29 The journals of the two camps were fiercely competitive, but the Communist ones stood out for their quality and wide circulation, particularly al-Ittihād (The Union), established in 1944, and al-Jādīd (The New), established in 1953.30 They did not hesitate to deal with subjects considered taboo by the Establishment press, which the Palestinians perceived as the trumpet of the ruling party, Mapay, even attributing to it hatred of Arabs.31 Unlike the writers who were supported by the Establishment, a thematic preoccupation with political and social problems was dominant in the

---

28 From a poem by Zakay Binyamīn Ḥarīn (b. 1927), which earned the third prize in the 1958 competition (Fi Mahrāji‘n al-Adab, pp. 106–107).
30 Other Communist journals of the time were al-Ghād (The Morrow) (established in 1954) and al-Dawr (The Road) (1951–1969). On these journals and others, see Moreh, Bibliography of Arabic Books, pp. 91–110.
31 See Reuvn Snir, “‘A Wound of his Own Wounds’—Palestinian Arabic Literature in Israel” [Hebrew], Alpinim 2 (1990), pp. 249–253.
Communists’ writing. It was also possible to discern in their work a significant poetic difference: while the writers close to the Establishment clung strictly to the conservative Arabic poetics, especially the traditional norms of the qaṣīda, the Communists were already in the early 1950s inclined towards the modernism of the “free verse” (al-shīr al-farār), despite the fact that this new poetics had hardly been digested by Palestinian poets in Israel. The Jewish poets had already absorbed this modernist poetics in Iraq, where it had first flourished and where it was also identified with Communist writers, such as Badr Shākir al-Sāyyah (1926–1964).

The immigration to Israel did not chill the fervour of the Communist Jewish writers for their ideology. A short memoir by Nājjī Shā’ūl published in al-Jādīd in 1955 expressed that fervour; he described an enthusiastic festival held by Communist prisoners in the Iraqi prison of Naqarat al-Salmān in 1952 to commemorate the October Revolution, ending with the hymn of the Iraqi Communist party calling on the masses “to liberate Iraq and crush the tyrants”. Reading the text in Israel in the 1950s, it was not possible to ignore the evident analogy alluded to by the author between Iraq and Israel and to draw the necessary conclusions. The Communist, Iraqi-Jewish, emigrant writers devoted all their literary energies to the intellectual struggle, focusing their attention on three central concerns: the manner in which new Arab-Jewish immigrants were absorbed; the inequality between them and the Ashkenazi residents; and the fate of the local Palestinian minority. The world view presented in their works was based on a clear dualism between the oppressive rulers and the oppressed masses, the belief that social justice is a necessary condition for peace between peoples, and the hope for a better tomorrow. The literary activity of two young poets, Sasson Somek (b. 1933) and David Semah (1933–1996), may illustrate this facet of anti-Establishment writing in the 1950s. After immigrating to Israel in 1951 without knowing Hebrew at all, they responded to al-Jādīd’s call to encourage local Arabic literature by founding the “Club of the Friends of Arabic Literature in Israel”, which later became the “Hebrew–Arabic Literary Club”. The club, whose activity encompassed the transit camps (ma’ābarot) for the immigrants as well, set itself the goal of becoming a “bridge between Hebrew and Arabic literatures”, while working for mutual understanding, “despite the borders of blood-letting”.

32 The essential concept of which entails reliance on the free repetition of the basic unit of conventional prosody i.e., the use of an irregular number of a single foot (taļila), instead of a fixed number of feet. The poet varies the number of those feet in a single line according to need.
35 On Somekh and his work, see Ben-Yaacov, Yehude Bavel, pp. 388–390; Itzhak Bezalel, Kitve Sofrim Yehudim Sfaradiyim bi-Lshonot Yehudiot ve-Zarot [The Writings of Sephardic and Oriental Jewish Authors in Languages Other than Hebrew], Tel-Aviv: Tel-Aviv University & the Ministry of Education and Culture, I, p. 299; Moreh and ‘Abbāsī, pp. 109–111.
36 On Semah and his work, see Ben-Yaacov, Yehude Bavel, pp. 436–437; Bezalel, Kitve Sofrim Yehudim, p. 304; Moreh and ‘Abbāsī, pp. 137–138.

guage of literature and the target audience, the club helped to bring to the local Arabic readers—Jews and Palestinians—news of what was happening in Arabic, Hebrew and world literature, as well as specific topics from Arab history. The work of Somekh, Semah and their colleagues was characterized by protest, in the form of solidarity gatherings, against the Establishment, and for equal rights and social justice. Their work was a sensitive seismic register of Palestinian minority sentiment in Israel, and occasionally an expression of its collective conscience in the shadow of the military administration’s restrictions and political censorship.

Semah’s poem *Sawfa Ya‘idu* (“He Shall Return”) was, for example, one of the first poems to be written in Arabic about the massacre of scores of innocent Palestinian men and women at Kafr Qasim on 29 October 1956. As in S. Tchernichovski’s poem, “The Rabbi’s Daughter and Her Mother”, the poet chose to represent the tragic events in the form of a poetic dialogue between a mother and her daughter on the father who has been killed. The poet connects the national misery of the minority with its social and economic woes, as the death of the patriarch, only by his being a Palestinian, has brought the family to the threshold of hunger. The daughter is stunned by the knowledge that her father “will never return” and, in order to calm her, the mother confronts her with the certainty of the future redemption and with a vision of sweeping revolution, “Striking oppression and oppressors/ Those who steal the bread of the hungry”. The revolution, according to the mother’s vision, will bring a total change of the existing order, and it is described in standard Communist terminology: the masses, the workers, the red flag, the struggle against social oppression, the crushing of oppressors and shedders of blood, and the call to the proletariat, who “have nothing to lose”, to storm the old regime. The allusion is to the concluding words of Marx and Engels’ *Communist Manifesto*: “The proletariat has nothing to lose but its chains.” A new era will follow the removal of in-

39 See, for example, al-Jadid, November 1954, pp. 45–46; and also Somekh’s words in Iton 77, January–February 1988, p. 32; as well as Sammi Michael in Yedioth Ahronoth, 15 February 1985, p. 20; and Iton 77, July–August 1985, p. 50.

40 See, for example, in al-Jadid, Semah’s articles in April 1956, pp. 6–10; January 1959, pp. 22–27; November 1959, pp. 27–32; as well as Ballas’ surveys in January 1956, pp. 16–18; March 1956, pp. 23–26; and translation of poetry by Semah in February 1956, p. 14 and Sammi Michael’s article in December 1955, pp. 35–39.

41 Such as, for example, Semah’s participation in the solidarity gathering with the Algerian people (al-Jadid, April 1958, pp. 51–55). The poems he recited there were included in his collection *Hattâ Yajî’ al-Rabi’ [Till Spring Comes]*, Tel Aviv: al-Maṭba’ā al-Haditha, 1959, pp. 13–16 and 49–50.

42 It was completed, according to Semah, approximately two weeks after the massacre. The poem was published for the first time in al-İttihād, 31, December 1956 and was included later with slight revisions in Semah’s above collection (pp. 41–45). In January 1957, al-Jadid published literary reactions to the massacre, among them a poem by the Palestinian poet, Tawfiq Zayyād (1932–1994), which he claimed to have been written on 3 November 1956 (see Abraham Yinnon, “Tawfiq Zayyād: We Are the Majority Here” [Hebrew], in A. Layish, *Ha-‘Aravim be-Yisrael—Reisifit U-Tmura [The Arabs in Israel—Continuity and Change]*, Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1981, p. 238.

43 Saul Tchernichovski, *Shirim [Poems]*, Jerusalem & Tel Aviv, 1950, pp. 736–737. Semah was then very fond of Tchernichovski’s poetry much more than Bialik’s (conversations with Semah, 2 May and 6 and 14 June 1989).

44 Somekh concluded one of his poems in memory of the October Revolution with similar words (al-Jadid, November 1959, pp. 48–49).
justice and then “Even your father might return/A bouquet of roses in his hand/To anoint our souls with fragrance”.

Semah’s poem represents one facet of the literary activism of the leftist Jewish writers—an immediate reaction of protest, chiefly in poetry, to what struck them as injustice towards the Palestinian minority. Another facet of their work is the great longing for a utopia of social justice and peace among peoples, such as we find in a poem which Semah dedicated to Somekh and the latter’s response.\textsuperscript{45} The editorial board of \textit{al-Jadid} introduced the two poems with the following words:

The love for life under the protection of peace has inspired, and continues to inspire, the most tender feelings and the sweetest hopes. This love has moved two poets to speak in the form of poetic debate. One of them saw the poem of peace “in the tranquil heart,” while the other saw it in “the hearts seared by the awful pain.” But they both join forces in immortalizing their love for peace and for those who labour towards it.

Semah’s poem, \textit{Laḥn al-Salām} (“Song of Peace”), not only presents a dualism on the realistic level of good and bad, but also a clear distinction, on the meta-poetic level, between the poetry of those bearing grudges and animus and true poetry. Somekh responded with a poem called \textit{Tilka al-Qul"ub} (“These Hearts”), using as its motto Semah’s lines “But your poem dwells in the tranquil heart/Sung by the lips of spring”. Somekh rejects the idea that his poem dwells in a tranquil heart: how is it possible to know tranquillity, when everywhere one sees just hunger, oppression and misery? Both poems convey a world view whose universality rejects the narrow confines of nationalism and preaches equality of rights for all peoples, and justice and equality in all human societies. The two poems, on the surface contradictory, actually complement one another. Semah’s poem was written out of a naive pacifism, while his friend tries to rouse him from his innocent naivety.

In both literary trends, the sharp, black-versus-white dichotomy was striking. For those close to the Establishment, this dichotomy had a nationalistic character; it contrasted the dark past of a minority degraded in exile with the joyous present of Jewish independence in the homeland. For the Communists, the dichotomy was social and universal, between a dark present filled with oppression and a utopian future ruled by justice, which did not prevent nostalgic allusions to their past in Iraq from appearing in their work. The difference in world view can be seen in the concept of “spring” so frequently used by both sides. According to the Zionist writers, their hopes had been realized in the Jewish, independent Israel of the 1950s, as we find in the first two words of Salim Sha’shū’a’s first poem in the collection \textit{The World of Light}, “The spring has arrived”.\textsuperscript{46} In contrast, the struggle was still in full force for the Communist writers, and their eyes gazed towards the future “Till Spring Comes”, as is seen from the title of Semah’s collection \textit{Ḥattā Yaji’ al-Rabi’} (Till

\textsuperscript{45} The two poems were published in \textit{al-Jadid}, March 1954, pp. 18–19. They were reprinted with some changes in Semah’s above collection (pp. 83–8; see also Moreh, \textit{Hashira}, pp. 105–107). On the poems, see also Nabīh al-Qāsim, \textit{al-Haraka al-Shi‘riyya al-Filaṣṭīniyya fi Bilādīn} [The Poetic Movement in Our Country] (Kfar Qara’: Dār al-Hudā, 2003), pp. 125–128.

\textsuperscript{46} Sha’shū’a, \textit{Fī}, p. 9.
Spring Comes) (1959). All the Jewish writers in Arabic in the 1950s preached coexistence, peace and brotherhood and believed in their realization. But while this belief arose among the Zionist writers in the wake of the victory of the Jews, it emerged among the leftist writers from a sense of sympathy with the defeated side. The Palestinian leaders of the Communist Party liked to emphasize the obligations of Arabic literature in Israel to “carry the banner of Jewish-Arab brotherhood”, in the words of the writer Emīl Ḥabbībī (1921–1996) in 1954. They stressed Jewish-Arab cooperation not only in times past, such as in al-Andalus, but also in the present and in the future, as they also praised the contribution of Jewish writers to Arabic literature.47 Given a reality in which one culture seeks to maintain its dominance over the other, the radiant image of Andalusian tripartite religious coexistence appears in the works of Jewish authors writing in Arabic,48 where we can find an allusion to the famous lines of the Andalusian Sufi Muḥyī al-Dīn ibn al-ʿArabī (1164–1240) in Tarjūmān al-Ashwāq (The Translator of Desires):

My heart is capable of every form, a pasture for gazelles, and a cloister for monks,
A place for idols, and the pilgrim’s Ka’ba, the Tables of the Torah, and the Koran.
Love is the faith I hold wherever turn its camels, love is my belief and faith.49

These famous lines, which express, above all, the oneness of the mystical experiences of all religions, have evoked other interpretations that find here “the ‘tolerance’ of the mystic”,50 but Jewish writers in Arabic, as well as Palestinian poets in Israel who have gone through the formal, Israeli, educational system, generally view them as calling for cooperation between the three monotheistic religions.51

3. Zionist/Post-Zionist Hebrew Literary Debate:
Since the 1960s, most Iraqi-Jewish writers and poets who have emigrated to Israel over the years have completely severed themselves from any creative activities.52 Only a few have insisted on remaining true to their cultural origins and continued to write in Arabic. Among them, I can mention two writers who began publishing only in the 1970s, though their books found hardly any readership inside or outside Is-

---

50 Schimmel, As Through a Veil, p. 38.
51 See, for example, Mifgash 3 (May 1968), p. 287; Jūrj Najib Khalil, Al-Shīʿr al-ʿArabī fī Khidmat al-Salām, Tel Aviv: Dār al-Nashr al-ʿArabī, 1967, pp. 75–76.
rael: Išāq Bar-Moshe (1927–2003)\textsuperscript{53} and Samīr Naqqāsh (1938–2004).\textsuperscript{54} Soon they realized that they were working in a void and that their voices lost, a fact regretted today even by Muslim and Christian authors.\textsuperscript{55} The following words of Samīr Naqqāsh epitomize the feeling of the Jewish writers still writing in Arabic: "I don't exist in this country [Israel], not as a writer, a citizen nor human being. I don't feel that I belong anywhere, not since my roots were torn from the ground [in Iraq]".\textsuperscript{56} The gradual abandonment of Arabic literature by Jews has opened a new controversy regarding the cultural preferences of Israeli society. The great dilemma which began hovering in the air was whether Arab culture could be regarded as a "correct" source of inspiration for the Israeli new Hebrew culture. In this regard, the new emigrant writers from Iraq faced the question of the choice of language: on the one hand, their mother tongue was Arabic, on arriving in Israel, most of them even did not know Hebrew; on the other hand, the language of the new state is Hebrew, the language of Zionism, while Arabic is the language of the enemy. A direct line leads from the Iraqi Jewish writers, who wrote in Arabic in the 1950s, to those writing in Hebrew since the 1960s. Nevertheless, following the consolidation of the Zionist narrative, it is no wonder that we find some of the Communist Jewish writers moving into the Zionist camp. The most prominent of them is Sami Michael (Sāmī Mikhā‘īl) (b. 1926),\textsuperscript{57} whose transition to writing in Hebrew illustrates his "crossing of lines", leaving behind the Communist ideology.

Most emigrant Iraqi writers who succeeded in adapting themselves to writing in


\textsuperscript{55} The Lebanese writer and critic Ilyās Khūrī (Elias Khoury) (b. 1948) considers the "Jewish-Arab voice" a central voice in Arab culture and therefore, its loss has been a great loss for that culture (interview with Anton Shammas in \textit{Yedioth Aharonoth}, 7 Days, 15 March 2002, p. 60). It is ironical that, about six years before, Ilyās Khūrī himself threatened to walk out of the hall during a conference on Arabic literature in Carthage when the Israeli writer Sami Michael (b. 1926), himself an Arab-Jew in origin, was preparing to come up on the stage to give his lecture. Michael’s anger was expressed in an essay with an ironical title: "Shylock in Carthage", \textit{The Jewish Quarterly}, Winter 1994/5, pp. 71–72. Under the title "The Experience of Oriental Jews in Israel: Have We Lost for Ever the Jews of Iraq?", the Jordanian writer Ibrāhīm Gharayiba laments the failure of the Arabs to have the Arab Jews, especially the Iraqis, as an integral part of Arab society and culture (al-Hayāt, 25 July 2002, p. 25). The article appeared in an English translation in \textit{The Scribe, the Journal of Babylonian Jewry}, published by the Jewish Exilarch's Foundation in London, Vol. 72 [September 1999], p. 25. However, the translation omits some sentences in which the writer tries to convince the reader that the above failure has only served Israeli and Zionist aggression against the Arabs.


Hebrew adopted the Zionist narrative. The path which Eli ‘Amîr (b. 1937) took after emigrating from Baghdad to Israel in 1950 reflects the adaptation to such narrative by those writers. ‘Amîr was sent with his family—parents and seven children—to settle in a cloth tent in a transit camp (ma’abarah). Although he had finished eight classes in Baghdad, he was sent to learn in the fourth class: “The Ashkenazim thought that we had just come down from the trees.” Finally he was sent to get his education in the Mishmar Ha-Emek kibbutz, which he was later to describe as “the most important and decisive” experience of his life. Occupying positions in the Ministry of Absorption and serving as emissary of the Sepharadim Federation in the USA, he was subsequently appointed director-general of Aliyat Ha-Noar, the Youth Immigration Section of the Jewish Agency, later to become part of the Ministry of Education. This Zionist path, in which ‘Amîr, as a young olah hadash (new immigrant), came to be in charge of the fate of young immigrants, induced him to adopt the master Zionist narrative which considers Jewish exodus from Iraq as a new exodus of the Sons of Israel.

Arab culture has been an integral part of ‘Amîr’s background; he even majored in Arabic language and literature in the Hebrew University. Yet he did not write in Arabic, though in recent years he has been showing his talent as traditional hakawâî (story-teller) in televised Arabic programs. He made his literary debut in the middle of the 1970s with part of his memoirs entitled Tarnegol Kappara (Fowl of Atonement) included in a reader for students (edited by A. Shatal). Eight years later, it became the nucleus for his first quasi-autobiographical novel with the slightly different title Tarnegol Kapparot (Fowl of Atonements) (1983). Described as “casually turning a flashlight into a dark corner of a field and catching the eyes of a ferocious beast”, the novel immediately proved to be one of the Hebrew best-sellers of the 1980s and was published in 18 editions (70,000 copies) with a popular televised adaptation by Dan Wolman. The protagonist Nuri, a young boy of Iraqi origin, was sent from the ma’abarah to get his education in Kiryat Oranim, a kibbutz in the Jezreel Valley established by Polish pioneers. In the struggle to become one of “them” —the arrogant, Ashkenazi aristocrat Sabra youth (“the regionals”), Nuri’s experience epitomizes the conflict between East and West, and between the original values of the Arab–Jewish immigrants and the Ashkenazi values forced upon them. As he came to the kibbutz accompanied by “the whole of Jewish Baghdad”, Nuri was reassuring himself that the painful process through which he acquired his new identity did not come on at the expense of his original identity. ‘Amîr considers the novel as “settling account with myself and with Zionism”, but Zionist narrative

60 Ha aretz, 8 February 1985, p. 16.
dominates it and the fate of Nuri is dictated by Ashkenazi Western values. Surprisingly enough, immigrants from Ethiopia and Russia found in the novel an expression of their own agonies of uprooting and immigration. The writer Aharon Megged (b. 1920) says that the novel is “one of the significant treasures of Jewish culture, like the stories of the Jewish villages in Poland and Russia”.

Strongly coloured by a kind of “invented tradition”\(^{64}\), the core of ‘Amîr’s second novel Mafriach Ha-Yonim (The Pigeonner; English title on the inside cover, Farewell, Baghdad) (1993) is the desire of the Iraqi Jews to return to their ancient homeland. Referring to the relationship of past to present, ‘Amîr says “it is a mixture that can hardly be returned into its original components … I told my story through my anxiety about the fate of Israeli society”.\(^{65}\) The panoramic novel, a kind of Bildungsroman based on the author’s childhood in Iraq in the 1940s, is related through the eyes of the protagonist Kabi Imari while he was attaining puberty. Highlighting the historical events on the eve of the mass immigration, it depicts the complicated relationship of the Jews with their Muslim neighbours and is steeped in sensual descriptions touching in rich language on almost every corner of the cultural Arab–Jewish life in the colourful and exotic streets and alleys of Baghdad. “When writing this Hebrew novel”, ‘Amîr recalls, “I imagined myself listening with one ear to my father telling it to me in Arabic”.\(^{66}\) Described as “one of the most important achievements of Hebrew literature in recent years”,\(^{67}\) the novel is populated by dynamic figures reflecting the diversity of characters in an Arabian Nights Baghdad. The events of the plot are flavoured with the music of the Egyptian singer and composer Muhammad ‘Abd al-Wahhab (1901–1991) and the Jewish singer Salîma Murâd Bâsha (1905–1974), as well as with erotic belly-dancing by the dancer Bahiyya, seductive prostitutes, adventurous sailing on the river, summer nights on the roofs, rich cousins, smells of spices and sexual dreams of the adolescent narrator whose fantasies include Rashelle, his uncle’s wife, the teacher Sylvia, and Amîra, Abu Edwar’s daughter, who was to end, like him, in a kibbutz. “Within the rich and the varied social mosaic of the novel, each character represents a type, a trait and also a particular way of approaching the national and existential questions raised”.\(^{68}\) However, not surprisingly, one may have doubts concerning the reliability of the figure of the Communist teacher, Saîm Afandi, presented as a carpe diem hedonist, while all the evidence proves that the Communist option was no less popular at the time than the Zionist one. Asked why he returned to his childhood only in his second novel, ‘Amîr replies that “the confrontation with the figure of the father was difficult”, especially against the background of the collapse of his own father following

\(^{64}\) Yediot Ahronoth, 19 March 1993, p. 27.


\(^{66}\) Ba-Ma’racha [Hebrew], 281 (March 1984), p. 12.

\(^{67}\) Personal communication, 23 May 2000. The novel will soon appear in an Arabic translation.

\(^{68}\) Mo’amayn, February–March 1993, p. 70.

\(^{69}\) Mo’amayn, February–March 1993, p. 69.

the immigration. While in Iraq Kabi’s father, Salman, was dreaming of growing rice in the Hula Valley in northern Israel but soon after he kissed the sacred soil of the “promised land”, his dreams were shattered on the rock of reality. Unlike him, the mother, Umm Kabi, who was opposed to the emigration, shows a marvellous ability to adjust. Still, the disappointment is mingled with a gleam of hope—the birth of his first Sabra son is presented by the implied author as signifying a first step in a new start. In a personal communication, ‘Amîr reveals that he is in the process of writing a sequel which will complete a trilogy corresponding to the well-known, Cairo trilogy of the Egyptian novelist Najib Maḥfīz (b. 1911), whom he greatly admires as expressed in his essay on their meeting in Cairo. This trilogy will cover what he describes as “the Via Dolorosa of being an Israeli and devoting myself to this society”.

Meanwhile, ‘Amîr surprised his readers with a third novel *Ahavat Shaul* (Shaul’s Love) (1998), departing from his own fictionalised experiences and the autobiographical *alter egos* Nuri and Kabi. Appealing to Israeli mainstream readers, it touches on the Ashkenazim, the Sephardim of the Old Yishuv, Arab Jews, the Israeli army and the Holocaust, in addition to a plot which has a clear tendency to imitate popular soap operas. One critic wrote that “‘Amir compensates his heroes and readers with plenty of tasty food, sexual encounters steeped in fresh Hebrew songs, tours which are full of love of the land, and praises of the gathering of the Jewish immigrants.” Also noteworthy in the novel is the implied author’s clear outlook regarding the territorial price that Israel should pay for peace in the Middle East.

Propagating the central myths of Zionism—the kibbutz, the *Aliya*, and the Israeli army—‘Amîr has been considered since the mid-1990s as one of the established, canonical, Hebrew writers. “The Pigeonner” was even published in a shortened version for youth (by Rina Tsdaka) to be part of the Israeli Hebrew school curricula. ‘Amîr’s novels are steeped in awareness of the injustice done to the Arab Jews, but at the same time they refer to the mitigating circumstances under which the Zionist vision was carried out. The founders of the kibbutz themselves had rebelled against their original culture with the aim of “overturning the pyramid”, as Dolek, in charge of the fertilizer section in “Fowl of Atonements”, puts it. Dolek himself had abandoned his doctoral studies in physics. ‘Amîr himself expresses his appreciation of the way in which the kibbutz absorbed the newcomers and the values it represents. “No other immigrant society in the modern era has registered”, says ‘Amîr, “a comparable success or social revolution in absorbing nearly two million immigrants, in difficult economic conditions and while fighting five wars”. Attempting to bridge
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70 Yediot Ahronoth, 19 March 1993, p. 27. Alluding to the manner in which the new Jewish immigrants from Arab countries were absorbed in Israel in the 1950s, ‘Amîr focuses his protest on the dwarfing of the figure of the father in the eyes of his children, which “brings you to want revenge” (*Hâ’aretz*, 8 February 1985, p. 16; *Maariv*, 25 April 1989, p. B9).
between East and West, ‘Amîr is trying in his novels to fulfil Jacques Derrida’s ideal, “to speak the other’s language without renouncing his own”. Yet, more than any other author of Iraqi origin, his writings illustrate the adoption of Zionist master narrative.

Unlike ‘Amîr, Shimon Ballas (b. 1930) was among the very few of those Iraqi Jews who succeeded in adapting themselves to writing in Hebrew while still adhering to the Arab cultural preference within the Israeli culture. "I am an Arab Jew", says Shimon Ballas, "I write in Hebrew, and I belong here. This does not mean, however, that I have given up my cultural origins, and my cultural origins are Arab". Born as "a Jew by chance", in his words, in the Christian quarter of Baghdad, Ballas grew up to adopt a secular, cosmopolitan, world view. He was educated at the Alliance School, where he mastered Arabic and French; the latter was his window to world literature. He even attributes his membership of the Communist Party, when he was sixteen, as being prompted by reading in French Jack London’s The Iron Heel. Yet Arabic literature, especially by Gibran Khalil Gibran (1883–1931) and Tâhâ Ḥusayn (1889–1973), proved to be his major inspiration. In Iraq, besides publishing essays on movies and translations, he wrote short stories and even a detective novel—al-Jarîma al-Ghâmîda (The Mysterious Crime). However he burned them—which he was later to greatly rue—before immigrating to Israel.

Ballas’ immigration to Israel in 1951 was by no means motivated by Zionism. His first preference was France and he had even been chosen for a scholarship to study in the Sorbonne, but this dream was to materialize only about twenty years later, when Paris became for him a second home. In Israel the transit camp (ma’abrah) experience and his Communist activities were to inspire his literary production. Joining the Communist Party, he served for six years as editor for Arab Affairs of the Party’s Hebrew organ, Kol Ha’am (The Voice of the People) and began to publish Arabic short stories. In one of them, Uḥibbu al-Hayāt (I Love Life), although he is facing deprivation of the very means of living, the protagonist does not give up his principles. After leaving the Party in 1961, he devoted himself to literary writing, academic research and translation. His major scholarly study, La littérature arabe et le conflit au proche-orient (1948–1973) (Paris: Édition Anthropos, 1980) was based on his Ph.D. thesis written in the Sorbonne, and then translated into Arabic and Hebrew. He has also published an anthology of Palestinian stories in Hebrew translation (1969), served as Head of the Department of Arabic Language

78 Personal communication in Haifa, 4 April 2001; S. Ballas, “ Şuwar Mutabarrîka”, Mashârif (Haifa) 21 (Summer 2003), p. 22.
79 Al-Jadid, December 1955, pp. 26–34.
and Literature in Haifa University, and in recent years has been serving as a chief editor of the academic, Arabic-language journal *al-Karmil*.

Ballas’ first novel on the experiences of the transit camps was completed in Arabic but, before publication, he decided to switch over to Hebrew writing. He devoted himself to reading thoroughly the Bible and the Mishnah and later concentrating on Agnon and other Hebrew works, though, on moving from Arabic to Hebrew, he felt forced to unlearn his Arabic and refract his identity. When he found himself capable, he rewrote in Hebrew the above-mentioned, unpublished novel and published it as *Ha-Ma’abarah* (The Transit Camp). Explaining his switching over to Hebrew, he says that he felt that in Arabic he was facing a contradiction and was isolating himself from the society in which he was living. *Ha-Ma’abarah* depicts the tragedy of the Arab-Jewish immigrants who had been uprooted from their homes, thrown into poverty and had insufficient resources for living. His approach traversed the material level to deal with the cultural deprivation of the Arab Jews whose most esteemed, moral and cultural values were rejected. Being thrown into a hostile environment in which their neighbours felt contempt for their original culture, they were labelled as exceptional, thereby becoming victims of an organized and institutionalised process of adaptation to a new culture, in which Arabic language, literature and music were considered inferior and “weapons” of the enemy. Surprisingly enough, the novel was very well accepted by critics, some of whom even praised Ballas as representing the Arab Jews, who had preserved Hebrew throughout the generations, though he arrived in Israel without knowing Hebrew at all. Shortly after the publication of *Ha-Ma’abarah*, he completed a sequel, *Tel Aviv Mizrah* (Tel Aviv East); however, owing to the patronizing and dismissive attitude of the cultural and literary Establishment, its publication was delayed till 1998, i.e. for about 30 years. In 2003 he published the trilogy *Tel Aviv Mizrah* (Tel Aviv East), which consists of the above *Ha-Ma’abarah* and *Tel Aviv Mizrah*, in addition to the new instalment, *Yalde Hutz* (The Outsiders), which describes the lives of the heroes until the murder of the late Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, in 1995.

Other works by Ballas proved to show his Arab cultural preferences as well. In *Ve-Hu Akher* (And He Is Other) (1991), he presents his views on the fate of Iraqi Jews through the story of several, non-Zionist Jewish-Iraqi intellectuals. One of them, to whom the title of the novel alludes, is Ahmad Hārūn Sawsan, a character based on the well-known Ahmad Nissim Sūsa (1900–1982), who converted to Islam. Another figure, As‘ad Nissim, is reminiscent of Anwar Sha‘ūl (1904–1984), one of the founders of the art of the Iraqi short story and owner and editor of *al-
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80 According to a conversation with Ballas in Haifa on 14 June 1989.


82 Later he was to return to literary Arabic writing only in order to translate two of the Hebrew short stories included in his *Nudhir al-Kharif* (*Signs of Autumn*) (1997). Another story, written originally in Hebrew, was translated by Ballas and published in July 2003 in www.Elaph.com.


Hāšīd (The Reaper)\(^{85}\) *Otot Stav* (Signs of Autumn) (1992) is a kind of sequel to the novel. It consists of three long short stories, each symbolizing a necessary component of the longed-for, Ballasian utopia. Based on autobiographical material, the first story, “Iyya”,\(^{86}\) depicts the Iraqi Jews in the late 1940s, before their departure from their beloved ancient homeland, from the point of view of a Muslim maid named Zakiyya, nicknamed “Iyya”. The second story, “Signs of Autumn”, is centred on the cosmopolitan figure of Ḥūšnī Manṣūr, based on the character of the Egyptian Ḫusayn Fawzī (1900–1988), well known for his books that use the mythical figure of *al-Sindibad* from *Arabian Nights*. The third story, “In the Gates of Kandinsky”, is about Yaqbøb Reshef, a Jewish painter immigrant from Russia torn between the values of the surrounding society and his idealistic aspirations. Failing to pass “the Gates of Kandinsky”, he died two days before the beginning of the New Year. The three protagonists illustrate three central components of Israeli culture, each of them related to the town where the events of the story take place: Baghdad/Arab culture, Paris/Western culture and Tel-Aviv/Israeli culture.

Although concentrating on the role of Arab culture in Israeli society, Ballas’ literary project is much more comprehensive, accompanying the readers into unknown fictional realms: *Ash’āb Mi-Baghdad* (Ash’ab from Baghdad, 1970) is centred on the historical and legendary figure of Ashʿāb, a versatile, voracious musician from the medieval, Arab, cultural heritage who caught the imagination of the Arabs.\(^{87}\) In *Hibaharat* (Clarification, 1972), the protagonist is an Iraqi Jew who did not participate in the 1973 war. Iraqi characters also appear in his short stories, such as those in the collection entitled *Mūl Ha-Hāmah* (In Front of the Wall, 1969). *Heder Naṭūl* (A Locked Room, 1980), which describes the way of life of members of the Communist Party in Israel, deals with a Palestinian architect returning home for a visit. In *Horef Aharon* (Last Winter, 1984), the focus is on Middle Eastern exiles in Paris, especially Henri Curiel (1914–1978), a Jewish Communist of Egyptian origin assassinated in Paris. *Ha-Yoresḥ* (The Heir, 1987) is a self-referential novel in which Ballas’ academic professionalism finds its best manifestation. *Lo Bi-Mkoma* (Not in Her Place, 1994) has feminist implications, and the protagonist of *Solo* (Solo, 1998) is based on the life of Yaʿqūb Ṣānūʿ (James Sanua, 1839–1912), a Jewish dramatist considered to be the father of the Egyptian theatre.\(^{88}\) Experiencing alienation and
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estrangement, most of Ballas’ protagonists or, better, anti-heroes are outsiders living on the margins of society, not willing to compromise their principles. Preaching a new connection between identity, language and territory, Ballas de-mystifies Hebrew, attempting to “un-Jew” it, in a process of “deteritorialisation” accompanied by simultaneous “reterritorialisation”. Master Zionist narrative, in his view, is an Ashkenazi ideology that developed in a different culture and surroundings and came to claim its stake in the Middle East with no acceptance of the environment.  

Ballas is considered by a new generation of critics and scholars to be a prophetic voice challenging, since the mid-1960s, the Ashkenazi, Western-oriented, Hebrew literature’s reluctance to accept the legitimacy of Arab culture. Only after demarcating new boundaries for the Hebrew literary canon in which cosmopolitan, humanistic values will be combined with Arab and Western values, according to Ballas, will Israel society be able to boast of a particular original culture which expresses the aspirations of all its citizens—Jewish, Muslim, and Christian.

4. Conclusion
Seeing itself as part of a Eurocentric narrative and adopting the dichotomy between East and West as a given, objective category, the attitude of the hegemonic Zionist narrative to Arab culture was not different. Moreover, not a few, immigrant, Iraqi-Jewish intellectuals hastened to present themselves as Israeli Jews, referring to their Arab identity as a mark of disgrace. Having internalised the negative attitude of the canonical, cultural centre to Arab culture, these Arab-Jews have learned to reject their own Arab roots in order to get closer to the heart of the Israeli Zionist collective. The negative impact of all this on youth growing up in Arab-Jewish immigrant families has since been very apparent. “For our parents”, the Morocco born poet Sami Shalom Cetrit (b. 1960) says, “we all of us were the agents of repression”.  

Yehuda Shenhav describes his own experience:

On the first Thursday of every month, the Egyptian singer Um Kulthum would begin to sing and I would begin to tense up. As the Oriental tones filled the house my mother would gradually make the radio louder and louder and I would not know where to bury myself. I would try to turn the radio off and she would turn it back on and make it even louder. I had become a foreign agent in my own house. This is a result of external socialization that works very effectively. We internalise a very particular kind of logic that I am now trying to understand. For many years I tried to escape my Mizrahi identity and to deny the existence of a Mizrahi issue. I adopted the position of the Ashkenazi Left that identifies with the Palestinian issue and rejects the Mizrahim.


89 The Literary Review 37.2 [1994], pp. 67–68.  
90 Yediot Achronoth, 7 Days, 8 August 2003, p. 54.  
So as to avoid being mistaken for Arabs many Arab Jews wear a Jewish Star, a “Hai”, around their necks, or a Kipa on their heads for national rather than religious motives, and women of Arab-Jewish origin often dye their dark hair blond. The same internalised oppression is partially responsible for the very nationalist positions that Arab Jews have adopted. “Stripped of our history”, as the Arab-Jewish scholar Ella Habiba Shohat, a professor of cultural studies and women’s studies at CUNY, says, “we have been forced by our no-exit situation to repress our collective nostalgia, at least within the public sphere”. In Forget Baghdad: Jews and Arabs—The Iraqi Connection, which focuses on five Iraqi Arab-Jew figures, Shohat relates how “when I went to kindergarten in Israel, I was aware that Arabic words sometimes slipped in when I spoke. I was ashamed”. In order to be incorporated into the narrative, as G. Piterberg put it, “the Arab-Jews were forced to negate their memory and culture, just as ‘the Exilic Jew’ was forced to do according to the general pattern of the Negation of Exile, in order to transform themselves and become eligible to join the Zionist/Israeli imagined community”.

The inferiority complex of the Arab Jews deepened even more as a result of the negative attitude of the canonical centre of Israeli culture to Arab culture. Ironically, while imposing its interpretative authority over all other cultural groups, the hegemonic centre of the literary Hebrew Establishment prides itself on being mainly leftist-liberal. As the roots of Jewish nationalism lie in Eastern Europe and the overall orientation of modern Israeli canonical culture is predominantly Ashkenazic and Western-oriented, no wonder that Arab culture has been totally rejected by the dominant circles. There is no better illustration of this than the structure of the departments of Hebrew and Comparative Literature at Israeli universities, where one can hardly find tenured academic scholars of modern Hebrew literature or comparative literature who have a knowledge of Arabic or have taken the trouble to study the Arabic language and literature. Comparative studies can legitimately be pursued in Russian, Italian, Japanese, Polish and, of course, English, French and German, but hardly in Arabic literary works in the original. At the same time, hegemonic cultural circles cannot openly and publicly express their negative views regarding Arab culture. This is for fear that that would mean voicing a disparaging attitude to the “Other” and would thus not be “politically correct”, especially after multiculturalism has become a fundamental component of the new, local, intellectual discourse and the consensus of opinion, at least publicly, is that the Eurocentric character of Israeli education should be multiculturalised. To resolve this “cognitive dissonance” and preserve the cosy reassurance of its liberal and tolerant attitude to the culture of the minority in its midst, the literary Establishment gives Arab culture a “seat” in
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92 A film written and directed by an Iraqi Shiite, exile film-maker, nicknamed Samir; produced by Dsohont Ventschr, Zurich, 2002.

the local cultural arena, either through Palestinian writers such as the Druze Naʿīm Arajīdī (b. 1948) and the Christian Anṭūn Shammās (b. 1950) who are “chosen” by the canonical centre as representatives of the minority,95 or through Hebrew Arab-Jewish writers such as the above Sami Michael or Eli Amir.

From the 1980s, in the light of Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978), the development of postcolonial theories and the rise of multicultural studies, a critical literature developed on the way in which the hegemonic Ashkenazi society of the 1950s absorbed Arab-Jewish immigrants and its attitude to their Arab culture. In addition, thanks to the activities of a new generation of scholars and intellectuals of “Arab-Jewish” or “Jewish-Arab” origin, the terms “Jewish-Abraham” or “Arab-Judaim”, which almost disappeared from the academic scholarship and discourse of most of the 20th century, made their comeback. A great contribution to this end is the contribution made by the journal Teoria U-Bikoret (Theory and Criticism), more than 20 issues of which had already been published from 1991 by the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute. From the 16th issue (2000), the editor was the above Yehuda Shenhar, a Tel-Aviv University professor and one of the leaders of Ha-Keshet Ha-Demokratit Ha-Mizrachit (The Oriental Democratic Spectrum). According to Shenhar, the militant outlooks of some Arab Jews towards Arabs are the result of years of European Zionist ideology which regards Arab culture with contempt. Shenhar argues that the negation of the East and the crystallization of Western culture within Zionism constitute a powerful driving force. As Edward Said expressed it, the East serves as a wall or as “the other” which the West uses in order to define itself. A large part of the struggle over multiculturalism in Israel is a struggle over the collective memory, since Zionist systems of memory are mobilized and used to form the insights and the attitudes of Arab-Jewish immigrants towards the Arabs and their culture. Just as the memory of the Holocaust was put aside for the sake of the State of Israel, so is the Farhūd pogrom in Baghdad. This pogrom has in all seriousness been described as part of the events of the Holocaust, as, for example, in some of the publications of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in Or-Yehuda. The same centre, which was founded in 1972, has since painted Jewish Iraqi modern history in Zionist colours and has even sent a letter to the Ministry of Education asking why “the holocaust in Baghdad” is not a major part of the State history program.

Arabic literary writing by Iraqi Jews in Israel in the 1950s and its transition into Hebrew writing since the 1960s reflect two major narratives among the Iraqi Jews—Zionist and post-Zionist. Both had their roots in the Arab cultural vision of the Jews in Iraq before 1948, when Baghdad encapsulated the possibilities of a “new” Middle East, where nationalist ideologies would give way to cultural cooperation and religious tolerance. It is not too farfetched to see Arabic literature written by Jews as another victim of the conflict waged in Palestine, especially following the disappearance of the distinction between “Jew” and “Zionist” in Arab nationalist discourse. Since the early 1950s, the literature which twentieth-century Iraqi Jews produced in Arabic has been entirely relegated to the margins of Arabic literature. Po-

itical and politico-cultural reasons are mainly behind that process and behind the paucity of scholarly attention that has been given to this literature through the years. Although the literary writing of Iraqi Jews gained in the 1940s some attention among Jewish intellectuals in Palestine,\(^{96}\) scholars outside Iraq have since 1948 totally shunned the study of that literature.

In the 1920s, Jewish Iraqi intellectuals were literary pioneers who stood on the threshold of emancipation with the highest hopes in their hearts. “Their attitudes must be examined”, according to Emile Marmorstein (1901–1983), headmaster of the Shammas School for boys in Baghdad in the 1930s, “in the light of the generous prospects of the twenties rather than in the gloom of a decade in which their visions have been almost completely shattered”.\(^{97}\)

\(^{96}\) See, for example, Yehushua Ben Hananya”, Jewish Writers and Poets in Iraq” [Hebrew], *Hed Ha-Mizrah*, 29 September 1943, p. 12; 13 October 1943, pp. 6–7; 29 October 1943, p. 7; 12 November 1943, pp. 6–7.

\(^{97}\) Marmorstein, “Two Iraqi Jewish Short Story Writers”, p. 199.
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Arabic scholarship is still lacking comprehensive, truly corpus-based grammars covering the classical language, the modern written registers and the spoken varieties. For classical syntax, the advanced student of Arabic syntax is still referred to W. Wright’s *A Grammar of the Arabic Language* (1896–98), which is based on the medieval Arab grammarians. No corpus-based (“data-driven”) investigation of the classical language has been made so far, with the exception of the chapter on Early Arabic by Dahlgren, which will be discussed below. For the modern written variety there is the *Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose* (3 vols., 1974–77), by Vicente Cantarino, based on literary texts from the first half of the twentieth century. Thirty years ago, Cantarino’s work was epoch-making, based as it was on the largest actual textual material available so far and illustrating every syntactical feature with text examples. Altogether, it constituted a huge classified anthology of Modern Standard Arabic. The limitation of Cantarino’s syntax was its concentration on literary sources. The Arabic of mass media, for example, was left out. For the modern dialects, there are a few highly focused text-based comparative syntactical studies like Rosenhouse (1978), Ekssell (1980), Retsö (1983) and Mitchell/El-Hassan (1994), but the only comparative syntax covering a reasonably full range of syntactical topics is Brustad’s *The syntax of spoken Arabic* (2000). Brustad makes use of both his own tape-recorded texts, commercial tape recordings and published texts. The data are collected from four main areas of spoken Arabic. His syntax is truly text-based: only as a last resort he used elicited data. In addition to the usual themes of Arabic syntax, his work also deals with such modern linguistic topics as discourse analysis and sentence typology. Brustad’s work is, however, limited in its coverage of dialectal areas and it has a marked urban bias in that only a few rural and no bedouin dialects are represented. Another blend of limitations is found in Dahlgren’s *Word Order in Arabic* (WO), published 1998. This work is based on a well-defined large textual corpus covering all published texts from all dialectal areas, except Maghreb. It includes urban, rural and bedouin tongues. The strength is the profound evaluation of linguistic concepts and their application to a well-defined textual corpus. Dahlgren’s focus is basic word order and this inevitably excludes a number of syntactical topics like definiteness and agreement. This limitation is not as severe as it might seem. Word order is a topic that in a profound way permeates the bulk of the syntactical phenomena.

For modern written Arabic, we are now lucky to have a worthy successor of Cantarino’s *Syntax* in the full-fledged, text-based grammar by Elsaid Badawi, Michael
Carter and Adrian Gully; Modern Written Arabic: A comprehensive grammar (Routledge 2004). Basically, it is a syntax, although a good first chapter ("Forms") treats phonology and morphology (93 pages). The Arabic language described in this work is definitely modern. All texts, with some minor exceptions, have appeared from 1990 onwards. Geographically, the data are taken from publications from the entire Arab world. All material has been drawn from "written, invariably public sources" and it represents a broad selection of texts "from bus tickets to high literature" (MWA, 3). Cantarino's limitation to literary texts is hereby remedied. As is specifically stated in the introduction, Modern Written Arabic (MWA) is not corpus-based in the strict sense, in that "the harvesting of the data was carried out in a totally random way, by reading as broad a selection of texts as possible" (MWA, 3). This is, of course, necessary as long as a full covering of syntactical features is called for and as long as we are not in the possession of large electronically gathered and processed corpora. In extreme cases where evidence of a construction could not be found in published sources, data were drawn from the personal usage of the Egyptian co-author Elsaid Badawi. This is a theoretical weakness, but not to be criticized. It is slightly more surprising that Wehr and other dictionaries have been used to supplement the data for orthography and lexical innovations (MWA, 4). The grammar is, anyhow, a tremendous achievement for Arabic scholarship and the advanced student of Arabic, and sets a standard for all future grammars. It is truly modern in its linguistic approach. It is also modern considering its post-1990 data-base of texts. "The next step will require an electronic corpus and an adequate technology for the various goals of linguistic enquiry" (MWA, 7).

In the following, a close examination will be made of Dahlgren's Word Order, which, in view of its linguistic complexity, its strictly corpus-based approach and its covering of both eastern Arabic dialects and Early Arabic deserves a more detailed treatment. It should be stated beforehand that, unlike MWA, Word Order is not a reference grammar. It is a highly focused investigation and, as MWA states in its surprisingly short Bibliography, Word Order is "decidedly not for the beginner" (MWA, 780). Dahlgren's work is hard reading and even more so because of a certain lack of lucidity and consistency in its arrangement. For that reason the account of its chapters will be relatively detailed and the actual working process behind Dahlgren's investigation—only traceable in patches in his book—is further analysed. When appropriate, I shall compare with the works of Brustad and Badawi-Carter-Gully (MWA).

Sven-Olof Dahlgren, Word Order in Arabic (Orientalia Gothoburgensia, 12. Göteborg 1998) "aims at contributing to both general linguistics and Arabic linguistics. The main objective will be to determine basic word order in the eastern dialects of modern, spoken Arabic" (1.3 Aim, 12). It will also "compare with the earliest, written Arabic to find out in what respects there is a fundamental difference in word order of these two types of Arabic" (WO, 13). The basic assumptions of the book thus concern the concept of "basic word order" and that concept's connection with native registers of the Arabic language. The concept of basic word order is taken from general linguistic typology. The implication is that there is, in some sense, a natural unmarked basic word order for every language, including Arabic. It is
understood that such a concept is fruitful enough to justify a large-scale investigation.

As a necessary delimitation of the scope, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is excluded from the investigation. In this work Dahlgren has decided to give precedence to registers of Arabic that are inherited by birth, not by education. As an additional delimitation, the Maghreb dialects, Arabic in the Sudan, Uzbekistani Arabic and Yemeni Arabic were excluded because of the lack of sufficiently large published texts (WO, 122).

The presentation of the theoretical basis and linguistic methodology comprises about half of the book. Such a lengthy introduction is undoubtedly valuable to the reader but may at the same time obscure the simple, guiding ideas behind the investigation. Besides the basic, linguistic constituents of the investigation, there are also some fundamental assumptions concerning the choice of target and sources. Together with the basic constituents, they form the main lines of thought, which may be arranged as follows:

**Target:** Basic word order in Arabic.

**Assumption 1:** There is such a thing as a basic word order in Arabic (WO, 15).

**Assumption 2:** Basic word order can be determined by relevant statistics, measuring what a structuralist would call *la parole* (performance level) (WO, 18)

**Assumption 3:** Basic word order is the word order that exhibits the highest frequency in a sufficiently large, relevant, textual material.

**Sources:** Texts from eastern, colloquial dialects and texts from early Arabic.

**Assumption 4:** A study of basic word order in Arabic should in the first place be based on linguistic material produced by native speakers, which means that MSA is excluded from the investigation. *Word Order in Arabic* is not a treatment of the word order in Modern Standard Arabic.

**Method 1:** Modern, linguistic concepts of textual analysis are applied to the source texts and give rise to data from each relevant sentence.

**Method 2:** The data obtained from textual analysis of all source texts are compiled in a database.

**Method 3:** Statistical analysis is performed on the database.

**Results:** Tables derived from statistical analysis exhibit the frequency of different word orders in different types of discourse.

It should be stated beforehand that Dahlgren has produced an unusual work. He is innovative in the sense that he applies a whole tool-box of concepts from leading modern linguists to a large Arabic material. The number of comparative linguistic treatises on Arabic is not great and even rarer are works that comply with state-of-the-art linguistic standards. In addition, Dahlgren’s thorough use of statistical methods is nearly unique in a Semitic context. For Arabists and Semitists alike, this
is a source book on syntactic and text-linguistic analysis. When in the following pages strictrues are passed on the book, they concern more the arrangement of the book and the presentation of its results. Despite some criticism, it must be emphasized that *Word Order in Arabic* exhibits a commendable, scholarly audacity in view of its methodological complexity and the dimensions of its source material.

The distribution of the chapters is partly confusing. The main divisions of the book — not conspicuously displayed by the headlines — are as follows:1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Linguistic introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Presentation of the textual corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Method applied to the corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure of the database and working procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Possible sources of error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Results on word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Narrative discourse in MCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dialogue and description in MCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Early Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Summary and conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Table data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On MCA (Tables 5–22)2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On early Arabic (Tables 23–24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the first eight chapters of Dahlgren’s work constitute a detailed introduction to the theoretical and linguistic concepts that form the basis of his investigation. These eight chapters are several times referred to as “the introduction” (*WO*, 144, 148, 154), although they are never explicitly given that name in the table of contents or in any headline. On page 148, it is stated that the introduction is a theoretical frame, a point of departure for the investigation.

The brief first chapter (two effective pages) presents in section 1.1 the concept of basic word order and its originator.3 Section 1.2 with only 12 lines in the main text deals extremely briefly with previous research on word order in Arabic. Except for a lengthy footnote on compound nominal clauses, Dahlgren presents only two quotations, two rather arbitrary references to the subject, from Beeston and Ingham.4 In a work on word order, this is an unsatisfactory treatment of previous research. Dahlgren is not completely without predecessors and even if he disagrees with some of them, their contributions deserve to be discussed in a fair way with their faults and weaknesses. In 1985, El-Yasin published a study on word order in Jordanian Arabic

---

1 MCA is the abbreviation used by Dahlgren for Eastern Modern Colloquial Arabic
2 Tables 1–4 do not present results but display various linguistic concepts in the introduction (Table 1 on p. 72 and Tables 2–4 on pp. 86 f.).
and Classical Arabic. In 1986, Versteegh in the *Festschrift to Frithiof Rundgren* discussed word order in Uzbekistan Arabic (excluded from Dahlgren’s MCA-corpus) and concluded that Uzbekistan Arabic is an “exception to the general rule in modern Arabic dialects which have the order subject–verb–object”. Recently Majdi and Shlonsky have studied word order in Classical Arabic. None of them are mentioned by Dahlgren. There are also recent studies on word order in Modern Standard Arabic, some of which are mentioned and discussed briefly in the footnote on compound nominal clauses. Dahlgren could have mentioned also Al Sweel’s unpublished dissertation from 1983. In footnote 3, Dahlgren discusses some positions held concerning compound nominal clauses. By definition, a compound nominal clause implies an SVO word order, which means that some of the relevant previous research is treated in this footnote. The present reviewer would have appreciated it if a critical treatment of previous positions had been presented to the reader in the main text and in a separate section. A clear reference to Chapter 8, “Views on Basic Word Order in Colloquial Arabic”, would have been even more feasible. Previous research and its shortcomings are a natural raison d’être and point of departure for a monographic treatment.

In Chapter 2 Dahlgren gives an account of his linguistic beliefs. Often they are easy to agree with. He prefers a high degree of induction and empiricism (Greenberg) and a low degree of deduction (WO, 18). Chomsky’s formal deductionist approach to syntax is not Dahlgren’s *couscous*. He prefers to study the performance level by statistical methods and seems to be reluctant to use a concept like *la langue* (the competence level) of de Saussure. The reader may be tempted to reflect that the whole project of determining the basic word order in Arabic is a subject completely in accordance with de Saussure’s structural approach. Statistical data from *la parole* are used to draw conclusions about the structure of a langue, just as observations on the phones of a language (using minimal pairs) may give rise to conclusions about its phoneme inventory. Be that as it may, Dahlgren prefers the functional-typological approach in the spirit of Greenberg, Givón and Hopper (WO, 24) rather than Chomsky’s deductions and rightly (following Givón) criticizes the lack of diachronic perspective in generative grammar (WO, 21).

From Chapter 3 onwards, Dahlgren introduces the linguistic concepts that will be applied in his investigation and form the fields in his database. He does not in a clear way tell the reader about this strategy (the reader will find out in Chapter 9). In Chapter 3 Dahlgren presents some concepts from functional grammar on the sentence level. He observes with Daneš that the syntax of a sentence may be approached on three levels: I, the level of the grammatical structure; II, the level of

---

6 Versteegh, 1986, 443.
8 Versteegh is included in Dahlgren’s bibliography.
9 Al Sweel, 1983.
10 Neither is it Brustad’s choice of theoretical framework, generative grammar being, as he writes “based largely on artificially generated sentences devoid of context” (Brustad, 4).

the semantic structure; III, the level of the organization of the utterance. Level III is the more tangible for a statistical analysis and to this level belongs word order. This level reflects the functional perspective, according to which the elements of an utterance “follow each other according to the amount (degree) of communicative dynamism they convey” (WO, 30, quoting Daneš who quotes J. Firbas). On that level, theme is that which is known or obvious (Mathesius) or spoken about (Halliday) in a clause, rheme is what the speaker says about the known theme (WO, 27, 33, 43). Topic (Dik) is the entity about which the predication predicates something; focus is the most important information (WO, 36). Those concepts have been applied to MSA by Moutaouakil (1989). Within the framework of the chapter the reader is left without clues as to which of all concepts presented Dahlgren intends to apply in his own investigation.

In Chapter 4, the functional grammar perspective is broadened to the text. The concepts of discourse, topic, focal, topical and definiteness are introduced. Discourse is a multiclausal entity. A text may consist of different kinds of discourse, monologue and dialogue. For the reader, it would have been valuable to be given some clues as to the use of those concepts in the present investigation of word order, but no such information is given. If the reader will take a look in Chapter 9, he will discover in the actual investigation a tripartite division of discourse (WO, 144) not mentioned here. All examples of the terms are in the English language and are quoted directly from works on general linguistics. From Givón, Dahlgren quotes a hierarchy of increasing topicality in a functional text perspective which the reader later will discover to be important in the investigation. Topicality means an increasing degree of proximity and tangibility of the subject with respect to the speaker: Anaphoric pronoun (highest topicality)—Definite noun phrase—Indefinite noun phrase—Existential (lowest).

In Chapter 5 Dahlgren introduces the text-linguistic concepts of foreground and background. While text-linguistic topics are barely mentioned in MWA, for Dahlgren they are fundamental, and likewise for Brustad, who gives a full treatment of aspect in narrative contexts (section 6.5) along the same lines as Dahlgren.

Dahlgren’s working definition of “foreground” is: “In our study, however, ‘foreground’ refers only to sequentiality” (WO, 63). For practical reasons of his work, this is probably the best way to proceed, with the disadvantage of missing background sentences with antecedent information about past events. In Chapter 5 he also introduces the concepts of tense, aspect and mood. At this point, the linguistic introduction expands to an extensive treatment with examples from modern standard Arabic (MSA) and modern colloquial Arabic. Even examples from Classical Hebrew are given. Aspects are defined according to Comrie as “different ways of

---

12 The main authorities in Chapter 4 are T. A. van Dijk, S. C. Dik, T. Givón, and R. E. Longacre.
13 Quoted from page 172 in Chapter 10.
14 Both Dahlgren and Brustad refer to Hopper (1979). In MWA, the concepts of foreground and background are not mentioned although independent background sentences are called “synthetic circumstantial qualifiers” (MWA, 583 ff.). The concept of aspect is equated with tense, “since the distinction is no longer clear in MWA” (MWA, 62).
viewing the internal, temporal constituency of a situation” (WO, 65, quoting Comrie, 3) and Dahlgren concludes rightly that “This means that one and the same situation may be expressed by different aspects” (WO, 65). As a consequence, aspect is independent of the semantic structure of a specific verb. Dahlgren does not expressly make a distinction between the structure of the situation in the referenced reality (external world) and the internal semantic structure of the text (linguistic description of the external world). Anyway, the process described by a verb form in a given text has one component which is determined by the lexical meaning of the verb (the semantheme, and thus independent of the individual speaker) and another component which is determined by the speaker’s choice of aspect. Unfortunately Dahlgren is not consistent on this point and blurs the important concept of aspect when he later in the book talks of “verbs that denote an event with punctual aspect” (WO, 69) and “verbs with punctual or progressive aspect” (WO, 161). Verbs have no inherent aspect since the concept of aspect by the definition given by Dahlgren (from Comrie) is a subjective one. What Dahlgren is talking about on this occasion is the semantic verbal content, the so-called Aktionsart. Lexical meaning is not a matter of the speaker’s subjective choice. The present reviewer cannot but regret that Dahlgren does not recognize the concept of verbal semantic content (German Aktionsart).

Dahlgren goes on to describe the tense/aspect system of Arabic following Comrie. He picks even his text examples directly from Comrie. 16 Whatever evidence of correct Arabic usage Comrie may present, it would have been better for an Arabist like Dahlgren to put forward excerpted examples from his own sources or at least to quote directly from Wright’s grammar (which is the source of Comrie). 17 Some of the examples that Comrie adduces (from Wright) with dubious interpretations (though with reservations) are taken over by Dahlgren with even more cryptic comments, e.g.:

fallāhū yahkamu baynahum yawma l-qiyāma
“But God will judge between them on the day of resurrection”18

Dahlgren tells us that the aspect is perfective without any further explanation. This is not supported in Wright, and Comrie’s vague comment is that the aspect is “not necessarily” imperfective and may resemble a perfective aspect in a Slavonic language. A more plausible interpretation, in accordance with Wright, is that the imperfect expresses a future tense in the sense of something not yet completed. This does not contradict a belief that the judgment of God will be a momentary event.

Dahlgren is not content with the aspectual model. Following Comrie, he argues

16 Wright, 1896–98. All examples in Dahlgren’s nos. 56–59 on pp. 68 f. are taken from Comrie, 1978, with due corrections of Comrie’s misspellings in the transcription. Only concerning Ex. 59 does Dahlgren expressly state the source: “Another example with relative time reference is provided by Comrie” (WO, 68), which misleads the reader into thinking that the other examples are provided by Dahlgren himself. By the way, Comrie is not an Arabist and he is dependent on secondary sources for Arabic syntax (personal communication from Comrie).
18 Wright II 18D, Comrie 79, WO 68. Wright gives the example in Arabic script. Comrie’s transcription is faulty on a couple of points and is corrected by Dahlgren.
for a combination of aspect and relative tense when explaining the Arabic verbal system and it is obvious that he prefers the tense model. Tense is a handier concept to use in connection with Dahlgren’s statistical approach. In his text readings and database, he works exclusively with la parole data, deferring conclusions about la langue (basic/unmarked word order) to the final results of the percentage numbers. Dahlgren’s strict, empirical approach — commendable from many points of view — leads him in his practice to consider only one structural level and to muddle together aspect and Aktionsart. The concept of realization could have lead him to recognize that an aspect is realized in a specific, temporal situation, in a narrative text or in a prophetic utterance, just as phonemes are realized by the speaker in different phones. Aspects and relative tenses are mixed up in a curious way. It is no surprise that Dahlgren goes on to advocate a relative tense model for Classical Hebrew without recourse to aspects.19 When, concerning the Arabic example above as an argument in the scholarly debate, he comments that “the two Arabic verb forms cannot be regarded as purely one of aspect” (WO, 68), he disregards the fact that aspects are always realized in texts with time reference (including the general present).

From the point where the tense-aspect-mood system in modern colloquial Arabic is described, the sources are taken from Dahlgren’s corpus (to be presented in Chapter 9) and the account grows out of its frame, which is to introduce “Pragmatic Arrangement of Discourse” (headline of Chapter 5). In spite of the extent of the presentation, only the TAM systems of modern Iraq (gilit type) and of the Sinai bedouins are presented. The reader is left without knowing the reason for choosing these two types of Arabic for a fuller account of an Arabic TAM system. Are we reading a preparatory terminological presentation or an explanation of some of the results? It is easy to get the impression that here in the introduction we are suddenly served with some of the results of the investigation expected to come later in the book.

Chapter 6 is short and discusses the concept of markedness in relation to basic word order. Markedness is defined by a binary opposition unmarked : marked and basic word order is the unmarked or normal or standard word order.20 The basic

---

19 WO, note 127 (“Biblical Hebrew is better explained (sic) as a relative tense-system”) and note 159. The text examples Ex 19:17–18 and 20:18 are adduced by Dahlgren without comments as illustrations of relative tenses. The text passages show how Biblical Hebrew uses nominal and verbal clauses to express foreground and background in a way quite similar to Classical Arabic. Dahlgren seems to indicate that the Hebrew perfect, like the kitab in the modern Iraqi verbal system, denotes “Vorzeitigkeit in relation to a certain time value” (WO, 73, with reference to Denz, 1971). However, the Hebrew perfect is used also to denote present time or general present; see p. 28 and Chapter 4, “The SC as a form for the present” in Isaksson, 1987. The Hebrew text examples are awkwardly transcribed by Dahlgren. His refusal to distinguish between šawà mobile and šawà quiescens, ditto between qâmes and qâmes hûtûf, and his writing -us for the Hebrew, nominal, feminine ending is non-standard. The reasons for such a transcription should have been explained with due references.

20 In example 89, Dahlgren puts forward an unexpected source of information: “For Classical Arabic our informant has delivered the following corresponding examples” (WO, 90). Whatever Dahlgren intended to show by this example, the informant should have been introduced and his reliability discussed. Dahlgren has informed me that the person referred to is Muhammad Yacoubi from Damascus. Even if he is in some sense a traditional expert on Classical Arabic, the term “informant” should only be used for someone possessing a native competence in a language.
word order in narrative discourse appears in foreground, main, declarative, affirmative, perfective, active and continuative clauses (WO, 87, following Givón). The important concept of left dislocation (in other works called theme or topicalization) is introduced. It is a device to mark definite topics that have been dropped for a while and to bring them back into focus by a placement in front of a sentence with neutralized case-marking (in Arabic: nominative) and with an anaphoric pronoun in the following clause. The existence of an anaphoric pronoun is important. If a subject is fronted in a clause and an anaphoric pronoun is lacking, Dahlgren in his investigation reckons the clause as being of the SV type. MWA prefers the concept of topic (and following comment) instead of left dislocation, but remarks that the western linguistic concept of topic may be inadequate in order to define the exact function of the phenomenon in Arabic syntax.

Chapter 7 returns (from Ch. 2 and 6) to the concept of basic word order. Section 7.7 discusses the question “Is basic word order universal?”. The answer is yes, all research seems to confirm that basic word order is typologically relevant and an important characteristic of a single language. The fact that a few languages lack a basic word order only means that they belong to a type with free word order. Dahlgren relates the modern discussion of word orders. He is sympathetic towards Greenberg’s results that, of the six possible combinations of basic word orders (SOV, SVO, VOS, OVS, and OSV), only three are attested among the existing languages, namely SOV, SVO and VSO. But after having reviewed the research, Dahlgren is pessimistic about explaining the mechanisms behind this fact: “No convincing set of principles which explains different word orders in languages is found among the ones we have surveyed” (WO, 114). So, there is a limited set of basic word orders, but we do not know why.

In Chapter 8 Dahlgren describes the research on word order in modern Arabic dialects. He notes that so far no proper study of basic word order has been made. The statements about word order that can be found in dialectological investigations are based on mere impressions. Many scholars follow Joshua Blau in regarding a change of word order (from VSO to SVO) as having taken place in the development from Old Arabic to Neo-Arabic. Blau points to the breakdown in the case system caused by the falling away of the short, final vowels, a development that can be observed already in Middle Arabic. However, specialists in Arabic dialectology are usually more cautious and observe both VSO and SVO in the extant material.

---

22 Described in Wright II 256A.
23 E-mail by Dahlgren, 7 September 2002.
24 MWA, 326 f.: “the resemblance to western ‘topicalization’ is strong, especially since in both cases the grammatical and logical subjects may be different, but is is important to emphasize that the topic-comment sentence in Arabic is a basic structure and not the result of any movement, fronting or extraction”.
25 WO, 97; with the possible addition of free word order, 105.
27 Dahlgren refers to a work “Blau (1965)”, which cannot be found in the Bibliography. He should have mentioned in the Bibliography that Blau (1981) (The Emergence and Linguistic Background of Judaean-Arabic) is a photographic reproduction of the first edition of 1965, supplemented by addenda and corrigenda.
Holes, for example, not surprisingly finds that SVO tends to be used when the subject is definite and the predicate is descriptive of a state or circumstance among the bedouin dialects of the eastern Arab world. That amounts to something very close to the functions of regular, compound, nominal clauses in Classical Arabic. However, Dahlgren wants to perform his investigation without recourse to the traditional concept of the hāl-clause. He concludes that it is “of urgent importance for Arabic linguistics that a proper investigation will be performed in this field” (WO, 119). We agree, and when the game is over, statistics has had its way and has given its overweight to the unmarked, basic word order for different varieties of Arabic, we are left with the question of the functions of the other, marked, word orders. Fortunately, Dahlgren does not leave us completely without an answer on that point. In the statistics that follow, one important parameter will be foreground/background.

Until now, the reader has had practically no indications as to the relevance of the introduced linguistic concepts for the concrete investigation that Dahlgren is going to perform in the rest of the book. But in sections 9.1 and 9.5–6, the purpose of the first eight chapters is revealed. With recourse to the foregoing chapters, he picks out those concepts that he feels are important enough to be promoted to fields in his database. Extensive samples of transcribed texts are given in order to give reason for and explain the choices behind the fields and their values in the database. The starting-point is Dane’s’s third level (Chapter 3), on which the speaker makes his pragmatic choices controlling the flow of old and new information. Changing the flow means making a marked construction. Key elements on this third level are (WO, 122 f.):

**Topic** What is known; old information

**Focus** Where the crucial, most important or new information about the topic is placed

**Theme** The element about which something is said

**Rheme** What is said about the theme

**Thematization** Moving a definite constituent (often subject or object) from its ordinary place in the sentence to a place where its function as theme is more emphasized

**Unmarked usage** Most common and “ordinary” usage

**Marked usage** Grammatically correct construction which a speaker is free to employ whenever he wants to heighten the attention

**Foreground** Refers to information that comes in chronological sequence next after the preceding foreground information or the initial information in a discourse

**Background** What is not foreground

**Peak** The climax of a story. Here the ordinary arrangement of the discourse may be distorted

---

28 Dahlgren refers to a “Holes (1994)”, but the correct date is found in his bibliography: Holes, 1995.
For the concrete mode of procedure and a grasp of the fields in the database, it is best for the reader to skip sections 9.2-4 for a while and jump to sections 9.5-6 "The initial analytic procedure" and "The notation" (WO, 130 and 144).

Two concepts of the utmost importance for the investigation are amplified in section 9.5 with the subsections 9.5.1 "The subject", 9.5.2 "The foreground/background distinction" and 9.5.3 "Deviations".

In 9.5.1, the concepts of topic and peak (marked by subject noun phrases) are once again discussed (see Ch. 3) but are now applied in an Arabic context. The subject is defined as the element in the sentence which determines the agreement of the verb (WO, 130). There are two possibilities. Either there is an explicit, independent subject or the subject is implicit and "contained in" the verb. Only the first possibility permits of determining a word order involving a subject and, as a consequence, Dahlgren disregards all verbal clauses with implicit, pronominal subjects.

Dahlgren begins by discussing when independent subjects appear at all in Arabic. This is a great scientific issue, of course, and is connected in a profound way with the issue of basic word order. At this point, Dahlgren offers a tentative solution by quoting a sample text of 13 lines from Lebanon, Mawt al-mallem Bittos. Dahlgren makes a detailed analysis of the noun phrases (NPs, which also include separate pronouns) in this text and he concludes that nearly all NPs occur when there is a change of topic (WO, 132) or a peak in the story (WO, 134). Although the reader may feel inclined to find this conclusion reasonable, it is inevitable to regard the textual basis for such an inference as unsatisfactory. Dahlgren draws far-reaching conclusions from the text in a way that becomes confusing to the reader: "From this example we can infer that change in topics generally is a prerequisite for subject NPs" (WO, 134). As a proof of the functional grammar of subject noun phrases in Arabic, this is simply poor science. Strictly speaking, what Dahlgren infers is valid only for the sample text unless he can make otherwise plausible. But taken as an illustration of an accepted general linguistic concept taken from Givón about how and when an independent subject is explicitly used in spoken Arabic, it is valuable. It then works as a demonstration of example 118. Here, in section 9.5.1 on page 130, we are still in the middle of a methodical introduction in which Dahlgren intends to "present the method which has been used for determining basic word order" (WO, 130). Throughout the whole book, Dahlgren frequently falls short of declaring the purpose of sections and paragraphs. The reader is left to find out for himself. Here he should have taken pains to clarify the intention of illustrating rather than proving the validity of a linguistic principle that will be important for his database structure (topic shift is registered in field 7).

In 9.5.2, Dahlgren resumes (from Ch. 5) the discussion of the foreground/background distinction. He observes that in the preceding sample text all instances of foreground have VS word order and that the SV instances belong to the background (WO, 135). He rightly compares with early Biblical Hebrew, where VSO expresses foreground and SVO order background, and concludes that the issue deserves a fur-

29 Fleisch, 1974, 177.
30 E-mail communication by Dahlgren, 7 September 2002.
ther sample text, which he again takes from a village in Lebanon (el-Khanchara). From this one-page long text Dahlgren observes that the VS pattern dominates the foreground and SV the background. However, there are a few instances of SV order in the foreground. He concludes that "the initial position can be used as a slot for themes as a device for the speaker to mark the theme as the point of departure for the sentence" (WO, 139, my italics).

In 9.5.3, Dahlgren singles out a two-pages-long text from the 'Ağärma tribe in Jordan, in order to further analyse the instances that deviate from the pattern SV = background / VS = foreground. He finds that although VS predominates in the foreground and SV in the background, there are three instances with SV in the foreground in which a demonstrative, anaphoric pronoun constitutes the subject. Since anaphoric pronouns, according to Givón, have the highest degree of topicality (Ch. 4), Dahlgren suggests that "a higher degree of topicality in MCA also means a higher degree of SV order" (WO, 144).

To the reader's surprise, the division of discourse types chosen as values in column 7 of the database now taken from Jan Retsö, who was not mentioned in Chapter 4. Discourse is divided into three types, not two: narrative, description and dialogue. The most unmarked clauses are found in narrative discourse in "foregrounded, main, declarative, affirmative and active clauses, which are realis, perfective and preterit" (WO, 144).

The practical procedure of the investigation is a classification of every (relevant) clause in the corpus and the registration its functional-level characteristics in the database. Dahlgren now makes the practical decision that in cases of leftdislocation the leftdislocated element is not considered relevant for basic word order. In view of what was stated about Chapter 6 above, this means that, if there is an anaphoric pronoun, then the sentence is analyzed without its left-dislocated element (probably registered as a VS case), but, if the anaphoric pronoun is lacking, then the whole sentence is regarded as a SV sentence (provided the fronting element is a subject). The case in which leftdislocation may occur without an anaphoric pronoun in the dialects is not considered. Such cases have been considered as thematization and not leftdislocation. This methodical decision by Dahlgren represents a possible error in the investigation and should have been discussed by Dahlgren.

Only main clauses are included (WO, 154). Optative, imperative and question clauses are considered marked and subsequently excluded from the investigation (WO, 144). The reader may reflect that excluding marked clauses in some sense will result in a circular argument. Basic word order was defined as the unmarked word order. Dahlgren would probably answer that optative, imperative and question clauses are evidently marked. We can safely exclude them. The basic and fundamental inclusion — not explicitly discussed as such by Dahlgren — is the inclusion of all compound nominal clauses in the Classical Arabic sense. Dahlgren does not want to make the prejudiced assumption that they are marked in all varieties of Arabic. Statistics will decide instead. All clauses that in the traditional way would have been analyzed as hāl-sentences are included, and the basic assumption by

31 Retsö, 1983.
Dahlgren is that, even if we do include a lot of sentences that will turn out to be marked, the final statistics will anyway show us what basic word order actually looks like in Arabic. The majority case will direct us to the basic word order. In a footnote, we are informed that in addition also subject clauses (the missing S3 below) are excluded, since they cannot be considered basic (unmarked).

The fields of the database — Dahlgren calls them “columns” — are shown in section 9.6.3 “Summary of the system” (WO, 152). Every clause or sentence (“proposition”) in the corpus is represented by a record in the database. Each record has eight fields (columns). Fields 1–2 identify the text of the proposition, fields 3–5 specify sentence categories and fields 6–8 specify pragmatic categories:

**Record**

**Col.** **Description**

1. Title of the specific text
2. Page and line, or paragraph
3. Type of proposition
4. Clause type
5. Order of meaningful elements
6. Left dislocation
7. Type of discourse
8. The actual phrase of cols 1–7 in coded form

Every field has a distinctive set of possible, well-defined values that are written in coded form (label below). The values are chosen from the previous discussion of pertinent linguistic concepts. The full set of values represents the heart of the whole investigation. This is indeed an intricate database structure intended for practical analytical purposes:

**Col** **Value** **Description**

**label**

3. **Type of proposition**
   - **D** Declarative affirmative proposition
   - **N1** Declarative negative proposition with negated subject
   - **N2** Declarative negative proposition with negated predicate
   - **N3** Declarative negative proposition with both negated subject and negated predicate

4. **Clause type**
   - **M** Main clause
   - **Apo 1** Conditional apodosis with real condition
   - **Apo 2** Conditional apodosis with unreal condition

32 Footnote 306. I interpret this as a clause that constitutes a subject in another clause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Order of meaningful elements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Negating element</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sd</td>
<td>Noun phrase: definite subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Noun phrase: indefinite subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Noun phrase: indefinite subject pronoun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2+</td>
<td>Noun phrase: S2 linked to another subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Noun phrase: demonstrative pronoun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Noun phrase: hā+definite article+noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Noun phrase: indefinite pronoun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: active perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: active y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: active b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vp1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: passive perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vp2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: passive y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vp3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: passive b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: “tense”-kāna in perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: “tense”-kāna in y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: “tense”-kāna in b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: “existential”-kāna in perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: “existential”-kāna in y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: “existential”-kāna in b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Active participle (infinite verb phrase)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: punctual aspectualizer perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: punctual aspectualizer y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: punctual aspectualizer b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: ingressive aspectualizer perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: ingressive aspectualizer y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: ingressive aspectualizer b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: durative auxiliary perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: durative auxiliary y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: durative auxiliary b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar1</td>
<td>Verb phrase: repetitive auxiliary perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar2</td>
<td>Verb phrase: repetitive auxiliary y-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar3</td>
<td>Verb phrase: repetitive auxiliary b-imperfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Progressive verb participle (infinite)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Near future verb participle (infinite)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>Leftdislocation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ldo</td>
<td>Leftdislocated element is repr. by object in following clause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lds</td>
<td>Leftdislocated element is repr. by subject in following clause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ldg</td>
<td>Leftdislocated element is repr. by genitive in following clause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Col Value Description label

Ldp  Left-dislocated element is repr. by prep. phrase in following clause

7  Type of discourse
f  Foreground
w  Description
b  Background
D  Dialogue

In section 9.8, Dahlgren takes the proper precautions to ensure that the statistical analysis of the database will be reliable. This is a commendable procedure, not often found in Semitic linguistics. He discusses the possible impact of random faults when the number of instances is low. He has taken pains to use sufficiently large texts when building his database. The corpus is presented in sections 9.2–4. Dahlgren has chosen “corpus that are big enough to make acceptable statistical claims” (WO, 122). In practice, this means that he has included all sufficiently large texts available from the respective areas. Narratives represent the primary material and dialogues and descriptive texts the secondary. Poetry is not included. The whole database comprises about 22 900 main clauses with at least one independent subject and one verb, of which 3970 are from early Arabic.

Unfortunately, the numbering of the dialectal areas in section 9.2 deviates in a confusing way from designations given in the statistical tables and in 9.3 (numbers from section 9.2 are given within parentheses): A. EMMA, Eastern Mediterranean Modern Arabic (1. i), otherwise often called Syro-Palestinian Arabic dialects;\(^{33}\) B. Anatolian dialects (ii), constituting the Qaḷtu dialects in areas with Kurdish dominance; C. Qaḷtu dialects south of Anatolia (iii); D. Gilit dialects (iv); E. Egyptian dialects (3. v); F. Bedouin dialects from Sinai to Khuzistan, including the Arabian Peninsula (4. vi); G. Early Arabic (5. vii). The split between the Qaḷtu dialects in areas with Kurdish dominance and the other Qaḷtu dialects is justified by the expected influence of Kurdish on word order and verbal aspectualizers.

For early Arabic, the Sira of the Prophet by Ibn Iṣḥāq is chosen by Dahlgren in order to achieve a corpus unaffected by the normative system of Classical Arabic (WO, 125). This famous sīra probably appeared before the Kitāb by Sibawayh. For practical reasons, Dahlgren uses Ibn Hisām’s recension of the Sira (the edition of Wüstenfeld). Although Ibn Hisām excluded the first part of the Sira (ancient legends), it is a work comprising more than 1000 pages and, as far as we know, he altered nothing, except for adding a few explanatory notes. This huge text should meet even the most demanding needs in an investigation of early Arabic.

Up to Chapter 9 (inclusive) everything has been preliminary and introductory. The reader has been introduced to the database and the considerations that led to the

\(^{33}\) This is also the area where Aramaic was spoken in antiquity, which opens for a detection of an Aramaic substrate influence (WO, 130).
choice of database fields, to the values of the fields, and to the textual sources. Between Chapters 9 and 10, the database has been filled with nearly 23,000 records as a result of the reading and philological analysis of the textual corpus. Those already classified 23,000 records include text samples and represent a systematic reference grammar of the syntax of MCA and early Arabic. It is understandable, for the sake of not expanding the book the set limits, that Dahlgren decided not to include those references and to confine himself to determine the basic word order in different registers of Arabic. It goes without saying, though, that a systematic selection of those references would have enhanced the scientific usefulness of the book tremendously.

In Chapters 10 to 12, the results of a statistical processing of the database are presented. By far the largest result presentation is contained in Chapter 10 which concerns narrative discourse in dialectal texts. Associated with the account in the chapter are 18 tables in a supplement (Tables 5A–16B). Since the unmarked category should be the more frequent, it is not surprising that in A. EMMA an average of 80% of the instances with the perfect tense in the foreground show the VS word order. This must be regarded the basic word order in narrative discourse in EMMA (see Ch. 6). In the background, quite the opposite is the case. Seventy-two per cent of the background instances with the perfect exhibit SV word order, which must be regarded as the unmarked word order for background sentences (WO, 168 and Table 5A). About the same picture is shown for Qalit dialects, Gilgit dialects, and Bedouin dialects. The figures for the perfect with a punctual aspectualizer in the narrative foreground (Table 12A) are even more convincing. Dahlgren’s conclusion is that “when an event with punctual aspect is marked morphologically to have such aspect, the tendency towards VS syntax increases considerably” (WO, 181).

Quite interestingly, the Anatolian (Qalit) dialects exhibit a SV word order for the perfect in the narrative foreground. Seventy-seven per cent have SV word order in the foreground; seventy-two per cent have SV word order in the background. Clearly, “SV should be regarded as basic word order in Anatolian, for both foreground and background” (WO, 186). This is a contact-linguistic phenomenon, since both the dominating language (Kurdish) and the official language (Turkish) have SOV word order. Word order is not a feature used to distinguish between foreground and background in Anatolia. This is confirmed by my own and Ablahad Lahdo’s field studies on the Turkish–Syrian border (southern end of the Anatolian dialects), in the Siirt area (central position in the Anatolian dialects) and in Sason (northern border of the Anatolian dialectal area). For example, from Ámit is attested the following foreground SV sentence with the perfect in narrative discourse: ē hāda ṭaɣ ‘al-bayt, “he returned home”. In contradistinction from practically all

34 The caption in Table 5A (page 130) should be “F. Bedouin”, not “E. Bedouin”.
35 Unfortunately the caption “B. Anatolia” in Table 5A on page 230 has been misplaced, which makes reading the table confusing. The caption should be rearranged from the top position to line 11 (after “Total”).
other Arabic areas, the basic word order in Anatolia is SVO. This is one of the important results of Dahlgren’s investigation. Brustad, who is also keen to discern the “dominant typology in event narration”, misses this word order variation among the Arabic dialects just because the Anatolian dialects were not represented in his textual corpus (Brustad, 361).

In Egypt, the figures are not decisive because of the disputable reliability and relevance of the texts available. Three are from Cairo and do not reflect narrative discourse in free speech. Only one text is from the Delta and one from Lower Egypt, none from Upper Egypt and none from the oases. It is remarkable that Dahlgren did not consider the standard publications by Peter Behnstedt and Manfred Woidich with a full covering of the geographical regions in Egypt. Their texts were published in 1987–88 and should have been available to Dahlgren, even though the glossaries were published later (1994 and 1999).

The imperfects (Table 5B) are seldom used in the foreground. For example, in EMMA, 92% of all instances in the foreground are in the perfect. The 8% of imperfects in the foreground constitute a marked use of the imperfect corresponding to a historical present.

Figures in Dahlgren’s database (not displayed in a table) show clearly that independent subjects mainly occur when a topic shift is at hand (WO, 170). Table 6 shows that 27% of the independent subjects are demonstrative pronouns in Syria (an exceedingly high figure, compared with the other regions represented in the table, Lebanon, Gilit and Egypt). In Syria, demonstrative pronouns are used for marking the discourse theme in narrative.

Dahlgren concludes Chapter 10 with the observation that, in the mainstream dialectal areas (EMMA, Qalṭu, Gilit and Bedouin), word order is affected by (1) the foreground/background distinction, (2) the degree of topicality, (3) perfectivity (instead of non-perfectivity), (4) the placement in the discourse (initial, middle or end) and (5) marked constructions (e.g., thematization and focusing).

Chapter 11 gives an account of the results concerning the discourse types dialogue and description. All dialectal regions show a high rate of SV word order with definite subjects for dialogue and description respectively (both perfect and imperfect): EMMA 72% and 55%, Anatolia 93% and 72%, Qalṭu 84% and 60%, Gilit 88% and 51%, Egypt 87–95% (only dialogue), Bedouins 82% and 62%. Indefinite nouns consistently exhibit more VS syntax than the definite nouns in accordance with the topicality hierarchy (WO, 195).

Chapter 12 summarizes the results from the investigation of early Arabic. There is a strong prevalence of VS word order for both tenses in the foreground and for the perfect in the background. Imperfects in the background show 50% SV syntax.

30 M. I. Hassan’s tales (Copenhagen 1971 and 1981) seem to be composed, and W. Spitta-Bey’s Grammatik (1880), although good for its time, is antiquated.
32 Dahlgren refers to Diagram 10 in Chapter 9, but the proper reference is to Diagram 11 on page 133.
33 The caption for bedouins in Table 17 is “F. Bedouins Dialogue”, but figures are given for description as well.

Thematization is rare, only 2% out of 2011 instances.\(^{43}\) In sharp contrast to Classical Arabic the foreground/background is not expressed by a difference in word order but by an alternation between the two conjunctions fa and wa, where fa is used principally in the foreground and wa mainly in the background.\(^{44}\) As in the modern dialects, narrative discourse has VSO as the basic word order, whereas dialogue has a preference for SV order (WO, 209). Unlike the dialects, however, pronouns are practically non-existent as subjects, owing to the character of the text as written discourse. Like the dialects, in dialogue, word order deviates from that of narrative and shows a clear preponderance of SV order.

Dahlgren’s *Word Order in Arabic* is in many respects a fully-fledged, methodical handbook for further studies of Arabic syntax. It is simply impressive in its scrupulous efforts to base the investigation completely on studies by leading modern linguists. It is also impressive in view of the scope of the research: practically all larger texts from modern, eastern Arabic dialects (lacking only some texts from Egypt) have been included, and in addition, a 1000-page text from early Arabic before the standardization of Classical Arabic. Lastly, it is impressive in view of the complexity and size of the database and the figures calculated from it. Dahlgren’s book comprises 273 pages, but most of his philological efforts are never mentioned in the pages. Only occasionally, by scattered examples, is the reader introduced to the considerations that must have lain behind the processing of this immense textual material. What hampers the usefulness of the book is a certain incoherence between its different parts. The reader would certainly benefit from some commenting notes that would tell the role of each chapter and section in the investigation as a whole. At present, the reader is left to find out for himself whether a certain notion will be used later in the study or not. The book also needs a revision of the table of contents and the corresponding chapter headings. A renewed proof-reading would make it even better.\(^{45}\) Finally, in the result chapters (10–12), the con-

\(^{43}\) Dahlgren writes 2111, but, if he means the figures in the foreground, the number of instances of definite noun subjects with the perfect is 1971 (with VS word order) plus 40 (SV), which amounts to 2011 (see Table 23). Dahlgren’s accounts of the figures are often too short and easily become hard to follow for a reader who wants to compare his summaries with the corresponding tables. The figures given in the text are frequently unavailable from the tables, for example, the “2404 instances in foreground” mentioned on page 207, lines 6–7 from bottom.

\(^{44}\) The typical alternation between fa in foreground narrative and wa in background narrative is exemplified by a quotation from Wüstenfeld’s edition, p. 22 from line 6 (Dahlgren, page 208). The transcription is mistaken on a few minor points (which do not affect the syntactical analysis): wata‘ā, “they reached”, on line 1 (in the quotation) should be watā‘ā and wa-huliyā, “jewels”, on line 6 should be wa-huliyā (acc. plur.). The phrase on line 2, fa-ḥatafathūmā sāyārātu min ba ḍi, is not represented in the translation (but this is a fault of Guillaume). Dahlgren follows Guillaume’s translation, except for the rendering “large palm-tree”, where Dahlgren writes “big palm-tree”, possibly just a citation mistake. There is no doubt that, if Dahlgren had taken pains to make his own translation, it would have displayed the functions of fa and wa much better.

\(^{45}\) Some additional minor errors: P. 11, note 3, “Grammar, 255” should be “Grammar II, 255”. P. 65, Lyons is referred to but no reference is given. P. 69, lines 5–6, the transcriptions are incorrect. P. 123, the third column in the table should have the caption “Muslim”. P. 164, “Supplement 1”, should be “Supplement”, because the supplements are not numbered and not marked as “Supplement”. P. 171, “Abul-Fadl”, should be “Abul-Fadl”. P. 182, “page 182” on line 2 from bottom should be “page 69”. P. 197, line 11 (in
nection between the figures given and those in the tables should be easier to follow.\(^{46}\)

I conclude that Dahlgren’s *Word Order* and Brustad’s *Syntax* constitute two decisive steps towards a comprehensive, comparative reference grammar of spoken Arabic. For the modern prestige language, the *Modern Written Arabic* by Badawi-Carter-Gully will become the standard syntactical reference tool for many years to come. The most obvious lacuna and a goal for future research is a work on the syntax of the classical Arabic language, for which, so far, no corpus-based syntax exists at all.
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---. (1976) *The Quotation from Jastrow*. "fi" should be "fi". P. 197, note 369. "Qalut-Dialekte I" should be "Qalut-Dialekte II". P. 213, headline "Negatives in Early Arabic" should probably be deleted. P. 215, footnote 409, "Ibn Ishâq, Sirah, 88" should be "Ibn Ishâq, Sirah, 135–136". P. 215, Ex. 181, line 8, "yuṣallas" should be "yuṣallī". P. 241 in Table 16A, caption "A. EMMA" should be deleted. P. 259, line 9, "pp. 58–90" should be "pp. 73–113". The order of titles by the same author in the bibliography should be rechecked. Either chronological order or alphabetical order, according to title.\(^{46}\)

---. At the best, a reader should be able to verify all figures by referring to the tables. This is not possible in the present presentation. E.g., on p. 207, "2% of the 2111 instances" must be interpreted from Table 23 as 2% of 191775 VS and 40 SV in the foreground, which amounts to 2011 instances. From where did Dahlgren get the remaining 100? A misprint? The "total 2046 instances" is the sum of 2005 and 41 instances, but how is the "total of 2404 instances in foreground" calculated? There is no basis for this sum in Table 23.


The present work is the third in a series of dictionaries by Klaus Mylius aiming to facilitate access to and reading of the original texts of India’s major religions, the envisaged readership including Indologists as well as those interested in the history of religions: Mylius’ Sanskrit dictionary is a useful companion to the works on which Hinduism is based, the Pāli dictionary helps us to understand the fundamental texts of Buddhism, and the present dictionary of Ardhamāgadhi is intended to do the same for Jainism.

Jainism emerged in Bihar (North-Eastern India) at about the same time as Buddhism (maybe in the 6th/5th century BC). Parallels between Buddhism and Jainism in terminology, ideas and the general aim of the reform movement directed against Brahmanism are far-reaching; there are even noteworthy similarities in the biographies of the Buddha as well as of the founder of Jainism, the jīna (“conqueror”) Vardhamāna Mahāvīra (according to Jainist tradition, he was not so much the founder, but rather the renewer of what others had taught before). The canon of the Śvetāmbara school of Jainism was fixed in the 5th century AD in the West of India, its older parts maybe dating from around 400 BC and consisting of metrical and prose parts.

In contrast to Buddhism and in spite of the setbacks suffered since the Middle Ages for the benefit of Hinduism, Jainism continues to flourish in India. The belief itself and the community of followers play a role in Indian society which is more important than the rather low number (4,345,000 according to the Britannica Book of the Year 2003:306) might lead to expect.

Jainist thinking is distinguished from Buddhism and Hinduism by having remained essentially unaltered throughout the centuries. It is characterised inter alia by denying the existence of any God as creator of the universe and by a decided bent for asceticism to the point of praising death from starvation through fasting. The canonical scriptures treat a number of particularly interesting issues of philosophy, e.g. the idea of matter being composed of atoms, and a system for the different kinds of karmas. Considering these factors, it is deplorable that, as Mylius states in the preface of his dictionary (p. 5), Jainism has received comparatively little attention within the field of Indology.

The same may be said about the language in which the canonical scriptures of Jainism have come down to us. This Middle Indic (MInd.) language is called “Jaina Prākṛt” in early European studies of the language, Ārṣa (“language of the rsis”) by the Jainist tradition, and Ardhamāgadhi (Amg., literally “half-Māgadhi”) by Indian grammarians who held the opinion that the language is similar to Māgadhi, the language in which the Buddha is believed to have preached. In fact, however, Amg. is not closer to Māgadhi than to some other MInd. languages (cf. Pischel 1900:13ff.).

The language of the Jaina canonical texts is characterised e.g. by the loss of intervocalic i, the coalescence of Old Indic (OInd.) ś, s, s > s, the sound change of intervocalic th > h and n > n (the manuscripts differ in their treatment of n and n, though), the m. nom. sg. of stems in -ah is -e (at least in the older texts), which is a characteristic of Eastern MInd. languages, but other instances of OInd. -ah appear as -o (cf. von Hinüber 2001:99).

In addition to being the language of religious texts, some form of Amg. (which may be called Old Amg.) is likely to have been the language spoken at the court of king Asoka in Pāṭaliputra (present-day Patna), testimonies to which are to be found in stone inscriptions; it is also attested in fragments of plays by Aśvaghosha. This variant differs from the Jaina Amg. in the change of ś > ṣ, n > ṇ, the consistent development of -aḥ > -e, and the preservation of ś, ṣ and s (cf. von Hinüber 2001:49ff., 80f., 98).

Owing to its early and comparatively rich attestation, Amg. occupies an important position among the MInd. languages, second only to Pāli. Notwithstanding, the lexicography of Amg. has not progressed as much as Indologists, linguists, and those who are interested in Jainism might wish: so far, only very few dictionaries have been available (cited and discussed by Mylius on p. 7 and in Ghatage 1993). The dictionary of Jaina Amg. by Klaus Mylius will thus be much welcomed by all those who read German.

The main aim of the present work is to facilitate the studying of Jainist texts, especially selected texts from the canon (listed on p. 6). For this purpose, Mylius’ book indeed proves to be a very useful tool, most words occurring in the texts being found in one form or another in the dictionary (it is surely impossible to account for every variant attested in manuscripts and editions). The translations cite the main and most essential meaning(s) and prove to be to the point and well chosen.

The book combines the advantages of being broad in scope (covering more than 16,000 entries) and at the same time handy in size, thus a true handbook indeed. The pleasant layout will also contribute to the success of what Mylius modestly calls a first attempt (“Pilotversuch”) of an Ardhmāgadhī-German dictionary. The price of 240 SFR is a serious disadvantage, though (according to http://www.indologiewichtrach.ch, there is a discount of 25% for individuals ordering directly from the publishing house: mail@indologiewichtrach.ch).

The “Vorbemerkungen” (pp. 5–8) outline the aim of the book. In “Hinweise für die Benutzung” (pp. 9–14), Mylius explains the arrangement and structure of the entries and gives the inventory (and order in the dictionary) of Amg. phonemes (somewhat infelicitously called “alphabet”).

These do not include ś, ṣ (see above) and diphthongs: what might seem to be a diphthong in an Amg. word is in fact two vowels which have come to be adjacent due to the loss of an intervocalic consonant (e.g. aithi “guest” < OLnd. aithī-), these groups of vowels have been noted with trema on the second vowel in other works on MInd. (e.g. aithi, von Hinüber 2001:99); since Mylius on p. 9 makes it clear that combinations of vowels do not represent diphthongs, he can dispense with the trema.

As far as n/n (see above) is concerned, Mylius on the whole follows the policy of the text editions of the Jaina Agama Series in noting what corresponds to OLnd. n as n also in word-initial position. Some cases of n remain, however, presumably because they occur in some text edition, and thus one finds e.g. two entries saipanna and saipanna “equipped with”, which, with regard to the remark made on p. 9 that n may appear as n and vice versa, would not seem absolutely necessary.

Verbs are cited in their present stem, the class of which is also given.

The negative prefix a(n)- is always separated from the rest of the Amg. word by a hyphen. This certainly has the advantage of allowing a quick analysis of the word by the reader, but the disadvantage of suggesting – probably unintentionally – that all relevant words were analysable in this way by the speakers of Amg. or the composers of the texts, a claim which would seem difficult to substantiate. It might have been preferable to separate the negative prefix in the OLnd. cognates quoted for each Amg. word (see below). It also seems somewhat inconsistent that the negative prefix is separated while no other sorts of compounds or derivatives are subject to morpheme analysis.

The dictionary also provides rich material for the study of the historical grammar of Amg. and MInd. in general since the entries (pp. 15–663) are followed wherever possible by the OLnd. word they are likely to correspond to (chāyā), existing Sanskrit (Skr.) words conscient-
tiously being distinguished from those which are not attested but presupposed by the Amg. word. By simply browsing through the book, the reader thus automatically gets an impression of the historical phonology of Amg. and, to some degree, of MInd. in general. The approach of consistently quoting OInd. cognates has the further advantage of distinguishing words which have become homophones by the sound changes leading from OInd. to Amg. It also serves a pedagogical aim since most users of the dictionary will have some knowledge of Sanskrit and are thus enabled to relate Amg. words to what they might already know.

At the same time, however, one wonders whether the Skr. châyās may give rise to misunderstandings since users might mistake them for the OInd. "origins" of the Amg. words, all the more since there is no note in the introduction which would warn them from the pitfalls involved here. Readers might be astonished, for instance (each of the following examples standing for a group of similar cases), about what seem to be MInd. doublets arising from the same OInd. word, e.g. bâhîda and bajjha “bond” both being related to Skr. banîda-; bitiya, biya, duccca and docca “second” to Skr. dviya-; both Amg. bâhu and bûhā corresponding to Skr. bâhu- “arm” etc.

In fact, the relationship of a given Amg. word to its Skr. châyâ may be of an entirely different nature: there are mûtes savants from OInd. (e.g. bânîda), “truly” MInd. words and various mixtures of both categories, e.g. phonological adaptations of OInd. words (e.g. bitiya), morphological adaptations of varying sorts (bûhā besides bâhu; Amg. baliya / Skr. balî- “powerful”; Amg. hatthi / Skr. hastin- “elephant”). Some more complicated cases involve the derivation of Amg. words from different forms of an OInd. word, as in Amg. jee “victorious” and jeyâra “winner”, both of which are related to Skr. jetr-; in fact, the second one will go back to the OInd. acc. jetrâm while the first may be from the nom. In another group of cases, the Amg. words correspond to their alleged châyâs rather from a semantic point of view, e.g. pûpphamânta “having many flowers” (a derivative of pûppha “flower” < OInd. puspa-) for which Skr. pûspavat- is given.

Although it is clearly beyond the scope of the present work to serve as an etymological dictionary of Amg., one might want to avoid misinterpretations by marking at least those Amg. words which are obviously Skr. loanwords or adaptations of such (e.g. bânîda, bitiya) in a way different from those which do or may represent MInd. forms of some sort (e.g. bajjha; biya, duccca, docca).

Needless to say, opinions may also differ as to the attribution of Skr. châyâs to Amg. words. For instance, with regard to sajja “stick to” which Mylius relates to OInd. saj, one wonders whether pashajja “to be ready; stick to” (“hângend (an), neigend (zu)”) should obviously read “hângen (an), neigen (zu)”) might belong to the same root rather than to pra-srij. It also seems rather unlikely to me that Amg. purâthîma and purâthimilla (both “eastern”) could have developed from Skr. paurâstya-, they will rather represent MInd. derivatives of purâthî (< OInd. purastî) “in front of; in the East”.

It is obvious that much remains to be done in the field of the historical grammar of MInd. languages, and the material collected in Mylius’ dictionary is a convenient starting-point for further investigations.

It is to be hoped that the book under review will bring new life to the study of Jainism and Middle Indic languages and will help users to appreciate the qualities of Ardhamaṅgalī which the tradition describes in the following way (at the same time describing the envisaged public of the Jaina teachings):

bhaṅgavah ca naṁ addhâmâghaḥ bhâsâṁ dhammaṁ âikkhâl sâ vi ya naṁ addhâmâghâ bhâsâ bhadrajâmanâ tesî� savisēnî ārtya-ṃ-ârâyânānaḥ dhipa-yacā pendantamīya pasupakhi-sarîsirvâna apampaṇa hîyasivâsuhadâya bhâsattâ pariṇâma"

“The Lord propagated the law in the Ardhamaṅgalī language: this peace-[-]bliss-giving Ardhamaṅgalī undergoes modifications when it is spoken by the Aryans, the non-Aryans, the bipeds, the quadrupeds, the wild and tamed animals, the birds and the worms.”

(Samavāyāṅgasutta 98; text and translation quoted from and in the orthography used by Pischel/Jhā 1981:17, but replacing ŭ by y).
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This study by Mettinger is, like other studies by his hand, well informed and well written. The primary and secondary sources include several languages and there are several analyses of pivotal passages.

Chapter 1 (pp. 15–53) introduces the idea of dying and rising gods, which at the beginning of the 20th century was put forward by Frazer, who saw a seasonal vegetation cycle underlying the ideas behind several Levantine deities.

In recent research, the concept of the death and vivification of gods has been seriously questioned. The idea of the resurrection of Tammuz (Dumuzi in Sumerian) suffered a great blow, when some fifty years ago it turned out that he was not liberated by the goddess Inanna; rather she went down to the underworld to hand him over as her substitute. Adonis, secondly, is known from the Church Fathers as a god who reappears yearly, only to be mourned. Can such a return be called a resurrection? Also, the Christian interpretation of pagan religion as prototypical changed the way in which the Fathers described it, which means that it is hard to know what was actually believed in pre-Christian times.

What is more, however, as has recently been put forward by Mark Smith, Dumuzi has a semi-divine status only, and no ritual texts celebrate his return from the underworld; the well-known designation magm ‘ilm, “riser of deity”, used in connection with the Tyrian Melqart/Hercules does not unambiguously refer to the revival of the god. Moreover, the continuity between Baal and Adonis is uncertain; rather there seems to be a connection between Dumuzi and Adonis as deified humans; and finally, the well-known Baal cycle is of a literary character and no ritual texts contain any reference to the death and rising of Baal, who is, then, more like the disappearing and returning Hittite god Telepinus.

From this overview, and by taking exception to Smith, Mettinger presents his own agenda, which takes him into a profound analysis of the motifs of the death and return of deities. The question is: were there ever gods that were believed to die and return to life and, if so, was this
belief related to the seasonal cycle and celebrated ritually? It is furthermore stressed that resurrection means return from the underworld and the resumption of a full and active life on earth, and not merely renascence and immortality (pp. 41 ff.).

The order of investigation is then Baal, Adonis, Melqart/Hercules and Eshmun/Asclepius, followed by a general comparison of these West Semitic gods with Tammuz and Osiris. As a prerequisite, it is pointed out that the interpretatio graeca highlights a contrast between Greek and Semitic religion. In the former, gods alone were immortal, whereas, in the latter, the borderline between gods and men was not so sharply defined. It is pointed out that the only available guideline to the beliefs once embraced in antiquity is what can be gathered from texts and iconography. Moreover, the connection between myth and ritual is not considered as indispensable, which means that myths may shift in contents and still express the same underlying idea, the mytheme (pp. 50–52).

Chapter 2 (pp. 55–81) deals with the Ugaritic god Baal. The suggestion that not Baal, but his substitute, was killed by Mot is firmly declined. It is pointed out that the key text, KTU 1.6 II, 25–26, contains a drought formula: the land lies helpless under the glowing sun due to Baal’s death. Thus, Baal himself dies and returns with the rains. Admittedly, the corpus of ritual texts contains virtually no reference to Baal’s death and return, but the mytheme itself, it is maintained, is alluded to in various cultic texts and accordingly the connection between Baal and Telepinus is expressly declined.

Chapter 3 (pp. 83–111) deals with Melqart/Hercules. Basically, the myths attributed to the Tyrian Melqart are the same as those attributed to the Greek god and heroes Hercules, whose bones, according to antique sources, were kept in a sanctuary in Gades (modern Cadiz) in Spain. According to one tradition, a certain Typhon killed him. According to another, he met his death on a pyre and was transferred to the world of the gods. Despite this disagreement, it is clear that Melqart/Hercules actually died, but what about his resurrection? Josephus in his Antiquitates says that King Hiram of Tyre was the first to celebrate the égersis, “awakening”, of Hercules, a phrase that apparently refers to a cultic celebration of Hercules of Tyre (i.e. Melqart). Moreover, a Greek inscription in Amman reports that a local magistrate has been promoted as the “resuscitator” of Hercules. The Phoenician counterpart of this term, viz., μημτ ϊμ, is encountered in a number of inscriptions, many of them connected with Hercules. Admittedly, there are other interpretations of the term. Thus, μημτ ϊμ, “riser of gods”, may denote a supervisor of the cult or perhaps a manufacturer of gods or a person who invokes gods for salvific action, as is the case in OT usage (p. 92). Important in this connection is, however, a 15th–14th century B.C. vase from Sidon, with a series of scenes on it, viz., a figure on a pyre, a tomb, a mourning scene and, finally, a figure standing on a podium with the inscription b’l kr beneath, a phrase that E. Lipinski renders “maître de la fournaise”. The scenes, it is stated, very likely depict Melqart’s death and resurrection (p. 103).

Chapter 4 (pp. 113–154) discusses Adonis (or Adon, “lord”, without the Greek ending). Owing to the general lateness of the source material, any description of older stages of the Adonis cult is venturesome. The discussion of the character of the Adonis cult is, thus, carried out in three steps: the classical Greek–Roman heroes, the classical Egyptian heroes and, finally, the Semitic god. In Athens, the Adonis festival seems to have had a funeral character. The myth of Adonis’ bilocation, i.e., one part of the year in the underworld and another part on earth, does not involve a victory over death but rather reflects the recurring seasonal cycle. It seems that, in Egypt, Adonis was not connected with any bilocation which may have been owing to his close affiliation to Osiris, who was not revived to a life on earth but instead to a life in the “beyond”.

In contrast, both Origen and Jerome described the Semitic god Adonis as a dying and living god; they refer to the celebration of his death and resurrection and connect this with the agricultural year, which is all corroborated by Lucian’s De Dea Syria. Thus, one has to distinguish between the Greek heroes Adonis, who does not rise from the dead, and his Levantine counterpart, the Byblite Adonis, who does. In addition, the 10th-century B.C. Yehimilk inscription re-
fers to b’l gbl, i.e. Lord of Gebal. This may infer that Adonis was actually the Baal or Lord of Gebal/Biblos, though not named ba’al, but ‘adon. Consequently—so it is argued—the Byb- 
lite Adonis, whose cult certainly was influenced by the Osiris rites, has a prehistory in the Baal of the Late Bronze Age, whose death and return to life depict the vegetation cycle. Upon its re-
ception into Greek religion, the concept of Adonis underwent major changes; only there he be-
came a heros, whose death was to be mourned.

Chapter 5 (pp. 155–165) discusses Eshmun/Asclepius, the god of Sidon. The etymology of the name suggests a derivation from šmn “oil” and is connected with the use of oil in medical 
treatments. This deity seems thus to be a healing god, but it is not so easy to find any evidence of 
his curing himself of death. Certainly, the 5th-century B.C. pagan philosopher Damascius 
describes his self-emasculation, followed by his being “rekindled” to life, but—so it is arg-
ued—all this is nothing but a false track ending up in the Attis cult. Rather, more attention 
should be paid to a passage in the India by al-Biruni (d. 1048), who, quoting Galen, says that Asclepius, like Heracles, was raised to the angels in a column of fire (p. 159f.).

Chapters 6 and 7 (pp. 167–215) contain a discussion of the similarity of the West Semitic gods 
to Tammuz and Osiris. It is concluded that Osiris, although dead, is not conceived as dead, but 
alive and active as ruler in the underworld. His return to life, accordingly, is not paralleled 
among the West Semitic gods. The cult of Osiris in Byblos goes back to the Late Bronze Age, 
but an Osiris-Adonis syncretism is not so easily assessed. True, the Adonis cult in Alexandria 
was influenced by the Osiris cult, but express identification is rare and late. The connections 
between Osiris and Melqart, on the other hand, seem to be stronger: Melqart’s being killed by 
Typhon appears to be a parallel to Osiris’ being killed by Seth. Furthermore, it is concluded 
that the Tammuz myth was widespread in the ancient Near East, but the evidence pointing to 
a cultic celebration of his vivification is meagre, although not altogether lacking. It seems that 
the cult of Tammuz early took on a vegetation concept. This very concept, it is stated, may 
have contributed to the change of Baal from an ordinary storm god to a storm god who de-
sended into the underworld and returned. Also, the mourning of Adonis and Tammuz both 
fall in the middle of the summer; and the festival of Melqart’s awakening roughly coincides 
with the celebration of Tammuz’ return.

An epilogue (pp. 217–222) concludes the discussion and simultaneously points out that the 
Christian belief in Jesus’ resurrection, being presented as a one-time, historical event, does not 
fit with the old myths. The riddle thus remains.

Mats Eskhult
Uppsala

M.F. Rogland, Alleged Non-Past Uses of QATAL in Classical Hebrew (Proef-

The aim put forward for this study is to investigate marginal usages of the qatal formation, 
namely the so-called gnomic, prophetic and performative usages in Biblical Hebrew, and this 
from a theoretical as well as a practical, exegetic angle.

The study is justified by the lack of systematic, theoretical investigation of the allegedly 
non-past uses of qatal, and the remarkable scholarly disagreement when it comes to interpret-
ing various individual passages as examples of these usages—in spite of the general accept-
ance of their existence (p. 2).

Being confined to “the indicative function of lexically fientive verbs” (pp. 9 and 23), the in-
vestigation excludes the qatal of stative verbs and the qatal in interrogative and conditional clauses. The basic assumption is that fientive qatal is semantically marked for the past; other tense references are highly incidental.

After a well-informed discussion of tense and aspect and the Hebrew verbal system, the author starts with the "gnomic perfect" (pp. 15–46), which is often described as a general truth, established on the basis of observation and experience and hence lacking location in time. It is remarked that the term gnomic is commonly used, notwithstanding that the term itself lacks precision and clarity. Also, proverbs are not always in the present tense, as is shown inter alia by the example: "too much water drowned the miller". From this point of departure, the qatal forms in gnomic usage are explained in a number of cases as reporting an experience or observation (§ 2.5.1), i.e., an essentially past action that is reported by the author, e.g., "a lazy one said, 'there is a lion outside' " (Prov. 22,13). Interestingly, this interpretation is extended to allusions to the creation as well as to theophanies, e.g., Nah. 1,4, Amos 5,8 and Ps. 97,4ff.

In other cases, the qatal forms in gnomic usage are explained as proverbs utilizing a global or general past tense, which refers to a multitude of occurrences that are summarized into a general rule, a global past (§ 2.5.2). The general application of such an utterance is conveniently stressed by the insertion of "ever/always" or "never" in translation, e.g., "Fools have (ever/always) despised wisdom and discipline" (Prov. 1,7); and "But mockers never listened to a rebuke" (Prov. 13,1). In conclusion, it is stated that, in a good many cases cited in the grammatical literature, qatal should be understood as a past tense.

The discussion of the "prophetic perfect" (pp. 47–101) is yielding. The description of the use of qatal with reference to the future varies precariously between the authorities. Ewald, Gesenius and Driver suggest an action that is accomplished in the imagination of the speaker, whereas Gibson explains the phenomenon from an aspectual point of view, namely as the injection of a note of permanency into the predicaton. Rightly, Rogland discerns various separate phenomena involved, such as the interference of a relative tense, quoted speech or past decisions. Most interestingly, he suggests the "prophetic perfect" may be explained as a narration of events which occurred in a vision and are related by the biblical author, that is to say, the "prophetic perfect" is nothing but an ordinary past form (pp. 57–81). It stands to reason that Joseph's and Daniel's dreams are narrated in the past, but the interpretation given is in the future. The same is in principle valid for most alleged examples of the "prophetic perfect", such as the classic Isa. 9:1: "the people walking in darkness saw a great light". Admittedly, the mixture of qatal and yiqtal forms in prophetic oracles can be explained by the assumption of shifting vantage points or, in S.R. Driver's words in his Treatise, at one moment the prophet looks upon the events he is describing "from the real standpoint of the present", and at another moment "he looks back upon them as accomplished and done, and so viewing them from an ideal position in the future" (p. 47). Yet the visionary character of the oracles, often accompanied by auditory phenomena, supports Rogland's suggestion, although a frequent change between a past vision and a present discourse very often makes such an analysis rather venturesome, as is the case in, e.g., Jeremiah, ch. 48.

The introduction to the short chapter on the performative perfect (pp. 103–117) is well informed as regards the state of research and the scholarly discussion. The adduced examples show that the Septuagint and the Vulgate very often render a performative utterance by the present. Nevertheless, some scholars in general linguistics maintain that "performatives are by definition outside the scope of temporality", and thus--so it is argued--a non-past interpretation of qatal in this usage "simply appears to be a convention and has no bearing on the semantic analysis" (p. 113). The discussion at this point is much too brief and the author obviously clings to his descriptive model: fientive qatal is semantically marked for the past. It seems, however, that he neglects the interpretive level: does his contention explain the apparent tense value of qatal in performative utterances? After all, in standard prose solely qatal is used for performative utterances, only in late biblical prose the participle took over the performative function, as is nicely pointed out in an appendix.

Rogland's thesis is an important contribution to the theoretical and the practical—exegetic interpretation of non-past meanings of qatal. However, a number of long—not translated and only partly commented—quotations from biblical passages lend a somewhat premature character to the book as a whole.

Mats Eskhult
Uppsala


*The Wisdom of Ben Sira* was written in Jerusalem at the beginning of the 2nd century B.C. A Greek translation, by the author’s grandson in 132 B.C., was widely read and the book was incorporated in the Christian OT manuscripts. In this shape, it was known till 1896, when Hebrew fragments of the book were discovered among the Cairo Geniza findings. The more extensive fragments were published within a few years, and subsequently Hebrew fragmentary manuscripts from Masada and Qumran were added, so that by now two-thirds of the book are extant in Hebrew. A text edition of the extant Hebrew manuscripts, with a synopsis of the parallel texts, was published by P.C. Beentjes (Leiden 1997). The textual transmission, however, is complicated and it is not possible to reconstruct the original Hebrew text. Therefore, the object of van Peursen’s investigation is the language of *Ben Sira*, as it is attested in the various Hebrew manuscripts.

The investigation is carried out in three parts, Part One, “The Wisdom of Ben Sira and its language” (pp. 1–56), contains preliminaries on the phases of the Hebrew language, an account of the textual transmission of the book, a chapter on the orthography of the Hebrew manuscripts, and finally a survey of the studies that have been made of *Ben Sira* and their results. Part Two, “Morphosyntax of the tenses” (pp. 57–252), covers the Hebrew perfect, imperfect, perfect consecutive, imperfect consecutive, copulative perfect, copulative imperfect, volitive forms, the participle, and the infinitive construct and the infinitive absolute. Part Three, “The use of tenses in various kinds of clauses” (pp. 253–352), discusses interrogative and exclamatory utterances, subordinate clauses, i.e., substantival and relative clauses plus adverbial clauses with emphasis on verbal syntax. In addition to the summaries of the different chapters, there is a general conclusion (pp. 353–364). There is a useful bibliography (pp. 366–393) and indexes (pp. 394–415), plus a Dutch summary and curriculum (pp. 416–420).

In orthography, there is great divergence between the manuscripts, ranging from a rather defective spelling in the Masada manuscript, to a very plene one in the larger Geniza manuscripts.

Part Two, “Morphosyntax”, begins with the use of finite verbal forms. It turns out that the perfect, qatal, in *Ben Sira* does not differ in essentials from that in Biblical Hebrew (BH); the perfectivity of qatal accounts for it being used as an absolute and relative past form, as well as for its employment in the present in gnomic and performative utterances.

The imperfect, yiqtol, is problematic, insofar as the unvocalized text distinguishes between the full form (indicative) and the short form (jussive) solely in III he and II waw/yod verbs. In Qumranic Hebrew (QH), the two forms have become allomorphs, the use of which is conditioned by their position in the clause: the short form is initial; the full form is non-initial. Already in BH, the cohortative, 'eqqtâ, tends to be a clause initial variant of 'eqqtol, leaving aside the semantic factor. It is noteworthy, however, that in the existence of the cohortative and the
jussive, Ben Sira sides with other forms of classical Hebrew, viz., Biblical, Epigraphic and Qumranic in contrast to Mishnaic Hebrew (MH). With the imperfect consecutive, the short yiqtol is used in the 2nd and 3rd persons, while in the 1st person wa’aqtol, is used along with wa’aqtol. The paragogic nun is rare, similar to the situation in late biblical and post-biblical writings, as opposed to the earlier biblical literature. The energetic suffix -an (observable in the 3rd pers. sg.) does not occur with the short yiqtol form in BH, nor in QH, and the same is true for Ben Sira.

The yiqtol form is used with reference to the present in utterances that aim at a habitual activity or a general truth, as in “the wise one is silent (yḥryṣ) till the proper time, but the fool ignores (l’ yṣmr) the proper time” (C 20.7). The general, contingent sense of yiqtol makes it hard to determine whether in particular cases the present or the future is intended. Logically, the future always contains the notion of epistemic modality and so the two coincide in yiqtol; alternatively, it is stated, the future use of yiqtol may be regarded a subcategory of its modal use. When employed for the past, yiqtol in Ben Sira generally has a contingent, and thus modal, force (pp.106 and 109).

The perfect consecutive, weqatalti, is abundantly attested in Ben Sira, in contrast to MH, where the form has disappeared. It continues finite verbal form (at times even non-finite forms), thus expressing a temporal or logical consequence. As an apodosis after a conditional clause, it may be replaced by yiqtol, as is mostly the case in the later biblical prose.

The imperfect consecutive, wayyiqtol, is used in accordance with BH rules, not only in the narrative past as is especially the case in the portion named “Praise of the Fathers”; it is also used after gnomic expressions for the general present, e.g., “Therefore I give thanks (ḥwyry) and offer praise (w’ilil) and I bless (w’brkh) the name of the Lord” (B 51,12).

Initial qatal occurs several times, in a “looser” kind of narration that relates points of interest in the life of the author rather than a connected story. This usage is not unknown in classical Hebrew (pp. 129ff.).

The copulative perfect, we-qatal, is poorly attested in Ben Sira, as is the case in QH and the later biblical literature, which proves that there is no linear development from wayyiqtol in BH to we-qatal in MH. Interestingly, the sequence qatal followed by we-qatal is used to express synonymous or similar actions, or is used in short parallel clauses; both phenomena are known from BH (Deut. 2,30; Gen. 28,6).

As to the copulative imperfect, we-yiqtol, it is maintained that a final-consecutive relationship is marked by weqatalti, while we-yiqtol is not marked in this respect. Thus, Van Peursen follows his teacher Muraoka in contesting the existence of an indirect volitive, albeit the short form is employed, whenever possible, to express the purpose of the preceding volitive form. At this critical point, he leans on Qimron, who thinks that the syntagm wyqtl in itself requires the short form (pp. 148 and 152).

As to the volitives, it turns out that Ben Sira shows the same construction of coordinated imperatives as is also found in BH, e.g., ḥqṣ wmr (A 6,27). The negated imperatives ‘l + jussive (prohibitive) and ‘l + indicative (vetitive) show the same overlap in function as in BH. The prohibitive outnumber the vetitive, just as the imperative, q’tol, outnumbers the injunctive use of the yiqtol.

The participle, qotol, is thoroughly discussed as concerns the government, whether nominal or verbal, the rules for which roughly follow those of BH. The participle of intransitive verbs may be construed as the former component of a construct phrase, whose latter component signifies in what respect the activity is to be viewed. This usage is a bit remarkably named “indirect object” and occurs in phrases quoted from the Bible or coined in accordance with biblical style (p. 180).

The semantics of the passive participle, depending on the intrinsic character of the verb, is duly discussed, as is also its complement and the general relation between participle and verbal adjective. The active, predicative participle most often expresses the general present, less commonly the future and the past. Its growing encroachment on the field of finite forms in late
and post-biblical literature is duly observed by the example of the verb ms' "find". The periphrastic form occurs a few times. The non-predicative participle, in contrast, has remained a-temporal and location in time can only be deduced from the context. Some functions are elucidated, such as that of general reference, i.e., "whoever", "someone", and the function of the participle as an adverbial accusative (perhaps more properly to be described as a circumstantial phrase).

As to the infinitive construct, its nominal and verbal features are nicely presented. In contrast to the general development towards post-biblical Hebrew, the subject infinitive in Ben Sira is found both with and without k'. As predicate, k' + infinitive, i.e., liqtol, is typical of later style. With 'en and with ȓb the construction has a strong modal value. As verbal complement, liqtol often stands with auxiliaries of modal and adverbial meaning, some are well known from BH such as 'l t'hr ȓswb 'lyw, "do not tarry in returning to Him" (A, C 5,7), others are less well known, such as w̱' yms' lẖshytk , "he will not be able to destroy you" (A 12,11). The adverbial--gerund use of liqtol to specify the action of the main verb is also attested, as are also other logical relations, especially then with other prepositions than k' (in which case MH prefers other verbal noun formations than q'tol).

Ben Sira employs the infinitive absolute as adverb, once as imperative, and as internal object (the analysis as object may be contested, at least as far as the origin of the construction is concerned).

Part Three, dedicated to the verbal syntax as expressed in different types of clauses, begins with interrogative and exclamatory clauses. It is remarked that the extraposition of an element before the pronoun may be due to Aramaic influence, e.g., wbnrmn my yzkmy “and who will remember me in heaven” (A 16,17).

Admittedly, logical and grammatical subordination far from always coincide, yet all sorts of "subordination" are conveniently treated under the heading of subordinate clauses, and according to their various functions: substantival, adjectival and adverbial. A preliminary diachronic observation (pp. 260ff.) calls attention to the fact the later biblical and post-biblical style shows an increase of liqtol at the expense of other final and consecutive constructions, and after verbs of commanding liqtol tends to replace direct speech.

In Ben Sira, object clauses are more often introduced by ky than by 'š or š-. The (dependent) asyndetic, relative clause is very common, especially with yq̱ṯl, e.g., ąqwmy ybg, "the place he regards" (B 31,14), which is said to be appropriate to express indefiniteness and uncertainty (p.285). According to the general rules for Hebrew, the syndetic, relative clause is introduced by 'š or š-, followed by a finite verb, or h-, followed by a participle.

Temporal clauses are dealt with under the headings anteriorty, posteriority and simultaneity. Ben Sira has no case of a wyh or whyh preceding a temporal clause. Conditional clauses are arranged according to the presence of conditional particles and waw apodosis. Final and consecutive clauses are arranged according to whether finite forms or liqtol, only, expresses the relationship. Causal and explicative relationships may be inferred from the context or may be made clear by means of particles.

The general conclusion emphasises the fact that the verbal system in Ben Sira is closely connected with that in BH and with that in QH, in contrast to that in MH. Nevertheless, there are some affinities to MH, e.g., the periphrastic forms. Consequently, it is difficult to place Ben Sira in a gradual development of the Hebrew language. Although it seems sensitive to regard Ben Sira as a representative of the transition from BH to MH, there are archaic traits and features that do not fit in any phase of Hebrew. At the same time, the diversions from standard BH are too many to be looked upon as simple mistakes; rather the Hebrew of Ben Sira stands out as an entity in its own right, albeit with some Aramaic influences.

Van Peursen's book is much more than an inventory of the verbal system of Ben Sira. It contains a learned, sober and solid discussion of the Hebrew verbal syntax in its development from the stage of the classical (pre-exilic) biblical literature, through the later biblical books, and the Qumran Hebrew writings, to the Mishanic Hebrew literature—all in order to judge the nature
of the Hebrew in *Ben Sira*. Van Peursen’s style is clear and didactic and his book is a masterpiece in its way of introducing the reader to its subject.

*Mats Eskhult*

Uppsala


This book deals with two Syro-Arabic translations of Ruth, viz., Ar I and Ar III. Of these the latter is more literal *vis-à-vis* the Syriac *Vorlage*, represented by the manuscript *7a1* in the Leiden Peshitta edition.

The introductory chapter (pp. 10–16) gives an overview of Syriac Bible manuscripts in general and introduces the two Arabic versions under discussion and their mutual relation.

The main chapter (pp. 17–73) is dedicated to translation technique. A very short introductory discussion refers to four investigations of translation technique. The more important of these are J. Barr, *Typology of Literalism in Ancient Bible Translations*, 1979, and S. Brock, "Aspects of Translation Technique in Antiquity" in *Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity*, 1984, pp. 69–87.

The criteria set up for the investigation of the translation technique follow those of Barr and are rather formal in character, viz., word order, expansions, reductions, exchange of words and phrases, and associative / dissociative choices. There is no discussion of the theoretical considerations in the choice of translation that the translators might have had in mind. Thus, nothing is said about the scholarly discussion of translation in antiquity, as it is presented, in for example, F.M. Rener, *Interpretatio* (1989), who says that early Middle Age theory in the selection of words favoured proper equivalents fetched from the common vocabulary and of common usage, and moreover words that ought not to be new but might very well be etymological counterparts between source language and target language. Barr’s categories for classifying divergences are certainly very useful, but in isolation they give little background to the ideas that might have guided the Arabic translators in their work on the text of Ruth.

*Mats Eskhult*

Uppsala


Among the most important developments in Semitic studies during the last century has been the documentation of the Neoaramaic languages. The exile of large numbers of their speakers has made these languages more easily accessible to scholars in the west than was the case earlier. The revival of Neoaramaic studies flourished during the later half of the 20th century, initiated by scholars like Anton Spitaler, Helmut Ritter, Konstantin Tsereteli, Rudolf Macuch

and Otto Jastrow, five scholars who set out to continue the pioneering work initiated by Maclean, Nöeldeke, Prym and Socin almost a century earlier. By now, we have quite a considerable amount of documentation of all the main groups of Neoaramaic: Syrian Māfilūla, Turoyo, Urmiān “Assyrian” or ‘Nordostneuaramäisch’, both Christian and Jewish dialects, and even Neo-mandaean. This does not mean that the situation is satisfactory. We still lack documentation of a large number of varieties, especially of Urmiān “Assyrian” and, of course, Neo-mandaean. The latter illustrates the problem well, since its documentation is probably an urgent task before it disappears completely. A similar situation holds good in different degrees for the other Neoaramaic languages. Many grammatical features, especially in Urmiān, have not been described in a satisfactory way or even understood completely. We still lack a systematic, comparative dialectology of these languages. The diachronic aspect is also an untrodden field, which is not surprising, considering the lack of documentation of the languages until recently, as well as the small number of scholars working in the field. It is, however, a promising task, since the development of the Aramaic dialects at least into some of the modern forms can probably be traced in the extensive, Syriac and Mandaean literary texts produced during almost two millennia, where we may expect to find a rich material of interference between the spoken and the written forms in the same manner as in Arabic. On the whole, Aramaic studies should have a much more central position not only in Semitics but in linguistics in general, owing to the unique documentation of this group of languages/dialects covering almost three thousand years. Few languages in the world can point to such a long, continuously documented history.

The most important of the Neoaramaic languages is the one used as a literary idiom by both Nestorians and Jacobites, which was more or less created at the beginning of the 19th century by the American mission in Urmia. This is the only Neoaramaic language which has a written standard. The history of this language experiment has lately been described by H. Murre-vanden Berg (From a Spoken to a Written Language. The Introduction and Development of Literary Urmia Aramaic in the Nineteenth Century, Leiden 1995, pp. 1–102). Since Nöeldeke’s ground-breaking Grammatik der neusyrischen Sprache from 1868, there have in fact been several attempts to describe this language, mostly by scholars in the Soviet Union like Q. I. Marogulov, Grammaire néosyriaque pour écoles d’adultes (dialecte d’Urmia), Paris 1976 and K. Tsereteli, Sovremennyj assirijskij jazyk, 1964, translated as Grammatik der modernen assyrischen Sprache, 1978. In spite of their merits, none of these works can be said to have been completely successful. One setback is that they all tend to treat the language as a written idiom. Especially the phonology of Urmiān remains opaque. It is thus with some expectation that one now takes a new description of spoken Urmiān in one’s hand, especially since it is a description of a variety spoken in the village of Sārdārīd, c. 20 km north of Urmia made by one of its speakers trained by R. Voigt in Berlin. Even if it is not the language of the town of Urmia, which is described, the dialect of Sārdārīd is very close to it. It should be underlined that none of the modern studies of the dialects within this language, ‘Nordostneuaramäisch’, deals with the Christian dialects on the western shore of the Urmias lake. They all describe varieties further south or south-west in Kurdistan, which are phonologically quite different from the northern dialects. Garbell’s study from 1965 (The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Persian Azerbaidjan) treats the Jewish dialects in villages west and south-west of the lake, which are quite different from the Christian ones. Odisho’s The Sound System of Modern Assyrian (Neoaramaic) from 1988 deals with a koiné-variant of the ‘Assyrian’ spoken in Iraq. Although this work is a step forward, several phonological phenomena remain unclear, e.g., the vowel system. Besides, the language is not that of the Urmia region. At last we now have the possibility of studying what one of the bases of the written Urmiān language looks like.

The book under review contains four parts: Phonologie (1–70), Morphologie (71–192), Syntax (193–214) and a collection of recorded texts (215–250). As will be seen, phonology and morphology loom large, whereas syntax gets a more abbreviated presentation. The ample space given to phonology and morphology is, of course, well motivated, since both fields are full of interesting problems in the Neoaramaic languages in general and this language in particular.

Anyone who has spent some time reading Urman texts, e.g., in Tsereteli’s Xrestomatiya sovremennoj assirskogo jazyka (2nd ed., Tbilisi 1980) or Macuch & Panoussis’ Neusyrische Chrestomathie (Wiesbaden 1974), without having access to a native informant, has often been at a loss how to pronounce the language. Even though the phonetic hints in the glossary of the latter are helpful, the system is not transparent and the phonological structure of Urman is one of the most discussed features of the language, all the more so since this is one of the main isoglosses dividing the whole Urman “Assyrian” group. Dr. Younansardaroud gives a short survey of the discussion from Stoddard’s first grammar of the language from 1855 to Fox’s description of the Jihu dialect in the Hakkari region from 1997 (pp. 39–63). This survey shows that (a) the phonology is quite varied in the dialects and (b) the theoretical equipment of the scholars dealing with it has not always been adequate. As far as Urman is concerned, it has long been evident that its phonology is a consistent system of ‘vowel-harmony’ or ‘synharmony’ similar to (but not quite identical with) the one in standard Turkish. The most interesting and important part of the present study is definitely the description of the phonology.

One of the advantages of this book, in my view is the introduction of the traditional orthography as a parallel to the phonological transcription. Since there is a big gap between the historicizing orthography and the morpho-phonological structure of the language, this device has a pedagogical value for those who are interested in handling modern, literary standard Urman. Unfortunately, the author has not had the energy to be consistent; the parallel Urman orthography is given somewhat haphazardly and it tends to disappear in the second half of the book. In general, however, this method gives the reader a good idea of how the orthography works and he can with renewed energy and hope attack modern Urman texts, now being able to read them with an acceptable pronunciation.

Dr. Younansardaroud assumes a three-grade synharmony in this dialect. This means that all vowels and (almost?) all consonants have three variants: fronted, centred and backed. These distinctions are annotated both by diacritical signs on vowels and consonants in the transcription and also by an indicator of the category to which a phoneme sequence belongs: superscript v for ‘fronted’ (‘vorne’), m for centered (‘mitte’) and h (‘hinten’). This gives a double marking, which in most cases is redundant but makes the system more transparent for the reader. There are also cases in which a segment does not participate in the fronting, centring or backing, which is then clearly visible in the transcription. It is, however, somewhat confusing that she does not stick to the accepted phonetic terminology. Instead she operates with ‘harte’ and ‘weiche Aussprache’, a relapse into a more home-made and/or old-fashioned terminology. She gives several nice examples of how this system works, e.g., minimal pairs like [ɾ̟ benefited] (fronted) ‘she received’, [g̟ got] (centred) ‘husband’, [ɾ̟ benefited] (fronted) ‘head’, [ɾ̟ benefited] (backed) ‘awakened’, and [t̟ benefited] (centered) ‘there’, [t̟ benefited] (backed) ‘taste’. What should have been pointed out is the fact that there does not seem to be cases of minimal ‘triplets’, i.e., words with the same segments but with a semantic opposition based on all three grades. We have oppositions fronted-centred, centred-backed, fronted-backed but no case with three terms.

These data are undoubtedly important and constitute a most valuable piece of information about this dialect. On the other hand, the presentation of the phonological system is hardly satisfactory, even from a modest, theoretical point of view. On p. 3 an inventory of consonantal phonemes is given, listing 35 phonemes altogether. Eighteen of these are pairs with fronting and backing as distinctive features. According to this scheme, this opposition is found only with labials and apicals. But on p. 20, it is said that “die harte Aussprache”, i.e., the backed variant, is audible also with all the other consonants. The question then remains why this opposition is not counted in the table on p. 3. Is fronting-backing not phonemic with other consonants? One must also ask how the centred variant should be understood, which is completely absent from the scheme. Is centring not phonemic either? With this is connected the absence of triplet oppositional terms. It is obvious that something is wrong with the theoretical model used here. The centred variants should probably be characterised as neutral as far as backing—

fronting is concerned without operating with centering as a distinctive feature. We would then end up with a system of binary oppositions, either equipollent (backing–fronting) or privative (neutral–backing/fronting) in Trubetzkoy’s terminology.

The treatment of the vowels is not satisfactory either. For some reason, no vowel inventory is presented. On p.27, we are given lists of the short and long vowels, together with the diphthongs, showing their realisation in the three-grade, synharmonic system. There are five short and five long vowels, /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/. But on p. 16, lists of minimal pairs illustrating the vowel oppositions are given, in which we find a five-vowel system with the long ones and a three-vowel system with the short ones. In the rest of the material, e.g. the texts, there are plenty of notated short is and os in unstressed positions, like the nominal plural suffix /i/ or the possessive suffix, third-person feminine sing. /o/. They could perhaps be seen as phonemically long but shortened in non-stressed position but in that case one would like to see some evidence of their phonemic length. A major setback is the lack of phonetic analysis of both vowels and consonants, which is a serious deficiency when dealing with a language with such a complex phonology as this one. One would very much have liked to have had a proper description of the sounds, phonemes and common allophones of the language given in the general, phonological/phonetical terminology. This would have been essential in order to understand the structure of the synharmonic system and how it operates. Dr. Younansardaroud’s book contains a lot of very interesting phonological data, but the handling of them is not very impressive and unfortunately gives an amateurish impression.

The other parts of the book are less problematic. There is a generous presentation of the morphology, which is also quite systematic and—not least—almost complete with a rich inventory of verbal paradigms. This is a main virtue of the work which sets it apart from many other descriptions of this language, especially the Urman dialects, where parts of the very complicated verbal system often tend to be forgotten, an unfortunate tendency launched by the great Nöldeke, in whose Grammatik one looks in vain for paradigms, that wonderful instrument for language description.

Among the features found in the verbal system, one may note the absence of object-pronominal suffixes with preterite verbs. Thus, Murre-van den Berg quoting the earlier grammars, gives /dheq-á-li “he took her” which in Särda:rd would be /dváq-li qató (p. 147f.). The particle /qá-t already pronominal suffix is said to be more common (‘häufiger’) as pronominal object marker than the suffixes -a (f.) and -i (pl.). In standard Urman, qat is said to mark indirect objects only (Murre-van den Berg 192).

Another feature not found in this dialect, at least not in the present work, is the double agreement in the preterite verb marking both subject and definite object, which is normal in standard Urman (Murre-van den Berg, loc. cit.). One more observable fact is the alleged absence of the verb /PS+ participle marking the verb in a passive construction. Instead the dialect employs finite, active forms, the third person singular or plural. It is, however, to be remarked that in the first text, the Lord’s Prayer, there occurs a passive construction with this verb: /pá-jiš qüccü šimmüh = “may thy name be sanctified”, but this may be an influence from the standard language.

The text consists of descriptions of traditional life in the village, an account of events during the Second World War, and some traditional stories. It would have been of great value to have some examples of spontaneous dialogue. The texts are easy to read, thanks to the meticulous transcription, accompanied by a quite literal translation. Unfortunately, they are syntactically quite primitive, tending to let one main clause follow upon another, instead of using subordination. More sophisticated constructions like relative clauses are almost non-existent and the structure of the passive construction may be more complex than indicated. This also explains the brief treatment of syntax in general in the book. Nöldeke’s Neo-Syriac grammar is still the main source for insights into this field.

Dr. Younansardaroud’s book is a most welcome contribution to the descriptions of this fascinating language group. Its main value is the phonological material presented which allows
the phonologically trained scholar to draw some important conclusions about the sound structure of one of the main dialects on the Urmias Plain, even though the analysis of the data leaves a lot to be desired. Also the morphological part is of great value, even though all the problems of the verbal morphology in Urmian cannot be said to have been solved. We still lack a modern treatment of the syntax of this language and its varieties.

Jan Retsö
Göteborg


Christine Chaillot’s book on the life and spirituality of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo (united) Christians is a much needed and most welcome source of detailed information about the various aspects of the history, theology and piety of this ancient Orthodox Church. Following the terrible persecutions of the Church by the communist regime (Derg-Committe) from 1974 until 1991, Mrs. Chaillot, a laywoman attached to the Greek Orthodox Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople, has spent several years visiting churches and monasteries, schools and charitable institutions throughout the various regions of the country. Through discussions and interviews with bishops and abbots, teachers and laymen, monks and hermits she has gained a deep insight into the spirituality of the Orthodox Ethiopians. Each and every chapter of this book is a genuine testimony to the vitality and faithfulness of these African Christians following almost twenty years of persecution, affliction and harassment by the communists. To my knowledge, Christine Chaillot’s study is the first structural and spiritual inventory of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church after the death of the Coptic Pope Cyril VI in 1971 and the assassination of the members of the royal family in 1974.

Following a concise introduction of the principal historical, geographical and ethnic data of the country, the text is divided into two main parts. Part One provides a detailed account of the history of the Church from the days of the ancient kingdom of Axum to the patriarchate of Abuna Paulos (1992), the fifth Ethiopian Patriarch. Today the patriarch of the Ethiopian Tewahedo Orthodox Church has the title of Archbishop of Axum and Etchege of the See of Saint Tekla Haymanot.

In 1991 Eritrea gained political independence from Ethiopia and in May 1993 Pope Shenuda III consecrated and installed in Asmara the first Eritrean Orthodox Patriarch, H.B. Philippus, once abbot of the historic monastery of Bizen near Asmara. Throughout her book, Christine Chaillot has consistently included in her presentations of churches and monasteries, pilgrimage-sites and institutions of the new Eritrean Orthodox Church, which, of course, follow the same age-old traditions, theology and piety as the Ethiopians. Both the Sunday school and the Mahebere Kidusan Youth Association are very significant movements for the future of the Church. As correctly pointed out, these youth movements were originally inspired by some of the leaders of the Coptic Orthodox Church and Sunday-School of the fifties of last century. The importance of these developments among the youth of the church cannot be exaggerated. They are well described in Mrs. Chaillot’s book.

In Part Two, the author deals with some basic information pertaining to language and literature, oral and written sources. The chapter on the various traditional and theological institutions of learning reads like a reference book, which, of course, is important for scholars in the respective fields. Also in the field of higher theological learning, the Coptic Orthodox
Church used to provide qualified instructors, men like Abuna Murqus Dáuíd and Sa’ad Aziz
(the late Bishop Samuel). The text of this study excels in the presentation of the liturgical and
devotional life of the Ethiopian Christians. Here, the book is a spiritual fountain of vital informa-
tion for our appreciation and understanding of the deep piety of the people. Following a de-
scription of the various architectural types of churches, one is introduced to the most important
aspect of the Christians spiritual life, the eucharistic liturgy, of which the Ethiopians know no
less than 14 anaphoras! As to be expected, the Ethiopian liturgical calendar reveals in terms of
structure and content many similarities with the Coptic Church year, although, there are also
sufficient differences, for example the emphasis placed upon the national celebrations of
Epiphany (timkat) or the festivities in honour of the Holy Cross (maschal). In these public Christ-
ian celebrations, Ethiopian society demonstrates its belongingness to the Orthodox heritage.
The listing of some 18 Ethiopian saints of the synaxar is a helpful reminder of the vitality of
the local traditions. In these days—since 1995—in which the Copts discovered the veneration
of the martyrs of Najran (Yemen) it is good to remember that for the Ethiopians this is an es-
established tradition. In her well-written description of the spiritual life, the author portrays in
depth and details the various nuances of Ethiopian piety.

To this reviewer, the most informative chapter deals with the monastic life and the Ethiopian
monasteries. Although she has not visited all 800 Ethiopian and Eritrean monasteries, yet, she
has paid personal visits to many of the most important places in Eritrea, Tigray, Wollo,
Gondar, Gojam, Shoa, etc. Her discussion with the hermits (behetawis) and monks in the dif-
ferent regions provide hitherto unrecorded insights into the beliefs and practices of these spiri-
tual fathers of the Church. The reader learns about many unusual experiences and unrecorded
practices, which appear utterly strange to Western Christians. With much sympathy and cul-
tural empathy, the author conveys the sincerity of some of these excessive ascetic perfor-
mances.

Over 250 photos and several maps and charts illustrate this most informative study. Almost
all of the photos are well integrated into the text. An inclusive bibliography provides students
with valuable source material for further studies and investigations.

In short, through her visits to the churches and monasteries, schools and church-organiza-
tions, through her discussions with the leadership of the church, but also with priests, monks,
hermits and laymen, Christine Chaillot has produced the most informative text of the life of
the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church after the Derg regime. For the theologian and an-
thropologist, the ethnologist and orientalist, this book provides a wealth of information, which
is otherwise unattainable. Mrs. Chaillot is to be congratulated for this contribution to our un-
derstanding of Ethiopian theology and piety.

Otto F.A. Meinardus
Ellerau

Thierry Fayt, Les Alévis. Processus identitaire, stratégies et devenir d’une com-
munauté « chiite » en Turquie et dans l’Union européenne. Paris, Budapest & Turin:

Die gegenwärtigen westlichen Debatten über den Islam werden nachvollziehbarerweise weit-
gehend von prägenden Ereignissen gewalttamer Art wie dem 11. September 2001, dem Irak-
Krieg, dem israelisch-palästinensischen Konflikt, dem Massenmord von Madrid im März
2004 sowie zahllosen weiteren Terrorakten auf der ganzen Welt dominiert, was von vielen is-
lamitischen Terrorgruppierungen mit Sicherheit auch so intendiert ist. Dabei rücken andere

Aspekte des Islams in den Hintergrund, die im Vergleich zur Taktik purer Gewalt islamistischer Splitter- und Extremistengruppen jedoch kaum weniger der Aufmerksamkeit verdienen.


Mit seiner Studie zur heterodoxen islamischen Gruppe der Aleviten zeigt Thierry Fayt ein drucksvoll, daß die – auch philosophisch verstandene – Frage nach der Identität keineswegs ein peripheres Accessoire in der Islam-Debatte ist, sondern vielmehr eine Grundfrage, von der her viele ansonsten schwer verständliche Haltungen und Positionen erklärbar werden und die auch den Hintergrund einiger militanter Strömungen bildet.


Im wesentlichen plädiert Fayt in diesem Kapitel für eine Integration der Aleviten sowohl in der Türkei als auch in Europa, die auf dem Wege eines laizistischen Modells zu erreichen sei. Als Kontrast zu diesem Modell, das ein friedliches Zusammenleben der Aleviten mit dem Rest der Gesellschaft und sogar den ihnen traditionell mindestens unfreundlich gegenüberstehenden Sunniten ermöglichen soll, beschreibt Fayt in dem Schlußkapitel vorausgehenende Kapitel (Kapitel 11. Seiten 253–276) beispielhaft drei Wege, die nicht zu dieser friedlichen Koexistenz führen: Nationalismus (bzw. seine übersteigerte Form, der Chauvinismus), Panislamismus und schiitischer Partikularismus.

Die von Fayt in seiner „Conclusion générale“ anvisierte, am französischen Modell orientierte, Integration der Aleviten erscheint auf den ersten Blick sehr überzeugend, vor allem als Gegengewicht zu den drei negativ beurteilten ideologischen Projekten. Insbesondere im Hinblick auf die von Fayt über das ganze Buch hin beschworene Gefahr des Abgleitens der Aleviten in extremistische oder partikularistische Selbstkapselung scheint die Einbindung der alevitischen community in einem den Prinzipien der Demokratie, der Menschenrechte und der Toleranz verpflichteten Staat eindeutig als die zukunftsträchtigere Variante.


An der Laizismus-Thematik, die für den ganzen Aufbau und die Zielrichtung von Fayts Werk zentral ist, läßt sich im übrigen auch ein methodologisches Defizit aufzeigen, das aus einem anderen Blickwinkel als eher nebensächlich erscheinen mag, nämlich die Auswahl der vom Autor benutzten Quellen. Das Literaturverzeichnis enthält ausschließlich Werke auf französisch und englisch, wobei letztere nur eine Handvoll der Titel ausmachen. Es gibt dagegen keinen einzigen Quellen- oder Literaturverweis auf türkisch, dem Idiom der Mehrzahl der Aleviten und zugleich der offiziellen Sprache ihres Herkunftslandes. Auch wenn Fayt dies an keiner Stelle offen sagt, darf man weiterhin annehmen, daß auch die Gespräche mit den (so gut wie immer unidentifizierten) alevischen Gewährsmännern auf französisch und zum Großteil auch in Frankreich geführt wurden. Die Quellen- und Literaturbasis des Buches stellen somit ausschließlich Aussagen und Publikationen von Personen dar, die einen unmittelbaren und starken Bezug zu Frankreich haben und mithin mehr oder weniger stark auch von dessen staats- und religionspolitischer Tradition und Denkweise geprägt sind. Es mag nun zwar sein, daß bei dieser Quellenauswahl ein Modell à la française, wie es Fayt in seinem Schlußkapitel als Möglichkeit für die Aleviten ins Spiel bringt, tatsächlich eine logische Entwicklung ist.
Doch ob sich diese Möglichkeit tatsächlich mit der Selbstdarstellung der Aleviten insgesamt – deren überwiegender Teil ja außerhalb Frankreichs lebt – deckt, ist damit keineswegs nachgewiesen. Letztlich muß man an Fayts die Frage stellen, ob er bei seiner Darstellung nicht zu euro- bzw. frankozentrisch verfährt.


An allen Stellen seines Buches versteht es Fayt, die für die Darstellung relevanten Daten konzis auszuwählen. Er schreibt nicht zu viel und nicht zu wenig. So beschränkt er sich bei der Behandlung der in Europa ansässigen alevitischen Einrichtungen im wesentlichen auf die größten Dachorganisationen, und bei der Lebensbeschreibung eminenter alevitischer Figuren wie Haci Bektaş Veli nennt er nur das Essentielle, zu Recht auf die ausführlicheren Arbeiten der von ihm zitierten Sekundärliteratur verweisend. Durch diese kompakten, aber treffsichere Darstellung eignet sich Fayts Buch hervorragend für alle, die sich – auch zu erstenmal – einen raschen und übersichtlichen Einstieg in das Alevitentum verschaffen möchten.


Michael Reinhard Hess
Berlin

---


İlhan Başgöz is one of the most competent and versatile scholars in the field of Turkish folklore and oral literature. His classes on these subjects at Indiana University attracted a large number of young Turcologists and folklorists. At the same time, his fieldwork in Turkey has been extensive and of great importance. In many cases, he has succeeded in recording and preserving for future generations of scholars significant samples of Turkish oral literature that otherwise would be at risk of disappearing for ever. His extensive research has resulted in several publications and a great number of articles and essays.

Kemal Silay, Başgöz’s former student and friend of many years, has brought together in this book a selection of Başgöz’s articles, most of them previously published in various scholarly journals. Silay grouped them in chronological order, according to the date of their publishing. It is a selection that illustrates both the wide spectrum of Başgöz’s research and the way in
which his approach to his research has developed under the years. The articles take up different aspects of Turkish folklore, such as the shadow theatre, proverbs, folk poetry, etc. However, the author has paid attention not only to traditional folk culture—besides articles on traditional Turkish lore, we can also find essays on such topics as the personal names given to Turkish children in our time. Perhaps no other aspect can more explicitly express the trends in Turkish current culture than the changes in the way in which parents select their children’s names. The development of Turkish society—pre-Islamic, Ottoman or modern Turkish—has always been reflected in the personal names. With the Islamization of the Turks, many of the traditional Turkish names were replaced by names taken from the Islamic cultural circle, mostly Arabic and Persian. Since the introduction of the republic in 1923 with its emphasis on secularization and nationalism, there has been an ever-increasing trend to replace these names with Turkish ones. As a result, at the present time, the personal names of the young Turkish population display an unprecedented variety of names created according to the grammatical and phonic rules of the Turkish language; otherwise, there are no limits to the fantasy of parents in naming their children. According to Başgöz, such a radical transformation is unheard of in human history.

Still, the author’s articles on Turkish oral narratives, the hikâye, represent the most important and probably best-known part of Başgöz’s scholarship. The first essay in this collection, Turkish Folk Stories About the Lives of Minstrels, published as early as 1952, provides the reader with a comprehensive insight into this typically Turkish folklore genre. The following article, Dream Motif in Turkish Folk Stories and Shamanistic Initiation, establishes convincingly the connection between the hikâye genre and ancient shamanistic rituals. This theory is now generally accepted and has even inspired other scholars. Another important contribution in the field of the hikâye-genre is the study of the role of the audience in the minstrel’s presentation of his narrative—the minstrel Mündami performed the same hikâye for villagers in a small town and then in the local branch of the Teachers’ Union for the local elite. The author describes in detail the behaviour and reactions of the audience and depicts the influence that these had on the story-teller’s performance. These two variants (their full texts are presented in English translation) differ considerably in many respects, depending on the socio-cultural conditions of the occasions. This experiment, carried out in 1967, represents an invaluable contribution to Turkish folkloristic, as it recorded the actual and concrete setting under which the oral performance functioned and was recorded just in time before the traditional setting for the oral performance of hikâye vanished. Başgöz’s essays, put together in this volume, probably represent the most complete source of this specific type of Turkish oral narratives ever published. The collection even contains, in English translation, the complete text of one of the most popular hikâyes—Aşık Garip and Şah Surname—as a complement to the theoretical essays.

What may confuse a reader not familiar with Turkish circumstances is that the editor (quite rightly) has chosen not to change the original texts published previously within the range of five decades. This leads to a certain confusion in the terminology. The genre of hikâye can be presented as “a folk story”, “a romance” or “an oral narrative”. The performers—the aşıks—are also called “minstrels”, “tale-singers”, “romance-tellers” or “hikâye tellers”. Still, the meaning is always the same. Perhaps some kind of index would have helped the standardization.

Although Turkish folklore and oral literature are rich and varied, little is known about them outside Turkey. As Turkish society has recently been going through far-reaching changes, the function of folklore has taken on new forms adapted to new conditions. The aşıks have not lost in popularity—on the contrary, through the radio, television and music tapes, they can now reach a much wider audience—but it is mainly in their role of folk poets and singers. To study the process of the rapid evolution in Turkish folk culture should be an interesting task for the scholars. Başgöz’s contribution opens the way for further studies on these subjects.

Jitka Zamrazilová-Jakmyr
Lund
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